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ABSTRACT
Chapter 1. Ti-Catalyzed Asymmetric Reduction of Aromatic Heterocycles
A method for the highly selective asymmetric reduction of quinoxalines and quinazolines
was developed. This complements technologies developed by others for the asymmetric
reduction of other aromatic heterocycles. This chemistry utilizes a Ti catalyst based on
the C2-symmetricansa-metallocene scaffold. In these studies, we utilized a novel silane as
a reducing reagent that showed superior properties in the reduction of difficult substrates.
We then used this chemistry to prepare a variety of tetrahydroquinoxalines and
tetrahydroquinazolines in up to >99% ee.
Chapter 2. A Method for the Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation of Ketones and its
Application to a One-Pot Synthesis of Tricyclic Indolines
The Pd-catalyzed ca-arylation of enolates is a rapidly growing area of chemistry due its
usefulness in constructing key C-C bonds. After thorough optimization, we have
identified a catalyst system for the regioselective y-arylation of ketone dienolates,
allowing for a convenient preparation of quaternary y-aryl ca,-unsaturated ketones. A
key finding was the influence of the supporting ligand on the observed regioselectivity.
Bidentate ligands with a small bite angle such as dppe allow for exclusive arylation at the
y-position. As a novel application of this chemistry, we also developed a one-pot domino
reaction of 2-bromoanilines with P,y-unsaturated ketones for the preparation of indolines.
Further, use of the chiral ligand DTBM-SegPhos allows for asymmetric induction with
excellent levels of enantioselectivity.
Chapter 3. Synthesis of 5,5-Disubstituted Butenolides Based on a Pd-Catalyzed y-
Arylation Strategy
Given the utility and wide presence of butenolides in chemistry, and our recent foray into
y-arylation chemistry, we sought to apply this chemistry to the preparation of y-aryl
butenolides. Supporting ligands were identified that, when combined with a Pd source,
catalyzed the site-specific y-arylation of butenolides with a wide variety of aryl halides.
Progress was also made in the development of an asymmetric variant using chiral
phosphine ligands. Preliminary screening results led us to prepare of a library of MOP-
type ligands, which were tested with the use of high-throughput screening in a
collaboration with Symyx.
Chapter 4. Computational Studies on the Pd-Catalyzed Arylation of Amides and
Enolates
The rapid growth in the capability of computers and computational chemistry programs
has been invaluable to the study of structure and mechanism in the field of catalysis. We
have applied computational methods to study several catalytic reactions developed in the
Buchwald lab: namely, the C- versus N-arylation of oxindoles, the N-arylation of amides
with a newly-developed catalyst, and the regioselective y-arylation of dienolates.
Beginning with oxindole arylation, we showed that the selectivity for C-arylation with a
Pd/XPhos catalyst is governed by the relative barriers for reductive elimination and falls
within the definition of a Curtin-Hammett situation while the N-arylation of oxindole
with a Cu-based catalyst results from a large preference for binding of Cu to nitrogen. In
the second study, the arylation of acyclic secondary amides with a newly discovered
catalyst system was studied and the important features of this ligand were identified. Our
final study was devoted to providing a mechanistic rationale that explains the
experimental observations of Pd-catalyzed y-arylation reactions. A novel mechanism for
reductive elimination was identified and calculated to be the operative pathway.
Chapter 5. Development of a Method for the Pd-Catalyzed Bromination of Aryl
Triflates
An efficient Pd catalyst was identified for the bromination of aryl triflates using high-
throughput screening. A major obstacle to achieving full conversion was catalyst
inhibition by the triflate salts formed over the course of the reaction. A solution to this
problem was discovered, which involved the sequestration of these salts by the addition
of a trialkylaluminum Lewis acid. This interaction was characterized by calorimetric
studies, showing that triflate-trialkylaluminum binding is very strong. Further work is
needed to fully develop this methodology and extend it to forming aryl chlorides.
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Molecular targets emerging from diverse sources including natural products,
materials science, and chemical sensing continue to present challenging architectures to
synthetic chemists. Research directed towards preparing such compounds has
consequently uncovered many limitations in current synthetic methodology -providing a
driving force that motivates chemists to develop new reactions and expand the scope of
known ones. It is fortunate for such endeavors that transition metal-based catalysts have
proven to be invaluable in generating molecular complexity and manipulating oxidation
states, often with asymmetric induction, that would be difficult to carry out using more
traditional means.'
Throughout much of the twentieth century, metal complexes were prepared for
simple studies of structure and reactivity. Only upon further investigation would their full
catalytic potential be realized. As the field matures, however, more catalysts are being
designed to occupy unfulfilled needs in the chemical toolbox. The ability to design these
catalysts is made possible from empirical data as well as an increased understanding of
the intricacies of catalytic processes. Before examining progress in this field, a brief
discussion of some of the properties of transition metal catalysts is in order.
Transition metal-based catalysts are frequently identified by the left-to-right
position of the bound metal in the periodic table.2 Thus, chemists often refer to early,
middle, and late transition metal catalysts. Early transition metals (Groups 4-6) are
electron-deficient and, as a consequence, highly oxophilic. In practice, this oxophilicity is
manifested by a catalyst's sensitivity to dioxygen and water as well as poor functional
group compatibility. Middle transition metals (Groups 7 and 8) are much less sensitive to
oxygen and water and have increased functional group compatibility. Late transition
metals (Groups 9-11) show the greatest stability and are highly tolerant to most
functional groups.
Reactivity of Groups 4 and 10 Metal-Based Catalysts
In order to illustrate the disparate properties of early and late transition metal
catalysts, a brief introduction to group 4 and group 10 chemistry will be given, as the
bulk of the following research is centered around Ti and Pd. When comparing the
reactivity of these two elements, some general trends emerge. For instance, a process in
which both Ti and Pd may participate is reversible f3-hydride elimination. This
equilibrium, in the case of Ti, lies in the direction of the metal-alkyl species and in the
case of Pd, the equilibrium favors the Pd hydride (Scheme 1). This stark contrast in
reactivity is attributed to the difference in electronegativity and electron richness of
complexes of the two elements. Pd(II), being more electron rich, will preferentially bind
an olefin and participate in backbonding when given a choice. As Ti(IV) is do and very
electron-poor, it does not participate in backbonding, thereby favoring the alkyl-bound
state. Furthermore, do metals are, in general, slow to undergo P-hydride elimination,
having no d electrons to back-donate into the o* orbital of the adjacent C-H bond.3
However, these are very broad generalizations and many exceptions are known.
Scheme 1. Stability of Ti and Pd Metal-Alkyls.
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Group 4 contains the elements Ti, Zr, and Hf, which are all inexpensive, and
therefore quite attractive from an industrial perspective. Prototypical reactions catalyzed
or promoted by complexes in this group include Ziegler-Natta polymerization, reductive
cycloisomerization reactions with Zr-olefin complexes, hydrozirconation, reductions, and
Lewis acid catalysis.4 A common feature of many of these reactions is that stable metal-
alkyl species are formed, which can be further derivatized.
The chemical repertoire of group 10 elements (Ni, Pd, and Pt) is truly enormous
and much of this chemistry is dominated by three general modes of reactivity.5 The first
mode is composed of reactions initiated by the electrophilic activation of olefins and
alkynes.6 This type of mechanism is operative in the Pd- or Pt-catalyzed isomerization of
olefins and alkynes as well as in the Wacker process, used for the industrial synthesis of
acetaldehyde from ethylene. The second mode is the formation of Ni or Pd n-allyl
complexes, which participate in a multitude of subsequent transformations.' The last and
perhaps most important mode of reactivity by group 10 metals, in terms of usefulness and
broad applicability, are cross-coupling reactions.8 Traditionally, an aryl or alkenyl halide
or pseudohalide is coupled to a nucleophile in the presence of a Ni or Pd catalyst. This
chemistry has been utilized extensively in materials science, 9 pharmaceutical chemistry,'0
ligand synthesis," and in the total synthesis of natural products."2
Cross-coupling reactions are generally categorized by the nature of the reacting
nucleophile: Grignard reagents participate in the Kumada-Corriu coupling, organozinc
reagents in the Negishi coupling, boronic acids and boronate esters in the Suzuki-
Miyaura coupling, organostannanes in the Stille coupling, organosilicons in the Hiyama
coupling, and terminal alkynes in the Sonogashira coupling (Scheme 2). Each of these
reactions, with the exception of the Sonogashira coupling, may be used to form sp2-sp 2
C-C bonds, but are distinguished primarily by their functional group compatibility-
Kumada being the lowest and Stille being the highest.
Scheme 2. Cross-Coupling Reactions to form C-C Bonds.
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Cross-coupling technology has more recently been extended to include aromatic carbon-
heteroatom bond-forming processes using amines, amides, alcohols, etc. as the
nucleophile. This has allowed for dependable methods for the formation of aromatic C-
N, C-O, C-S, C-B, C-Si, and C-P bonds (Scheme 3).13
Scheme 3. Cross-Coupling Reactions to form C-X Bonds.
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Prior to 2001, there were only scattered reports of the use of alkyl halides or alkyl
metals as cross-coupling partners.'" Two major hurdles in efficiently carrying out these
reactions are the tendency of Pd alkyl species to undergo 3-hydride elimination and the
resistance of alkyl halides to participate in oxidative addition. Through the careful choice
of catalyst and reaction conditions, Fu and others have made tremendous strides in
increasing the generality of these reaction to the point that they are considered routine.
'
,c
A general catalytic cycle operative in all Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions is
shown in Scheme 4. As a practical matter, Pd(II) salts (e.g., Pd(OAc)2, [(allyl)PdCl] 2) are
often used, which first requires reduction to a Pd(0) species before entering the catalytic
cycle. The most commonly employed reductants are phosphines, amines, or aryl metals.'
5
Alternatively, Pd(0) precursors may be used but they are not ideal-in the case of
Pd2(dba)3, the dibenzylideneacetone (dba) present may interfere with catalysis.'
6
Oxidative addition, the first step of the catalytic cycle, involves the loss of two
electrons at the Pd center with concurrent breaking of the C-X bond. Transmetallation
then occurs, often promoted by a base, which exchanges the Pd-bound halide for a
nucleophile. Finally, reductive elimination generates the product by a C-C or C-
heteroatom bond formation with concomitant regeneration of the Pd(O) catalyst.
Scheme 4. General Catalytic Cycle for Cross-Coupling Reactions.
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Ligand Effects on Ti and Pd Catalysis
The properties of both early and late transition metals may be tuned by changing
the nature of the supporting ligands. The reactivity of early metals such as Ti or Zr, is





cyclopentadiene (Cp) or alkoxide derivative (Figure 1). Both Brintzinger7 a and
Gansaur 7 bc have designed Cp-based ligands for Ti, which have been utilized for several
asymmetric and diastereoselective reductive processes. Changing the electronic
properties of this class of ligands has not proven to be generally beneficial to catalysis.
Duthaler 7d and Keckl7 e have developed chiral alkoxide-based Ti catalysts used in
asymmetric Lewis acid catalysis.
Figure 1. Prominent Examples of Useful Ligand Scaffolds for Titanium.
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The chemistry of late metals is heavily influenced by both the steric environment
and electronic character of the ancillary ligands. Ni catalysts usually contain dienes,
amino alcohols, diamines, diimines, or phosphines, depending on the reaction of interest.
Although Pd catalysts may occasionally employ nitrogen- or oxygen-based ligands, the
most active catalyst systems almost always contain phosphines or N-heterocyclic
carbenes (NHCs) as the supporting ligand. In the context of cross-coupling reactions,
both phosphines and NHCs possess many properties that are ideal to promote catalysis.
Ligands that are electron-rich'8 (e.g., P(t-Bu) 3, PCy3 , NHCs) aid in oxidative
addition' 9 by increasing electron density at the Pd center, which becomes important when
trying to cross-couple less reactive partners such as aryl chlorides, 20 aryl tosylates, or
alkyl halides. However, this is not the only feature of the catalyst that influences this step.
The equilibrium between mono- or multiply-ligated Pd species also plays a large role in
oxidative addition. Any metal in solution will be in equilibrium between several ligated
forms. For example, if Pd(PPh3)4 is dissolved, there will be an equilibrium between the
L4Pd, L3Pd, and LPd species, with the L3Pd being the predominant form.21a However, the
small amount of LPd in solution is presumably the catalytically active species. In
contrast, if Pd[P(o-tol) 3] 2 is dissolved, it exists primarily in the LPd form and an
undetectable amount of LPd is responsible for catalysis. 2 1b Monoligated Pd is usually the
most active form towards oxidative addition, and mechanistic studies indicate that
increasing its concentration has a dramatic effect on reaction rate. 21b'22 Although LPd
complexes are presumed to have an empty coordination site, this is usually filled by a
weak agostic interaction 2 3a or it-interaction23b,c to the ligand, or in the case of LPd(II) aryl
halides, by way of dimeric bridging halide structures. 24
The mechanism of oxidative addition is further complicated by the presence of
anionic ligands (e.g., Cl, OAc) that bind Pd. Amatore and Jutand have shown through
electrochemical and computational studies that this step is accelerated for anionic Pd
catalysts. 25 This suggests non-innocent roles of the counterions present in precatalysts and
bases.
Transmetallation is the least understood step of the catalytic cycle and progress
towards a clear mechanistic picture has only been made in few cross-coupling reactions.
Intuitively, the supporting ligand should influence the rate of transmetallation but very
little comparative data has been reported.26 The ligand may also dictate whether this step
goes via an associative or dissociative mechanism. Further advances in ligand design
should clearly take this step into consideration.
The rate of reductive elimination is accelerated by decreasing the electron
density27',2 a or increasing the steric encumbrance 28bc of the ligand. The size of
monodentate ligands is often quantified by the cone angle"- -a measure of the radial
space occupied. However, this parameter is not an ideal descriptor of many modern
ligands, which have more subtle steric and conformational profiles.30 Bidentate ligands
with a large bite angle,3 1 a measure of the P-Pd-P angle, also lower the barrier to
reductive elimination. 31" cd But this value ignores the bite angle range, which may be
important in reactions that require a very flexible ligand. Since reductive elimination
frequently becomes the rate-limiting step when cross-coupling less nucleophilic partners
such as amines, amides, or alcohols, very bulky ligands are usually preferred for these
reactions.
Lastly, the ligand structure may also affect the rate of catalyst decomposition,
which may occur through several different mechanisms. These include Pd atom
aggregation,3 2b cyclometalation to the ligand,32c excess binding of ligands to Pd,3 2de ligand
oxidation,32f formation of inactive bridging iodide complexes, 32g' h C-P bond cleavage, 32'
or aryl exchange. 32 -- m If the mechanism of decomposition is identified, the problem can
sometimes be overcome by selecting a more robust catalyst.
Biaryl monophosphine ligands developed in the Buchwald group33 have proven to
be particularly well suited to fine tuning by the judicious placement of different groups
on the biaryl backbone. This has led to more active catalysts capable of promoting many
difficult reactions. Although a general trend towards larger ligands has emerged, many
cases are seen where the older ligands outperform the newer ligands.3 4 Therefore, the
complete set of biaryl ligands as well as other ligands spanning multiple classes should be
examined when developing new methodology or optimizing chemistry.
Figure 2. Biaryl Monophosphine Ligands Developed in the Buchwald Lab.
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CHAPTER 1
Ti-Catalyzed Asymmetric Reduction of Aromatic
Heterocycles
1.1 Introduction
Asymmetric reduction represents a powerful method to obtain optically active
compounds. Due to the importance of this transformation, an extensive array of catalyst
systems have been developed, which provide high selectivity and efficiency for the
asymmetric reduction of most olefin, imine, and ketone substrates.' However, the
asymmetric hydrogenation of n-bonds contained in aromatic heterocycles, is much more
difficult due to the aromatic stabilization energy that must be overcome. 2 The ability to
reduce these bonds with high enantioselectivity is extremely important since many chiral,
partially saturated heterocycles possess biological activity.
The first reported example of an attempt to carry out such a transformation was
reported by Murata in 19873 in which a Rh(DIOP) catalyst was used to reduce 2-
methylquinoxaline in 3% ee. Since this initial report, there has been a flurry of activity
within this area, which has led to the development of many new chiral catalysts (Scheme
1).4 Protocols have been developed for the asymmetric hydrogenation of furans and
benzofurans by Pfaltz with chiral pyridyl phosphinite/Ir complex 15a (eq 1) and highly-
functionalized furans with benzothiophene-based ligand 2 and Ir 5b (eq 2). Pyridines are a
difficult class of substrates, but N-iminopyridinium ylides have been reduced with high
enantioselectivity with the use of t-BuPHOX/Ir complex 3 (eq 3),6a and 3-acylpyridines
have been reduced with organocatalyst 4 6b or MeOBIPHEP (5) with Ir (eq 4).6c Kuwano
has shown that both indoles7 (eq 5) and pyrroles' (eq 6) are good substrates for Ph-TRAP
ligand 6 with Ru. There is only one example, reported in a patent, of the asymmetric
reduction of a pyrazine in 78% ee using JosiPhos (7) and Ir (eq 7).9 2-Methylquinoxaline
has been reduced in moderate to good ee using ligand 8 and Irl' ab or complex 9 ,'0c (eq 8)
but there are no reports of the asymmetric reduction of other quinoxaline derivatives. A
method for the enantioselective reduction of isoquinoline-based susbtrates has been
conspicuously absent. However, in 2006 Zhou reported that these substrates could be
reduced in high ee using a Segphos (10)/Ir catalyst only if benzoyl chloride is present to
activate the aromatic system (eq 9)."
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The majority of the methods described above utilize chiral rhodium- or iridium-
based catalysts. In addition, there are a few examples of organocatalytic-based methods,
however, no method utilizing an early-transition metal catalyst has been reported.
Notwithstanding these developments, there remain several classes of heterocycles for
which asymmetric reduction methods have not yet been reported.
The C2-symmetric ansa-metallocenes (11 and 12, Figure 1), first developed by
Brintzinger, have proven to be extremely effective for many types of asymmetric
reductions and C-C bond-forming transformations. 13 The Buchwald lab has utilized
Figure 1. C2-Symmetric ansa-Metallocenes.
M = Ti (11), Zr (12)
titanocene precatalysts 11a-llc for the asymmetric reduction of olefins,14ab enamines,14c
ketones, "4de and imines 14-k with excellent levels of ee obtained in almost all cases, using
both hydrogen and silanes'5 as reducing agents (Scheme 3). Although these reductants
may be used interchangeably, we have favored hydrosilanes in recent years due to their
ease of use on small scale and the ability to perform these reactions without the use of a
glovebox. The ethylene-bis(tetrahydroindenyl) (EBTHI) ligand has proven to be a
privileged scaffold, and a large number of derivatives have been prepared, but their use in
reduction chemistry has invariably led to catalysts that provide lower selectivities. 6
Scheme 3. Asymmetric Reductions Developed in the Buchwald Lab using
Titanocene 11.
11 XllaX=CI
SI, 11 b = X2 = 1,1l'-binaphth-2,2'-diolate
hZJ 11cX=F
Hydrogenation Hydrosilylatio
Catalyst Activation: 1.5 mol% 11a or 11b, 2 equiv n-BuLi Catalyst Activation: 0.02-2
2. PhSiH 3  0.002-00.002-0












































The exceptional levels of facial discrimination obtained with 11 stems from the
rigid pocket of the catalyst, which enforces selective binding of n-systems in the product-
determining migratory insertion step. Scheme 4 shows the preferential binding
orientation of a trisubstituted n-system, in which the large R group points into the empty
quadrant of the ligand. The situation for acyclic imines, in which there is an EIZ mixture,
is more complicated and will not be discussed in this thesis.







The mechanism for the activation of precatalyst 11a with an alkyllithium or
Grignard reagent was originally proposed by Martinl7 a and Brintzingerl7 b to proceed first
by reduction to a Ti(III)Cl species, followed by ligand substitution with the alkylmetal
and P-hydride elimination to generate a catalytically active Ti(III)-hydride. Mechanistic
work by Willoughby and Buchwald" has corroborated this and provided evidence that
precatalyst 11b reacts through a similar pathway. In a very recent paper by Khinast, 9 this
mechanism has been questioned in cases where a silane is present; instead, a Ti(IV) alkyl
silane was proposed to be the active catalyst, where the alkyl group comes from the
activating organolithium. Further work is needed to clarify the true nature of this catalyst
under different conditions.
A pathway for the silane promoted activation of 11c has been proposed by
Buchwald,' 4' in which it first undergoes o-bond metathesis with one equivalent of silane
(Scheme 5). This generates a Ti(IV)-hydrofluoride species that spontaneously
disproportionates, most likely through a bimolecular process, releasing H2(g) and
generating a Ti(III)-fluoride. This species then undergoes another o-bond metathesis
with silane to generate a Ti(III)-hydride, which is believe to be the active catalyst. When
Cp2TiF2 is used, almost any silane will serve to activate the catalyst. However,
(EBTHI)TiF2 can only be activated by a 1:1:1 mixture of PhSiH3/MeOH/pyrrolidine -
presumably forming the highly active PhSiH2OMe in situ.20 Once the Ti-hydride is
formed, it will react with an imine via migratory insertion, giving rise to a Ti-amido
complex. This complex then reacts with an equivalent of silane to generate a silyl-amine
and regenerate the Ti-hydride, thus completing the catalytic cycle. This final process is
very slow and consequently rate-limiting, 18 which prompted Buchwald and co-workers to
search for an additive to accelerate this process. They found that the addition of a primary
amine greatly accelerates catalysis while preserving the enantioselectivity.4, It was
proposed that the Ti-amido complex, generated after insertion, takes part in ligand
exchange with the amine to release the product and generate a less hindered Ti-amido
complex. Sigma-bond metathesis between this smaller Ti-amido complex and a silane
would then occur at a reasonable rate, and efficiently regenerate to Ti-hydride. A similar
Scheme 5. Proposed Catalytic Cycle for Hydrosilylations using lic.
R3SI-H R3Si-F 1/2 H2  catalyst activation













effect was observed with the addition of a primary alcohol (e.g., MeOH) in ketone
reduction reactions.14e Reductions with H2(g) do not require an additive because o-bond
metathesis with the small H2 molecule is fast.
1.2 Results and Discussion
Inspired by the recent progress of others in the field of asymmetric hydrogenation
of heteroaromatic compounds, we set out to expand the scope of reduction chemistry with
11 to include aromatic substrates. To date, there are very few reports of transition metal-
catalyzed hydrosilylations of any aromatic heterocycles.21 These reports contain only one
example of an asymmetric reduction -Murata described the asymmetric hydrosilylation
of 2-methylquinoxaline with a Rh-DIOP catalyst and Ph2SiH 2 with a reported ee of 36%.
A separate silyl-deprotection step with potassium fluoride was required to obtain the
product.
We first attempted to react a variety of aromatic heterocyclic compounds with
Cp2TiF 2 in the presence of a silane (i.e., PhSiH3 or PMHS) and n-BuNH 2 (Figure 2). We
quickly discovered that most substrates were either unreactive or were only reduced to
dihydro products. However, the quinoxaline and quinazoline ring systems proved to be
most reactive, giving rise to 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxalines and 1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroquinazolines. Both of these classes of heterocycles have been studied as
pharmacological agents, 22 and a simple route to these compounds in optically active form
would be desirable. Similar to what has been reported by others, a benzo-fused ring is
critical to achieve any reaction, as no conversion is achieved with pyrimidines or
pyrazines. This is presumably due to the attenuated aromatic stabilization energy
resulting from the presence of a fused aromatic ring.
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Having identified aromatic heterocycles that reacted with the Cp2TiF2-derived
catalyst, we explored asymmetric reductions with chiral catalyst lcl. Many substrates
reacted completely to give the desired product; however, when more challenging
substrates such as disubstituted quinoxaline 12a were used, complete conversion was not
achieved. This difficulty likely stems from the requirement for the catalyst to react with a
trisubstituted C-N bond to break aromaticity, whereas in the monosubstituted
quinoxaline a disubstituted C-N bond needs to be reduced to break aromaticity. In an
attempt to increase the conversion, we compared PMHS (entry 1) and PhSiH 3 (entry 2)
with a variety of other electron-rich silanes (Table 1). Amino silanes (entries 5 and 6)
were completely ineffective, while the best silanes had two Si-O bonds and one Si-C
bond. Among these, tetrameric cyclic silane 2023 (entry 8) was most active, increasing the
conversion from 45% to 78%-presumably due to having more accessible Si-H bonds
because the oxygens are tied back in a ring. Although not required for many substrates,
we decided to perform all subsequent reactions with silane 20 instead of PMHS.






0.2 equiv PhSiH 30.2 equiv MeOH
1.5 - 4 equiv silane
4 equiv n-BuNH 2THF, 65 -C, 24 h
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2 PhSIH3  24 7 TMSOs OTMS 35
14 H2
19
3 (EtO)2MeSiH 30 Me
15 Me , H
4 (EtO)Me 2SiH 12 H-Si8 I UMe 78
16 O Si
S--O H
5 (Me2N)2MeSiH 0 Me H
17 20
a % Conversion determined by 'H NMR of the crude reaction mixture.
With a finalized set of conditions in hand, we reacted a variety of quinoxalines
with precatalyst 11c and silane 20 (Table 2). As illustrated in entries 1 and 2, simple alkyl
substitution is well tolerated, giving tetrahydroquinoxalines 21b in 89% yield and 94% ee
(entry 1), and 22b in 95% yield and 97% ee (entry 2). The large size of the cyclohexyl
substitunt of quinoxaline 23a (entry 3) presented a more challenging case, but with 5
mol% catalyst and longer reaction time, the product was formed in 74% yield and 99%
ee. Similarly, the hindered substrate 24a bearing an ortho-substituted aryl group at the 2-
position was efficiently reduced with 5 mol% catalyst and longer reaction time (entry 4).
As previously stated, 12a is a very difficult substrate, but under optimized conditions it
was reduced to 12b in >99% ee with a 9:1 d.r. (entry 5). The absolute stereochemistry of







Table 2. Asymmetric Reduction of Quinoxalines with 11c.
2.5 mol% 11 c
0.2 equiv pyrrolidine
0.2 equiv PhSiH 30.2 equiv MeOH
1.5 equiv 20
































' Isolated yields. b The ee was determined by HPLC on an OD-H column. C Reaction run with 5 mol%
catalyst. d Reaction run for 36 h. ' 9:1 ratio of trans/cis products.
The reduction of quinazolines was carried out using the same reaction conditions
developed for quinoxalines and proceeded with even higher selectivity (Table 3). 4-
Methylquinazoline 26a (entry 1) was reduced to 26b in 79% yield and >99% ee.
Compounds possessing aryl substituted at the 4-position were reduced with comparable
yields and ee's as those bearing alkyl substituents (entries 2 and 3). The presence of an
74cd  99
82c >99
4 3 c,d,e >99
R N R
N R3
electron-withdrawing CF 3 group at the 7-position proved problematic, as the reduction of
28a gave the product in only 68% ee (entry 4). We wondered if this diminished
selectivity was due to background reduction, but a control reaction without catalyst
showed that this was not the case. Finally, electron-rich quinazoline 29a posed no
significant challenge and was reduced in 74% yield and >99% ee.







0.2 equiv PhSiH 3, 0.2 eqiuv MeOH
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2 Ar= Ph 26a 26b 87 >99
3 Ar = 4-OMePh 27a 27b 90 >99
Me Me
N NH





5 N0 74d >99C
H
29a 29b
a Isolated yields. b The ee was determined by HPLC on an OD-H column. ' ee of the bis-trifluoroacetyl
derivative d Reaction run with 5 mol% catalyst.
Compound 25b was derivatized to generate 30, which was analyzed via X-ray
crystallography to determine its absolute stereochemistry (Figure 3). The stereochemistry
obtained for both tetrahydroquinoxalines and tetrahydroquinazolines matched the
predicted stereochemistry from the established model for asymmetric induction.






While exploring the scope of this chemistry we were surprised by the failure of
several substrates to react in spite of their similar structures to substrates in Tables 2 and
3 (Scheme 6). For example, quinoxaline 31 and quinazoline 32 both containing a pair of
methoxy groups at the meta- and para-positions of the appended aryl ring are not very
reactive. Their lack of reactivity is most likely not due to their high electron-density since
acetal 29a is readily reduced under the standard conditions. A more plausible explanation
is that chelation of the catalyst in some form is occurring. Further evidence supporting
this phenomenon was observed for the attempted reduction of quinoxalines 33 and 34,
which possess aryl substituents bearing ortho heteroatoms--in both of these cases,
reduction of the less substituted C-N double bond was observed without any formation of
the fully reduced product. These results stand in stark contrast to those obtained for the
reduction of 24a, which demonstrates that ortho-substitution on the aryl ring is tolerated.
Ester-substituted quinoxaline 35 is completely unreactive, suggesting that chelation of the
imine and carbonyl occurs early in the reaction. Each of these substrates, with the
exception of 35, is readily reduced with the smaller Cp2TiF 2, demonstrating that the more
hindered ligand of 11c might block access to an amine that would otherwise break up the
chelate complex formed.
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In summary, we have developed a method for the highly enantioselective
reduction of nitrogen-containing hetereoaromatic compounds, building on past methods
from our group for imine reduction using catalyst 11c. This transformation was
accomplished by hydrosilylation--an underutilized and practical approach. Use of silane
20 allowed for the reduction of more difficult substrates. Overall, excellent yields and
ee's were obtained for the reduction of a variety of substituted quinoxalines and
quinazolines to their tetrahydro derivatives. The reduction of substrates with potential
chelating groups proved to be quite difficult, limiting the substrate scope. This method is
a noteworthy addition to the growing number of procedures for asymmetric reduction of
heteroaromatic systems and may find use in the preparation of medicinally interesting
compounds.
1.4 Experimental
General. All hydrosilylation reactions were set up in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. THF,
CH2C12, and toluene were purchased from J.T. Baker in CYCLE-TAINER solvent-deliver
kegs and vigorously purged with argon for 2 hours. The solvents were further purified by
passing them under argon pressure through two packed columns of neutral alumina (for
THF) or through basic alumina and copper(H) oxide (for toluene and CH2C12). Anhydrous
dioxane, NMP, and Et 3N were purchased from Aldrich in Sure-Seal® bottles. 2-
Methylquinoxaline was purchased from Acros and purified by passing it through a short
plug of neutral alumina. 2,3-Dimethylquinoxaline was purchased from Acros and purified
by passing it through a short plug of silica, eluting with 70:30 hexanes/ethyl acetate,
followed by recrystallization from EtOH/hexanes. (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 was either
prepared using an established protocol 25 or purchased from Aldrich. PhSiH 3 was
purchased from Acros and used without any additional purification.
Tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane was purchased from Gelest and stored in a freezer within a
nitrogen-filled glovebox. n-Butylamine was purchased from Aldrich, purified by
distillation from CaH2 under argon and stored over 4 A sieves. All other commercially
available compounds were used as received. Flash chromatography was performed with
EM Science silica gel 60 (230-400 mesh) or with Biotage SNAP cartridges on an SP-4
automated system.
Analytical. Enantiomeric excess was measured with an OD-H column on a Hewlett-
Packard 1100 HPLC system. Infrared spectra (IR) were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
system 2000 FT-IR spectrophotometer, 'max in cm -f. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova 500 instrument. Chemical shifts were reported
in ppm from tetramethylsilane with solvent as the internal standard ('H CDC 3 : 68 7.27;
'
3C CDC13: 6 77.16). Optical rotations were measured with a JASCO P-1010 polarimeter.
Elemental analyses were performed by Atlantic Microlab Inc.; Norcross, GA. Melting
points (uncorrected) were obtained using a Mel-Temp capillary melting point apparatus.
Preparation of quinoxalines and quinazolines:
N C1 10 mol% Fe(acac) 3  N n-BurN. 
_+ n-BuMgBr _.
10:1 THF/NMP
0 °C to rt, 10 min
1 equiv 1.2 equiv 57%
2-n-butylquinoxaline: Following the method developed by Fiirstner and co-workers, 26 a
flame-dried 100 mL round-bottom flask was charged with Fe(acac) 3 (215 mg, 0.608
mmol) and 2-chloroquinoxaline (1.0 g, 6.08 mmol). The flask was then evacuated and
backfilled with argon followed by the addition of THF (25 mL) and NMP (4.5 mL). The
flask was then cooled to 0 oC in an ice bath. 20 mL of a 0.365 M solution of n-
butylmagnesium bromide (7.29 mmol) in THF was then quickly added, which resulted in
a dark brown solution that was stirred at rt for 10 min. The reaction was diluted with Et2 O
and quenched by the addition of 1 M HC1. The organic layer was washed with saturated
NaHCO 3 (aq), dried over MgSO4, and concentrated with the aid of a rotary evaporator.
The crude residue was purified by column chromatography employing a 2% to 20%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 57% yield (640
mg) as a pale yellow oil that eventually turned red upon standing. 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDC13) 8: 8.66 (1H, s), 8.00-7.95 (2H, m), 7.66-7.58 (2H, m), 2.93 (2H, t, J=7.5 Hz),
1.78-1.72 (2H, m), 1.40-1.35 (2H, m), 0.89 (3H, t, J=7.5 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz,
CDC13): 157.76, 145.91, 142.26, 141.25, 129.98, 129.23, 128.96, 128.92, 36.33, 31.73,
22.66, 13.99. IR (KBr plates): 3064, 3015, 2957, 2871, 1559, 1491, 1465, 1126, 982, 609
cm 1 .
1 mol% Pd(OAc)2
N~ Ci 2 mol% SPhos N
S+ (HO) 2B K3POO4
N:' Me toluene N
1 equiv 1.5 equiv 100 OC 83%
2-o-tolylquinoxaline: A 60 mL Schlenk flask containing a stir bar was charged with 2-
chloroquinoxaline (1.8 g, 10.9 mmol), o-tolylboronic acid (2.23 g, 16.4 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2
(25 mg, 0.109 mmol), SPhos (89 mg, 0.21 mmol), and K 3PO 4 (4.64 g, 21.87 mmol). The
flask was capped with a septum and wrapped with electrical tape. The vessel was then
evacuated and backfilled with argon, this process was repeated once more. Dry toluene
was added by syringed and then the reaction mixture was stirred at 100 'C for 20 h. The
reaction mixture was cooled, diluted with Et2O, filtered through a pad of celite, and
concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude residue was then purified by column
chromatography employing a 2% to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide
the title compound as a fluffy white solid (2.00 g, 83%). m.p. = 89-90 'C. 'H NMR (500
MHz, CDC13) 6: 9.03 (1H, s), 8.18-8.16 (2H, m), 7.82-7.80 (2H, m), 7.56 (1H, d, J=8.0
Hz), 7.42-7.37 (3H, m), 2.49 (3H, s). "3C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 154.85, 145.85,
141.92, 140.97, 137.05, 136.50, 131.14, 130.12, 129.95, 129.61, 129.46, 129.31, 129.11,
126.25, 20.32. IR (KBr plates): 2967, 2927, 1653, 1636, 1311, 1038 cm 1- . Anal. Calcd for
C,,Hl 2N2: C, 81.79; H, 5.49. Found: C, 81.60; H, 5.54.
OMe




1 equiv 1.3 equiv 63%
4-(4-methoxyphenyl)quinazoline: A 50 mL Schlenk flask was charged with 4-
chloroquinazoline 27 (1.0 g, 6.08 mmol), 4-methoxyphenylboronic acid (1.2 g, 7.89
mmol), Pd(OAc)2, (14 mg, 0.061 mmol), SPhos (49 mg, 0.12 mmol), and K3PO4 (2.5 g,
12.0 mmol). The flask was then evacuated and backfilled with argon, this process was
repeated once. Dioxane (15 mL) was then added by syringe and the reaction mixture was
stirred at 100 oC for 18 h. After cooling to rt, the crude reaction mixture was diluted with
Et20, filtered through a pad of celite, and concentrated under reduced pressure. The
residue was then purified by flash chromatography on silica (75:25 CHCl3/ethyl acetate)
to give the title compound as a yellow solid (910 mg, 63%). m.p. = 125-128 'C. 'H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3) 6: 9.33 (1H, s), 8.16 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 8.07 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 7.90-
8.86 (1H, m), 7.78 (2H, d, J=9.5 Hz), 7.60-7.57 (1H, m), 7.09 (2H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 3.89
(3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 167.88, 161.38, 154.74, 151.24, 133.59, 131.76,
129.62, 128.94, 127.62, 127.23, 123.17, 114.20, 55.54. IR (KBr plates): 2839, 1609,
1491, 1386, 1255, 1176, 1027, 843 cm 1 . Anal. Calcd for C,5HI 2N20: C, 76.25; H, 5.12.
Found: C, 75.98; H, 5.17.
0 formamide CH 3
" Me 5 mol% BF 3-OEt2  \ N
F3C NH2 135 -C, 36 h F3C
40%
4-methyl-7-(trifluoromethyl)quinazoline: 1-(2-amino-4-
(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)ethanone 28 (4.07 g, 20.0 mmol) and formamide (80 mL) were
combined in a 200 mL round-bottom flask and fitted with a reflux condenser. The vessel
was purged with argon, followed by the addition of BF3-OEt2 (142 mg, 1.0 mmol). This
solution was stirred at 135 'C for 36 h. The reaction mixture was then purified by
fractional distillation under vacuum (2 torr); the desired product distilled at 114-118 oC,
just before formamide. The first fraction was purified further by column chromatography
on silica (75:25 hexanes/ethyl acetate) to give the title compound as a white solid (520
mg, 40% yield). m.p. = 65-68 "C. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 9.15 (1H, s), 8.19 (1H,
s), 8.11 (1H, dd, J=9.0, 0.8 Hz), 7.69 (1H, dd, J=8.5, 1.5 Hz), 2.89 (3H, s) 13C NMR (125
MHz, CDC13) 6: 168.64, 155.62, 148.91, 134.93 (q, J=131 Hz), 126.87 (q, J=18 Hz),
126.37, 123.20, 123.14 (q, J=1085 Hz), 21.81. IR (thin film): 3056, 1634, 1575, 1328,
1127, 741, 690 cm-1.Anal. Calcd for C,0H 7N 2F3: C, 56.61; H, 3.33. Found: C, 56.76; H,
3.25.
0 formamide CH3
O Me 5 mol% BF3 OEt 2  O ;Z N
O NH2  135 -C, 15h ON0
45%
8-methyl-[1,3]dioxolo[4,5-g]quinazoline: 1-(6-aminobenzo[d] [1,3]dioxol-5-yl)ethanone
(8.0 g, 44.65 mmol) and formamide (120 mL) were combined in a 200 mL round-bottom
flask equipped with stir bar and reflux condenser. The flask was purged with argon,
followed by the addition of BF 3"OEt2 (317 mg, 2.23 mmol). The reaction mixture was
then stirred at 135 "C for 48 h. The remaining formamide was removed by vacuum
distillation. This left a black residue, which was dissolved in CH 2C12, filtered through
celite and concentrated with the aid of a rotary evaporator to give an orange solid. This
material was purified by column chromatography on silica (100% ethyl acetate) to give
the title compound as a yellow solid (3.8 g, 45%). m.p. 167-169 oC. 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDC13) 6: 8.87 (1H, s), 7.14 (2H, s), 6.07 (2H, s), 2.71 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz,
CDC13) 6: 164.94, 153.40, 153.30, 148.92, 148.24, 121.17, 104.97, 102.23, 100.04, 21.89.
IR (KBr plates): 3365, 2920, 1617, 1560, 1490, 1473, 1454, 1216 cm -'.
General Procedures: Asymmetric Reduction of Quinoxalines and Quinazolines.
An oven-dried 1.5 dram disposable glass vial with Teflon-coated stir bar was taken into a
nitrogen-filled glovebox. (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 (8.8 mg, 0.025 mmol) was weighed out into
the vial followed by the addition of PhSiH3 (12.3 [tL, 0.1 mmol) and 640 [tL of a 0.156 M
solution of MeOH (0.1 mmol) and pyrrolidine (0.1 mmol) in THF. The vial was capped
and the solution was stirred at 65 'C until a change in color from yellow to emerald green
occurred (between 5 and 20 min), indicating activation of the catalyst. The reaction was
cooled and tetramethylcyclosiloxane (360 [tL, 1.5 mmol) was next added, resulting in a
forest green-colored solution. The substrate was then added, resulting in a color change to
deep red or brown followed by addition of n-BuNH2 (395 tL, 4.0 mmol) and THF (500
[L). The vial was then capped and sealed with electrical tape. The vial was next taken
out of the glovebox and the reaction mixture was stirred in an oil bath at 65 'C for 15 h
unless stated otherwise. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool, diluted with ethyl
acetate, and concentrated onto deactivated silica (soaked in 5% Et3N overnight). The
crude product was then purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica.
HYN: CH3
H
(S)-2-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline (Table 2, entry 1): The general procedure
was followed with 2-methylquinoxaline (145 mg, 1.0 mmol). The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (80:20 hexanes/ethyl acetate) to
give 138 mg (93%) of the title compound as a white crystalline solid. m.p. = 90-91 'C.
The enantiomeric excess was determined to be 94% by HPLC on an OD-H column
(40:60 IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.64-6.61 (2H, m),
6.55-6.52 (2H, m), 3.63 (2H, bs), 3.56-3.51 (1H, m), 3.33 (1H, dd, J=10.5, 2.5 Hz), 3.06
(1H, dd, J=11.0 Hz, 8.5 Hz), 1.21 (3H, d, J=6.5 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHZ, CDC13) 6:
133.62, 133.25, 118.71, 114.51, 114.46, 48.27, 45.73, 19.95. IR (KBr plates): 3352, 3314,
3047, 2959, 2871, 1602, 1520, 1506, 1307, 732 cm -'. aD (589 nm CHC13) = -5.9 (c =
0.011 g/mL). Anal. Calcd for C9H12N,: C, 72.94; H, 8.16. Found: C, 73.00; H, 7.96.
HKhN 0 CH3
H
(S)-2-n-butyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline (Table 2, entry 2): The general procedure
was followed with 2-n-butylquinoxaline (186 mg, 1.0 mmol). The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (80:20 hexanes/ethyl acetate) to
give 170 mg (89%) of the title compound as a beige solid. m.p. = 59-60 'C. The
enantiomeric excess was determined to be 97% by HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60
IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.66-6.64 (2H, m), 6.56-
6.53 (2H, m), 3.69 (2H, bs), 3.40-3.36 (2H, m), 3.09 (1H, dd, J=l 1.0, 8.0 Hz), 1.53-1.41
(6H, m), 1.01 (3H, t, J=7.5 Hz). "C NMR (125 MHZ, CDC13) 6: 133.53, 133.47, 118.61,
118.51, 114.42, 114.36, 50.20, 46.64, 34.01, 27.80, 22.81, 14.08. IR (KBr plates): 3351,
3050, 2929, 2867, 1603, 1506, 1468, 1304, 735 cm -'. aD (589 nm CHC13) = -38.8 (c =




(S)-2-cyclohexyl-6,7-dimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline (Table 2, entry 3): The
general procedure was followed with 2-cyclohexyl-6,7-dimethylquinoxaline2 (186 mg,
1.0 mmol) using 5 mol% (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 (17.9 mg) for 36 h. The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (80:20 hexanes/ethyl acetate) to
give 174 mg (74%) of the title compound as a pale yellow solid. m.p. = 107-108 'C. The
enantiomeric excess was determined to be 99% by HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60
IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.40 (1H, s), 6.38 (1H, s),
3.64 (1H, bs), 3.54 (1H, bs), 3.38 (1H, dd, J=10.5, 2.5 Hz), 3.19 (1H, dd, J=10.5, 7.5 Hz),
3.14-3.11 (1H, m), 2.18 (6H, s), 1.95-1.76 (5H, m), 1.51-1.44 (1H, m), 1.38-1.05 (5H,
m). ' 3C NMR (125 MHz, CHC13) 8: 131.65, 131.30, 126.37, 125.89, 116.23, 116.15,
55.47, 44.21, 40.57, 29.18, 28.92, 26.47, 26.20, 26.15, 18.91, 18.87. IR (KBr plates):




(S)-2-o-tolyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline (Table 2, entry 4): The general procedure
was followed with 2-o-tolylquinoxaline (220 mg, 1.0 mmol) using 5 mol% (R,R)-
(EBTHI)TiF2 (17.9 mg). The crude product was purified by flash chromatography on
deactivated silica (80:20 hexanes/ethyl acetate) to give 184 mg (82%) of the title
compound as a colorless oil that crystallized after standing for several days. m.p. = 103-
106 'C. The enantiomeric excess was determined to be 98% by HPLC on an OD-H
column (40:60 IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCI3) 6: 7.55 (1H, d,
J=8.0 Hz), 7.27-7.36 (3 H, m), 6.74, (2H, m), 6.65 (2H, m), 4.77 (1H, dd, J=8.5, 3.0 Hz),
3.85, (2H, bs), 3.50 (1H, dd, J=11.0, 3.0 Hz), 3.32 (1H, dd, J= 1.0, 8.0 Hz), 2.50 (3H, s).
13C NMR (125 MHz, CHC13) 6: 139.57, 135.22, 134.42, 132.83, 130.43, 127.45, 126.61,
126.53, 118.81, 118.71, 114.65, 114.52, 50.50, 47.77, 19.24. IR (KBr plates): 3373, 3047,
3022, 2950, 2911, 2853, 1595, 1505, 1457, 1343, 1301, 1124, 1100, 739 cm ~'. aD (589 nm
CHCI3) = +128.3 (c = 0.008 g/mL). Anal. Calcd for C 15H 16N 2: C, 80.32; H, 7.19. Found:




(2S,3S)-2,3-dimethyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoxaline (Table 2, entry 5): The general
procedure was followed with 2,3-dimethylquinoxaline (first purified as outlined in
general section) using 5 mol% (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 (17.9 mg) for 36 h. The crude product
was purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (80:20 hexanes/ethyl acetate)
to give 70 mg (43%) of the title compound as a pale yellow solid. m.p. = 97-98 'C. The
enantiomeric excess was determined to be >99% by HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60
IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 6.62-6.60 (2H, m), 6.54-
6.52 (2H, m), 3.53 (2H, bs), 3.06-3.03 (2H, m), 1.19 (6H, d, J=6.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125
MHz, CHC13) 6: 133.58, 118.62, 113.97, 52.10, 19.09. IR (KBr plates): 3380, 3358,




(S)-4-methyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinazoline (Table 3, entry 1): The general procedure
was followed with 4-methylquinazoline (145 mg, 1.0 mmol). The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (95:5 ethyl acetate/methanol) to
give the 112 mg (75%) of the title compound as a light yellow solid. m.p. = 79-81 'C.
The enantiomeric excess of the bis-trifluoroacetyl derivative was determined to be >99%
by HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60 IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDC13) 6: 7.00-7.05 (2H, m), 6.72 (1H, td, J=7.5, 1.0 Hz), 6.54, (1H, dd, J=8.0, 1.0 Hz),
4.26 (1H, d, J=1 1.5 Hz), 4.22 (1H, d, J=11.5 Hz), 4.13 (1H, q, J=7.0 Hz), 1.48 (3H, d,
J=7.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CHCl3) 6: 143.05, 127.07, 126.72, 126.31, 117.94,
115.26, 55.39, 49.82, 22.27. IR (KBr plates): 3416, 2957, 2928, 1646, 1609, 1496, 1316,
1059 cm-. aD (589 nm CHC13) = -3.0 (c = 0.006 g/mL).
- NH
H
(S)-4-phenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinazoline (Table 3, entry 2): The general procedure
was followed with 4-phenylquinazoline 29 (206 mg, 1.0 mmol). The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (95:5 ethyl acetate/methanol) to
give 200 mg (95%) of the title compound as a white solid. m.p. = 95-96 'C. The
enantiomeric excess was determined to be >99% by HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60
IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.40-7.31 (5H, m), 7.13
(1H, td, J=6.5, 1.0 Hz), 6.81 (IH, d, J=7.5 Hz), 6.72 (td, J=7.5, 1.5 Hz), 6.63 (dd, J=8.0,
1.0 Hz), 5.20 (1H, s), 4.21 (1H, d, J=11.5 Hz), 4.11 (1H, d, J=11.5 Hz). 13C NMR (125
MHz, CDCl3) 6: 143.79, 143.66, 128.88, 128.50, 128.35, 127.55, 127.25, 123.31, 117.72,
115.38, 58.91, 54.98. IR (KBr plates): 3321, 3024, 2928, 2866, 1605, 1498, 1312, 1079,




(S)-4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinazoline (Table 3, entry 3): The
general procedure was followed with 4-(4-methoxyphenyl)quinazoline (236 mg, 1.0
mmol) using 5 mol% (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 (17.9 mg). The crude product was purified by
flash chromatography deactivated silica (95:5 ethyl acetate/methanol) to give 210 mg
(88%) of the title compound as a colorless oil that crystallized upon standing. m.p. = 98-
99 C. The enantiomeric excess was determined to be >99% by HPLC on an OD-H
column (40:60 IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.21 (2H,
m), 7.08 (1H, td, J=7.5, 1.0 Hz), 6.88 (2H, m), 6.78 (1H, d), 6.68 (1H, td, J=7.5, 1.0 Hz),
6.61 (1H, dd, J=8.0, 0.5 Hz), 5.14 (1H, s), 4.21 (1H, d, J=11.5 Hz), 4.11 (1H, d, J=11.5
Hz), 3.81 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 8: 158.68, 143.64, 136.02, 129.95,
128.45, 127.47, 123.60, 117.66, 115.35, 113.64, 58.27, 55.18, 54.89. IR (KBr plates):




(S)-4-methyl-7-(trifluoromethyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinazoline (Table 3, entry 4):
The general procedure was followed with 4-methyl-7-(trifluoromethyl)quinazoline (212
mg, 1.0 mmol). The crude product was purified by flash chromatography on deactivated
silica (95:5 ethyl acetate/methanol) to give 132 mg (61%) of the title compound as a
white solid. m.p. = 70-71 'C. The enantiomeric excess of the bis-trifluoroacetyl
derivative was determined to be 68% by HPLC on an OD-H column (5:95 IPA/hexanes
at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.06 (1H, d, J=8.0 Hz), 6.90 (1H, d, J=8.0
Hz), 6.73 (1H, s), 4.28 (1H, d, J=11.5 Hz), 4.24 (1H, d, J=12.0 Hz), 4.21 (1H, bs), 4.12
(1H, q, J=6.5 Hz), 1.78 (1H, bs), 1.47 (3H, d, J=7.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6:
143.32, 129.92, 129.56 (q, J=128 Hz), 126.80, 124.30 (q, J=1083 Hz), 114.17 (q, J=16




(S)-8-methyl-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-[1,3]dioxolo[4,5-g]quinazoline (Table 3, entry 5):
The general procedures were followed with 8-methyl-[1,3]dioxolo[4,5-g]quinazoline:
(188 mg, 1.0 mmol) using 5 mol% (R,R)-(EBTHI)TiF 2 (17.9 mg). The crude product was
purified by flash chromatography on deactivated silica (90:10 ethyl acetate/methanol) to
give 133 mg (69%) of the title compound as a light orange solid. m.p. = 79-81 'C. The
enantiomeric excess of the bis-trifluoroacetyl derivative was determined to be >99% by
HPLC on an OD-H column (40:60 IPA/hexanes at 0.5 mL/min). 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDC13) 8: 6.48 (1H, s), 6.11 (1H, s) 5.79 (2H, s), 4.14 (1H, d, J=12.0 Hz), 4.08 (1H, d,
J=11.5 Hz), 4.01 (IH, q, J=6.5 Hz), 2.97 (1H, bs), 1.38 (3H, d, J=7.0 Hz). "C NMR (125
MHz, CDC13) 6: 146.30, 140.42, 137.56, 106.35, 100.34, 97.86, 55.67, 49.88, 22.76. IR
(KBr plates): 3421, 2969, 1653, 1636, 1506, 1486, 1241, 1217, 1037, 822 cm'. aD (589








Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 38.9 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
16 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.0986332 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time I min, 4 sec

















Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
72 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832419 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
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Temp. 22.0 C / 295.1 K
INOVA-500 "bullwinkle"
Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417205 NHZ
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144














Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
104 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832655 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 44 sec
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Temp. 22.0 C / 295.1 K
INOVA-500 "bullwinkle"
Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417210 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
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Temp. 22.0 C / 295.1 K
User: 1-14-87
INOVA-500 "bullwinkle"
Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601459 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
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Acq. time 3.i00 sec
Width 10000.0 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 500.2312661 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
















Relax. delay 0.761 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1 736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
152 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832402 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 6 minutes
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Acq. time 3.200 sec
Width 10000.0 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 500.2312668 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
















Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
112 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832495 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417193 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
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Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 seC
Width 37735.8 Hz
104 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832523 NHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 HZ
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 2, entry 2
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Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
80 repetitions -
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601660 NHz
DECOUPLE H1, 499.7442194 NHz
Power 34 dB
continuously on .' -
WALTZ-18 modulated "
DATA PROCESSING
Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144




Table 2, entry 3
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Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Vidth 62794.3 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.5601699 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7446571 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
















User: 1 -14 -87
INOVA-S00 "rocky"
PULSE SEQUENCE
Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
64 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 12S.7832662 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time ? minutes
mmo 0 a " M
oil* -N= qt -(rr-, e W 0
Co
.4 4 w C
H
24b
Table 2, entry 4
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417191 NHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 2, entry 5
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Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601488 NHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
H
% N H 3
N "CH3H
12b
Table 2, entry 5
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417197 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 3, entry 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 -0 ppm
2.04 1.00 1.12








Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
104 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601670 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 HZ
FT size 131072











Table 3, entry 1
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 3, entry 2
- r- - . ..-r --- r - -r - _ _ _ _ _
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 -0 ppm
4.72 0.95).92 1.19







Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
80 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601737 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 88.?7 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417193 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 3, entry 3
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Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 33.6 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec H
Width 62794.3 Hz
96 repetitions 0 27bOBSERVE C13, 125.6601718 MHz
DECOUPLE H1, 499.7442194 MHz Table 3, entry 3




Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
LS
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7446555 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072





















Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 69.0 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
2104 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7822178 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072






























Acq. time 3.200 sec
Width 10000.0 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE Hl, 500.2312664 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072


















Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.4 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Width 37735.8 Hz
80 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7832506 MHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
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Completeness to 0 = 27.62°
Absorption correction
Refinement method
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2o(I)]
R indices (all data)
Absolute structure parameter
Largest diff. peak and hole
Orthorhombic
P21,22 1
a = 7.4230(2) A
b = 13.4732(4) A
c = 22.3311(7) A
2233.37(11) A3




y = 90 °
952
0.30 x 0.22 x 0.12 mm 3
1.77 to 27.620
-9<=h<=9, -17<=k<= 17, -29<=1<=29
43772
5189 [R(int) = 0.0402]
100.0 %
SADABS
Full-matrix least-squares on F2
5189/0/308
1.067
R1 = 0.0260, wR2 = 0.0775
R1 = 0.0302, wR2 = 0.0816
-0.002(5)
0.577 and -0.328 e.A 3
Table 5. Atomic coordinates (x 104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters
(A2 x 103). U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.






















































































C(7) 556(3) -1370(2) 8894(1) 21(1)
C(8) 6743(2) 1262(1) 8524(1) 15(1)
C(9) 3478(3) 338(1) 9673(1) 19(1)
C(10) 9627(3) 645(2) 6640(1) 19(1)
C(11) 2239(3) 1795(1) 9266(1) 17(1)
C(12) 8105(2) 1209(1) 7527(1) 14(1)
C(13) 322(3) -705(2) 8424(1) 21(1)
C(14) 9447(3) 1929(1) 7612(1) 18(1)
C(15) 3482(3) -1798(1) 8530(1) 19(1)
C(16) 6764(3) -226(1) 6912(1) 16(1)
C(17) 3282(3) -1137(1) 8055(1) 16(1)
C(18) 4974(3) 745(1) 7633(1) 14(1)
C(19) 8178(2) 565(1) 7033(1) 15(1)
C(20) 4961(3) 413(1) 9306(1) 17(1)
C(21) 1684(3) -592(1) 8005(1) 18(1)
C(22) 2122(3) -1920(2) 8953(1) 21(1)
C(23) 5861(3) -101(2) 6300(1) 24(1)































































































































































Table 7. Anisotropic displacement parameters (A2 x 103). The anisotropic
displacement factor exponent takes the form: -2p 2 [ h2 a*2 Ull + ... 2 h k a* b* U 12 ]










































































































C(5) 14(1) 14(1) 19(1) 0(1) -3(1) -1(1)
C(6) 18(1) 22(1) 15(1) -4(1) 2(1) -2(1)
C(7) 23(1) 19(1) 22(1) 2(1) 9(1) 0(1)
C(8) 15(1  13(1) 17(1) 0(1) 2(1) 1(1)
C(9) 23(1) 20(1) 14(1) 0(1) 0(1) -2(1)
C(10) 19(1) 20(1) 19(1) 2(1) 2(1) 2(1)
C(ll) 17(1) 17(1) 19(1) -6(1) -1(1) 0(1)
C(12) 13(1) 14(1) 15(1) 3(1) 0(1) 3(1)
C(13) 19(1) 18(1) 27(1) 2(1) 1(1) 4(1)
C(14) 18(1) 16(1) 18(1) 0(1) 1(1) 0(1)
C(15) 21(1) 16(1) 22(1) 1(1) -2(1) 4(1)
C(16) 15(1) 15(1) 19(1) -2(1) 2(1) 1(1)
C(17) 16(1) 13(1) 19(1) -2(1) -1(1) -1(1)
C(18) 11(1) 13(1) 20(1) -2(1) 0(1) 1(1)
C(19) 15(1) 13(1) 16(1) 2(1) -1(1) 2(1)
C(20) 20(1) 16(1) 16(1) -1(1) 0(1) 1(1)
C(21) 17(1) 16(1) 21(1) 3(1) -2(1) 1(1)
C(22) 26(1) 18(1) 20(1) 3(1) 0(1) 2(1)
C(23) 22(1) 32(1) 20(1) -4(1) -3(1) 0(1)
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A Method for the Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation of
Ketones and its Application to a One-Pot Synthesis of
Tricyclic Indolines
2.1 Introduction
Extensive work has been carried out to develop the Pd-catalyzed a-arylation
and a-vinylation of ketones1 and related carbonyl functional groups2, providing a very
simple and dependable route to ca-aryl or a-vinyl ketones. This reaction, first reported
by Palucki and Buchwald in 1997, l a was originally performed with a Pd/BINAP or p-
tol-BINAP catalyst system for the coupling of aryl bromides with primary or
secondary ketones (Scheme 1). It was discovered by accident in a failed attempt to
cross-couple a secondary alcohol with an aryl bromide. Instead of C-O bond
formation, 13-hydride elimination occurred, generating a ketone that was subsequently
arylated to form an cc-aryl ketone in 2% yield.
The proposed mechanism for a-arylation begins with oxidative addition of an
aryl halide to Pd(0) followed by ligand exchange of an enolate for the Pd-bound
halide. The resulting Pd(II)-enolate will be in a tautomeric equilibrium3 between O-
bound, rl3-oxyallyl, and a-bound forms but reductive elimination occurs only at
carbon.4 If there are two enolizable carbons present, the less hindered position will be
selectively arylated, and in most cases, monoarylation is primarily seen. Improved
procedures for the ca-arylation of ketones, making use of several different biaryl
monophosphines, were disclosed by Buchwald in 2000 (Scheme 2 ).lb This allowed for
the use of aryl chlorides and weak bases (e.g., K3PO4) as well as expansion of the
substrate scope. Hartwiglc has concurrently developed this chemistry primarily with
the use of P(t-Bu) 3 and ferrocenyl-based ligands.
Scheme 1. First Catalyst System for the Pd-Catalyzed ct-Arylation of Ketones.
Buchwald (1997)
OP MeO Br 1 5 mol% Pd2(dba)3  0 M 2
MeMe + 3 6 mol% ptol-BINAP Me
Me 0 1 3 equiv NaOt-Bu Me F)2
0 THE, 70 C 0 ptol-BINAP
1 2 equiv
76%
Scheme 2. Second Generation Catalyst Systems for the Pd-Catalyzed a-Arylation of
Ketones.
0 x o
R Pd cat R2 R 3 R3 +
R2 base
X = CI, Br R4
Ligands used-
PCy 2  PCY2 P(t-BU)2
Me2N M PC
PCy2 Fe P(t-Bu)3
MeO OMe PPh2 N
I PPh2  PPh2
R = Ph, o-tol, t-Bu
Buchwald , Hartwlig
Since the inception of a-arylation as a dependable method to form C-C bonds,
it has been utilized in a number of applications to form heterocycles (Scheme 3). In
2002, Buchwald and co-workers developed an efficient annulative synthesis of
indoles by the c-arylation of methyl ketones with o-halonitroarenes (eq 1).5a
Cyclization could then be effected by reduction of the nitro group with TiC13,
followed by intramolecular condensation. This is very general method for the
preparation of 2-substituted indoles; substituents may be introduced at the 3-position
by alkylation of the nitroketone intermediate. In a related procedure by Burch, 2-
bromophenols were cross-coupled with ketones and then cyclized with TFA to
generate highly-substituted benzofurans (eq 2 ).5b Finally, another process for the
formation of indoles, first reported by researchers at Merck5c and further developed by
others, 5d. involves reacting o-haloanilines with ketones using a Pd catalyst (eq 3).
Although these reactions could be envisioned to first proceed via a-arylation,
evidence supports a pathway that begins with condensation to form an imine,
followed by intramolecular ca-arylation.
Scheme 3. Domino Reactions Utilizing a-Arylation.
R
1  Pd,(dba)3  R
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The ability to form quaternary stereocenters by Pd-catalyzed ca-arylation
reactions has provided an avenue for the development of enantioselective cross-
couplings.6 Buchwald and co-workers7 a first developed an asymmetric c-arylation
method for tertiary tetralones and indanones using a Pd/BINAP catalyst, obtaining the
products in moderate to good ee's. Later, a more selective catalyst system for these
substrates was reported by Hartwig7 b using Difluorophos--a bidentate ligand with a
smaller bite angle than BINAP (Scheme 4, eq 1). The use of strong bases does not
allow for the asymmetric a-arylation of secondary ketones, as racemization would
immediately occur at the newly-formed stereocenter. Ketones with two enolizable
positions present a particularly difficult challenge in that the more hindered tertiary
position would need to react over the less hindered primary or secondary position. In
order to address this, Buchwald has developed a route to optically active quaternary
cyclopentanones by blocking one side with an aminovinylidene group-which can be
cleaved after cross-coupling at the opposing c-position--using axially chiral
monophopshine L2 (eq 2).7c" Most recently, a method for the preparation of 1-formyl
indanes with high ee was reported by Garcia-Fortanet and Buchwald via an
intramolecular Pd-catalyzed a-arylation of aldehydes, using a ligand based on t-
BuPHOX (eq 3)."f
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Despite tremendous advances in the c-arylation of ketones, far less attention
has been directed to the arylation of dienolates, which, if regioselectivity was
controlled, would allow for rapid construction of y-aryl-cc,j3-unsaturated ketone motifs
found in a number of natural products (Figure 1).8 This could also be exploited for
further development into domino and asymmetric reactions analogous to those
developed for a-arylation.















Many methods exist to synthesize a-aryl or ca-vinyl a,13-unsaturated ketones'
from a variety of precursors but the means to produce y-aryl or y-vinyl c,3-
unsaturated ketones9't0 are limited. Cross-coupling chemistry may provide a
convenient route to access these compounds. However, several factors contribute to
the difficulty of developing such a process: (1) dienolates are less nucleophilic than
enolates, (2) dienolates are more prone to self-condensation through Michael
reactions, and (3) there is the potential for the generation of regioisomeric products.
The general reaction, with the five potential Pd(II) enolate isomers in equilibrium, is
shown in Scheme 5.
Scheme 5. Regioselective Dienolate Arylation.
OPd(Ar)L, 0 Pd(Ar)Ln 0
Pd(Ar)Ln
0 R R R
SPd cat O-bound bond-oxyallyl reductve
+ ArX elimination : I
base
R Pd(Ar)Ln  R Pd(Ar)Ln
y-bound
x-allyl
A number of approaches have been developed to control the regioselectivity in
the alkylation of ca,3-unsaturated ketones. For example, if (a,3-unsaturated ketones or
esters are treated with an alkyl halide in the presence of alkali metal bases such as
KOt-Bu, alkylation occurs preferentially at the a-position over the y or ca' positions.'la
The regioselectivity of this reaction may be reversed in order to favor y-alkylation
with the use of copper, 11b germanium,c tin, ld or zinc 11 enolates.
Building upon this concept, Yamamoto reported that pre-formed tin dienolates
will undergo cross-coupling at the y-position with aryl bromides in the presence of
Pd(PPh 3)4 with high selectivity (Scheme 6, eq 1).ta" However, low yields and the use
of stoichiometric amounts of tin compounds preclude this method from being
generally applicable. An alternative method for this transformation was published in
1998 by Miura, demonstrating that ca,3-unsaturated ketones and aldehydes react with
aryl bromides under basic conditions selectively at the y-position using a
Pd(OAc) 2/PPh 3-based catalyst (eq. 2)."b This represented a big step towards the
generalization of this chemistry but no examples were described in which a
quaternary carbon center was formed via a regioselective y-arylation. Subsequently,
Maier reported a very efficient synthesis of aryl-substituted tetralones based on this
methodology (eq. 3). lO
Scheme 6. Existing Methodology for y-Arylation of Dienolates.
Yamamoto (1990)
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2.2 Results and Discussion
2.2.1 Development of Procedures for the y-Arylation of Unsaturated Ketones
We first sought to react 4-methylcyclohex-2-en- I1-one (1) with bromobenzene
using conditions previously established for the a-arylation of ketoneslb using NaOt-
Bu and a Pd(OAc)2/Xantphos-based catalyst. This reaction was unsuccessful, and
only gave self-condensation products of the ketone (Scheme 7).
Scheme 7. Unsuccessful Conditions to Arylate ax,3-Unsaturated Ketone (1).
1 mol% Pd(OAc)2 , 1.5 mol% Xantphos
NaOt-Bu, toluene, 100 OC
O
Me Ph
or other arylated products
At this point, we switched to ketone 2, containing a (3,y-unsaturated system,
which was chosen because it was easier to prepare and might improve the reactivity.
Upon screening of reaction conditions, we discovered that the use of a weak base such
as Cs2CO3 was crucial to obtain any arylated products. We also found that the optimal
ligands used for a-arylation, such as BINAP or Xantphos, gave very low yields when
used for y-arylation, producing a mixture of y-arylated (3), ac-arylated (4), and doubly
arylated (5) products. Arylation at the a'-position was never observed. Upon
screening a variety of ligands (Table 1), we found that the use of a bidentate ligand
Table 1. Ligand Effect on Regioselectivity.
0 S2 mol% Pd(OAc) 2
4 mol% ligand




























































































with a narrow bite angle12 was necessary to achieve high selectivity (entries 4-6).
Among these, dppe was particularly effective, giving exclusively the y-arylated
product in 84% yield (entry 4).
The required 1,y-unsaturated cyclohexenones are conveniently prepared by a
Birch reduction, hydrolysis sequence from the corresponding anisoles (Scheme 8, eq
1). 13a Acyclic ketone 7 was prepared from tiglic acid by c-methylation, followed by
MeLi addition and allylic rearrangement (eq 2 ).13b
Scheme 8. Preparation of P,y-Unsaturated Ketones.
OMe OMe 0
Li wire oxalic acid
(1) I
NH 3 (I) THF/MeOH/H 2 0THF, EtOH rt
Me -78 OC Me Me
2
60% (2 steps)
2.1 equiv LINEt21 equiv Me2SO 4  2 equiv MeL(2 ) HO Me IN HO TH Me Me
THF Me Me THF
Me -78 C to rt 0 C to reflux Me
7
87% 34%
Once reliable conditions to synthesize y-arylated ca,-unsaturated ketones were
established, the scope of the process was examined (Table 2). It was somewhat
surprising that the use of P,y-unsaturated ketones gave higher yields than a,P-
unsaturated ketones since they should both react through a common intermediate
(Table 2, entries 1 and 2). We believe this difference is attributed to the greater kinetic
acidity 14 and lower tendency for self-condensation of P,y-unsaturated ketones.
Notably, the reaction can be performed in the presence of a methyl ketone with no cc-
arylation (entry 3). This example clearly demonstrates that the conditions needed for
the y-arylation of ketones are orthogonal to those of ca-arylation. Entry 5 shows that
selectivity for the arylation at one of two y-positions (carbons 4 and 7) may be
achieved. In contrast, if the isomeric ca,3-unsaturated ketone, 3,4-dimethylcyclohex-2-
en-l-one, is used, a mixture of products is obtained. The reaction of acyclic c,p3-
unsaturated ketone 8 gave similar yields as when the isomeric 1,y-unsaturated ketone
7 was employed (entries 6 and 7). In these cases, ketone 8 is preferred to the P,y-
unsaturated isomer as it is commercially available. The reaction proved to be sensitive
to steric hindrance, as the reaction of an aryl bromide possessing an ortho-methyl
group under the standard conditions gave a mixture of a, y, and doubly arylated
products. However, changing the ligand to dppb and the solvent to dioxane provided
the y-arylated isomer as the exclusive product in 70% yield (entry 7). Finally, this
reaction also works well with vinyl bromides under slightly modified conditions
producing y-vinyl-a, 3-unsaturated ketones (entry 8).
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runs. b >98:2 ratio of E/Z isomers are formed. c
as the ligand. d Reaction run at 110 OC in 3:1
Variations on this y-arylation methodology present myriad opportunities for
applications. We had initially hoped that this would be a truly general methodology
for a wide range of unsaturated systems. However, several limitations were identified.
First, both the optimized and additional conditions fail to give y-arylation of
unsaturated ketones lacking a tertiary center at the y-position (Figure 2, 9-11).
Second, other ring systems such as cyclopentanones (12) and 6,6-(13) or 5,6-(14)
fused ring systems were poor substrates. Finally, y-arylation through aromatic systems
also failed to give any product (15,16).
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2.2.2 The Application of y-Arylation to a One-Pot Synthesis of Indolines
With an efficient procedure for the y-arylation of ketones in hand, we
wondered whether it would be possible to react a 3,y-unsaturated ketone with an
ortho-bromoaniline to provide intermediate A, reasoning that a subsequent
intramolecular conjugate addition would provide an indoline as shown in Scheme 9.















Methods to prepare cyclohexanone-fused indolines have been reported'5 but
require multiple steps or start with a pre-formed indole. Heterocycles of this type are
of interest as they are precursors in the synthesis of a number of the Aspidosperma
alkaloids including Vindoline,'" Aspidophytine,"7 as well as the "Biichi ketone"
intermediate (Figure 3). isa
Figure 3. Polycyclic Indoline Alkaloids.
(-)-Vindoline
MeO N -
' ,H OMeO Me
(+)-Aspidospermidine "B0chi ketone"
Our initial attempts to carry out the transformation shown in Table 3 quickly
revealed that the choice of the ligand was again critical; the use of dppe and many
other ligands only gave trace amounts of the desired product. Of the ligands tested,
only bidentate ferrocenyl-based ligands gave good results, with 1,1'-bis(di-
isopropylphosphino)ferrocene (dippf) providing the product in 80% yield. Toluene







1 mol% Pd 2 (dba)3
4 mol% ligand
2.5 equiv CS2CO 3toluene




entry ligand solvent yielda entry ligand solvent yielda
1 dppe toluene 4 7 dppf toluene 72
2 (S)-BINAP toluene 1 8 dippf toluene 80
3 P(o-tol) 3  toluene 0 9 dippf dioxane 70
4 JohnPhos toluene 0 10 dippf DMF 21
5 DavePhos toluene 17 11 dippf acetonitrile 23
6 XPhos toluene 0 12 dippf t-BuOH 7
a GC Yield calibrated with an internal standard of dodecane.
100
proved to be the ideal solvent and greater than two equivalents of Cs2CO3 was
necessary to promote both steps of the process.
We initially suspected that N-protected aniline derivatives would provide
higher yields for this reaction. However, both electron-withdrawing (Boc, Ac, Ts) and
alkyl (Bn) N-protected 2-bromoanilines proved to be very poor substrates for this
chemistry (Scheme 10). Increasing the acidity of the nitrogen most likely allows for
deprotonation and chelation of the metal center, thereby inhibiting catalysis.
Scheme 10. Effect of N-protecting Groups on Product Formation.
Pd(OAc) 2  Me R= H 80%Br dippf O Bn 24%
N(H)R CS2CO 3  N H Boc 26%toluene R Ac 0%
Me
Ts 0%
As shown in Table 4, the substrate scope for the indoline-forming process is
quite broad, and demonstrates a high level of functional group tolerance on the
aromatic component. Furthermore, when coupling ortho-bromoanilines, a-arylation
was never observed and the two step domino process also proceeded with complete
cis-diastereoselectivity. We found in all instances that the use of a,3-unsaturated
ketones gave significantly lower yields than the isomeric 13,y-unsaturated ketones, so
they were not used.
Electron-rich and electron-neutral bromoanilines can be transformed in the
presence of Cs 2CO, at 100 oC (entries 1,5,8), while electron-poor bromoanilines
necessitate the use of K 2 CO 3 at 110 oC in order to reach full conversion (entries 2-4,
6, 7). Notably, the indolines produced may be acyclic (entry 8), or mono- (entries 1-
5) or di-substituted (entries 6,7) at the 2,3-positions. In addition, all attempts to
perform this reaction with either c,p or P3,y-unsaturated cyclopentenones have been
unsuccessful.
Table 4. Scope of One-Pot Keto-Indoline Synthesis
a
2
1 mol% Pd2 (dba)3  0
4 mol% dippf N R3
2 5 equv base H
R
2 toluene, 8 h
entry base temp (° C) product % ylelda entry base temp (I C) product % yielda
n-Pr
Me MeO 0




2 K 2CO 3  110 F 63 6 K2C 3  110 F 50
H
Me Me 2C N 0
3 K 2C0 3  110 0 60 7 K2CO 3  110 2C 69
F
Me Me O
4 K2C 3  110 C O 64 8 CS2CO 3  100 Me Me 70
H Me
a Isolated yields are based on an average of two runs.
We next turned our attention to developing an asymmetric process for the
preparation of optically active tricyclic indolines. Given the precedents established for
the enantioselective x-arylation reaction,7 we were optimistic that a chiral ligand
could be found that would impart high facial selectivity to the ketone. An extensive
ligand screen revealed that an enantiomeric excess of up to 92% could be achieved
using the sterically demanding ligand DTBM-SEGPHOS (Table 5). The absolute
stereochemistry of indoline 17 was established by single crystal X-ray crystallography
(Figure 4). Of importance is that the t-Bu groups on the P-bound aryl rings are critical
for this selectivity, as the use of SEGPHOS only gives an ee of 41%. In order to
achieve higher yields, the racemic protocol was slightly modified by switching the Pd
source to Pd(OAc) 2 and the base to K3PO 4, but to date, conditions have not been











Table 5. Asymmetric Synthesis of Tricyclic Indolines
2 mol% Pd(OAc)2
4 mol% (R)-DTBM-SEGPHOS
2.5 equiv K3P0 4toluene, 100 'C, 8 h
entry product % yield a  % eeb
Mel








a Isolated yields are based on an average of two runs. b % ee determined by chiral HPLC with an OJ
column.












In summary, we have developed a method for the highly regioselective y-
arylation or y-vinylation of a,p3 or B,y-unsaturated ketones to generate quaternary
carbon centers. The success of this chemistry relies strongly on the use of a weak
base, and on the identity of the supporting ligand which controls the observed
regioselectivity. Bidentate ligands with a small bite angle-dppe in particular-
proved to be optimal for providing y-arylated products with high yield and selectivity.
The optimized conditions for y-arylation are quite general and are orthogonal to those
needed for the ca-arylation of ketones.
Following our development of this methodology, we utilized it for a
convenient two-step, one-pot indoline synthesis using 2-bromoanilines as coupling
partners. This method allows for the rapid construction of cis-fused tricyclic indoline
ring systems similar to those found in Aspidosperma alkaloids. The use of I,y-
unsaturated ketones was essential due to the difficult nature of this reaction. We have
also made progress in the development of an asymmetric version of this reaction
using the chiral ligand DTBM-SEGPHOS. This represents the first example of an
asymmetric y-arylation of any dienolate substrate.
2.4 Experimental
Reagents
Toluene and THF were purchased from J.T. Baker in CYCLE-TAINER solvent-
deliver kegs and vigorously purged with argon for 2 hours. The solvents were further
purified by passing them under argon pressure through two packed columns of neutral
alumina and copper(II) oxide. Anhydrous dioxane was purchased from Aldrich and
used as received. Pd2(dba)3, dppe, and dippf were purchased from Strem Chemicals.
(R)-SEGPHOS and (R)-DTBM-SEGPHOS were received as gifts from Takasago.
Pd(OAc) 2 was obtained as a gift from BASF. Cs2CO 3 was obtained as a gift from
Chemetall and stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. K2CO, was purchased from
Aldrich and stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Periodically, a scintillation vial
containing -10 g of K2CO 3 or Cs2CO 3 was removed from the glovebox and stored in a
desiccator over anhydrous CaSO4. K3PO4 was purchased from Riedel-de Haen and
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stored outside the glovebox. 4-methylanisole was purchased from Aldrich, 3,4-
dimethylanisole was purchased from Acros, and 4-n-propylanisole was purchased
from Pfaltz and Bauer and all were used as received. All other commercially available
reagents were used as received except for a,3-unsaturated ketones which were
distilled prior to use. All ketones were stored under nitrogen in a refrigerator at 5 oC.
Analytical Methods
All '1H and "1 C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Inova 500 MHz instrument.
Chemical shifts are reported in ppm from tetramethylsilane with solvent as the
internal standard ('H CDC13: 8 7.27; 13C CDC13: 68 77.16). Gas chromatographic
analysis was performed on an Agilent 6890 system equipped with an FID detector and
a Hewlett-Packard 10 m x 0.2 mm HP-1 capillary column using dodecane as an
internal standard. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FT-IR system
using KBr plates coated with a thin film of the analyte. Elemental analyses were
performed by Atlantic Microlab Inc.; Norcross, GA. Melting points (uncorrected)
were obtained using a Mel-Temp capillary melting point apparatus. Enantiomeric
excess was measured with a Chiralcel OJ column (25 cm x 0.46 cm) on a Hewlett-
Packard 1100 HPLC system. Optical rotations were measured with a JASCO P-1010
polarimeter. Single crystal X-ray analysis was performed at by Dr. Arnold Rheingold
at UCSD with a Bruker Kappa APEXII X-ray diffractometer using a copper source.
General Procedure A for the Arylation of a,p and 5,y-Unsaturated Ketones at
the y-Position:
A culture tube (18 x 150 mm, VWR) equipped with a Teflon coated magnetic stir bar
was charged with Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16 mg, 0.04 mmol), and
Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol). The tube was then sealed with an inverted 14/20 rubber
septum and electrical tape. A needle was next inserted and the tube was evacuated and
backfilled with argon; this process was repeated a total of three times. The aryl
bromide (1.0 mmol) was then added by syringe, followed by a solution of the ketone
(1.4 mmol) in toluene (4 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred at 100 'C in an oil
bath for 8 h. Following this, the reaction tube was allowed to cool and diluted with
ethyl acetate (~ 4 mL). This mixture was then filtered through a pad of celite (eluted
with ethyl acetate) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude reaction
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material was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel using a Biotage SP-4
system (25+S cartridge).
General Procedure B for the One-Pot Synthesis of Ketoindolines:
A culture tube (18 x 150 mm, VWR) equipped with a Teflon coated magnetic stir bar
was charged with Pd2(dba)3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol), dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), and
Cs2CO 3 (816 mg, 2.5 mmol). The tube was then sealed with an inverted 14/20 rubber
septum and electrical tape. A needle was next inserted and the tube was evacuated and
backfilled; this process was repeated a total of three times. The o-bromoaniline (1.0
mmol) was then added by syringe if a liquid, or if it was a solid, added with the other
solids prior to sealing the tube. This was followed by the addition of a solution of the
ketone (1.4 mmol) in toluene (4 mL) by syringe. The reaction mixture was stirred at
100 'C in an oil bath for 8 h. Following this, the reaction tube was allowed to cool
and diluted with ethyl acetate (- 4 mL). This mixture was then filtered through a pad
of celite (rinsed with ethyl acetate) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The
crude reaction material was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel using a
Biotage SP-4 system (25+S cartridge).
General Procedure C for the Asymmetric Synthesis of Ketoindolines:
A culture tube (18 x 150 mm, VWR) equipped with a Teflon coated magnetic stir bar
was charged with Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), (R)-DTBM-SEGPHOS (47 mg,
0.04 mmol), and K3PO 4 (531 mg, 2.5 mmol). The tube was then sealed with an
inverted 14/20 rubber septum and electrical tape. A needle was next inserted and the
tube was evacuated and backfilled with argon; this procedure was repeated a total of
three times. The o-bromoaniline (1.0 mmol) was then added by syringe if a liquid, or
if it was a solid, added with the other solids prior to sealing the tube. This was
followed by the addition of a solution of the ketone (1.4 mmol) in toluene (4 mL) by
syringe. The reaction mixture was stirred at 100 oC in an oil bath for 8 h. Following
this, the reaction tube was allowed to cool and diluted with ethyl acetate (~ 4 mL).
This mixture was then filtered through a pad of celite (rinsed with ethyl acetate) and
concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude reaction material was purified by
flash chromatography on silica gel using a Biotage SP-4 system (25+S cartridge).
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e 1. Li wire
OMe NH 3() /EtOH/THF
-78 oC
2. oxalic acid
n-Pr MeOH/H 20 n-Pr
4-n-propylcyclohex-3-enone: To a flame-dried 2 L 3-neck round bottom flask
equipped with mechanical stirrer and dry ice condenser was added THF (160 mL),
EtOH (33 mL), 4-n-propylanisole (20.6 g, 137 mmol). The flask and condenser were
cooled to -78 'C with a dry-ice/acetone mixture. Liquid ammnonia (500 mL) was then
condensed in the flask by passing a stream of gaseous ammonia through the apparatus
for 45 min. At this time, small pieces of Li wire (4.2 g) were added potionwise over 5
min. The resulting deep blue solution was vigorously stirred for 40 min at -78 'C
followed by addition of EtOH (20 mL) and solid ammonium chloride (5.0 g). Once
the blue color faded, the reaction was warmed to rt with a water bath and the
ammonia was allowed to boil off. The residue was dissolved in Et20O/H 20 and the
organic layer was washed with water (3x). The ethereal solution was then dried with
MgSO 4 and then concentrated by rotary evaporator to give 1-methoxy-4-
propylcyclohexa-1,4-diene as a colorless oil. This material was dissolved in a 3:1
MeOH/H20 solution (350 mL) in a 1 L round bottom flask. Oxalic acid (650 mg) was
added and the reaction was stirred at rt for 2 h. The solution was then diluted with
water and extracted with dichloromethane (4x). The organic layer was washed with
water (2x), dried over MgSO 4, and concentrated by rotary evaporator. The crude
product was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel, eluting with 87:13
hexanes/ethyl acetate to provide the title compound in 73% yield (13.8 g) as a
colorless oil. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 5.44 (1H, s), 2.86 (2H, s), 2.48 (2H, t,
J=6.5 Hz), 2.39 (2H, t, J=7.0 Hz), 2.04 (2H, t, J=7.5 Hz), 1.45 (2H, m), 0.91 (3H, t,
J=7.5 Hz). "C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) 6: 211.44, 138.83, 117.86, 39.77, 39.31,




4-methyl-4-phenylcyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 1): General procedure A was
followed using 4-methylcyclohex-2-enone"s (154 mg, 1.4 mmol), bromobenzene (157
mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs 2CO 3
(489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 'C. The product was purified by
column chromatography employing a 0% to 15% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes
to provide the title compound in a 68% yield (161 mg) as a colorless oil. 'H NMR
(500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.38-7.34 (4H, m), 7.28-7.25 (1H, m), 6.94 (1H, d, J=10.0 Hz),
6.13 (1H, d, J=10.0 Hz), 2.44-2.38 (1H, m), 2.32-2.24 (2H, m), 2.18-2.12 (1H, m),
1.57 (3H, s). 13 C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 8: 199.53, 157.19, 145.28, 128.66, 128.58,
126.81, 126.20, 40.62, 38.13, 34.66, 27.64. IR (KBr plates): 3085, 3058, 3024, 2964,
2869, 1683, 1600, 1222, 1110 cm -'.
4-methyl-4-phenylcyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 2): General procedure A was
followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enonel 3a (154 mg, 1.4 mmol), bromobenzene (157
mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2 CO3
(489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 oC. The product was purified by
column chromatography employing a 0% to 15% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes
to provide the title compound in a 87% yield (126 mg) as a colorless oil. The 'H NMR
and GC spectra matched the data for entry 1.
0o
Me Me
4-(3-ethanoylphenyl)-4-methyleyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 3): General
procedure A was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4 mmol), 3'-
bromoacetophenone (199 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16
mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 oC. The
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product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 35% gradient of
ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 80% yield (182 mg) as a
colorless oil. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.91 (1H, s), 7.90 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 7.51
(1H, d, J=8.0 Hz), 7.41 (1H, t, J=7.5 Hz), 6.91 (1H, d, J=10.5 Hz), 6.09 (1H, d, J=11.0
Hz), 2.55 (3H, s), 2.39-2.34 (1H, m), 2.26-2.10 (3H, m), 1.54 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125
MHz, CDC13) 6: 198.86, 197.91, 156.22, 146.11, 137.34, 130.91, 128.84, 127.06,
125.52, 40.55, 37.88, 34.45, 27.51, 26.67. IR (KBr plates): 3027, 2964, 2869, 1684,
1598, 1582, 1426, 1358, 1273, 1232, 1113, 808 cm-1 .
O
eI 0
4-(3-(1,3-dioxolan-2-yl)phenyl)-4-methylcyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 4):
General procedure A was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4
mmol), 2-(3-bromophenyl)-1,3-dioxolane (229 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg,
0.02 mmol), dppe (16 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2CO3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4
mL) at 100 'C. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 5%
to 50% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 54%
yield (154 mg) as a colorless oil. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 5: 7.43 (1H, s), 7.37-
7.32 (3H, m), 6.92 (1H, d, J=10.0 Hz), 6.11 (1H, d, J=10.5 Hz), 5.77 (1H, s), 4.13-
4.10 (2H, m), 4.09-4.00 (2H, m), 2.41-2.36 (1H, m), 2.29-2.23 (2H, m), 2.15-2.10
(1H, m), 1.55 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) 6: 199.37, 156.91, 145.54, 138.14,
128.68, 128.59, 127.09, 125.00, 124.17, 103.59, 65.33, 40.59, 38.03, 34.59, 27.46. IR




MeO :  m e
4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-3,4-dimethylcyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 5): General
procedure A was followed using 3,4-dimethylcyclohex-3-enone 9 (174 mg, 1.4
109
mmol), 4-bromoanisole (187 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe
(16 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 oC. The
product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 30% gradient of
ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 61% yield (141 mg) as a
white solid. m.p. = 67-70 'C. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.19 (2H, m), 6.88 (2H,
m), 6.07 (1H, d, J=1.5 Hz), 3.80 (3H, s), 2.35 (1H, m), 2.23 (lH, m), 2.09 (2H, m),
1.83 (3H, d, J=1.0 Hz), 1.57 (3H, s). 'C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 199.50, 166.78,
158.30, 136.17, 128.71, 127.61, 113.91, 55.31, 43.37, 39.90, 34.48, 25.36, 21.23. IR
(KBr plates): 2951, 1670, 1653, 1506, 1030 cm -'.
MeCO2Et
Me Me
(E)-ethyl 4-(2-methyl-5-oxohex-3-en-2-yl)benzoate (Table 2, entry 6): General
procedure A was followed using (E)-5-methylhex-3-en-2-one (157 mg, 1.4 mmol),
ethyl 4-bromobenzoate (229 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16
mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110 oC. The
product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 25% gradient of
ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 52% yield (134 mg) as a
colorless oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.98 (1H, d, J=6.5 Hz), 7.34 (1H, d,
J=6.5 Hz), 6.89 (1H, d, J=16.5 Hz), 6.06 (1H, d, J=16.0 Hz), 4.34 (2H, q, J=7.0 Hz),
2.25 (3H, s), 1.47 (6H, s), 1.36 (3H, t, J=7.0 Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz CDC13) 8:
198.90, 166.34, 155.18, 151.57, 129.76, 128.79, 127.81, 126.17, 60.93, 41.33, 27.76,
27.32, 14.37. IR (KBr plates): 3044, 2975, 2935, 1718, 1678, 1608, 1366, 1286, 1188,
1113, 1021, 857, 775, 708 cm -'.
Me
(E)-5-methyl-5-o-tolylhex-3-en-2-one (Table 2, entry 7): General procedure A was
followed using (E)-5-methylhex-3-en-2-one (157 mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-bromotoluene
(171 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppb (17 mg, 0.04 mmol),
Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and dioxane (4 mL) at 110 oC. The product was purified
110
by column chromatography employing a 0% to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in
hexanes to provide the title compound in a 70% yield (142 mg) as a colorless oil. 'H
NMR (500 MHz) 8: 7.39 (1H, dd, J=6.5, 2.0 Hz), 7.22-7.15 (2H, m), 7.07 (1H, d,
J=16.5 Hz), 6.04 (1H, d, J=16.5 Hz), 2.32 (3H, s), 2.26 (3H, s), 1.54 (3H, s). 13C NMR
(125 MHz, CDC13) 8: 199.08, 157.54, 144.14, 136.61, 132.51, 127.91, 126.94,
126.08, 125.89, 41.72, 28.44, 27.09, 22.40. IR (KBr plates): 3059, 2969, 2932, 2874,




(E)-4-(but-2-en-2-yl)-4-methylcyclohex-2-enone (Table 2, entry 8): General
procedure A was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4 mmol), (E)-
2-bromo-2-butene (135 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), dppe (16 mg,
0.04 mmol), Cs2CO 3 (489 mg, 1.5 mmol), and 3:1 dioxane/THF (4 mL) at 110 oC.
The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 20%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 66% yield (109
mg) as a colorless oil. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.00 (1H, d, J=10.5 Hz) 5.88
(1H, dd, J=11.0, 3.0 Hz) 5.36 (q, J=7.5 Hz) 2.43 (2H, m) 2.22 (1H, m) 1.91 (1H, m)
1.72 (3H, s) 1.62 (3H, d, J=7.5 Hz) 1.28 (3H, s). '3C NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6:
199.82, 160.82, 138.98, 126.26, 122.65, 40.64, 34.72, 34.56, 25.25, 23.35, 15.55. IR




4a-methyl-4,4a,9,9a-tetrahydro-1H-carbazol-2(3H)-one (Table 4, entry 1):
General procedure B was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4
mmol), 2-bromoaniline (172 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd2(dba) 3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol), dippf
(16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs2CO 3 (815 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 oC.
The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 10% to 35%
111
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 83% yield (166
mg) as an off-white solid. m.p. = 97-101 oC. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.08
(1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 7.05 (1H, td, J=7.0, 1.5 Hz), 6.77 (1H, td, J=7.5, 1.0 Hz), 6.58 (1H,
d, J=8.0 Hz), 4.00 (1H, m), 3.88 (1H, bs), 2.71 (1H, dd, J=16.0, 3.0 Hz), 2.56 (1H, dd,
J=16.5, 3.5 Hz), 2.23 (1H, dt, J=18.0, 4.5 Hz), 2.13-2.06 (1H, m), 2.00-1.95 (1H, m),
1.48 (3H, s). "3C NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 212.02, 149.98, 135.64, 127.93, 122.84,
118.83, 109.03, 63.92, 43.51, 42.22, 36.04, 35.15, 27.91. IR (KBr plates): 3339, 2950,




6-fluoro-4a-methyl-4,4a,9,9a-tetrahydro-1H-carbazol-2(3H)-one (Table 4, entry
2): General procedure B was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4
mmol), 2-bromo-4-fluoroaniline (190 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd 2(dba), (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol),
dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2 CO 3 (346 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110
'C. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 15% to 50%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 63% yield (138
mg) as a beige solid. m.p. = 118-120 oC. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC1l) 6: 6.78-6.72
(2H, m), 6.47 (1H, m), 4.02 (1H, s), 3.82 (1H, bs), 2.67 (1H, dd, J=16.0, 3.0 Hz), 2.54
(1H, dd, J=16.5, 3.8 Hz), 2.24 (1H, dt, J=17.5, 4.0 Hz), 2.12-2.05 (1H, m), 1.94 (2H,
m), 1.45, (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 8: 211.66, 157.20 (d, J=234 Hz),
145.92, 137.50 (d, J=7.6 Hz), 114.17 (d, J=22.9 Hz), 110.27 (d, J=23.9 Hz), 109.55
(d, J=8.6 Hz), 64.70, 44.02, 42.28, 36.02, 35.08, 27.75. IR (KBr plates): 3325, 2968,






8-fluoro-4a-methyl-4,4a,9,9a-tetrahydro-1H-carbazol-2(3H)-one (Table 4, entry
3): General procedure B was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4
mmol), 2-bromo-6-fluoroaniline (190 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd 2(dba) 3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol),
dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (346 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110
"C. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 5% to 30%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 60% yield (131
mg) as a white solid. m.p. = 81-83 "C. '1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.86-6.80 (2H,
m), 6.68 (1H, m), 4.09 (1H, bs), 4.04 (1H, q, J=3.5 Hz), 2.68 (1H, dd, J=16.5, 3.5 Hz),
2.59 (1H, dd, J=16.5, 3.5 Hz), 2.23 (1H, dt, J=18.0, 4.0 Hz), 2.10-1.90 (3H, m), 1.46,
(3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 8: 211.43, 148.42 (d, J=240 Hz), 139.43 (d, J=4
Hz), 137.00 (d, J=13 Hz), 119.55 (d, J=6 Hz), 118.40 (d, J=3 Hz), 114.52 (d, J=17
Hz), 64.82, 44.42 (d, J=2 Hz), 42.14, 36.05, 35.05, 27.87. IR (KBr plates): 3379,




7-chloro-4a-methyl-4,4a,9,9a-tetrahydro-1H-carbazol-2(3H)-one (Table 4, entry
4): General procedure B was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154 mg, 1.4
mmol), 2-bromo-4-chloroaniline (207 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol),
dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (346 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110
"C. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 15% to 50%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 63% yield (148
mg) as an off-white solid. m.p. = 144-147 oC. 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 6.99
(2H, m), 6.47 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 4.02 (1H, m), 3.92 (1H, bs), 2.68 (1H, dd, J=16.3,
3.3 Hz), 2.55 (1H, dd, J=16.0, 3.5Hz), 2.24 (1H, dt, J=17.8, 3.8 Hz), 2.10-2.05 (1H,
m), 1.95 (2H, m) 1.45 (3H, s). '3C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 211.59, 148.57,
113
147.07, 137.66, 127.85, 123.25, 109.92, 64.43, 43.88, 42.19, 35.99, 35.08, 27.89. IR





6-methoxy-4a-propyl-4,4a,9,9a-tetrahydro- 1H-carbazol-2(3H)-one (Table 4,
entry 5) : General procedure B was followed using 4-propylcyclohex-3-enone (193
mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-bromo-4-methoxyaniline 20 (202 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (9.2 mg,
0.01 mmol), dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs 2CO3 (815 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4
mL) at 100 'C. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a
15% to 40% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a
71% yield (190 mg) as a yellow oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.61 (2H, m),
6.48 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 4.13 (IH, m), 3.77 (3H, s), 3.62 (1H, bs), 2.63 (1H, dd,
J=16.0, 3.5 Hz), 2.52 (1H, dd, J=16.3, 3.8 Hz), 2.23 (1H, m), 2.11-1.99 (2H, m), 1.90
(1H, s), 1.76 (1H, m), 1.66 (1H, m) 1.41 (1H, m), 1.25 (1H, m), 0.92 (3H, t, J=7.3
Hz). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl 3) 8: 212.32, 153.50, 144.38, 135.67, 112.63, 110.31,
109.60, 61.11, 55.89, 48.11, 43.30, 43.08, 36.00, 33.57, 17.62, 14.66. IR (KBr plates):





(Table 4, entry 6): General procedure B was followed using 3,4-dimethylcyclohex-3-
enone (174 mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-bromo-5-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (240 mg, 1.0 mmol),
Pd2(dba)3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol), dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO3 (346 mg, 2.5
mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110 oC. The product was purified by column
chromatography employing a 8% to 35% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to
provide the title compound in a 48% yield (135 mg) as a yellow oil which crystallized
upon standing, m.p. = 108-112 'C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.12 (1H, d, J=7.5
Hz), 7.01 (1H, d, J=7.5 Hz), 6.74 (1H, s), 3.82 (1H, bs), 2.65 (1H, d, J=16.0 Hz), 2.48
114
(1H, d, J=16.0 Hz), 2.26-2.12 (2H, m) 1.96 (2H, m), 1.40 (3H, s), 1.28 (3H, s). 13C
NMR (125 MHz, CDCl1) 8: 211.29, 149.03, 139.40, 130.39 (q, J=32 Hz), 124.44 (q,
J=1083 Hz), 123.25, 121.21, 116.02, 115.99, 105.61, 67.14, 49.15, 45.73, 36.71,






carboxylate (Table 4, entry 7): General procedure B was followed using 3,4-
dimethylcyclohex-3-enone (174 mg, 1.4 mmol), methyl 4-amino-3-bromobenzoate
(230 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (9.2 mg, 0.01 mmol), dippf (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol),
K2CO3 (346 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 110 'C. The product was purified
by column chromatography employing a 15% to 50% gradient of ethyl acetate in
hexanes to provide the title compound in a 68% yield (185 mg) as a yellow residue.
'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.74 (1H, dd, J=8.5, 1.8 Hz), 7.69 (1H, d, J=1.5 Hz),
6.43 (1H, d, J=8.5 Hz), 4.40 (1H, s) 3.82, (3H, s), 2.64 (1H, d, J=16.0 Hz), 2.43 (1H,
d, J=16.0 Hz), 2.17 (1H, dt, J=17.5, 3.8 Hz), 2.10 (1H, m), 1.93 (2H, m), 1.37 (3H, s),
1.22 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 211.43, 167.29, 153.03, 135.08, 131.30,
124.97, 120.05, 107.73, 67.07, 51.63, 49.13, 45.82, 36.71, 36.04, 24.81, 22.81. IR





1-(3,3,5,7-tetramethylindolin-2-yl)propan-2-one (Table 4, entry 8): General
procedure B was followed using 5-methylhex-4-en-2-one 3b (157 mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-
bromo-4,6-dimethylaniline (200 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (9 mg, 0.01 mmol), dippf
(17 mg, 0.04 mmol), Cs 2CO3 (815 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 'C. The
product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 25% gradient of
115
ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 70% yield (162 mg) as a
yellow oil which solidified upon standing. m.p. = 78-84 'C. 'H NMR (500 MHz,
CDC13) 8: 6.72 (2H, s), 4.27 (1H, bs), 3.74 (1H, dd, J=8.0, 5.0 Hz), 2.75 (2H, m), 2.27
(3H, s), 2.26 (3H, s) 2.13 (3H, s), 1.30 (3H, s), 1.05 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz,
CDC13) 8: 208.68, 145.34, 137.88, 129.03, 128.42, 120.07, 118.92, 64.66, 43.95,







entry 1): General procedure C was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-enone (154
mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-bromo-4,6-dimethylaniline (200 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg,
0.02 mmol), (R)-DTBM-SEGPHOS (47 mg, 0.04 mmol), K 3PO4 (531 mg, 2.5 mmol),
and toluene (4 mL) at 100 OC. The product was purified by column chromatography
employing a 0% to 30% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title
compound in a 51% yield (117 mg) as a pale yellow oil which solidified upon
standing, m.p. = 145 'C (dec). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 6: 6.76 (1H, s), 6.75 (1H,
s), 3.99 (1H, t, J=3.5 Hz), 3.67 (1H, bs), 2.71 (1H, dd, J=16.0, 3.5 Hz), 2.59 (1H, dd,
J=16.0, 3.5 Hz), 2.78 (3H, s), 2.23 (1H, dt, J=17.5, 4.0 Hz), 2.14-2.07 (1H, m), 2.08
(3H, s), 2.00-1.90 (2H, m), 1.47 (3H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 6: 212.24,
146.21, 135.40, 129.60, 128.52, 120.91, 118.55, 64.24, 43.91, 42.44, 36.24, 35.28,
27.98, 20.87, 16.70. IR (KBr plates): 3447, 1700, 1653, 1559, 1457 cm'- . aD (589 nm
CHC13) = +22.5 (c = 0.069 g/mL). A crystal suitable for X-ray diffraction was grown






(Table 5, entry 2): General procedure C was followed using 4-methylcyclohex-3-
enone (154 mg, 1.4 mmol), 2-bromo-4-methoxyaniline 4 (202 mg, 1.0 mmol),
Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), (R)-DTBM-SEGPHOS (47 mg, 0.04 mmol), K3PO4
(531 mg, 2.5 mmol), and toluene (4 mL) at 100 oC. The product was purified by
column chromatography employing a 15% to 40% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes
to provide the title compound in a 37% yield (86 mg) as a yellow solid. m.p. = 104 'C
(dec). 'H NMR (500 MHz, CDC13) 8: 6.67 (1H, d, J=2.5 Hz), 6.63 (1H, dd, J=8.0, 2.5
Hz), 6.51 (1H, d, J=8.5 Hz), 3.98 (1H, t, J=3.5 Hz), 3.76 (3H, s), 3.71 (bs), 2.67 (1H,
dd, J=16.3, 3.3 Hz), 2.54 (1H, dd, J=16.0, 3.5 Hz), 2.22 (1H, dt, J=17.6, 4.3 Hz),
2.14-2.07 (1H, m), 2.00-1.93 (2H, m), 1.45 (3H, s). "C NMR (125 MHz, CDC13) 8:
211.95, 153.81, 143.80, 137.54, 112.84, 109.94, 109.89, 64.69, 56.01, 44.13, 42.47,
36.19, 35.20, 27.82. IR (KBr plates): 2952, 1717, 1700, 1653, 1559, 1221, 1031 cm -'.







Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 94.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417200 nHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 -0 ppm









Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 40.4 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601392 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144

















Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144






















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
64 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601526 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec




















Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 14.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sac
Vtdth 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 499.7417185 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sac




















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 40.4 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
VWidth 62794.3 Hz
48 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601612 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 94.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions O
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
Me
Table 2, entry 4
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Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
40 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601584 NHZ





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417185 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
0
Me
Table 2, entry 5MeO
















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 48309.2 Hz
104 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601478 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 94.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 499.7417184 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 40.4 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
VWidth 62794.3 Hz
64 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601507 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 38.9 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 300.0986361 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072

















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
72 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601545 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072






















Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417169 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
Me,
Me















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
56 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601450 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
















Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417188 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec Me
N H
H
















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
32 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601680 NHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417191 MHZ
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144




Table 4, entry 2
-0 ppm












Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz Me128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601526 NHz F





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072 Table 4, entry 2
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417192 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec






















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
72 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601555 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417182 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec














Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
80 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601545 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
Table 4, entry 4
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417199 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
Me
MeO.
Table 4, entry 5
1




-T - .. --- - -- - ------- T---- T- -- -- - T -  -
4 3 2 1 -0 -1 ppm
LJ T LLJ LJJ ~J LL J Lj
1.17 1.06 1.19 2.47 2.60 1.29









Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Vidth 62794.3 Hz
64 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601555 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
MeO.
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417190 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
Me
F3 C - N Me
Table 4, entry 6
i i
0.97 0.88















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
112 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601498 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
Me
N MF3CTable 4, entry
Table 4, entry 6
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Relax. delay 20.000 sec
Pulse 94.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.000 sec
Width 4404.3 Hz
Single scan
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 1 min, 52 sec
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Acq. time 3.200 sec
Width 10000.0 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE HI, 500.2312741 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 1 minute MeMe0 2C O
N MeH



















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees Me
Acq. time 2.000 sec H
Width 62794.3 Hz
96 repetitions Table 4, entry 7 aOBSERVE C13, 125.6601574 HHZ N m
DECOUPLE H1, 499.7442194 NHZ




Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144



















Table 4, entry 8
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.0 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144
Total time 0 min, 40 sec
















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 36.7 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
32 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601584 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
Me.
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 94.4 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417188 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





















Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 40.4 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62794.3 Hz
80 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601469 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 10 min, 41 sec
Me,MeO O,
H
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X-ray Crystal Structure of 17.
X-ray Crystal Structure of 17 (thermal ellipsoids at 30% probability)
Table 6. Crystal data and structure refinement for 17.






Unit cell dimensions a = 8.4539(5) A
b = 11.6300(7)A










Completeness to theta = 67.500
Absorption correction
Max. and min. transmission
Refinement method
Data / restraints / parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]
R indices (all data)
Absolute structure parameter
Extinction coefficient












Full-matrix least-squares on F2
2077/0/ 158
1.084
R1 = 0.0350, wR2 = 0.0923
R1 = 0.0353, wR2 = 0.0926
0.0(3)
0.0114(10)





Table 7. Atomic coordinates (x 104) and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (A2 x
103 )for 17.
U(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
x y z U(eq)
0(1) 994(2) 7560(1) 8683(1) 31(1)
N(1) 3882(2) 7891(1) 6205(1) 19(1)
C(1) 5380(2) 8365(1) 5991(1) 17(1)
C(2) 5790(2) 9134(1) 5186(1) 17(1)
C(3) 7364(2) 9501(1) 5172(1) 18(1)
C(4) 8490(2) 9134(1) 5913(1) 19(1)
C(5) 8024(2) 8375(1) 6722(1) 19(1)
C(6) 6476(2) 7999(1) 6756(1) 17(1)
C(7) 5611(2) 7262(1) 7571(1) 18(1)
C(8) 5079(2) 8060(1) 8493(1) 20(1)
C(9) 3727(2) 7554(2) 9165(1) 23(1)
C(10) 2335(2) 7258(1) 8472(1) 21(1)
C(11) 2708(2) 6518(1) 7516(1) 22(1)
C(12) 4174(2) 6884(1) 6894(1) 18(1)
C(13) 4584(2) 9544(2) 4384(1) 21(1)
C(14) 10175(2) 9559(2) 5854(2) 26(1)
C(15) 6566(2) 6242(2) 7981(1) 23(1)
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Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms:
161
displacement factor exponent takes the form: -2p 2 [ h2 a*2 U 1 + ... + 2 h k a* b* U1 2 ]
ull U22  U33  U23  U13  U12
0(1) 24(1) 37(1) 32(1) -1(1) 5(1) 0(1)
N(1) 15(1) 20(1) 20(1) 2(1) -2(1) -1(1)
C(1) 17(1) 15(1) 19(1) -3(1) 0(1) 1(1)
C(2) 17(1) 16(1) 17(1) -2(1) 1(1) 2(1)
C(3) 20(1) 15(1) 19(1) -2(1) 3(1) -1(1)
C(4) 17(1) 17(1) 23(1) -4(1) 1(1) 0(1)
C(5) 19(1) 17(1) 22(1) -3(1) -3(1) 2(1)
C(6) 19(1) 14(1) 18(1) -1(1) 0(1) 1(1)
C(7) 19(1) 18(1) 17(1) 0(1) -1(1) -2(1)
C(8) 21(1) 20(1) 18(1) -1(1) -1(1) -2(1)
C(9) 25(1) 26(1) 18(1) -3(1) 3(1) -3(1)
C(10) 22(1) 22(1) 20(1) 3(1) 3(1) -3(1)
C(11) 23(1) 24(1) 20(1) -1(1) -1(1) -8(1)
C(12) 20(1) 18(1) 16(1) -1(1) -1(1) -2(1)
C(13) 22(1) 21(1) 19(1) 1(1) -1(1) 2(1)
C(14) 19(1) 29(1) 32(1) 0(1) 0(1) -4(1)
C(15) 25(1) 21(1) 24(1) 4(1) -1(1) 2(1)
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Table 9. Anisotropic displacement parameters (A2x 103) for 17. The anisotropic
Table 10.
for 17.
Hydrogen coordinates (x 104) and isotropic displacement parameters (A2 x 10 3)
x y z U(eq)
H(1A) 2961 8144 5976 22
H(3A) 7683 10026 4631 22
H(5A) 8765 8121 7242 23
H(8A) 5995 8212 8966 24
H(8B) 4731 8804 8189 24
H(9A) 4102 6854 9537 28
H(9B) 3400 8119 9715 28
H(11A) 1788 6529 7026 27
H(11B) 2855 5716 7762 27
H(12A) 4508 6229 6429 21
H(13A) 5076 10102 3899 31
H(13B) 3700 9909 4761 31
H(13C) 4192 8887 3970 31
H(14A) 10188 10399 5917 40
H(14B) 10640 9332 5167 40
H(14C) 10790 9221 6440 40
H(15A) 6876 5754 7376 35
H(15B) 5921 5794 8482 35
H(15C) 7516 6521 8347 35
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The functionalization of pre-existing heterocyclic scaffolds through carbon-
carbon bond formation represents a key route to new compounds and allows for the rapid
synthesis of a family of compounds sharing a common structural motif-an attractive
strategy for medicinal chemists and others exploring structure-activity relationships. This
approach has been applied extensively through the use of cross-coupling methodology, in
which the heterocyclic component can act either as a nucleophile or electrophile.'
Following our development of new methodology for the y-arylation of unsaturated
ketones, 2 we intended to find further applications to showcase its utility. In this regard,
the butenolide (a,p3-unsaturated butyrolactone) motif caught our attention as a
nucleophilic coupling partner as it is a pervasive substructure of natural products and
other biologically active compounds,3 including the much maligned COX-2 inhibitor
Vioxx3g (rofecoxib).
Figure 1. Biologically Active Butenolides.
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Given the importance of this class of compounds, many methods have been
developed for their de novo preparation from simpler precursors.' Of equal importance is
the derivatization of pre-formed butenolides, often involving C-C bond formation with
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an appropriate electrophile at the y-carbon. Such reactions include alkylation,5a-
vinylogous Mukaiyama-aldol condensations,5d-  vinylogous Mukaiyama-Michael
reactions,5 -m  and vinylogous Mukaiyama-Mannich reactions.5'" The exquisite
selectivities obtained in these methods result from the greater nucleophilicity at the y-
position over the a-position of butenolide dienolates.




+ ArX 1 O
base
R Ar R
We envisioned preparing y-aryl butenolides directly from 3,y-unsaturated
butyrolactones through a Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling process (Scheme 1). We were
encouraged to pursue this chemistry as Kang published a method for the Pd-catalyzed
phenylation of silyl enol ethers with hypervalent iodonium salts in 19976a and a similar
method using triaryl antimony diacetates in 20 006b. In each of these papers, one example
was performed with an O-silyl furan to furnish a y-phenyl butenolide (Scheme 2). The
mechanism of these reactions probably does not follow a normal cross-coupling pathway
but we hoped that we could do similar chemistry with typical Pd(O)/Pd(II) cycle so that
aryl halides could be used.
Scheme 2. Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation of O-Silyl Furans with Hypervalent lodonium Salts
or Triaryl Antimony Diacetates.
Kang (1997, 2000)
TMSO Ph21+BF4 -  Pd(ll) salt 0
Ob + or O
Ph3Sb(OAc)2 Ph
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The proposed transformation has roots in the cross-coupling of ester enolates with
aryl and vinyl halides. This chemistry, independently developed by Buchwald and
Hartwig, has emerged as an important and convenient route for the production of either
aryl- or vinyl-substituted esters.7 Buchwald has also developed a Ni/BINAP-catalyzed
asymmetric a-arylation of butyrolactones, generating the products with excellent ee
(Scheme 3).
There remains an enormous potential for the cross-coupling of extended ester
enolates. Although we2 and others' have developed procedures for the y-arylation of cta,-
or 3,y-unsaturated ketones, no analogous method for the arylation of an unsaturated ester
has been reported to date.' Hence, we set out to develop such a reaction based on cross-
coupling methodology that would provide easy access to butenolides with aryl
substitution at the y-position, possibly with asymmetric induction.
Scheme 3. Select Examples of Metal-Catalyzed a-Arylation Reactions of Esters.
3 mol% Pd(OAc) 26.3 mol% ligand
2.5 equiv LHMDS
toluene
5 mol% Ni(cod)28.5 mol% (S)-BINAP
2.3 equiv NaHMDS





































High-Throughput Screening in Catalysis Research
Our development of a protocol for the asymmetric y-arylation of butenolides
coincided with a brief collaboration with Symyx, a leader in high-throughput screening
(HTS) technology. Since we made use of this technology, a brief introduction to this
topic, highlighting its increasing importance in catalysis development will be presented."
The optimization of chemical reactions is most often performed in an iterative
fashion; typically one variable is thoroughly optimized, followed by the optimization of a
new variable while fixing the first variable. This approach has been successful in
countless examples but does not always lead to a global maximum in terms of yield or ee,
because of multivariable interdependencies. For example, if the base is first optimized,
followed by the solvent, and then the concentration, the final conditions may be biased
towards solvents that provide a particular solubility of the initially screened base. Such
non-linear effects have been observed in many reactions, often with no rational
explanation. A more thorough approach would be to simultaneously test all combinations
of base, solvent, and concentration. The notion of examining all permutations of reagents
is rather simple, but in practice far from trivial, as the sheer number of reactions required
can be prohibitively large-creating problems with both reaction setup and analysis.
What's more, the optimization of transition metal-catalyzed reactions also requires
testing of metal/ligand combinations, further increasing the number of reactions.
High-throughput screening is one approach" to address these practical problems
through the implementation of time-efficient reaction setup and assays, often including
some level of robotic automation". It can be performed on many different formats but is
most commonly carried out on 24- or 96-well plates. The power of HTS has been
demonstrated in diverse areas of chemistry including materials science, 13 drug
discovery, 14 and crystallography," as well as homogeneous-, 16 heterogeneous-, 17 and
biocatalysis.' s In the present discussion, we will focus on homogeneous transition metal-
based catalysis with an emphasis on applications excluding polymerization chemistry"9.
The choice of an analytical method can be the most important decision when
setting up an HTS workflow. 20 Many analytic methods have been adapted for use in
homogeneous HTS including TLC,21 NMR,22 GC,23 capillary electrophoresis, 2 4 mass
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spectrometry, 25 HPLC,2 6 heat flow measurements by IR thermomography2 7 or thermistor
measurements 28 , fluorescent resonance enhanced transfer (FRET),29 visual colorimetric
assays,3 0 product-based3' and enzyme-linked" fluorescence assays, and enzyme-linked
immunoassays." The speed, generality, and practicality of each method must be weighed
when choosing among these. Additional considerations are necessary if measuring ee or
if several products could be obtained as many of the preceding methods are only suitable
for measurement of the formation of one expected product.
The first reported HTS experiments using homogeneous transition metal-based
catalysts came from Burgess in 1996 to optimize the yield and diastereoselectivity for an
intramolecular C-H activation reaction.34 In these studies, an array of combinations of
five ligands, seven metal sources, and four solvents totaling 96 reactions were tested in a
standard microtitre plate-giving rise to an efficient, but unexpected catalyst system.
Many publications by others have followed, but the most impressive results come from
the field of asymmetric hydrogenation.3 5 The paramount importance of this
transformation in process development chemistry, coupled with the large number of
commercially available chiral ligands almost requires HTS.
Similar to asymmetric hydrogenation, the field of cross-coupling is rife with
opportunities for the application of HTS and several seminal papers demonstrate the
power of this approach. To the best of our knowledge, Hartwig made the first inroads in
2001 for the Pd-catalyzed arylation of ethyl cyanoacetate.29b The early development stage
of this project made use of a dansyl fluorophore-linked cyano ester and an azodye-linked
aryl bromide so that a FRET assay could be utilized to determine the yields (Scheme 4).
A glass 96-well plate was used so that a specialized FRET plate reader could measure the
fluorescence directly, allowing for very rapid and operationally simple analysis. In the
first round of screening, multichannel pipettors were used to deliver an aqueous solution
of K3PO4 , and m-xylene solutions of a 113-member library of ligands with 5 mol%
CpPd(allyl) and the substrates. The 12 best ligands were subjected to further screening
and the optimal catalyst system was identified, consisting of a 1:2 mixture of Pd(dba)2
and P(t-Bu) 3. A similar study followed for the Pd-catalyzed arylation of amines, leading
to optimized conditions with an NHC-based ligand (IPr-BF 4).2 9d Although the catalysts
identified in both of these studies were already widely used and would have been
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discovered with traditional screening, this was a successful proof of principle and
provided greater certainty in the end-point of optimization.
Scheme 4. High-Throughput Cross-Coupling using a FRET-Based Assay.
Hartwig (2001)
Me 0 Me O
02S N -O CtN 5 mol% CpPd(allyl) 02
S N  0  C N
2:1 ligand/Pd
2 equiv K3P0 4
10% H20 in m-xylene
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With the use of more traditional GC analysis and aid of a Symyx HTS platform,
Cai and co-workers at Merck process developed a general Pd-catalyzed carbonylative
etherification of aryl arene sulfonates (Scheme 5, eq. 1).36 This transformation had long
stood as an unsolved problem in catalysis, but the examination of -100 ligands in
combination with a variety of bases and solvents led to the discovery of a little-used
Josiphos-type ligand that efficiently promoted this reaction.
One additional example of the use of HTS in cross-coupling chemistry, also from
the Merck process group, involves the regioselective Suzuki-Miyaura coupling of a 1,4-
dichloroarene substrate with the goal of obtaining monoarylated product A in high yield
(eq 2).37 The originally developed conditions called for performing this reaction in
isopropyl alcohol with a K2CO 3 base and a Pd(OAc) 2/PPh 3 catalyst system, giving a 2:1
mixture of A:C in 93% conversion-an unacceptable outcome for the large scale
synthesis of a drug intermediate. With the goal of limiting the amount of B and C formed,
several rounds of HTS were carried out in conjunction with DOE (design of
experiment)" eventually identifying two solutions-one in which the use of IMes-HCl
gave a 97:0:3 mixture of A:B:C and the other with the use of (2-MeOPh) 3P that gave an
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88:3:9 mixture. The economic constraints of large-scale process work favored the less
expensive (2-MeOPh) 3P ligand, despite its slightly inferior performance to IMes-HC1.
Scheme 5. Optimization of Pd-Catalyzed Cross-Coupling Reactions by the Merck
Process Group Using HTS.
Merck Process (2006)
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3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Development of a Protocol for the Racemic y-Arylation of Butenolides
We were aware that butenolides are prone to dimerization in the presence of base
through Michael reactions. 5J Therefore, we began our studies by reacting silyl dienol
ether 1 with bromobenzene in the presence of Pd2(dba) 3, MePhos (2, Figure 2), and a
fluoride source (Table 1). We found that this approach worked quite well with Bu 3SnF











but not any other fluoride sources. The difficulty in separating the stoichiometric tin
byproducts from the product coupled with the extra step to prepare the substrate
prompted us to find conditions that would allow for use of the parent butenolide 5.
Table 1. y-Arylation of O-Silylfuran 1 with Bromobenzene.
Br 2 mol% Pd2(dba)34 mol% 2






additive % yield a additive % yield a
CsF 0 TBAF 0
KF 0 TBAT 7
CuF 2  0 Bu3SnF 83
ZnF2  0
a Calibrated GC yield based on an






We next attempted the arylation of commercially available ca-angelicalactone (5)
with bromobenzene under a variety of conditions in the presence of a Pd catalyst and a
base as shown in Table 2. It became apparent that the nature of the solvent was critical to
the success of this reaction--in most cases only decomposition products were observed.
Although the use of either toluene or t-amyl alcohol alone gave poor yields (3% and 11%
respectively), use of a 2:1 mixture of toluene/t-amyl alcohol gave the product in 75%
yield. DMA also worked well as a solvent (77% yield) but we chose to adopt the
toluene/t-amyl alcohol system because its use proved more general and did not require
Table 2. Optimization of Reaction Conditions for the y-Arylation of 5.
SBr 2 mol% Pd 2(dba) 3
4 mol% ligand 0
1.2 equiv 0 + 4 mol% ligand,
1.2 equiv base Me
Me Me 100 -C, 12h / \
5
Me
entry ligand base solvent % yielda
1 2 K2CO3  dioxane 3
2 2 K2CO 3  DME 0
3 2 K2CO3  ethyl propionate 39
4 2 K2CO 3  t-amyl alcohol 11
5 2 K2CO 3  toluene 3
6 2 K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 75
7 2 K2C00 3  DMA 77
8 2 Cs 2 CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 50
9 2 Na2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 0
10 2 K3 P0 4  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 28
11 2 NaOt-Bu tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 14
12 XPhos K2C0 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 7
13 SPhos K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 67
14 IMesb K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 0
15 JohnPhos K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 0
16 DavePhos K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 61
17 PPh 3  K2 CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 0
18 P(t-Bu) 3c K2 CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 10
19 Xantphos K2 CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 26
20 dppf K2CO 3  tol/t-amylOH (2:1) 0
a GC yield calibrated with dodecane as an internal standard. b [(IMes)Pd(NQ)12 complex used; IMes = 1,3-
bis(mesityl)imidazole-2-ylidene, NQ = naphthoquinone. c HBF4 salt used.
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an aqueous workup. Further, we found K 2 CO3 to be the optimal base, while stronger
bases (e.g., NaOt-Bu) promoted rapid decomposition of 5.
With the optimal base and solvent system identified, we conducted a broad screen
across a diverse range of ligand architectures, which revealed that moderately hindered
biaryl monophosphines were uniquely effective for this transformation -with MePhos
(2) giving the highest yields." The use of more hindered monophosphines (XPhos, entry
12), N-Heterocyclic carbenes (IMes, entry 14), smaller phosphines (PPh3, entry 17; P(t-
Bu) 3, entry 18), and bidentate ligands (Xantphos, entry 19; dppf, entry 20) resulted in the
formation of the product in very low yields. In contrast to our method published for the y-
arylation of ketones, 2 the identity of the ligand did not have any effect on the
regioselectivity of the process. In all cases, excellent selectivity favoring arylation at the
y-position was observed (>98:2).
As shown in Table 3, electron-neutral and slightly electron-rich aryl bromides
(entries 1, 4, 5) are efficiently coupled using ligand 2. An aryl chloride was also
successfully coupled with the use of RuPhos (3), a more hindered and electron-rich
ligand (entry 2). Further, aryl triflates were efficiently coupled in good yield if DMA was
used as solvent (entry 3). Electron-rich aryl bromides such as 4-
morpholinobromobenzene were not good substrates using MePhos but could be coupled
in reasonably good yield (68% yield) when using RuPhos (entry 6). Electron-deficient
and hindered aryl bromides also did not react efficiently, prompting us to re-evaluate the
general conditions and discover that ligand 4 was much more effective in these cases than
MePhos or RuPhos. The use of this ligand allowed for the efficient coupling of electron-
deficient (entries 7, 9-11), heterocyclic (entry 8), and even very hindered aryl bromides
(entry 12). Although this ligand closely resembles Hayashi's MOP ligand, 39 it gives
slightly improved yields and is much easier to prepare (see Experimental Section).
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2 mol% Pd(OAc) 24 mol% ligand
1.2 equiv K2CO3
toluene/t-amyl alcohol (2:1)




entry aryl electrophile ligand % yielda entry aryl electrophile ligand % yielda
1 X = Br 2 85
-8 Br 4 78
2 X=CI X Me 3 68bc
3 X = OTf 2 76d
9 Br-- CO 2Me 4 79
4 Br -TMS 2 74
NO2
MeO 10 4 65
5 Br 2 80 Br
CN
6 Br N O 3 68 Br 81
F3Ci-Pr
7 Br 4 81 12 Br 4 74
c e
a Isolated yields are based on an average of two runs. b Reaction run with 4 mol%
c Reaction run at 110 °C d DMA used as the solvent. e Reaction run for 18 h.
Pd and 8 mol% ligand.
We next evaluated the reaction of butenolides with other substitution patterns in
order to further probe the scope of the reaction (Table 4). A larger substituent at the y-
position was tolerated in this reaction, as was demonstrated in the case of n-butyl-
substituted lactone 6, which coupled to 3,5-dimethylbromobenzene in 74% yield (entry
1). y-Aryl, a-alkyl-disubstituted lactone 7 was reacted with 3-isopropoxy bromobenzene
in 91% yield (entry 2). The coupling of lactone 8 with 4-t-butylbromobenzene could only
be achieved a modest yield of 54% (entry 3). It is likely that this lower yield can be
attributed to the use of an a,1-unsaturated lactone without an acidifying group (e.g.,
lactone 7).
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Table 4. Scope of Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation Reactions of Substituted Butenolides.
O R































2 mol% Pd(OAc)24 mol% 2
1.2 equiv K2CO3
toluene/t-amyl alcohol (2'1)

























" Isolated yields are based on an average of
cReaction run at 110 'C.
two runs. b Reaction run with 4 mol% Pd and 8 mol% ligand.
Another problematic group of substrates are P-substituted butenolides with an
enolizable group (e.g., methyl) at this position such as 9 (entry 4). Furthermore, the lack
of substitution at the y-position, as demonstrated with 10, also failed to provide any
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desired arylation products (entry 5). We believe that in both cases, unhindered dienolates
are formed, which rapidly decompose.
We intended to expand the scope of this chemistry with regard to other lactones
and esters. However, the reaction of the esters shown in Figure 3 did not lead to any
tractable products, with the exceptions of a Sonogashira coupling product from the
terminal alkyne-containing butenolide and Heck products obtained from the acyclic a,[3-
unsaturated ester. This illustrates the sensitivity of this chemistry to steric and electronic
perturbation of the substrate structures.
Figure 3. Unsaturated Esters That are Poor Substrates for y-Arylation Chemistry.
HO 0 0 0
Me
R F3C EtO Me CO 2 Et
R = Me, Ph
O EtO Me EtO .Me OMe
alkyne C-C coupling product obtained Heck products obtained
y-Arylation may also be performed with aryl bromides having a pendant
nucleophile, which, following ring closure, generates novel heterocyclic structures,
further demonstrating the utility of this reaction. As an example of this, we reacted N-
Boc-protected 2-bromobenzylamine 10 with a-angelicalactone using slightly modified
conditions, which afforded tetrahydroquinolinone 11 in 78% yield (Scheme 6). Attempts
to perform this reaction with alternative protecting groups or with unprotected
benzylamines failed to give the desired product. The reaction also failed to proceed if an
unprotected 2-bromophenol or 2-bromobenzyl alcohol was used.
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Scheme 6. One-Pot Synthesis of a Novel Tetrahydroisoquinolinone.
O O
2 mol% Pd(OAc)2 Me 0  Me 0
Br 4 mol% RuPhos
N(H)Boc K CO N, 
MeK203' Boc NBoc
Me/ ethyl propionate
10 1.2 equiv 100 -C, 12 h 11
78%
3.2.2 Progress Towards the Enantioselective y-Arylation of Butenolides
Preliminary Investigations
The synthesis of 5,5-disubstituted butenolides would clearly be more valuable if it
could be carried out in an enantioselective fashion. To this end, we examined the cross-
coupling of butenolide 5 with bromobenzene under basic conditions in the presence of 2
mol% Pd(OAc) 2 and a variety of commercially available chiral ligands (Table 5). Among
these ligands, three stood out as promising candidates for further exploration. First,
BINAP (L1) provided the desired product in excellent ee (89%) but in very low yield
(3%). Second, a novel chiral biaryl aminophosphine (L17) (first prepared by Dr. Matthew
Rainka) gave a somewhat higher yield of 16% with a good ee of 74%. Third, MOP (L18)
quite expectedly gave the product in good yield (74%) while also giving a modest ee of
37%.
The dismal performance of bidentate ligands, representing the majority of
commercially available ligands, and the unavailability of MOP derivatives prompted us
to prepare new ligands. Ligand L17 appears to be highly amenable to modular
substitution, namely by changing the chiral amine substituent. But before we proceeded
to make analogs of MOP, a hypothesis-driven plan was deemed necessary, as the
synthesis of these ligands could be quite lengthy. The oxygen functionality presents the
most straightforward position for further functionalization. However, the marginal effect
of substituents at this position in our preliminary screen did not bode well. A more
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0 Br 02 mol% Pd(OAc) 2
4 mol% ligand 0
1.2 equiv K2CO3  Me
Me toluene
5 100 C, 16 h
1.2 equiv
insightful understanding of the interplay between ligand structure and selectivity was
needed. Therefore, we undertook a brief molecular modeling study-examining the
transition state for reductive elimination, which we believed to be the product
determining step-in order to generate a working hypothesis for how to proceed (see
Experimental Section for full details; see Chapter 4.4 for a full computational analysis of
y-arylation reactions).
Several transition states for reductive elimination were found, but the two lowest
in energy (1-TS and 2-TS), giving rise to two opposite enantiomers, are shown in
Scheme 7. Examination of these reveals that the butenolide fragment occupies different
regions of space in the chiral pocket-in 1-TS, the butenolide methyl group is extended
past the edge of the bottom naphthyl ring, while in 2-TS, this methyl is positioned
directly over the bottom naphthyl ring. We reasoned that the installation of a large group
at the 6-position (as pictured with Ph3Si) might disfavor 1-TS and give a bias towards 2-
TS. The proper choice of this substituent would be crucial as it would need to be large
enough to block off one side of the ligand while still allowing enough space for
productive catalysis. With our hypothesis in place, we set out to prepare a number of
6,6'-disubstituted and other MOP derivatives.
Scheme 7. Transition State Modeling of Reductive Elimination with MOP Ligands.
Q Designed Ligand
Me vs.
Me pointed out 1-TS Me pointed down 2-TS
si face re face si face disfavored
Ligand = MOP Ligand = 6,6'-disubstituted MOP
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Ligand Synthesis
Efforts towards the preparation of L17 analogs were met with two primary
difficulties. First, if the P-bound t-Bu group is replaced with either a Cy or Ph, the ligand
becomes hydrolytically unstable, resulting in difficulties in purification as well as
decomposition under the reaction conditions. Second, the separation of diastereomers was
difficult for all analogs prepared. These problems led us to abandon this series of ligands.
Most of the target 6,6'-disubstituted MOP ligands were readily prepared from
known 6,6'-dibromo BINOL derivatives (Scheme 8). Silyl groups were installed by
lithiation of MOM-protected 6,6'-bibromo BINOL and reaction with R3SiC1. Aryl groups
were installed by Suzuki couplings of unprotected 6,6'-dibromo BINOL.
Scheme 8. Synthesis of 6,6'-Disubstituted MOP Ligands.
Br R3S R3SI
bromination OH 1 MOM protection steps PPh,
OH OH 2 lithiation, R3 SiCI OMOM - "-
O Me




OH - PPh 2
OH OMe
Ar Ar
Ultimately, a library of chiral ligands was prepared with the assistance of Dr.
Rub6n Martin, who at the time, was working on the development of a Pd-catalyzed
asymmetric a-arylation of aldehydes. We also chose to include a small assortment of yet
untested commercial ligands in our final selection (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Second Generation Ligands.
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High Throughput Screening Work
During the course of this work, an opportunity arose to continue optimization of
this reaction using HTS technology at Symyx in Santa Clara, CA. Upon arrival, I
received an excellent tutorial on the instrument and software use by Dr. James Longmire.

















We began by setting up the first 96-well plate (plate 1) to reproduce the chemistry
on a 0.01 mmol scale, exploring the reactivity of Ni, and increasing the yield with the
Pd/BINAP catalyst. Two ligands (MePhos and BINAP), four bases (K2CO 3, K3PO4,
Cs2CO 3, and DBU), four solvents (toluene, 1:1 toluene/t-BuOH, dioxane, and 1:1
dioxane/t-BuOH), and three metal sources (Pd(OAc)2, Pd2(dba)3, and Ni(cod)2) were
evaluated. Our choice of analytic method was chiral GC because of its generality and
ease of use. The results are shown in Figure 5 with the % GC yield on the z-axis and the
variables listed for each row in the y-axis and each column in the x-axis (see
Experimental Section for the yields in table format). Although no breakthroughs emerged
using Ni or Pd/BINAP, the GC yields of the Pd/MethylPhos reactions were in excellent
agreement with isolated yields performed in the Buchwald lab on a 1 mmol scale,
validating out experimental setup.
Figure 5. Plate 1 Results.
toluene 1:1 tol/t-BuOH dioxane 1:1 dioxane/t-BuOH
rows 1,5 2,6 3,7 4,8
80 Pd(OAc)2  Pd2(dba)3  Ni(cod)2







BINAP B S5 DBS3 S DBU
S Cs2CO3
K,CO,
The next series of experiments were aimed at screening our library of chiral
ligands. We initially examined combinations of three solvents (toluene, dioxane, and
dioxane/t-BuOH (1:1)) and two metal sources [Pd(OAc) 2 (plate 2) and Pd2(dba)3 (plate 3)]
while we kept the base constant (K2CO 3). The GC yields and ee's obtained are shown in
the 3-D graphs in Figures 6 and 7. Many of the high ee values are misleading because
they come from reactions with 1-4% yield in which only one of the two GC peaks was
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integrated. Careful scrutiny of the data revealed several key points. First, none of the
commercial ligands tested other than BINAP or MOP gave any product. Second, only
ligands L53 and L57 gave comparable yields to MOP with higher ee.
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Figure 7. Plate 3 Results.
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The 16 best ligands from plates 2 and 3 were selected for further testing in plate 4
and combined with Pd(OAc)2 in six different solvents: toluene/t-BuOH (1:1), toluene/t-
BuOH (4:1), dioxane/t-BuOH (1:1), t-amyl alcohol, 2-MeTHF, and toluene/NMP (95:5).
From these reactions the best results were again obtained with L53 and L57 (Figure 8).
The optimal solvent in terms of both yield and ee proved to be a 1:1 mixture of toluene/t-
BuOH which gave the product in 59% ee with L53 and 52% ee with L57, while MOP
gave a 43% ee.
Figure 8. Plate 4 Results.
The increased ee's obtained for 6,6'-disubstituted MOP analogs was at first very
exciting, potentially validating our proposed model for selectivity. Upon returning from
California, several other MOP ligands were prepared (L43-L45, L55, and L56) and
tested. Unfortunately, substituting the P-bound phenyl groups for other arenes was
ineffective and the installation of o-biphenyl or m-terphenyl at the 6,6'-positions
completely abolished facial selectivity. Despite the promising results obtained for certain
MOP analogs, we are aware that monodentate ligands are very flexible and that any
perturbation is compensated for by flexing of the ligand. The tenuous basis for selectivity
perturbation is compensated for by flexing of the ligand. The tenuous basis for selectivity
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and the number of synthetic steps needed (up to ten), forced us move on to other
chemistry.
3.3 Conclusions
In summary, we have described an efficient method for the preparation of
quaternary y-aryl butenolides using Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling chemistry. Careful
optimization of the conditions was required in order to suppress decomposition of the
butenolide starting material. We have shown that this reaction is quite general with
respect to the electrophile, including electron-rich, electron-deficient, and hindered aryl
bromides. The butenolide component may have a number of substitution patterns at the y-
and c-positions, but P-substitution with an alkyl group was not tolerated. Further, we
have demonstrated the utility of this method in a one-pot synthesis of a novel tricyclic
tetrahydroisoquinolinone.
Progress towards the asymmetric y-arylation of butenolides was also made. A
library of MOP ligands was prepared and tested with the aid of HTS technology at
Symyx. A computer-aided model for facial selectivity was proposed and validated with
the improved performance of 6,6'-disubstituted MOP derivatives. The best ligand of
these allowed for the cross-coupling to be carried out with 59% ee and 87% yield.
3.4 Experimental
Reagents
Toluene and THF were purchased from J.T. Baker in CYCLE-TAINER solvent-deliver
kegs and vigorously purged with argon for 2 h. The solvents were further purified by
passing them under argon pressure through two packed columns of neutral alumina and
copper(II) oxide. Reagent grade ethyl propionate and t-amyl alcohol were purchased from
Aldrich and used as received. Anhydrous DMA was purchased from Aldrich in a Sure-
Seal® bottle. Pd(OAc) 2 was obtained as a gift from BASF. CuCl (97% purity) was
purchased from Strem. MePhos was obtained as a gift from Rhodia and RuPhos was
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prepared as previously reported by Milne and Buchwald.40 K2CO 3 (_98%, powder, ~325
mesh) was purchased from Aldrich and stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Periodically,
a scintillation vial containing ~10 g of K2CO 3 was removed from the glovebox and stored
in a desiccator over anhydrous CaSO 4. Column chromatography was performed with
Silicycle silica gel (230-400 mesh) or Biotage 25+S or 25 g SNAP cartridges. ca-
Angelicalactone (98% purity) was purchased from Aldrich and purified by column
chromatography immediately prior to use. It is important that the lactone substrates be
freshly purified by column chromatography in order to obtain the indicated yields and
were all stored under nitrogen in a refrigerator at 5 oC. All other commercially available
reagents were used as received.
Analytical Methods
All 'H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on Varian Inova 300 or 500 MHz
instruments. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm from tetramethylsilane with solvent as
the internal standard (1H CDC13: 6 7.27; 13C CDC13: 8 77.16). Gas chromatographic
analysis was performed on an Agilent 6890 system equipped with an FID detector and a
Hewlett-Packard 10 m x 0.2 mm HP-1 capillary column using dodecane as an internal
standard. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 FT-IR system using KBr
plates coated with a thin film of the analyte. Elemental analyses were performed by
Atlantic Microlab Inc.; Norcross, GA. Melting points (uncorrected) were obtained using a





Br C1 PPh2Br CI
1.2 equiv OMe Br 
OMe
2. 1 equiv CuCI
1 equiv CIPPh 2  4
rt, overnight 61%
(2-(2-methoxynaphthalen-1-yl)phenyl)diphenylphosphine (4): A flame-dried 100 mL
3-neck round bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser and Teflon-coated magnetic
stir bar was charged with 1-bromo-2-methoxynapthalene (2.0 g, 8.44 mmol) and Mg
turnings (410 mg, 16.9 mmol). The flask was then evacuated and backfilled with argon.
THF (10 mL) and then 1,2-dibromoethane (10 [tL) were sequentially added by syringe.
The mixture was heated at 65 'C for 1 h and consumption of the aryl bromide was
confirmed by GC analysis of an aliquot taken from the reaction. While the reaction
mixture was still at 65 'C, a solution of 2-bromochlorobenzene (822 [tL, 7.03 mmol) in
THF (30 mL) was added slowly by syringe over 10 min. The reaction mixture was stirred
at 65 'C for 1 h and then cooled to rt. CuC1 (696 mg, 7.03 mmol) was added in one
portion, followed by C1PPh2 (1.26 mL, 7.03 mmol) by syringe. This solution was stirred
at rt overnight and diluted with Et20O (50 mL), followed by repeated washing with 30%
NH4OH (aq) until no blue color remained. The ethereal solution was then dried over
MgSO 4, filtered through a short plug of silica (eluting with Et,O), and concentrated with
the aid of a rotary evaporator. The resulting residue was dissolved in a minimal amount
of Et20O and MeOH was added until the solution became cloudy. After cooling in the
freezer (-40 'C), colorless crystals of the title compound were collected (1.49 g, 61%).
m.p. = 157-158 'C. The 'H, 13C, and 3 1P NMR matched previously reported spectra for
the single enantiomer of this compound.4 1
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Preparation of Butenolide Substrates:
TMS O
1. n-BuLi, Et20 TMS peracetic acid (aq)
2. TMSCI 0 NaOAc 0
CH 2CI 2n-Bu n-Bu 0 oC n-Bu
6a 6
89% 55%
5-n-butylfuran-2(3H)-one (6): To a solution of 5-n-butylfuran (5.69 mL, 40.3 mrnol) in
dry Et20O (150 mL) at -20 'C was added in a dropwise manner, 16.1 mL (40.3 mmol) of a
2.5 M solution of n-BuLi in hexanes. The reaction mixture was then was warmed to rt
and stirred for 6 h. At this point, the reaction mixture was cooled to 0 'C and TMSCI
(5.15 mL, 40.3 mmol) was added by syringe. The reaction mixture was again allowed to
warm to rt and then stirred overnight. The crude reaction mixture was then poured into
saturated NaHCO3 (aq) and the phases were allowed to separate. The organic layer was
washed with H20, dried over MgSO 4, filtered, and concentrated with the aid of a rotary
evaporator. The residue obtained was then purified by fractional distillation; silylfuran 6a
distilled at 85-92 'C under a vacuum of 18 torr as a colorless oil. (7.02 g, 89%) 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 6.53 (1H, d, J=3.3 Hz), 5.97 (1H, d, J=3.0 Hz), 2.66 (2H, t, J=7.5
Hz), 1.67-1.57 (2H, m), 1.43-1.36 (2H, m), 0.94 (3H, t, J=7.5 Hz), 0.25 (9H, s).
Following the method of Kuwajima and Urabe,4 1 CH 2C12 (100 mL), NaOAc (3.24 g), and
peracetic acid (25 mL, 40% aqueous solution) were added sequentially to a 300 mL
round-bottom flask. This mixture was cooled to 0 'C in an ice-bath at which point a
solution of 6a (6.35 g, 32.4 mmol) dissolved in CH2C12 (60 mL) was introduced by
syringe. The reaction mixture was stirred for 3.5 h while keeping the internal temperature
between 4 and 8 'C. The reaction was then quenched by addition of saturated NaHCO 3
(aq) followed by saturated Na 2S20 3 (aq). The aqueous phase was extracted once with
Et20O and the organic layer was washed with H20, dried over MgSO 4, filtered, and
concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column
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chromatography with silica (90:10 hexanes/ethyl acetate). The title compound was
isolated as a colorless oil. (2.51 g, 55%) 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 5.11 (1H, s), 3.17
(2H, s) 2.29 (2H, t, J=7.5 Hz), 1.54 (2H, m), 1.38 (2H, m), 0.92 (3H, t, J=6.9 Hz). 13C
NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 176.96, 157.01, 98.20, 33.80, 27.75, 27.63, 21.94, 13.56. IR
(KBr plates): 3119, 2956, 2874, 1794, 1676, 1267, 1153, 1104, 984, 931, 842, 741.
0 Me AC20




3-methyl-5-phenylfuran-2(5H)-one (7): Prepared as reported by Albright.42
O 01. mCPBA,
1. LDA, THF, -78 oC Bn CH 2CI 2, 0 C
SPh 2. toluene, 110C C
SPh
Me 2. I OBn Me Me
8a 8b 8c 8
HMPA 77% 76% (2 steps)
-78 oC to 0 oC
3-(2-(benzyloxy)ethyl)-5-methylfuran-2(5H)-one (8): To a solution of
diisopropylamine (1.6 mL, 11.5 mmol) in THF (20 mL) at -10 oC was added 4.6 mL
(11.5 mmol) of a 2.5 M solution of n-BuLi in hexanes. After stirring at this temperature
for 20 min, the reaction mixture was cooled to -78 'C in a dry-ice/acetone bath. A
solution of 5-methyl-3-(phenylthio)dihydrofuran-2(3H)-one 43 (8a) (2.4 g, 11.5 mmol) in
THF (20 mL) was added by cannula and this solution was stirred at -78 'C for 30 min.
Then a solution of alkyl iodide 8b 44 (2.75 g, 10.48 mmol) in dry HMPA (10 mL) was
added by cannula and the solution was stirred for 1 h at -78 'C, then for 30 min at 0 'C.
The reaction mixture was quenched by the addition of saturated NH4C1 (aq) and extracted
once with Et20. The organic layer was washed with saturated NH 4C1 (aq), H20, dried
over MgSO 4, filtered, and concentrated with the aid of a rotary evaporator. The crude
193
product was purified by column chromatography with silica employing a 0% to 23%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide compound 8c in a 77% yield (2.78 g) as a
colorless oil.
Compound 8ec (2.78 g, 8.1 mmol) was dissolved in CH 2C12 (50 mL) in a 300 mL round
bottom flask and cooled to 0 'C. A solution of mCPBA (2.0 g, 8.9 mmol) in CH 2C12 (50
mL) was then added and the reaction was stirred for 30 min. The solution was next
diluted with E20, washed with saturated NaHSO 3 (aq), saturated NaHCO 3 (aq), and brine.
The organic extracts were dried over MgSO 4, filtered, and concentrated with the aid of a
rotary evaporator. The resulting product was dissolved in toluene (100 mL) and heated at
reflux for 1 h under an atmosphere of Ar. The reaction mixture was concentrated by
rotary evaporator and purified by column chromatography with silica (75:25
hexanes/ethyl acetate) to give the title compound as a colorless oil. (1.43 g, 76%) 'H
NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.35-7.23 (5H, m), 7.12 (1H, d, J=1.5 Hz), 4.97 (1H, qd,
J=6.9, 1.5 Hz), 4.50 (2H, s), 3.67 (2H, t, J=6.3 Hz), 2.57 (2H, t, J=6.3 Hz), 1.37 (3H, d,
J=6.9 Hz). '3C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 173.73, 151.07, 151.02, 138.00, 130.78,
128.34, 127.61, 77.67, 72.83, 67.30, 25.61, 18.99. IR (KBr plates): 3064, 3031, 1980,
1932, 1865, 1742, 1654, 1454, 1363, 1320, 1202, 1100, 1028, 740 cm 1.
TMS
1. n-BuLi, Et20 TMS peracetic acid (aq)
2. TMSCI NaOAc
Me Me CH2 12Me Me 0 C to rt Me Me
9
57% 21%
4,5-dimethylfuran-2(3H)-one (9): Prepared by using the method of Kuwajima and




CH 2C12, Na 2SO 4
rt 10
27%
furan-2(3H)-one (10): Prepared as reported by Nisman. 46
General Procedure for the Arylation of a,p or P,y-Unsaturated Lactones at the y-
Position:
In the air, a culture tube (18 x 150 mm, VWR) equipped with a Teflon-coated magnetic
stir bar was charged with Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), MePhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol),
K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol) and the aryl bromide (1.0 mmol) if a solid. The tube was then
sealed with an inverted 14/20 rubber septum and electrical tape. A needle was next
inserted and the tube was evacuated and backfilled with argon; this process was carried
out a total of three times. The aryl bromide (1.0 mmol) was then added by syringe if a
liquid, followed by a solution of the lactone (1.2 mmol) in 2:1 toluene/t-amyl alcohol (3
mL). The reaction mixture was stirred at 100 "C in an oil bath for 12 h. Following this,
the reaction tube was allowed to cool and diluted with ethyl acetate (~ 4 mL). This
mixture was then filtered through a pad of celite (eluted with ethyl acetate) and
concentrated under reduced pressure with the aid of a rotary evaporator. The crude
reaction material was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel using a Biotage SP-4




5-methyl-5-p-tolylfuran-2-one (Table 3, entry 1): The general procedure was followed
using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 4-bromotoluene (171 mg, 1.0 mmol),
Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), MePhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2
mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 oC for 12 h. The product was
purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in
hexanes to provide the title compound in an 86% yield (161 mg) as a pale yellow oil. 'H
NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.63 (IH, d, J=5.7 Hz), 7.25 (2H, d, J=8.4 Hz), 7.16 (2H, d,
J=8.7), 6.01 (1H, d, J=5.4 Hz), 2.32 (3H, s), 1.79 (3H, s). "3C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6:
172.54, 160.80, 138.17, 136.18, 129.44, 124.71, 119.04, 88.95, 26.18, 21.01. IR (KBr
plates): 3086, 3030, 2983, 2928, 2870, 1834, 1777, 1604, 1514, 1234, 1107, 961, 825
cm -'. Anal. Calcd for C, 2H,20 2: C, 76.57; H, 6.43. Found: C, 76.41; H, 6.57.
5-methyl-5-p-tolylfuran-2-one (Table 3, entry 2): The general procedure was followed
using ca-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 4-chlorotoluene (127 mg, 1.0 mmol),
Pd(OAc)2 (9.0 mg, 0.04 mmol), RuPhos (37.3 mg, 0.08 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2
mmol), and ethyl propionate (3 mL) at 110 oC for 12 h. The product was purified by
column chromatography employing a 0% to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to
provide the title compound in a 72% yield (136 mg) as a colorless oil.
5-methyl-5-p-tolylfuran-2-one (Table 3, entry 3): The general procedure was followed
using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), p-tolyl trifluoromethanesulfonate (240 mg,
1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), MethylPhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3
(166 mg, 1.2 mmol), and DMA (3 mL) at 100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by
column chromatography employing a 0% to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to




5-methyl-5-(4-(trimethylsilyl)phenyl)furan-2-one (Table 3, entry 4): The general
procedure was followed using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), (4-
bromophenyl)trimethylsilane (230 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol),
MePhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl
alcohol (1 mL) at 100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography
employing a 0% to 15% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title
compound in a 72% yield (178 mg) as a white solid. m.p. = 95-96 oC. 'H NMR (300
MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.68 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 7.54 (2H, d, J=8.1 Hz), 7.39 (2H, d, J=8.1 Hz),
6.05 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 1.83 (3H, s), 0.28 (9H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 172.42,
160.61, 140.86, 139.71, 133.83, 124.04, 119.19, 88.97, 26.30, -1.20. IR (KBr plates):
2957, 1750, 1636, 1249, 1106 cm -'. Anal. Calcd for C 14H, 8O2 Si: C, 68.25; H, 7.36.
Found: C, 68.12; H, 7.35.
O
Me OMe
5-(2-methoxyphenyl)-5-methylfuran-2-one (Table 3, entry 5): The general procedure
was followed using c-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 2-bromoanisole (187 mg, 1.0
mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), MePhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg,
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1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 'C for 12 h. The product
was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 25% gradient of ethyl
acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in an 82% yield (168 mg) as a yellow
oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 8: 8.11 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 7.54 (1H, dd, J=7.8, 1.5 Hz),
7.29 (1H, td, J=7.8, 1.8 Hz) 6.98-6.89 (2H, m), 5.91 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 3.89 (3H, s), 1.79
(3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 8: 172.50, 160.39, 155.28, 129.55, 128.27, 125.60,
121.22, 118.48, 111.03, 89.01, 55.37, 25.14. IR (KBr plates): 3109, 3080, 2978, 2936,
2840, 1758, 1598, 1586, 1489, 1246, 1102, 960, 823, 756 cm-'. Anal. Calcd for C 2H 20 3:





5-methyl-5-(4-morpholinophenyl)furan-2-one (Table 3, entry 6): The general
procedure was followed using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 4-(4-
bromophenyl)morpholine (242 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), RuPhos
(18.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1
mL) at 100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing
a 10% to 60% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 70%
yield (180 mg) as a pale orange oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.58 (1H, d, J=6.0
Hz), 7.23 (2H, m), 6.84 (2H, m), 5.99 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 3.80 (2H, m), 3.11 (2H, m), 1.76
(3H, s). ' 3C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 8: 172.56, 160.83, 151.03, 129.58, 125.85, 118.90,
115.25, 88.83, 66.64, 48.67, 25.79. IR (KBr plates): 3082, 1966, 1855, 1830, 1753, 1610,
1518, 1451, 1380, 1204, 1122, 928, 821, 653 cm-'.
198
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5-methyl-5-(2-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)furan-2-one (Table 3, entry 7): The general
procedure was followed using ca-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 2-
bromobenzotrifluoride (225 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg,
0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at
100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to
20% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in an 82% yield
(198 mg) as a white solid. m.p. = 88-90 'C. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) 6: 8.00 (1H, d,
J=6.0 Hz), 7.83 (IH, d, J=8.1 Hz), 7.71 (IH, d, J=7.8 Hz), 7.55 (1H, t, J=7.8 Hz), 7.42
(1H, t, J=7.7 Hz) 6.07 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz) 1.84 (3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6:
171.05, 159.39 (q, J=20 Hz), 138.55 (q, J=6 Hz), 132.65, 129.75, 128.53, 128.05, 127.79
(q, J=66 Hz), 126.14 (q, J=125 Hz), 124.32 (q, J=1086 Hz), 120.35, 89.24, 28.27. IR
(KBr plates): 3127, 3087, 2986, 2934, 1810, 1779, 1759, 1652, 1607, 1443, 1282, 1227,





5-methyl-5-(quinolin-3-yl)furan-2-one (Table 3, entry 8): The general procedure was
followed using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 3-bromoquinoline (208 mg, 1.0
mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2
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mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 oC for 12 h. The product was
purified by column chromatography employing a 30% to 70% gradient of ethyl acetate in
hexanes to provide the title compound in an 80% yield (179 mg) as a pale yellow oil
which solidified upon standing. m.p. = 87-89 oC. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 8: 8.82
(1H, d, J=2.4 Hz), 8.08 (1H, d, J=2.4 Hz), 7.97 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 7.73 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz),
7.69 (1H, dd, J=8.1, 0.6 Hz), 7.60 (1H, td, J=6.9, 1.4 Hz), 7.44 (1H, t, J=6.9 Hz), 6.06
(1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 1.83 (3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 171.70, 159.52, 147.39,
147.14, 131.96, 131.76, 129.98, 128.90, 127.88, 127.19, 127.09, 119.88, 87.42, 26.09. IR
(KBr plates): 2986, 2935, 1757, 1637, 1623, 1497, 1236, 1111 cm'. Anal. Calcd for




methyl 4-(2-methyl-5-oxo-2,5-dihydrofuran-2-yl)benzoate (Table 3, entry 9): The
general procedure was followed using a-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), methyl 4-
bromobenzoate (215 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg, 0.04
mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 oC
for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 5% to 40%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in an 85% yield (197
mg) as a white solid. m.p. = 84-86 'C. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 8.01 (2H, d, J=8.5
Hz), 7.66 (1H, d, J=5.4 Hz), 7.44 (2H, d, J=8.7 Hz), 6.06 (1H, d, J=5.4 Hz), 3.89 (3H, s),
1.81 (3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 8: 172.04, 166.41, 159.93, 144.19, 130.16,
130.12, 124.84, 119.72, 88.64, 52.30, 26.45. IR (KBr plates): 3101, 2992, 2954, 1747,
1717, 1636, 1611, 1441, 1278, 1242, 1110, 1100 cm1- . Anal. Calcd for C 13H1 20 4: C,





5-methyl-5-(3-nitrophenyl)furan-2-one (Table 3, entry 10): The general procedure was
followed using c-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 1-bromo-3-nitrobenzene (202 mg,
1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO3 (166 mg, 1.2
mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 "C for 12 h. The product was
purified by column chromatography employing a 10% to 40% gradient of ethyl acetate in
hexanes to provide the title compound in a 63% yield (139 mg) as a beige oil which
crystallized upon standing. m.p. = 110-113 "C. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 8.22 (1H,
t, J=1.8 Hz), 8.15 (1H, d, J=8.1 Hz), 7.76-7.73 (2H, m), 7.57 (1H, t, J=8.4 Hz), 6.12 (1H,
d, J=5.4 Hz), 1.86 (3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 171.65, 159.43, 148.33, 141.58,
131.04, 130.13, 123.35, 120.18, 120.06, 87.95, 26.45. IR (KBr plates): 3092, 2988, 2872,
1754, 1530, 1352, 1108, 808 cm-1'. Anal. Calcd for CliHNO4: C, 59.99; H, 4.14. Found:




3-(2-methyl-5-oxo-2,5-dihydrofuran-2-yl)benzonitrile (Table 3, entry 11) : The
general procedure was followed using ca-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 3-
bromobenzonitrile (182 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg, 0.04
mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 "C
201
for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 10% to 45%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 79% yield (157
mg) as yellow solid. m.p. = 102-105 'C. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.69-7.48 (4H,
m), 7.48 (1H, t, J=6.9 Hz), 6.10 (1H, d, J=5.4 Hz), 1.82 (3H, s). 13C NMR (75 MHz,
CDC13) 6: 171.66, 159.46, 141.04, 132.01, 129.89, 129.33, 128.56, 120.08, 118.26,
113.02, 87.90, 26.37. IR (KBr plates): 2985, 2938, 2231, 1757, 1636, 1421, 1118 cm -'.
Anal. Calcd for C, 2H9NO: C, 72.35; H, 4.55. Found: C, 72.48; H, 4.45.
O
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5-(2-isopropylphenyl)-5-methylfuran-2-one (Table 3, entry 12): The general
procedure was followed using ct-angelicalactone (118 mg, 1.2 mmol), 1-bromo-2-
isopropylbenzene (199 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), 4 (16.7 mg, 0.04
mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 110 oC
for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 15%
gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 76% yield (164
mg) as a viscous colorless oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.97 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz),
7.40 (1H, dd, J=8.2, 1.4 Hz), 7.32-7.28 (2H, m), 7.12 (1H, td, J=7.2, 1.5 Hz), 6.09 (1H,
d, J=5.7 Hz), 3.54 (1H, sep, J=6.8 Hz), 1.84 (3H, s), 1.30 (6H, d, J=6.9 Hz). 13C NMR (75
MHz, CDC13) 6: 171.69, 160.01, 146.83, 135.51, 128.66, 127.79, 125.88, 125.44, 119.95,
90.00, 29.46, 27.64, 24.76, 24.19. IR (KBr plates): 3091, 2960, 2931, 1870, 1761, 1609,
1489, 1444, 1237, 1108, 1057, 951, 821, 759 cm -1. Anal. Calcd for C14H 160 2: C, 77,75; H,




5-butyl-5-(3,5-dimethylphenyl)furan-2-one (Table 4, entry 1): The general procedure
was followed using lactone 6 (168 mg, 1.2 mmol), 1-bromo-3,5-dimethylbenzene (185
mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol), MePhos (14.6 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3
(166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL) at 100 oC for 12 h. The
product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0% to 14% gradient of
ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 75% yield (184 mg) as a pale
yellow oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 8: 7.65 (1H, d, J=5.4 Hz), 6.99 (2H, s), 6.94 (1H,
s), 6.02 (1H, d, J=5.7 Hz), 2.31 (6H, s), 2.16-2.10 (1H, m), 2.00-1.92 (1H, m), 1.33-1.20
(4H, m), 0.85 (3H, t, J=6.9 Hz). ' 3C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 172.63, 159.98, 138.95,
138.34, 129.61, 122.62, 119.37, 91.79, 39.36, 25.66, 22.56, 21.34, 13.82. IR (KBr plates):
3086, 3009, 2958, 2872, 1765, 1608, 1466, 1458, 1203, 1127, 936, 822, 700 cm -'. Anal.




5-(3-isopropoxyphenyl)-3-methyl-5-phenylfuran-2-one (Table 4, entry 2): The
general procedure was followed using lactone 7 (172 mg, 1.2 mmol), 1-bromo-3-
isopropoxybenzene (215 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (9.0 mg, 0.04 mmol), MePhos (29.2
mg, 0.08 mmol), K2CO3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL)
203
at 100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0%
to 22% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 85% yield
(198 mg) as an orange oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.58 (IH, s), 7.36-7.26 (5H,
m), 7.23 (1H, t, J=7.2 Hz), 6.90-6.82 (3H, m), 4.52 (1H, sep, J=6.0 Hz), 1.97 (3H, s),
1.29 (6H, d, J=6.0 Hz). "3C NMR (75 MHz, CDC13) 6: 173.31, 157.93, 151.60, 141.54,
139.97, 129.63, 128.57, 128.37, 128.15, 126.42, 118.53, 114.97, 114.50, 89.62, 69.80,
21.90, 10.62. IR (KBr plates): 3062, 2979, 2928, 1751, 1662, 1600, 1583, 1486, 1291,




3-(2-(benzyloxy)ethyl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-5-methylfuran-2-one (Table 4, entry 3):
The general procedure was followed using lactone 8 (279 mg, 1.2 mmol), 1-bromo-4-
tert-butylbenzene (213 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc)2 (9.0 mg, 0.04 mmol), MePhos (29.2
mg, 0.08 mmol), K2CO3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol), toluene (2 mL) and t-amyl alcohol (1 mL)
at 110 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a 0%
to 20% gradient of ethyl acetate in hexanes to provide the title compound in a 58% yield
(210 mg) as an amber oil. 'H NMR (300 MHz, CDC13) 6: 7.41-7.29 (10H, m), 4.54 (2H,
s), 3.73 (2H, t, J=6.3 Hz), 2.64 (2H, t, J=6.3 Hz), 1.80 (3H, s), 1.34 (9H, s). 13C NMR (75
MHz, CDC13) 6: 173.19, 154.46, 154.43, 151.07, 138.06, 136.86, 128.95, 128.38, 127.64,
125.60, 124.62, 86.81, 72.90, 67.27, 34.49, 31.27, 26.51, 25.63. IR (KBr plates): 3087,
3064, 3032, 2963, 2905, 2867, 1757, 1658, 1454, 1364, 1268, 1111, 1047, 835, 737 cm .
Anal. Calcd for C24H280 3: C, 79.09; H, 7.74. Found: C, 78.97; H, 7.71.
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cis-9b-methyl-3,3a,4,5-tetrahydrofuro[3,2-c]isoquinolin-2(9bH)-one (11, Scheme 6):
The general procedure was followed using u-angelicalactone (118mg, 1.2 mmol), tert-
butyl 2-bromobenzylcarbamate (286 mg, 1.0 mmol), Pd(OAc) 2 (4.5 mg, 0.02 mmol),
RuPhos (18.7 mg, 0.04 mmol), K2CO 3 (166 mg, 1.2 mmol) and ethyl propionate (3 mL)
at 100 'C for 12 h. The product was purified by column chromatography employing a
97:3 solution of CHC12/ethyl acetate to provide the title compound in a 79% yield (238
mg) as a colorless viscous oil. 1'H NMR (500 MHz, 70 'C, CDC13) 6: 7.52 (1H, dd, J=7.5,
1.5 Hz), 7.32-7.26 (2H, m), 7.12-7.10 (1H, m) 4.96 (1H, t, J=9.0 Hz), 4.86 (1H, d,
J=18.0 Hz), 4.33 (1H, d, J=17.4 Hz), 2.68 (1H, dd, J=17.1, 8.1 Hz), 2.40 (1H, dd, J=17.1,
11.4 Hz), 1.74 (3H, s), 1.47 (9H, s). 13C NMR (125 MHz, 70 'C, CDC13) 6: 172.66,
154.64, 135.39, 130.90, 128.57, 128.07, 127.49, 125.76, 81.92, 81.39, 56.34, 42.10,





Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: Butyl_butenollde
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 17.1 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052796 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072











Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: butyl-butenol de-C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
112 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615364 MHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
256 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615395 MHN





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-299
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 0 min, 32 sec
O
MeMe
MTable 3, entry 1











Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-299C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Vidth 22624.4 Hz
256 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615373 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052787 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072























Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Nercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
160 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615361 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-35a
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 0 min, 32 sec
O
Me OMe



















Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-35aC
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22824.4 Hz
176 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615314 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144




Table 3, entry 5
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-54
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072



















Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-54C
Mercury-300 "arhat"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
64 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615402 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
Total time 9 min, 47 sec
U, OJ
tt)an N
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-30
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052787 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072




Table 3, entry 7
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-30C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
192 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615311 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
Total time 8 min, 34 sec
W NOM V
00 P. , PU)0 040 m Of..
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Nercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052792 NHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 0 min, 35 sec
N-
Table 3, entry 8
7 Jf
10 9 8 7 6
1.05 1.11
1.02 3.18
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-70C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4515444 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
Total time 8 min, 34 sec
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-45b
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052787 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072




Table 3, entry 9
1L














Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-45C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
160 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615305 MHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
Total time 8 min, 34 sec
r -- rT 
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Relax. delay 2.000 sec
Pulse 89.5 degrees
Acq. time 3.001 sec
Width 10504.2 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 499.7417206 MNH
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 262144





Table 3, entry 10












Relax. delay 3.000 sec
Pulse 37.8 degrees
Acq. time 2.000 sec
Width 62784.3 Hz
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.6601565 MHz





Line broadening 1.0 Hz
FT size 131072























Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052789 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072




Table 3, entry 11
-r 1 - pp ' r T I





-- m-)----~-7--r- ~-'----- . - .T
Pulse Sequence: s2pul
Solvent: CDCIS
Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-4P
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
256 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615330 MHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
Total time 8 min, 34 sec
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-59
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 0 min, 32 sec
O
Me i-Pr
















Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AH-VIII-59C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 HZ
128 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615400 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144









Table 3, entry 12
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-37
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 HZ
8 repetitions
OBSERVE Hi, 300.1052785 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072

























Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-37C
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
96 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615371 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: AMH-VIII-80b
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
File: ANH-VIII-8ObC
INOVA-500 "zippy"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
176 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615380 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Mercury-300 "mrhat"
Relax. delay 0.050 sec
Pulse 34.3 degrees
Acq. time 4.003 sec
Width 6002.4 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1, 300.1052821 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072





Table 4, entry 3
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Temp. 20.0 C / 293.1 K
Nercury-300 "arhat"
Relax. delay 0.500 sec
Pulse 46.2 degrees
Acq. time 1.500 sec
Width 22624.4 Hz
256 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 75.4615395 NHz





Sq. sine bell 1.500 sec
Shifted by -1.500 sec
FT size 262144
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STANDARD PROTON PARAMETERS
Solvent: CDC13




Acq. time 3.200 sec
Width 10000.0 Hz
8 repetitions
OBSERVE H1,. 500.2272196 MHz
DATA PROCESSING
FT size 131072
Total time 1 minute
11 T R


















Relax. delay 0.763 sec
Pulse 65.0 degrees
Acq. time 1.736 sec
Vidth 37735.8 Hz
2000 repetitions
OBSERVE C13, 125.7822086 NHz





Line broadening 0.3 Hz
FT size 131072
Total time 83 minutes
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.h[; t1.um~l& .AdL .w -ALau - Aid Wk.h
Cartesian Coordinates for Transition States 1-TS and 2-TS.
Transition State 1-TS
Energy= -2391.48460238
C 2.100511 -2.638486 2.102307
C 1.546637 -3.675812 1.388628
C 1.230300 -3.536619 0.014670
C 1.484770 -2.278226 -0.628093
C 2.064683 -1.204119 0.119111
C 2.377256 -1.401331 1.463829
H 2.341234 -2.776574 3.149778
H 1.353351 -4.626658 1.879713
C 2.481279 0.071188 -0.553526
C 1.687281 1.218604 -0.576123
C 3.777255 0.088999 -1.181607
C 2.173865 2.393972 -1.220522
C 4.241015 1.281830 -1.825851
C 3.406473 2.426410 -1.822832
H 1.553481 3.282245 -1.238980
H 3.754700 3.335986 -2.306837
P 0.007874 1.265499 0.231004
Pd -1.310396 -0.687891 0.145928
C -1.966080 -2.292490 1.995283
H -1.145242 -2.648050 2.598939
C -2.262783 -2.620805 0.670773
H -1.781828 -3.368267 0.049881
C -3.487542 -1.945229 0.302928
C -4.546735 -2.551365 -0.572519
H -5.048811 -3.353498 -0.012775
H -5.292308 -1.807292 -0.861840
H -4.104828 -2.977372 -1.476048
0 -3.977431 -1.316450 1.425165
C -3.037559 -1.456034 2.500194
0 -3.242049 -0.905934 3.559896
C -2.974556 -0.308271 -1.152492
C -3.875115 0.730371 -0.877845
C -2.786261 -0.712007 -2.484819
C -4.560593 1.365290 -1.916596
H -4.058878 1.025703 0.151222
C -3.457772 -0.058245 -3.524515
H -2.115022 -1.535196 -2.718620
C -4.351710 0.977806 -3.243646
H -5.260627 2.165242 -1.686361
H -3.289959 -0.370563 -4.553380
H -4.889617 1.470630 -4.049564
C -0.751371 2.766502 -0.536888
Transition State 2-TS
Energy= -2391.48171803
P 0.062501 1.062401 0.751849
Pd 1.269709 -0.725653 -0.195197
C -1.170773 2.677790 -1.874832
C -0.947143 3.971262 0.154009
C -1.743265 3.776244 -2.513682
H -1.063502 1.741703 -2.414896
C -1.534590 5.066726 -0.484741
H -0.640465 4.060993 1.190649
C -1.927080 4.975124 -1.820227
H -2.062331 3.687374 -3.548319
H -1.6815115.992391 0.065754
H -2.381359 5.829053 -2.315982
C 0.369799 1.812532 1.961760
C 1.462128 2.634647 2.284307
C -0.503368 1.411270 2.984591
C 1.666723 3.055152 3.599306
H 2.158130 2.944144 1.510700
C -0.297300 1.834176 4.300405
H -1.345815 0.763302 2.762200
C 0.786435 2.657534 4.610030
H 2.513908 3.695024 3.833807
H -0.987557 1.512823 5.075278
H 0.947247 2.987552 5.633230
C 1.166529 -2.158784 -2.012896
H 1.356841 -1.215977 -2.514474
C 0.676297 -4.608128 -0.737926
H 0.495830 -5.556090 -0.235672
C 0.381645 -4.457659 -2.074329
C 0.632475 -3.217970 -2.713642
C 5.518353 1.293866 -2.447827
H 5.851010 2.208947 -2.932127
C 4.636234 -1.047633 -1.190051
H 4.308598 -1.959729 -0.704590
C 6.318842 0.175137 -2.438903
C 5.869563 -1.006002 -1.801492
H 7.294338 0.194745 -2.917243
H 6.504762 -1.887675 -1.793601
H 0.405784 -3.103691 -3.770418
H -0.034333 -5.285640 -2.641652
0 2.985437 -0.363110 2.100744
C 3.214309 -0.446142 3.500514
H 3.634877 0.518754 3.785392
H 2.278957 -0.603906 4.050648
H 3.929031 -1.242439 3.746656
C 1.986431 -2.930375 0.884967
H 1.202353 -3.458822 1.406329
238
C 2.131327 -2.745025 -0.489128
H 1.537112 -3.190802 -1.279117
C 3.356373 -2.007869 -0.721979
C 4.279469 -2.280951 -1.875616
H 4.762726 -3.255574 -1.717015
H 3.723820 -2.314727 -2.815792
H 5.053911 -1.514508 -1.952373
O 3.997467 -1.868495 0.489283
C 3.157969 -2.373873 1.535904
0 3.500541 -2.265523 2.692253
C 2.871330 0.085559 -1.362637
C 2.600051 0.262455 -2.729259
C 3.828780 0.908682 -0.752484
C 3.240183 1.271473 -3.457792
H 1.889345 -0.387316 -3.235000
C 4.480488 1.902563 -1.486549
H 4.081270 0.757198 0.292863
C 4.186122 2.092381 -2.840063
H 3.006620 1.405330 -4.512242
H 5.222822 2.529220 -0.997594
H 4.697852 2.863837 -3.409728
C -1.943619 -0.975220 -0.783951
C -2.048613 -2.071748 0.127917
C -1.517631 -1.214135 -2.092103
C -2.503032 -1.907058 1.467926
C -1.706907 -3.396087 -0.310567
C -1.189035 -2.524779 -2.524592
C -2.590486 -2.981124 2.324327
H -2.769482 -0.914897 1.815237
C -1.810647 -4.482926 0.600093
C -1.287737 -3.584281 -1.650506
H -0.870079 -2.698879 -3.545782
C -2.238903 -4.284096 1.892372
H -2.930106 -2.827631 3.344881
H -1.545697 -5.478969 0.252330
H -1.047001 -4.589068 -1.990299
H -2.312603 -5.120938 2.581141
C -2.451924 0.394702 -0.437217
C -3.816755 0.690560 -0.798366
C -1.676371 1.378176 0.174626
C -4.673836 -0.276654 -1.396607
C -4.352970 1.995890 -0.552910
C -2.230209 2.674820 0.396319
C -5.974209 0.030349 -1.732304
H -4.294024 -1.274687 -1.582415
C -5.696307 2.283951 -0.913397
C -3.520988 2.975606 0.044949
H -1.609598 3.442315 0.846142
C -6.494180 1.323903 -1.492067
H -6.607615 -0.728745 -2.183416
H -6.082522 3.282008 -0.720314
H -3.920052 3.971713 0.221988
H -7.521326 1.553863 -1.762012
0 -1.472174 -0.128071 -2.917208
C -1.196625 -0.316638 -4.295543
H -0.182800 -0.704102 -4.459952
H -1.924084 -0.991665 -4.765166
H -1.276910 0.672191 -4.750197
C 0.823651 2.738512 0.598396
C 1.138898 3.545635 1.700996
C 1.117535 3.205685 -0.693268
C 1.723300 4.801304 1.513622
H 0.928580 3.198627 2.707497
C 1.689739 4.463161 -0.877024
H 0.913530 2.576677 -1.555247
C 1.994436 5.265001 0.226069
H 1.963919 5.415311 2.377687
H 1.912915 4.809000 -1.882526
H 2.447811 6.242279 0.082070
C -0.122185 0.827167 2.581368
C -1.212722 1.309670 3.324136
C 0.891744 0.123266 3.251994
C -1.282208 1.094138 4.702184
H -2.015270 1.849678 2.831626
C 0.824302 -0.084098 4.630510
H 1.733725 -0.281315 2.699385
C -0.264184 0.399148 5.358805
H -2.135510 1.469658 5.261380
H 1.619508 -0.637126 5.122030
H -0.322992 0.230659 6.430996
High-Throughput Screening with the Symyx Platform:
General
The reaction array, stock solution recipes, and robot instructions were designed
with Library Studio® software. All liquid and slurry transfers were performed with a
Symyx robotic liquid handling system. Gas chromatographic analysis was performed on
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an Agilent 6890 system equipped with a CTC PAL autosampler, FID detector, and a
Chiraldex G-TA chiral capillary column using dodecane as an internal standard.
Procedure
In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, oven-dried 8x40mm glass vials (VWR, #C4015-96)
were placed in a 96-well aluminum reaction block and equipped with parylene-coated
tumble stir bars (1.67 mm x 2.01 mm x 4.80 mm, V&P Scientific #711-1), using a stir bar
dispenser (V&P Scientific, #711A-IS). A slurry of the base (if a solid) in 1,2-
dichloroethane was then prepared and dispensed to each reaction vial. The solvent was
then evaporated with the aid of a 96 tube gas evaporation manifold, followed by
placement of the block in the glovebox antechamber and evacuating to remove residual
solvent. Stock solutions of the Pd(OAc) 2, Pd2(dba)3, Ni(cod),, and of all ligands were
prepared in THF and aliquoted to the appropriate vials, followed by solvent removal as
before. Stock solutions containing bromobenzene, ca-angelicalactone, and dodecane were
then prepared in the corresponding reaction solvent and 200 [tL was dispensed to the
appropriate vials. The vials were sealed with an aluminum seal plate with rubber gasket
and Teflon seal sheet. The block was then heated at 100 OC on the Symyx deck with a
neodymium magnet tumble stirrer for 12 h.
At the end of the reaction, the block was cooled, removed from the glovebox, and
the seal plate was removed. The reaction mixtures were then diluted with ethyl acetate
(400 gL), the seal plate was re-attached and the reaction block was centrifuged. An 8-tip
liquid handler was then used to transfer 200 pL of the reaction mixtures to a 96-well filter
block (Arctic White, #AWFP-F20002) containing -0.5 cm of silica per well, resting on
an aluminum GC block with 96 GC vials. The filter block was eluted by a stream of air
applied with a Speedisk 96 pressure processor. The GC vials were sealed with a 96-hole
aluminum plate with rubber gasket and Teflon seal sheet. GC analysis was performed and
the data was exported to Excel for further manipulation.
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Tabulated Data from Figures 6-9.
Table 6. Corrected % GC Yields from Figure 5.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 $7 S8 S9 S10 S11 $12
1 79 82 0 5 10 0 12 21 0 0 0 0
2 47 68 0 6 19 0 5 13 0 0 1 0
3 86 83 0 28 43 0 21 36 0 0 0 0
4 87 87 0 7 22 0 6 8 0 0 1 0
5 7 10 1 4 4 0 5 5 0 0 0 0
6 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
7 3 4 0 7 9 0 5 9 0 0 0 0
8 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
Table 7. Ligand Map for Plates 3 and 4.
L53 L54 L57 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36
L41 L40 L31 L39 L41 L40 L31 L39 L41 L40 L31 L39
L37 L23 L38 L28 L37 L23 L38 L28 L37 L23 L38 L28
L52 L24 L51 L45 L52 L24 L51 L45 L52 L24 L51 L45
L32 L34 L50 L49 L32 L34 L50 L49 L32 L34 L50 L49
L48 L35 L42 L47 L48 L35 L42 L47 L48 L35 L42 L47
L29 L30 L27 L26 L29 L30 L27 L26 L29 L30 L27 L26
L25 L46 L18 L1 L25 L46 L18 LI L25 L46 L18 L1
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Table 8. Corrected % GC Yields from Figure 6.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
1 101 96 88 84 58 46 41 81 72 48 64 86
2 59 62 69 8 59 57 35 8 67 64 63 8
3 73 10 47 8 77 9 25 8 82 9 39 8
4 8 58 82 41 15 23 50 34 8 20 53 25
5 16 51 91 90 10 40 55 72 10 31 74 73
6 78 44 83 68 51 38 83 65 51 40 90 63
7 24 17 8 13 10 10 8 12 9 9 8 9
8 12 8 104 26 13 8 84 14 9 8 96 12
Table 9. Absolute % ee's from Figure 6.
Si S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
1 39 34 32 20 49 46 47 30 59 59 54 40
2 1 0 33 0 5 9 46 0 4 4 46 0
3 22 100 1 0 24 100 15 0 24 100 17 0
4 0 56 5 19 24 50 6 26 0 52 3 42
5 1 40 32 22 10 36 34 25 9 51 35 30
6 33 21 36 9 34 20 35 10 37 19 35 9
7 21 8 0 100 19 38 0 100 100 12 0 100
8 100 0 34 88 100 0 34 83 100 0 40 74
Table 10. Corrected % GC Yields from Figure 7.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
1 64 58 66 58 49 46 42 56 54 42 45 67
2 52 42 56 8 48 33 34 8 57 33 51 8
3 54 18 41 8 61 23 32 8 61 19 48 8
4 8 55 69 38 8 30 66 44 8 21 65 36
5 26 45 58 78 15 35 36 48 10 28 67 69
6 49 30 57 42 23 30 55 33 26 35 65 36
7 11 19 8 15 8 10 8 14 8 8 8 10
8 23 8 80 20 18 8 68 18 13 8 72 16
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Table 11. Absolute % ee's from Figure 7.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S1l S12
Table 12. Ligand Map for Plate 4.
L52 L53 L56 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36
L41 L40 L31 L37 L41 L40 L31 L37 L41 L40 L31 L37
L24 L33 L34 L50 L24 L33 L34 L50 L24 L33 L34 L50
L49 L48 L42 L18 L49 L48 L42 L18 L49 L48 L42 L18
L52 L53 L56 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36 L52 L53 L56 L36
L41 L40 L31 L37 L41 L40 L31 L37 L41 L40 L31 L37
L24 L33 L34 L50 L24 L33 L34 L50 L24 L33 L34 L50
L49 L48 L42 L18 L49 L48 L42 L18 L49 L48 L42 L18
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Table 13. Solvent Map for Plate 4.
toluene/t-BuOH (1:1) toluene/t-BuOH (1:4) dioxane/t-BuOH (1:4)
t-amylOH 2-MeTHF toluene/NMP (95:5)
Table 14. Corrected % GC Yields for Figure 8.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S1l S12
1 119 66 88 106 88 59 79 100 86 58 67 92
2 89 88 95 101 86 84 92 94 79 75 72 94
3 28 30 33 90 21 24 24 76 21 23 24 70
4 98 70 101 100 10 66 96 92 76 57 96 89
5 47 44 68 62 73 73 94 82 73 77 91 86
6 43 24 54 46 78 20 82 68 78 41 79 67
7 18 12 20 74 54 50 53 94 55 53 60 96
8 70 57 68 77 92 97 94 100 88 96 94 97
Table 15. Absolute % ee's for Figure 8.
Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
1 59 61 52 37 60 59 48 32 55 53 45 31
2 4 4 34 18 4 4 35 17 8 8 33 17
3 51 42 52 39 51 46 52 39 50 44 49 37
4 32 38 34 43 20 37 32 43 32 33 34 41
5 7 8 36 17 18 18 25 12 12 12 23 13
6 40 17 33 7 21 0 41 17 27 20 38 12
7 50 47 52 41 47 24 39 30 51 21 37 30
8 36 54 47 43 25 33 26 31 22 36 29 31
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CHAPTER 4
Computational Studies on the Pd-Catalyzed Arylation




The ability to accurately predict the energies and geometries of molecular systems
is a longstanding challenge in chemistry. The development of the basic tenets of quantum
mechanics in the 1920's has led to great interest in the application of these rules to
understand all aspects of chemistry. In principle, all chemical reactivity and bonding are
the result of the behavior of electrons, and mathematically described by the Schrodinger
equation. A severe limitation of the Schrbdinger equation is that exact answers are only
calculable for one-electron systems. Many-electron systems are complicated by electron-
electron repulsion, (also known as the correlation energy) and as a consequence, several
approximations must be introduced. This led to the prophetic quote from P. A. M. Dirac
who, in 1929, stated "The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical
theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known,
and the difficulty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to equations much
too complicated to be soluble. It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical
methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed, which can lead to an
explanation of the main features of complex atomic systems without too much
computation".' Indeed, the quality and computational cost of these approximations
differentiate the available quantum mechanical methods and have been a central focus of
theoreticians ever since.2
With the inherent difficulty of working with the Schrodinger equation, there was
an obvious need to develop tractable equations for the description of complex electronic
systems. A solution was provided by Hartree and Fock who described the self-consistent
field method for solving many-electron wave equations. However, Hartree-Fock theory
neglects to include most of the correlation energy of a given system in that only an
average repulsion is calculated without considering the instantaneous repulsions between
electrons. In order to recover this energy, additional calculations and approximations
must be introduced. Several popular methods, collectively referred to as post-Hartree-
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Fock or correlated methods, that rely on this strategy are the M0eller-Plesset (e.g., MP2,
MP4), configuration interaction (CI), and coupled cluster (CC) theories-in order of
increasing sophistication and percentage of correlation energy recovered.
The parameterization of quantum mechanical equations with empirical data-
referred to as semi-empirical theories (e.g., MNDO, AM1, PM3)-greatly simplifies the
calculations. Even simpler methods derived completely from empirical data, known as
molecular mechanics (e.g., UFF, MMFF, MM2), treat molecular systems with classical
Newtonian mechanics. These are both popular, low-cost methods for obtaining molecular
geometries of structures, but without adequate electronic considerations the description of
many complex systems are intractable at these levels of theory. Despite the limitations,
new molecular mechanics force fields continue to be developed for specialized
applications such as modeling transitions-metal complexes.3
Another approach for describing molecular systems, known as density functional
theory (DFT), was developed in the 1960's based on the work of Hohenberg, Kohn, and
Sham. The central theorem of DFT states that the energy of a system can simply be found
from the electron density. Therefore, no wavefunctions are needed and an intuitive model
of this theory can be deduced from three definitions: (1) the integral of the density
defines the number of electrons; (2) the cusps in the density define the position of the
nuclei; (3) the heights of the cusps define the corresponding nuclear charges. At first
glance, this appears to be quite simple, but the difficulty lies in finding the required
functionals to correlate the electron density to the energy.
The first functionals to be developed were collectively called local density
methods (e.g., LDA), which relied entirely on the electron density while ignoring high-
order terms such as the derivative of the density. This has largely been supplanted by
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) methods (e.g., BLYP, PW91, PBE), which
include these higher-order terms, resulting in greater accuracy.
Further refinement came from Axel Becke who, in 1993, introduced the concept
of hybrid functionals, which combine Hartree-Fock and DFT equations.4 The most
general and widely used of these hybrid functionals is B3LYP, which has been adopted
by both specialists and non-specialists alike.
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Despite the marked success and popularity of B3LYP, there are several known
deficiencies of all DFT methods. 5ab First, they poorly represent weak interactions like van
der Waals forces. 5c'd This becomes quite apparent for systems in which this interaction
accounts for a major stabilizing force (e.g., highly branched alkanes). Second, is a
systematic underestimation of reaction barriers.5e Finally, B3LYP, as well as many other
hybrid functionals give unreliable results for transition metals. 5"-' However, it should be
pointed out that most of the benchmark tests are limited to simple diatomic molecules and
biased towards certain metals. Unfortunately, much less benchmarking data has
accumulated on the accuracy of DFT in more realistic organometallic complexes.
With the shortcomings of B3LYP, Truhlar and others have developed more
sophisticated meta-GGA (e.g., TPSS,6 a M06-L) and hybrid meta-GGA (e.g., M05,6b M05-
2X,6c M066d) functionals that include the orbital kinetic energy density.7 The MOX
functionals in particular, are reported to give improved predictions for transition
metals, 8a-" reaction barriers,8e and medium-range interactions.8 f However, these assertions
may not always hold true, as a recent DFT study by Grubbs and Goddard on Ru-based
catalysts found that B3LYP predicted geometries closer to NMR-characterized structures
than M06-L.8d
Quantum mechanical calculations of post third-row elements, including the
majority of transition metals, are more complex due to the large number of electrons and
correlation energy, which potentially jeopardizes the desired accuracy.' Furthermore, the
contribution of relativistic effects for heavy atoms must also be considered. 0 In order to
address these issues, the inner electron orbitals are usually substituted with an effective
core potential (ECP) (e.g., LANL2DZ, LACVP, SDD), which approximates them as an
average electric field.
Another necessary simplification for modeling electronic systems is the
substitution of more accurate Slater-type atomic orbitals with a linear combination of
easier to calculate but less accurate Gaussian-type orbitals. The popularity of this
approach has led the adoption of a standard nomenclature in its description known as the
basis set. These basis sets usually take on the form X-YZg, where X represents the core
orbitals and Y and Z refer to a combination of valence orbitals. The basic orbitals can
also be modified by the addition of diffuse orbitals, which allow for expanded electron
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density needed in anionic or very electron-rich systems. For example, the plus sign in 6-
31+g(d) adds diffuse functions to all non-hydrogens; two plus signs will also add these
functions to hydrogens. Polarization functions, which add angular momentum to the
orbitals and are important when there are deviations from ideal bond angles, are also
often used. For example, the 6-31 1+g(2d,p) basis set has two d orbitals added to all non-
hydrogens and one p orbital added to all hydrogens.
Proper consideration of the appropriate level of theory to predict the electronic
energy may still not lead to data in agreement with experiment. This can be a
consequence of neglecting solvation effects, as the system is initially modeled in a
vacuum. The inclusion of solvation effects can, depending on the reaction or structures,
greatly increase the accuracy of calculations." Since explicitly including an infinite or
sufficiently large number of solvent molecules in the calculations is not feasible, models
have been developed that add a dielectric field, which is perturbed by the solute. As with
other models, solvation effects have been fine-tuned through a progression of methods
(e.g., GBSA, COSMO, PCM, CPCM, SM8).
The Modeling of Pd-Based Catalysts with DFT Calculations
The field of transition metal-based homogeneous catalysis is fertile ground for the
application of computational techniques. Ideally, this could allow for completely in silico
catalyst design through predictive modeling. 12 Although this is a very challenging
problem, some researchers have made significant headway, notably in the areas of
biocatalysis, 13 organocatalysis, 14 asymmetric 1,2-additions of Et2Zn,15 and Lewis acid
catalysis. 5c,16
Given the large size and complexity of most catalysts, several simplifying
approaches have been devised that decrease the computational cost-an absolute
requirement for in silico screening of large libraries of catalysts. Rapid evaluation of
structure/activity relationships of catalysts may be carried out with fragment-based
design," transition state modeling with molecular mechanics,' 8 or by a QM/MM
(quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics) multi-layered approach.' 9 Furthermore,
Rothenberg has advocated for the use of "descriptor modeling" to correlate specific
ligand parameters with a particular reaction outcome. 20 Despite the reported success of
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these methods, with the possible exception of QM/MM, they are not generally suitable
for transition metal-based catalysts in which the oxidation state is changing throughout
the catalytic cycle or multi-step catalytic cycles.
In the context of Pd-catalyzed cross-coupling chemistry, DFT has primarily been
the method of choice for in silico mechanistic studies of oxidative addition,
2 1
transmetallation, 22 and reductive elimination.23 However, care must be exercised when
interpreting the results of these calculations because it is common practice to approximate
PPh3 and larger ligands as either PH3 or PMe3.With the increasing availability of very
fast computers this is becoming unnecessary, and in many cases can lead to incorrect
conclusions. 2 e
DFT calculations have been a useful tool in the Buchwald lab to gain a deeper
understanding of the properties of Pd-based catalysts with biaryl monophosphine ligands.
For instance, the extraordinary resistance of these ligands to oxidative degradation was
correlated, through the use of DFT, to rotational barriers of intermediate phosphine
peroxides, which are thought to react with a second phosphine on the path to phosphine
oxide formation. 2'4 Furthermore, the C,,-P rotational barriers have been shown to be
critical to the success of both C-O24 b,c and C-N 24 d,e bond-forming reactions. It was
proposed that methyl substitution on the upper aryl ring increases the energy required to
reach conformations in which the Pd is pointed away from the lower ring, which can lead
to decomposition and compete for population of the more hindered states required for
difficult reductive eliminations to occur (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Biaryl Monophosphines with Hindered Rotation about the C, 1-P bond.
Me MeI
Me Me 0 -Bu
e t-Bu Me t-Bu. .-Me", _t-t-Bu
i-Pr
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Another feature of biaryl monophosphine ligands, presumed to be critical for catalyst
activity, and supported by DFT calculations, is the r' and r 2 interactions of the Pd center
to the r-system of the lower biaryl ring.25 This interaction is fluxional and has an
important role in stabilizing the L,Pd(O) species, giving rise to faster rates of oxidative
addition. DFT calculations of these complexes have largely given geometries that are in
excellent agreement with experiment. For example, an X-ray structure of the
SPhos-Pd(O)(dba) complex was obtained and the rl'-interaction between Pd and the ipso
carbon had a interatomic distance of 2.374 A, while the calculated bond distance was
very close at 2.378 A (Figure 2).25a Although this calculated structure could be compared
to experiment, in many cases catalytic intermediates are not stable enough to be
characterized. The instability of the SPhos-Pd(O) complex required its structure to be
calculated, which revealed that the r'-arene interaction to Pd shifts to the ortho carbon. 21e







X-ray and calculated calculated
Pd-Cipso interaction Pd-Cortho interaction
Although the information gleaned from these computational investigations has
been invaluable in establishing the relationship of structure and function of these ligands,
further advances are needed before computationally-aided design can be accomplished
for ligands used in Pd-catalyzed cross-couplings. Finally, in order to obtain meaningful
data, the appropriate level of theory must be determined. As mentioned previously,
transition metals are usually modeled with DFT calculations but there is not a clear
consensus on the best basis set or functional. Unfortunately, these shortcomings indicate
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that truly predictive calculations are still out of reach of the current technology.
Notwithstanding these problems, if adequate benchmarking of a similar system is
performed then one can begin to make computationally aided predictions.
4.2. Computational Studies on the Orthogonal Pd- and Cu-Based Catalyst Systems
for the C- and N-Arylation of Oxindoles
4.2.1 Background
Several heterocyclic scaffolds are repeatedly seen in natural products and
biologically active compounds. The oxindole moiety is one such example, generating a
great deal of interest in the development of methods for its preparation and
derivitization. 26 Two groups of oxindoles that are amenable to synthesis by metal-
catalyzed cross coupling are C-aryl and N-aryl oxindoles. The required bond-forming
processes may at first glance seem like a trivial extension of previously developed C- or
N-arylation chemistry, but is complicated by the identical pKa values (18.5)27 at the NI
and C3 positions. This problem could be solved by the introduction of protecting groups,
but these in turn, are difficult to selectively install at one position.
Scheme 1. Orthogonal Pd- and Cu-Based Catalysts Systems for the C- and N-Arylation
of Oxindoles.
R 5 mol% CulpKa = 18.5 N(H)MeSIN(H)Me
1 mol% Pd 2(dba)3  H 10 mol%
5 mol% XPhos N(H)Me
1+ ~ X R
N K2C00 3  N R K2 COH THF or dioxane H dioxane, 100 C
80-100 OC X = I, Br
X = Br, CI, OTs
pKa = 18.5 R
10 examples 11 examples
55-92% 62-94%
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An ideal solution would be the identification of orthogonal sets of catalytic
conditions for chemoselective C- or N-arylation. 28' 29 Dr. Ryan Altman was successful in
developing such a methodology and we have recently published two complementary
methods that reliably give either N-arylation with a Cu-CyDMEDA catalyst or C-
arylation with a Pd-XPhos catalyst of unprotected oxindoles (Scheme 1).30 This is a very
general method and the observed selectivities are very high (>98:2) for almost all
examples.
With the development of empirically-derived conditions for selective C- or N-
arylation of unprotected oxindoles, we sought to provide mechanistic rationale to explain
the observed selectivities. Difficulties in gathering experimental mechanistic data led us
to consider computational methods to learn more about these processes. The general
catalytic cycles for both the Pd- and Cu-catalyzed arylation reactions are shown in
Scheme 2 and they will be discussed in turn below.
Scheme 2. Mechanisms of Pd- and Cu-Catalyzed Nucleophilic Substitution Reactions of
Aryl Halides.
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4.2.2 Results and Discussion
Pd-Catalyzed Reaction
Since oxindole does not participate in the oxidative addition step of the cycle, the
selectivity-controlling step for the Pd-based catalyst system must involve either
transmetallation or reductive elimination. To gain further insight into the observed
selectivity, the relative energies and structures of various L1Pd(Ph)(oxindolate)
complexes were calculated by DFT methods (Figures 3 and 4, see Experimental Section
for full details).




I-PrPr I-Pr Pd Pr i-Pr W-r W
i-Pr i-Pr H i-Pr iPr
1 2 3 4
AErei= 0 kcal/mknol 4.8 kcalhnol 5.9 kcal/mol 12.9 kcal/mol
"Calculated at 298 K in THF.
In light of the experimental findings that only catalysts derived from XPhos
produced high yields of the C3-arylated oxindole product, it was critical to model
structures that contained the entire ligand without any approximations. The geometry of
the XPhos-Pd(Ph)(oxindolate) complex formed following transmetallation was
minimized with the Pd bound to either the nitrogen or a-carbon of the oxindole (Figure
3). This minimization was performed with structures in which the Pd points towards or
away from the lower biaryl ring. Consistent with previous computational studies from our
group, a j three-coordinate Pd(II)/dialkylbiarylmonophosphine intermediates prefer the
orientation shown in structures 1 and 2 with the Pd sitting above the lower biaryl ring. In
both cases, the C-bound complex was significantly higher in energy than the N-bound
complex. This energy difference was 4.8 kcal/mol between 1 and 2 and 7.0 kcal/mol
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between 3 and 4. We then determined the energies of the K2-amidate (5,9), O-bound
amidate (6,10) and enolate (7,11), and 13-oxyallyl (8,12) structures, as they may be
intermediates in the N to C isomerization process (Figure 4). As expected, the three-
coordinate O-bound enolate and amidate structures are lower in energy when the Pd is
pointing towards the lower ring. However, the four-coordinate K2-amidate and q3_
oxyallyl bound structures are lower in energy when the Pd is distal to the lower ring.





























a Calculated at 298 K in THF. b AE,, values are relative to complex 1 in Figure 3.
If the N-bound and C-bound structures exist in rapid equilibrium, then the barriers
for reductive elimination should be product determining. Thus, transition states for both
C-C and C-N reductive elimination processes were calculated (Figure 5). The
mechanism for reductive elimination from Pd-bound enolates has not been well studied,
and could occur by different mechanisms involving O-bound, C-bound, or i 3-oxyallyl Pd
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intermediates. Hartwig and Culkin31 have put forth circumstantial evidence in support of
a simple reductive elimination between an rl-bound enolate and the arene. However,
these studies were primarily performed using bidentate ligands, which may prevent ir3-
bound intermediates and relevant transition states.
Reasonable starting geometries for the transition states of enolate C-C reductive
elimination were arrived at by examining calculations reported by others for methyl-
methyl reductive elimination from Pd. 3f A prior publication by our group on the
mechanism of aryl amination provided us with reasonable starting geometries for amidate
C-N reductive-elimination. 23j We were then able to find transition states for both C-C
and C-N reductive elimination towards and away from the lower biaryl ring. The AE* for
1--*1-TS was calculated to be 21.7 kcal/mol while the AE* for 2-*2-TS was significantly
less at 14.5 kcal/mol. For the structures with the Pd swung away, the AE* of 3--3-TS was
calculated to be 20.9 kcal/mol and the AE* of 4-4-TS was 12.6 kcal/mol. Although these
barriers are lower than when the Pd is pointed towards the lower biaryl ring, their
absolute energies are much higher. Therefore, it is unlikely that 3-TS and 4-TS contribute
to the reaction course. We also attempted to find a transition state for C-C reductive
elimination proceeding through an rl3 pathway but one could not be located.
Figure 5. Calculated Reductive-Elimination Transition States for
XPhos-Pd(Ph)(oxindolate).ab
1-TS 2-TS 3-TS 4-TS
AErei = 21.7 kcal/mol 19.3 kcal/mol 26.8 kcal/mol 25.6 kcal/mknol
a Calculated at 298 K in THF. b AEl values are relative to complex 1 in Figure 3.
Since a weak base was employed (K2CO 3), the large pKa difference (-5) between
oxindole and the base indicates that an appreciable quantity of an anionic amidate species
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does not exist in solution; thus, an intermolecular ligand exchange between an oxindolate
anion and XPhos-Pd(Ar)(C1) 13 is unlikely. As such, it is likely that the oxindole is
further acidified by reversible coordination of Pd(II) intermediate 13 to the oxindole
carbonyl to form 14 (Scheme 3). Deprotonation of the acidified oxindole should occur at
N1 as opposed to C3, since deprotonation is kinetically faster from N-H than from C-H
bonds in cases where rehybridization must occur at the carbon atom.32 Thus,
deprotonation of 14 would initially lead to 6, followed by an intramolecular migration of
Pd from O to either N or C. If intramolecular isomerization is the preferred pathway, then
a plausible reaction sequence to form a C-bound Pd enolate that does not involve
formation a Pd-N bond may be 13--146--7-->8-->2. If a Pd-N bond does transiently
form, then the reaction pathway might proceed as such,
13-->14-->6--->5---->6-->7->8-->2.
Scheme 3. Transmetallation of Oxindole to XPhos-Pd(Ph)(C1).
i-Pr i-Pr '-Pr -Pr
13 14 6
For the Pd-catalyzed C-arylation reaction of oxindole with aryl halides,
transmetallation of a molecule of oxindole to the LPd(Ar)(X) complex can provide
multiple isomeric species. Two of these isomers, namely 1 and 2, would reductively
eliminate to provide the N-aryl and C3-aryl oxindole products, respectively. The energy
profile illustrating the reaction course with the relative energies of the key intermediates
and transition states is shown in Figure 6. The C3-aryl product, which is exclusively
observed in the Pd-catalyzed reaction, must result from a rapid reductive elimination
from the higher-energy C-bound Pd-enolate, 2, as opposed to the more stable N-bound
Pd-amidate, 1. Therefore, the selectivity demonstrated by the Pd-catalyzed reaction is
kinetically governed according to the Curtin-Hammett principle.33 The 2.4 kcal/mol
difference in energy between 1-TS and 2-TS is consistent with the observed selectivity of
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the catalytic reaction. This difference in energy is likely a reflection of the relative
electronegativities of nitrogen and carbon and the overlap of the relevant molecular
orbitals with those of Pd.34












Cu-catalyzed amidation reactions of aryl halides initiate by addition of the
nucleophile to a L2Cu(I)(X) complex to provide an L2Cu(I)(amidate), followed by aryl
halide activation and subsequent product formation (Scheme 2, Cycle B). 35 36 Although
the Guo group has recently published a computational study that calculates the transition
states and intermediates of the catalytic cycle for the Goldberg reaction,3 7 this study only
considered a mechanism based on an insertion reaction between an L2Cu(I)(amidate) and












evidence that an electron-transfer mechanism might be occurring, as suggested by Hida.38
In order to gain insight into the features that control the selectivity of the reaction, the
energies of relevant CyDMEDA-Cu(I)(oxindolate) complexes were examined (Figure 7).





AErel = 0 kcal/mol 14.1 koal/mol 9.7 koal/mol 19.6 kcal/mol
a Calculated at 298 K.
As observed with the Pd-based catalyst system, the N-bound
CyDMEDA-Cu(I)(oxindolate) 15 was found to be significantly lower in energy than both
C3-bound and O-bound isomers. In this structure, the geometry around Cu is a distorted
T-shape, consistent with known neutral tricoordinate Cu(I) structures.39 Interestingly, the
calculation predicts a hydrogen bonding interaction between the carbonyl and one
hydrogen of the amine (0-H distance of 1.9 A). The C3-bound oxindolate 16 is
significantly higher in energy by 14.1 kcal/mol. It is noteworthy that the geometry about
Cu is no longer planar but trigonal pyramidal and equidistant to both nitrogen atoms.
There also appears to be a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl oxygen and amine
hydrogen (O-H distance of 2.0 A). The O-bound amidate 17 and enolate 18 are 9.3
kcal/mol and 19.2 kcal/mol higher in energy than the N-bound structure, respectively. We
also optimized K2-amidate and q 3-oxyallyl bound structures but no reasonable stationary
points could be found.
For the Cu-catalyzed N-arylation reaction, the computational studies of the
relevant CyDMEDA-Cu(I)(oxindolate) species suggest that the N-bound isomer 15 is
favored by 14.1 kcal/mol over the C-bound isomer 16 (Scheme 4). Therefore, the
selectivity observed for the Cu-catalyzed N-arylation of oxindole might be governed by
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two different factors: (1) aryl halide activation from 15 proceeds faster than from 16,
and/or (2) aryl halide activation proceeds faster than the isomerization process. If the first
factor is selectivity-determining, there could be a dynamic equilibrium in solution
between 15 and 16. The nature of the aryl halide activation step in Cu-catalyzed C-
heteroatom bond-forming substitution reactions of aryl halides is not well understood.36 38
Kinetic studies for the reaction of 2-pyrrolidinone with 4-iodo-m-xylene estimate AG* to
be 19.4 kcal/mol.36 Therefore, it is plausible that the C-bound enolate does exist in small
portions in solution, and that the selectivity is governed by the aryl halide activation
processes (k3 > k4). If the second factor is selectivity-determining, then the absence of a
low energy pathway for the interconversion of 15 and 16 controls the reaction's outcome.
A better understanding of the mechanism of aryl halide activation is required to properly
estimate the transitions state energies for this step and to gain a full understanding for the
observed chemoselectivity of the Cu-catalyzed reaction.
Scheme 4. Mechanistic Considerations for the Cu-Catalyzed N-Arylation of Oxindole.
H H AE = 14.1 Cu(CyDMEDA)
O (CyDMEDA)CuX Okcal/mol
CCN Base C N
H Cu(CyDMEDA) H
15 16




N-Aryl Product C-Aryl Product
Observed Not Observed
4.2.3 Conclusions
The two catalyst systems developed in the Buchwald lab for the Pd- or Cu-
catalyzed C- or N-arylation of oxindoles, were studied using DFT methods. The goal of
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this was to develop a clear understanding of the factors controlling the observed
selectivities.
The lowest energy calculated ground state of the XPhos-Pd(Ph)(oxindolate)
complex was the N-bound isomer. Transition states for C-C, C-N, and C-O bond
formation were located, with C-C bond formation being the lowest energy pathway. The
proposed mechanistic pathway represents a Curtin-Hammett situation where the barrier
from the more favored isomer is 2.4 kcal/mol higher than the barrier from the less
favored isomer.
The currently limited mechanistic understanding of Cu-based catalysts prevented
us from finding meaningful transition state data but the relative energies of
L,Cu(I)(oxindolate) species were evaluated. From these calculations, the C-bound species
is predicted to be much higher in energy (14.1 kcal/mol) than the N-bound species. This
is a large enough difference in energy that it is unlikely that processes proceeding from
the C-bound isomer are within reach.
4.2.4 Experimental
All calculations were performed with the Gaussian '0340 suite of programs using a
Linux cluster running Linda with 12 dual-core Intel Xeon processors or 12 dual-core
Opteron processors. DFT calculations on the Cu complexes employed the B3LYP
functional 4'41 using the 6-31G(d) basis set for all atoms. Geometry optimization of the
XPhos-Pd complexes was more rapidly completed by first using a two-layered ONIOM19
calculation (B3LYP/6-31g(d):UFF) with the oxindole, phenyl, Pd and P at a high level
and the rest of the ligand at the low level followed by reoptimization using all-atom DFT
(B3LYP/6-31g(d)) with the LANL2DZ basis set and the Hay-Wadt effective core
potential 42 (ECP) for Pd. To obtain the final AE values, single point energy calculations
were performed with the 6-311 g(d,p) basis set with the PCM model for solvation in
toluene. Frequency calculations were performed on all optimized structures to confirm
that the minima had no negative frequencies and transition states had a single imaginary
frequency. The Gibbs free energies were calculated at 298.15 K and I atm.
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Cartesian Coordinates for Complexes 1-16 and Transition States 1-TS-4-TS
Complex 1
C -0.610381 2.338797 -0.191842
C -1.205948 2.173304 -1.477423
C -2.574743 1.904434 -1.550257
C -3.386951 1.813495 -0.415244
C -2.787394 1.984173 0.833708
C -1.419580 2.251393 0.973850
C 0.778703 2.925792 -0.108323
C 1.989253 2.196228 -0.047975
C 3.206258 2.903506 -0.093313
C 3.249588 4.294298 -0.153380
C 2.057475 5.015976 -0.160884
C 0.845291 4.331700 -0.145143
H -3.027399 1.757751 -2.526400
H -3.398691 1.922058 1.728481
H 4.146157 2.363585 -0.088523
H 4.207648 4.805495 -0.189126
H 2.068373 6.101993 -0.194242
H -0.085748 4.889936 -0.177700
P 1.982067 0.351523 0.189316
Pd -0.183536 -0.557184 -0.208372
C 3.466187 -0.214449 -0.818764
C 3.882280 -1.679336 -0.559450
C 3.210341 0.027788 -2.323464
H 4.310491 0.418067 -0.511301
C 5.106369 -2.058700 -1.411597
H 3.053062 -2.349674 -0.800105
H 4.114372 -1.830262 0.500536
C 4.426851 -0.376409 -3.173576
H 2.336742 -0.557323 -2.636153
H 2.967539 1.081736 -2.503261
C 4.846185 -1.828741 -2.906637
H 5.365603 -3.108490 -1.225924
H 5.974855 -1.460368 -1.096107
H 4.193451 -0.232747 -4.236098
H 5.269278 0.293965 -2.945285
H 5.739004 -2.081327 -3.492711
H 4.045629 -2.504692 -3.238932
C 2.462274 0.227157 2.024295
C 2.047231 -1.118817 2.653706
C 3.925124 0.573978 2.371929
H 1.826197 1.002331 2.475742
C 2.291677 -1.129153 4.172015
H 2.607017 -1.940827 2.189786
H 0.989612 -1.307148 2.441660
C 4.157106 0.553443 3.894720
H 4.602302 -0.150549 1.900543
H 4.189810 1.561922 1.982077
C 3.747590 -0.788446 4.516461
H 2.020125 -2.110675 4.580642
H 1.624532 -0.396417 4.649730
H 5.212104 0.769927 4.106140
H 3.573265 1.362190 4.358201
H 3.887280 -0.761789 5.604439
H 4.406892 -1.582011 4.134628
C 0.429784 -2.419713 -0.653392
C 0.651887 -3.403825 0.313089
C 0.574285 -2.734021 -2.009718
C 1.075770 -4.681553 -0.074733
H 0.488100 -3.199889 1.365274
C 1.000437 -4.012345 -2.388969
H 0.320171 -2.004506 -2.771080
C 1.264229 -4.986488 -1.423265
H 1.249435 -5.438830 0.686628
H 1.109851 -4.245673 -3.445748
H 1.593461 -5.978818 -1.720470
C -0.864503 2.554223 2.366787
C -1.162226 1.442645 3.388891
C-1.3828113.913391 2.881392
H 0.224515 2.639261 2.284375
H -0.766573 0.479034 3.052480
H -0.705423 1.684384 4.356534
H -2.237636 1.316442 3.554607
H -1.122699 4.726444 2.195117
H -2.473477 3.904014 2.990896
H -0.947998 4.144752 3.861346
C -0.413606 2.389633 -2.769056
C -0.6421113.816434-3.314821
C -0.722655 1.356908 -3.867882
H 0.650352 2.299992 -2.525981
H -0.344628 4.586082 -2.595761
H -0.061195 3.969308 -4.232610
H -1.700281 3.971297 -3.557775
H -0.719355 0.335341 -3.482857
H -1.710583 1.524476 -4.312980
H 0.014401 1.450268 -4.675049
C -4.888371 1.607299 -0.583888
C -5.589733 2.966395 -0.794517
C -5.552570 0.827236 0.561455
H -5.024898 1.023457 -1.504616
H -5.164592 3.507121 -1.647298
H -6.661852 2.826119 -0.978549
H -5.478886 3.601033 0.093493
H -5.052892 -0.128821 0.746005
H -5.549151 1.398830 1.497659
H -6.601092 0.622865 0.315151
C -2.774274 -2.076119 0.629983
C -3.885170 -2.775443 0.103900
N -2.079142 -1.379800 -0.363771
C -3.900019 -2.527878 -1.378643
H -3.812871 -3.436719 -1.986182
C -4.717069 -3.508283 0.936370
H -5.571635 -4.044718 0.529091
266
C -4.443519 -3.558839 2.312718
H -5.087173 -4.132687 2.973735
C -3.343207 -2.871072 2.829433
H -3.135744 -2.913461 3.896319
C -2.500116 -2.122574 1.999010
H -1.648683 -1.585663 2.405929
C -2.647810 -1.647526 -1.586137
0 -2.237274 -1.258517 -2.678039
H -4.791087 -1.992393 -1.730842
Complex 2
C 0.939518 -2.357536 -0.263768
C 1.521942 -2.055544 -1.529013
C 2.885006 -1.743613 -1.585645
C 3.700099 -1.720363 -0.450134
C 3.104412 -1.991560 0.785803
C 1.747369 -2.311888 0.906259
C -0.398764 -3.061125 -0.221911
C -1.673581 -2.458445 -0.107273
C -2.814677 -3.282167 -0.163272
C -2.724235 -4.665390 -0.296476
C -1.467870 -5.263235 -0.371995
C -0.328941 -4.463465 -0.338934
H 3.327686 -1.506563 -2.548608
H 3.717208 -1.975394 1.682699
H -3.802186 -2.838297 -0.108484
H -3.628255 -5.266828 -0.337059
H -1.372170 -6.341385 -0.467690
H 0.650660 -4.925903 -0.419149
P -1.842304 -0.627968 0.184285
Pd 0.239060 0.558808 -0.241123
C -3.413186 -0.196759 -0.761122
C -3.940606 1.225355 -0.468311
C -3.184401 -0.394401 -2.276205
H -4.192141 -0.901299 -0.438897
C -5.217771 1.513182 -1.277582
H -3.176177 1.965280 -0.721574
H -4.152967 1.342611 0.600014
C -4.454358 -0.082180 -3.085713
H -2.370700 0.266195 -2.600741
H -2.861133 -1.422002 -2.481077
C -4.988009 1.325072 -2.783408
H -5.556867 2.535428 -1.068162
H -6.023264 0.840453 -0.945032
H -4.241684 -0.190666 -4.156906
H -5.230054 -0.824904 -2.844797
H -5.918058 1.506758 -3.337193
H -4.260121 2.071848 -3.130212
C -2.281166 -0.596244 2.032521
C -1.995974 0.777907 2.676368
C -3.685846 -1.106548 2.414573
H -1.551175 -1.304367 2.451704
C -2.195779 0.736311 4.201059
H -2.657857 1.540059 2.245449
H -0.973362 1.089487 2.437060
C -3.871566 -1.139615 3.943369
H -4.451803 -0.450674 1.979475
H -3.855859 -2.109786 2.009664
C -3.593857 0.228525 4.580126
H -2.022878 1.735102 4.621417
H -1.437769 0.074798 4.646416
H -4.888901 -1.475801 4.181894
H -3.187248 -1.886467 4.372472
H -3.696097 0.168187 5.671086
H -4.349219 0.949622 4.234020
C -0.548234 2.362485 -0.702094
C -0.869848 3.308908 0.277031
C -0.825582 2.647458 -2.045853
C -1.507750 4.503734 -0.078977
H -0.617973 3.133628 1.318111
C -1.460604 3.844789 -2.397177
H -0.527278 1.956261 -2.828587
C -1.813790 4.772599 -1.414323
H -1.757280 5.227060 0.694564
H -1.666560 4.052858 -3.445149
H -2.307317 5.701700 -1.688323
C 1.198425 -2.693696 2.281485
C 1.456094 -1.610322 3.345312
C 1.756901 -4.053929 2.747716
H 0.113292 -2.807940 2.189012
H 1.041714 -0.643798 3.038880
H 0.992596 -1.895522 4.297632
H 2.526822 -1.469870 3.532488
H 1.522033 -4.848111 2.031192
H 2.846583 -4.016428 2.862151
H 1.326622 -4.333814 3.716825
C 0.724223 -2.151932 -2.830637
C 0.948750 -3.515945 -3.518572
C 1.033377 -1.012083 -3.819806
H -0.337482 -2.084523 -2.571122
H 0.649090 -4.353242 -2.880993
H 0.366371 -3.571986 -4.446225
H 2.006201 -3.647586 -3.778178
H 1.057173 -0.031663 -3.336249
H 2.007413 -1.151689 -4.304028
H 0.279265 -1.003609 -4.616256
C 5.194620 -1.451517 -0.582664
C 5.991156 -2.770402 -0.503165
C 5.725445 -0.428982 0.437516
H 5.354215 -1.029938 -1.583911
H 5.654310 -3.484687 -1.262710
H 7.061179 -2.586688 -0.657935
H 5.869808 -3.244084 0.478883
H 5.168898 0.512770 0.390738
H 5.659205 -0.808316 1.464305
H 6.781238 -0.211189 0.238779
C 2.400198 2.490415 0.784108
C 2.606862 3.766556 0.206255
C 2.838377 4.900820 0.976272
H 2.991992 5.873012 0.515153
C 2.879465 4.750544 2.369106
267
H 3.062029 5.622115 2.992423
C 2.697997 3.497874 2.961499
H 2.744621 3.399928 4.042962
C 2.455729 2.365230 2.170680
H 2.311989 1.393593 2.636606
C 2.360627 2.304465 -1.570696
0 2.372448 1.930381 -2.739502
N 2.562235 3.629333 -1.178972
H 2.662538 4.375267 -1.852110
C 2.145021 1.521699 -0.308319
H 2.710337 0.586737 -0.284587
Complex 3
H 5.791211 1.193580 -0.909510
C 5.527752 -0.895805 -0.497671
C 5.177878 0.453764 -0.402689
H 5.018116 -2.868682 0.149995
C 4.742335 -1.818497 0.195312
C 4.073571 0.887634 0.339266
C 3.625798 -1.442303 0.954207
C 3.266870 -0.070022 1.003513
P -0.015979 0.675735 -0.185884
C 2.117774 0.357177 1.886763
C 0.758910 0.537708 1.505645
H 3.490867 0.415659 3.531155
C 2.449283 0.528244 3.244657
C -0.192678 0.789055 2.519454
H -1.245271 0.880114 2.256551
C 1.501385 0.820095 4.222668
C 0.162440 0.929304 3.858952
H 1.809325 0.941726 5.257736
H -0.607530 1.124600 4.599481
C 1.059150 -0.145915 -1.488712
C 0.842231 -1.673251 -1.479365
C 0.816425 0.404593 -2.911495
H 2.098916 0.065841 -1.217928
C 1.751927 -2.377993 -2.498924
H -0.205705 -1.887248 -1.719715
H 1.009904 -2.078536 -0.477549
C 1.727517 -0.297444 -3.935107
H -0.233831 0.245053 -3.194526
H 1.000698 1.483502 -2.954098
C 1.544436 -1.820438 -3.914004
H 1.550235 -3.456785 -2.482890
H 2.802661 -2.248890 -2.203267
H 1.523062 0.100375 -4.937369
H 2.775490 -0.053248 -3.707446
H 2.237256 -2.296022 -4.619828
H 0.528724 -2.067573 -4.256141
C 0.046822 2.541703 -0.572590
C -1.100284 2.910294 -1.546810
C -0.035276 3.450770 0.672483
H 1.008025 2.731707 -1.069753
C -1.056809 4.395628 -1.944318
H -2.065043 2.708283 -1.051358
H -1.081315 2.285241 -2.443961
C 0.008698 4.939239 0.282486
H -0.969359 3.246862 1.213984
H 0.777275 3.230517 1.370760
C -1.100394 5.307602 -0.712095
H -1.893395 4.618576 -2.618124
H -0.135302 4.589121 -2.513675
H -0.070884 5.553399 1.188267
H 0.988278 5.166968 -0.164170
H -1.011388 6.359515 -1.011209
H -2.078065 5.202056 -0.219958
C 3.815786 2.388566 0.471281
C 3.950926 3.157495 -0.856130
C 4.740901 3.005873 1.541277
H 2.788289 2.522213 0.822179
H 3.352262 2.703055 -1.653619
H 3.615906 4.193409 -0.726574
H 4.989242 3.197355 -1.204613
H 4.595652 2.529180 2.516125
H 5.794472 2.885966 1.261859
H 4.539999 4.078165 1.654817
C 2.885390 -2.517381 1.758052
C 3.595353 -2.776076 3.105826
C 2.723044 -3.858914 1.016624
H 1.880637 -2.142656 1.980013
H 3.647155 -1.874573 3.721940
H 3.060292 -3.544339 3.676983
H 4.619810 -3.130981 2.939939
H 2.311207 -3.733211 0.011824
H 3.676548 -4.392134 0.924063
H 2.043242 -4.508700 1.578990
C 6.733669 -1.352019 -1.308920
C 8.049980 -0.773583 -0.754879
C 6.575625 -1.024926 -2.806227
H 6.789689 -2.445117 -1.215359
H 8.186071 -1.036931 0.299750
H 8.908389 -1.160150 -1.317115
H 8.067988 0.320197 -0.831288
H 5.661846 -1.470191 -3.215401
H 6.524755 0.057604 -2.973662
H 7.428126 -1.410283 -3.378186
Pd -2.333998 0.238590 -0.071139
C -2.233292 -1.728530 0.263691
C -2.702298 -2.597461 -0.725027
C-1.769611 -2.228187 1.481564
C -2.669664 -3.979236 -0.502753
H -3.107236 -2.214781 -1.656477
C -1.747324 -3.612594 1.695005
H -1.435815 -1.559962 2.267766
C -2.188715 -4.490576 0.703979
H -3.033830 -4.651483 -1.276214
H -1.389103 -3.997578 2.647163
H -2.170707 -5.563701 0.875116
N -4.363642 0.283580 0.260172
C -4.749513 0.456590 1.573640
C -5.466131 -0.120510 -0.496708
268
C -6.265317 0.188794 1.692048
0 -4.007492 0.774860 2.500956
C -6.640457 -0.196555 0.286409
C -5.508016 -0.399241 -1.864795
H -6.773716 1.090827 2.055284
H -6.441201 -0.598331 2.435571
C -7.847888 -0.557789 -0.290918
C -6.731680 -0.769533 -2.434893
H -4.609449 -0.318874 -2.471289
C -7.893320 -0.851919 -1.663066
H -8.753145 -0.614450 0.310026
H -6.776654 -0.991843 -3.498511
H -8.833924 -1.139091 -2.124994
Complex 4
H 5.899073 0.721299 -0.868346
C 5.412931 -1.325692 -0.445980
C 5.204762 0.053722 -0.365704
H 4.687366 -3.229602 0.201853
C 4.523621 -2.155889 0.238360
C 4.139910 0.606460 0.354260
C 3.441402 -1.658581 0.977038
C 3.228909 -0.255691 1.013564
P 0.043953 0.835453 -0.207644
C 2.124605 0.297817 1.883723
C 0.7965810.621397 1.488486
H 3.484371 0.219412 3.538252
C 2.462325 0.439620 3.243610
C -0.129670 0.971320 2.495695
H -1.163479 1.167893 2.218584
C 1.543325 0.834343 4.213140
C 0.225843 1.080439 3.837909
H 1.854279 0.928027 5.250197
H -0.525027 1.357378 4.572164
C 1.029697 -0.122744 -1.490281
C 0.623079 -1.610556 -1.454014
C 0.853436 0.428089 -2.922491
H 2.088446 -0.037562 -1.224902
C 1.433649 -2.441251 -2.462180
H -0.444824 -1.694270 -1.688655
H 0.742255 -2.015772 -0.444571
C 1.667243 -0.399140 -3.934150
H -0.209448 0.394056 -3.202170
H 1.168667 1.475682 -2.983117
C 1.293263 -1.886301 -3.886629
H 1.100060 -3.486351 -2.427629
H 2.493569 -2.437175 -2.170439
H 1.513476 0.003917 -4.943468
H 2.738124 -0.285634 -3.709757
H 1.918125 -2.457656 -4.584938
H 0.253214 -2.008774 -4.222794
C 0.338422 2.675307 -0.611442
C -0.749109 3.161853 -1.600633
C 0.346001 3.602558 0.622722
H 1.319132 2.751974 -1.100899
C -0.536630 4.628622 -2.012534
H -1.734372 3.072563 -1.111052
H -0.792090 2.527362 -2.490313
C 0.566724 5.071347 0.218759
H -0.613206 3.515151 1.152105
H 1.117227 3.298094 1.335885
C -0.483300 5.554524 -0.790507
H -1.337109 4.938365 -2.696166
H 0.404867 4.709464 -2.575922
H 0.551643 5.701961 1.116676
H 1.569901 5.178025 -0.220712
H -0.269824 6.585087 -1.100900
H -1.470568 5.570923 -0.306031
C 4.031357 2.127069 0.464441
C 4.263972 2.858567 -0.870704
C 4.995795 2.666317 1.541771
H 3.015940 2.364418 0.795018
H 3.633317 2.456153 -1.671516
H 4.035912 3.925378 -0.760173
H 5.305962 2.785852 -1.202607
H 4.787423 2.223561 2.521069
H 6.036586 2.436817 1.283591
H 4.902004 3.755209 1.635203
C 2.575744 -2.643910 1.770809
C 3.222455 -2.963934 3.136957
C 2.292018 -3.966897 1.032945
H 1.610160 -2.165509 1.966673
H 3.349283 -2.067661 3.749618
H 2.598135 -3.670093 3.697730
H 4.209428 -3.421927 2.998725
H 1.927077 -3.806477 0.015088
H 3.184659 -4.600828 0.973743
H 1.529327 -4.534440 1.577813
C 6.578415 -1.911950 -1.232607
C 7.937428 -1.498429 -0.635364
C 6.501607 -1.554012 -2.728946
H 6.503619 -3.005023 -1.151958
H 8.011005 -1.786090 0.419138
H 8.760322 -1.978072 -1.178845
H 8.086007 -0.413643 -0.696822
H 5.551754 -1.881293 -3.166343
H 6.586490 -0.471937 -2.884620
H 7.316332 -2.034504 -3.283743
Pd -2.385129 0.619535 -0.133591
C -2.578894 -1.339752 0.254365
C -3.074141 -2.195757 -0.734056
C -2.155452 -1.859078 1.481409
C -3.105353 -3.576894 -0.505955
H -3.452855 -1.800651 -1.671660
C -2.202452 -3.240931 1.704822
H -1.792997 -1.203290 2.266264
C -2.668425 -4.103690 0.710879
H -3.485307 -4.236693 -1.282756
H -1.876130 -3.636960 2.664222
H -2.701611 -5.175838 0.887225
C -4.749135 0.696722 1.569124
269
C -5.464612 0.106150 -0.607319
O -4.262910 1.237158 2.557964
C -6.164742 -0.669183 0.348336
C -5.785094 -0.033620 -1.955569
C -7.146951 -1.582008 -0.017277
C -6.781823 -0.942043 -2.339360
H -5.263320 0.556885 -2.705931
C -7.447644 -1.710235 -1.380335
H -7.673669 -2.172556 0.727784
H -7.036557 -1.050592 -3.390226
H -8.214900 -2.414869 -1.690412
C -4.471903 0.930593 0.111107
N -5.703952 -0.320564 1.617761
H -6.030297 -0.706848 2.491768
H -4.424527 1.995977 -0.155309
Complex 5
H 2.604766 1.727180 -2.962061
C 2.993218 2.542381 -1.018881
C 2.156225 2.083583 -2.040517
H 3.027436 3.409858 0.934682
C 2.391956 3.027390 0.140295
C 0.762912 2.078138 -1.922289
C 1.002359 3.054623 0.314907
C 0.173928 2.540470 -0.715291
P -1.999714 -0.014169 0.354419
C -1.322222 2.717374 -0.587899
C -2.274651 1.792374 -0.085694
H -1.057093 4.703314 -1.348911
C -1.782374 4.003330 -0.946709
C -3.600991 2.241251 0.103781
H -4.335310 1.574586 0.543616
C -3.101349 4.411188 -0.786706
C -4.020055 3.523470 -0.231963
H -3.400575 5.415180 -1.075048
H -5.051682 3.819287 -0.062516
C -3.445050 -0.787175 -0.601709
C -3.260793 -0.636339 -2.126183
C -3.774406 -2.245534 -0.220020
H -4.317799 -0.184514 -0.317745
C -4.479999 -1.170239 -2.898101
H -2.368713 -1.190284 -2.436957
H -3.097316 0.416536 -2.382074
C -4.991530 -2.763504 -1.009493
H -2.912769 -2.890049 -0.417127
H -3.992733 -2.319276 0.850894
C -4.791327 -2.625264 -2.523893
H -4.296240 -1.080913 -3.976420
H -5.355723 -0.541283 -2.677693
H -5.176413 -3.811047 -0.740171
H -5.888530 -2.200379 -0.709737
H -5.682663 -2.975310 -3.060087
H -3.957252 -3.268201 -2.839204
C -2.572145 -0.113828 2.162163
C -2.122227 -1.436066 2.827774
C -2.085501 1.075272 3.018752
H -3.672884 -0.094560 2.130909
C -2.663190 -1.549103 4.263331
H -1.024668 -1.454891 2.850840
H -2.435266 -2.305392 2.241689
C -2.608717 0.971887 4.462494
H -0.988165 1.082191 3.025626
H -2.411260 2.024422 2.582439
C -2.219687 -0.357865 5.122994
H -2.321152 -2.491572 4.709628
H -3.762486 -1.595875 4.238111
H -2.224984 1.816089 5.049303
H -3.705202 1.068158 4.457607
H -2.655930 -0.426760 6.127747
H -1.128108 -0.392581 5.249104
C -0.081229 1.654082 -3.126832
C 0.610197 0.618365 -4.033140
C -0.487040 2.869427 -3.990489
H -1.001423 1.197961 -2.745107
H 1.078730 -0.184347 -3.457080
H -0.119912 0.174425 -4.720043
H 1.389386 1.080120 -4.651081
H -1.091211 3.589007 -3.432735
H 0.405054 3.388847 -4.361123
H -1.071440 2.541771 -4.859368
C 0.443050 3.727669 1.572514
C 0.462684 5.265029 1.421175
C 1.176816 3.333111 2.868901
H -0.601579 3.421687 1.684799
H -0.126095 5.604588 0.563757
H 0.054604 5.742168 2.320891
H 1.489460 5.625924 1.286077
H 1.279460 2.249412 2.954393
H 2.180020 3.775171 2.914021
H 0.623037 3.715510 3.735513
C 4.508286 2.555803 -1.176171
C 4.953707 3.556727 -2.260686
C 5.083520 1.154267 -1.452296
H 4.926423 2.901773 -0.220549
H 4.584816 4.565741 -2.044993
H 6.047946 3.598346 -2.323779
H 4.573927 3.265933 -3.247592
H 4.797294 0.440340 -0.672889
H 4.727258 0.757148 -2.410154
H 6.178757 1.190673 -1.496771
Pd 0.173177 -0.929802 0.327336
C -0.257250 -2.561400 -0.746529
C -0.214314 -2.604183 -2.143167
C -0.446299 -3.756318 -0.035904
C -0.374870 -3.819677 -2.822118
H -0.051447 -1.697824 -2.713168
C -0.610165 -4.967581 -0.716643
H -0.458888 -3.751839 1.050250
C -0.578359 -5.004029 -2.112820
H -0.335042 -3.833635 -3.909151
H -0.756061 -5.884387 -0.149790
270
H -0.702757 -5.946119 -2.640322
N 2.143258 -1.518811 0.785745
C 2.335283 -0.615559 1.751840
C 3.292115 -2.303974 0.639693
C 3.729218 -0.745604 2.364441
0 1.417842 0.200563 2.050374
C 4.291131 -1.894283 1.555869
C 3.519118 -3.353586 -0.248001
H 3.659132 -0.950525 3.440137
H 4.285078 0.193438 2.251419
C 5.520563 -2.534236 1.581761
C 4.765860 -3.990974 -0.208611
H 2.747247 -3.663515 -0.945152
C 5.758323 -3.592765 0.690378
H 6.293332 -2.224200 2.281992
H 4.961765 -4.812680 -0.893207
H 6.717515 -4.102978 0.701579
Complex 6
C 0.284678 2.499120 0.298059
C 0.163307 2.965712 -1.045551
C -1.091640 3.365655 -1.509637
C -2.236559 3.326112 -0.710483
C -2.110523 2.827043 0.587319
C -0.878817 2.427408 1.118753
C 1.658292 2.469566 0.931236
C 2.514285 1.348129 1.026508
C 3.794568 1.514529 1.587158
C 4.230271 2.746389 2.069292
C 3.378730 3.847693 2.001292
C 2.114720 3.702479 1.435286
H -1.182502 3.738130 -2.526552
H -2.990403 2.772791 1.221611
H 4.473312 0.670847 1.645641
H 5.225650 2.841060 2.494330
H 3.697349 4.816242 2.376802
H 1.456267 4.563570 1.366420
P 1.924792 -0.324397 0.483921
Pd -0.064095 -0.064040 -0.694339
C 3.470492 -1.139049 -0.207324
C 3.300985 -2.645171 -0.508641
C 3.987622 -0.385376 -1.452630
H 4.231358 -1.053380 0.581184
C 4.618433 -3.249830 -1.024136
H 2.517670 -2.786622 -1.258325
H 2.979259 -3.183908 0.388844
C 5.292832 -1.006091 -1.979752
H 3.221612 -0.426721 -2.236347
H 4.148912 0.673451 -1.218547
C 5.134450 -2.506450 -2.264033
H 4.465325 -4.311970 -1.252084
H 5.379264 -3.205957 -0.229901
H 5.610389 -0.474712 -2.885916
H 6.090489 -0.858388 -1.236168
H 6.089602 -2.933098 -2.595584
H 4.421304 -2.646468 -3.088838
C 1.545111 -1.163247 2.142978
C 0.541564 -2.328251 2.004999
C 2.774071 -1.569013 2.984072
H 1.027135 -0.361002 2.686769
C 0.138547 -2.875932 3.384307
H 0.984527 -3.138054 1.410087
H -0.350048 -1.986316 1.469383
C 2.346289 -2.120316 4.357466
H 3.349407 -2.342104 2.457514
H 3.443078 -0.713621 3.130049
C 1.357893 -3.286730 4.220327
H -0.542366 -3.726095 3.253041
H -0.428619 -2.103650 3.924573
H 3.236725 -2.432541 4.918367
H 1.877832 -1.312664 4.938864
H 1.044216 -3.635261 5.212493
H 1.863550 -4.135133 3.735354
C 0.166607 -1.727245 -1.801862
C -0.378072 -2.953177 -1.411559
C 0.779411 -1.609772 -3.054812
C -0.282732 -4.061923 -2.261746
H -0.903209 -3.042363 -0.467790
C 0.866004 -2.721460 -3.902404
H 1.187184-0.660382 -3.387502
C 0.343357 -3.953171 -3.504723
H -0.710676 -5.011284-1.947488
H 1.340810 -2.615937 -4.875525
H 0.413545 -4.816266 -4.161680
C -0.805569 2.036177 2.594874
C -1.866695 0.992638 2.993896
C -0.907608 3.281319 3.501099
H 0.180490 1.593840 2.772856
H -1.890376 0.143786 2.303114
H -1.663931 0.626497 4.008205
H -2.872375 1.429394 3.007774
H -0.108490 4.000968 3.294191
H -1.867062 3.791966 3.356970
H -0.837003 2.990905 4.556287
C 1.377392 3.128751 -1.960519
C 1.797180 4.609123 -2.073294
C 1.147087 2.531914 -3.361591
H 2.212279 2.583579 -1.508579
H 2.044105 5.034281 -1.095223
H 2.678923 4.709107 -2.717906
H 0.991726 5.211874 -2.509519
H 0.786536 1.500717 -3.297755
H 0.409860 3.106006 -3.934382
H 2.083104 2.541835 -3.932934
C -3.566393 3.837231 -1.246806
C -4.136425 4.975932 -0.379702
C -4.588471 2.699026 -1.415113
H -3.369719 4.251990 -2.244934
H -3.421833 5.801262 -0.283689
H -5.056962 5.371990 -0.824654
H -4.381833 4.625942 0.629898
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H -4.182072 1.912152 -2.056442
H -4.840553 2.246850 -0.448482
H -5.515889 3.076762 -1.862598
C -3.858727 -2.041465 0.578282
C -4.800000 -2.002222 -0.477493
N -2.701536 -1.291343 0.310871
C -4.186628 -1.143699 -1.550705
C -6.007323 -2.675704 -0.380248
H -6.732336 -2.643786 -1.191289
C -6.285173 -3.409306 0.785096
H -7.225938 -3.946002 0.875309
C -5.353940 -3.452074 1.826300
H -5.580371 -4.023466 2.723816
C -4.133577 -2.770854 1.736666
H -3.413079 -2.801036 2.549818
C -2.857557 -0.754115 -0.885663
0 -2.011939 0.001247 -1.497388
H -3.982507 -1.679989 -2.486523
H -4.780404 -0.260224 -1.811649
Complex 7
C 0.322192 2.499608 -0.033323
C -0.020168 2.699387 -1.403237
C -1.353117 2.957770 -1.735404
C -2.367039 3.031701 -0.780149
C -2.016397 2.827826 0.558518
C -0.700356 2.576634 0.957613
C 1.775790 2.588152 0.376157
C 2.664311 1.500807 0.549425
C 4.008064 1.768686 0.872744
C 4.477753 3.068348 1.047603
C 3.597524 4.139299 0.903905
C 2.268357 3.892775 0.569652
H -1.614250 3.109797 -2.778807
H -2.788618 2.900985 1.319943
H 4.710566 0.950543 0.985317
H 5.521896 3.238806 1.294848
H 3.942766 5.160414 1.040806
H 1.584373 4.726762 0.440697
P 2.048875 -0.246487 0.408623
Pd -0.047922 -0.213488 -0.615672
C 3.512271 -1.169671 -0.328714
C 3.356545 -2.707101 -0.303798
C 3.805879 -0.670848 -1.760453
H 4.379934 -0.925140 0.299908
C 4.598699 -3.393324 -0.899862
H 2.469990 -3.000611 -0.873408
H 3.205121 -3.061380 0.721387
C 5.036868 -1.373687 -2.358078
H 2.931463 -0.871807 -2.390539
H 3.960041 0.414667 -1.763094
C 4.888797 -2.901217 -2.324323
H 4.449938 -4.480208 -0.893789
H 5.471970 -3.192551 -0.260459
H 5.192708 -1.025520 -3.387048
H 5.933578 -1.081358 -1.790998
H 5.794801 -3.380030 -2.716841
H 4.060960 -3.200468 -2.982673
C 1.935270 -0.765079 2.229974
C 0.982015 -1.960142 2.445648
C 3.283588 -0.983108 2.949205
H 1.459585 0.113281 2.688983
C 0.794707 -2.266137 3.941078
H 1.371859 -2.851647 1.938467
H 0.014232 -1.742850 1.981774
C 3.073509 -1.291827 4.443313
H 3.823130 -1.820820 2.487701
H 3.919718 -0.097141 2.847640
C 2.137365 -2.490213 4.650267
H 0. 147260 -3.144170 4.056537
H 0.269444 -1.425960 4.419006
H 4.045613 -1.476007 4.918326
H 2.646820 -0.406917 4.937927
H 1.978998 -2.667823 5.721333
H 2.613720 -3.396989 4.249070
C 0.002228 -2.096731 -1.334828
C -0.550845 -3.167010 -0.626718
C 0.493756 -2.308941 -2.628552
C -0.576208 -4.446814 -1.194272
H -0.987100 -3.015726 0.355056
C 0.459171 -3.589169 -3.194653
H 0.894582 -1.485049 -3.211832
C -0.065924 -4.663997 -2.474681
H -1.010150 -5.270389 -0.631953
H 0.837648 -3.738685 -4.203662
H -0.091118 -5.657817 -2.914083
C -0.384702 2.500409 2.451940
C -1.237221 1.452482 3.191190
C -0.531466 3.883298 3.120009
H 0.663855 2.204211 2.560378
H -1.120124 0.457638 2.747089
H -0.936665 1.389521 4.243929
H -2.302933 1.709161 3.174655
H 0.115426 4.626789 2.642541
H -1.563704 4.246502 3.055584
H -0.259405 3.828505 4.180993
C 1.035657 2.726305 -2.509896
C 1.317089 4.171714 -2.970764
C 0.657757 1.843757 -3.714542
H 1.967799 2.329205 -2.095319
H 1.666734 4.798246 -2.143520
H 2.087723 4.181018 -3.751016
H 0.413676 4.634582 -3.385085
H 0.412111 0.825581 -3.397432
H -0.209726 2.239334 -4.254598
H 1.493484 1.800359 -4.423394
C -3.790548 3.386909 -1.187765
C -4.171534 4.793391 -0.681254
C -4.824183 2.338573 -0.739202
H -3.809221 3.417072 -2.285375
H -3.463699 5.552056 -1.034433
272
H -5.172433 5.069548 -1.033496
H -4.182889 4.830593 0.415000
H -4.588970 1.347426 -1.136924
H -4.872549 2.261645 0.353757
H -5.823489 2.622209 -1.090394
C -4.336717 -1.555366 0.824766
C -4.786832 -2.096286 -0.419594
N -3.193744 -0.817000 0.558639
C -3.896357 -1.622210 -1.436787
C -5.922335 -2.924650 -0.412691
H -6.287367 -3.359087 -1.340512
C -6.580275 -3.177247 0.789613
H -7.461667 -3.814155 0.794091
C -6.126308 -2.621609 1.998779
H -6.660281 -2.829819 2.922359
C -4.993104 -1.805008 2.028021
H -4.635757 -1.378072 2.962880
C -2.946926 -0.813032 -0.827529
0-1.986879 -0.090042-1.335393
H -2.807895 -0.103636 1.159576
H -3.920612 -1.851958 -2.492751
Complex 8
H -1.988651 2.758101 -2.894183
C -2.474623 3.361344 -0.894174
C -2.259246 2.414641 -1.900509
H -3.041294 3.617886 1.150888
C -2.855839 2.894262 0.361524
C -2.403046 1.041088 -1.678564
C -3.012788 1.531746 0.643399
C -2.756151 0.586702 -0.381230
P -0.328711 -1.799439 0.412486
C -3.084644 -0.866235 -0.122296
C -2.202554 -1.899124 0.291720
H -5.125215 -0.392112 -0.578104
C -4.455704 -1.178912 -0.244566
C -2.761382 -3.150104 0.633667
H -2.118275 -3.940518 1.006436
C -4.977935 -2.429948 0.063606
C -4.120872 -3.423966 0.530071
H -6.042847 -2.617739 -0.043603
H -4.500231 -4.403546 0.807872
C 0.120023 -3.377931 -0.546038
C -0.236616 -3.237074 -2.040569
C 1.577050 -3.851120 -0.361938
H -0.521877 -4.165148 -0.129096
C 0.052570 -4.531804 -2.819694
H 0.347908 -2.418496 -2.474823
H -1.295545 -2.975963 -2.149010
C 1.845545 -5.144587 -1.154244
H 2.271444 -3.072540 -0.691362
H 1.782158 -4.039237 0.697714
C 1.507990 -4.983971 -2.641905
H -0.175467 -4.376608 -3.882084
H -0.621706 -5.327468 -2.468491
H 2.897017 -5.432257 -1.028302
H 1.243578 -5.963968 -0.732202
H 1.683241 -5.926431 -3.176646
H 2.179097 -4.235222 -3.085623
C 0.011588 -2.277617 2.219210
C 1.465314 -1.933005 2.617206
C -0.961103 -1.604425 3.210471
H -0.120672 -3.368752 2.286902
C 1.772400 -2.359361 4.063015
H 1.600883 -0.847119 2.520626
H 2.184138 -2.390482 1.931627
C -0.659186 -2.014807 4.663272
H -0.870055 -0.514811 3.110552
H -1.996793 -1.862151 2.968934
C 0.793998 -1.717684 5.055765
H 2.806264-2.088381 4.313333
H 1.709333 -3.454959 4.143238
H -1.351275 -1.496719 5.339373
H -0.853869 -3.091368 4.782490
H 0.994436 -2.070861 6.075410
H 0.949739 -0.628788 5.062936
C -2.273283 0.078926 -2.860088
C -1.255351 0.532590 -3.921453
C -3.639829 -0.156169 -3.541093
H -1.929994 -0.883403 -2.467832
H -0.313149 0.853261 -3.468384
H -1.043972 -0.290114 -4.614569
H -1.637925 1.366488 -4.522018
H -4.368690 -0.596919 -2.855425
H -4.051317 0.790877 -3.910893
H -3.529635 -0.833822 -4.396973
C -3.532075 1.133358 2.027933
C -5.053556 1.376935 2.131601
C -2.814438 1.851237 3.187742
H -3.363675 0.060018 2.157658
H -5.612252 0.809099 1.380982
H -5.422177 1.081668 3.121912
H -5.286622 2.439160 1.989294
H -1.729038 1.780536 3.092285
H -3.078300 2.915106 3.228496
H -3.123955 1.408503 4.142907
C -2.332852 4.854428 -1.160694
C -3.373773 5.351718 -2.182799
C -0.906181 5.233878 -1.599881
H -2.531889 5.370286 -0.211411
H -4.393369 5.123819 -1.852518
H -3.293662 6.436847 -2.321248
H -3.226561 4.879328 -3.161557
H -0.166180 4.915770 -0.857416
H -0.645803 4.764948 -2.556547
H -0.816594 6.319537 -1.727998
Pd 0.875157 0.261034 0.006710
C 2.361879 -0.443117 -1.164039
C 2.256330 -0.568613 -2.555412
C 3.585832 -0.774077 -0.559824
C 3.332391 -1.039518 -3.319647
273
H 1.334246 -0.302299 -3.060125
C 4.658484 -1.249856 -1.321372
H 3.714826 -0.661801 0.513676
C 4.535687 -1.389693 -2.705655
H 3.224350 -1.127088 -4.398959
H 5.594055 -1.504684 -0.827895
H 5.370174 -1.756227 -3.298046
0 0.094198 1.845232 1.688028
C 1.235739 2.250004 1.345688
N 2.272892 2.553200 2.211072
C 3.453022 2.792888 1.494989
C 4.712481 3.146653 1.966385
C 3.171596 2.648101 0.113034
C 5.720205 3.367579 1.020876
H 4.908457 3.255634 3.029962
C 4.190464 2.887380 -0.810381
C 5.461379 3.244594 -0.349910
H 6.715663 3.642007 1.359418
H 3.999748 2.779090 -1.874452
H 6.260145 3.423339 -1.064438
C 1.761554 2.280218 -0.018655
H 2.205605 2.417188 3.209622
H 1.138670 2.653948 -0.827285
Complex 9
H 5.778881 1.384538 -0.628112
C 5.613832 -0.722011 -0.257721
C 5.180430 0.603543 -0.167839
H 5.185960 -2.729943 0.338692
C 4.845463 -1.698544 0.377949
C 4.010910 0.962171 0.511607
C 3.665652 -1.398976 1.072750
C 3.222519 -0.051116 1.112574
P -0.062896 0.584999 -0.220047
C 2.007388 0.297712 1.941505
C 0.658769 0.430015 1.504197
H 3.305288 0.368359 3.644436
C 2.272286 0.442903 3.317952
C -0.338077 0.612122 2.487745
H -1.375603 0.678279 2.169306
C 1.274787 0.661025 4.264056
C -0.050471 0.724863 3.845167
H 1.534025 0.763386 5.314346
H -0.857191 0.868191 4.558304
C 1.114108 -0.212798 -1.459354
C 0.979061 -1.748326 -1.472290
C 0.976991 0.337671 -2.896512
H 2.118250 0.044471 -1.104737
C 2.010349 -2.397222 -2.410164
H -0.027549 -2.018043 -1.807531
H 1.076510 -2.150601 -0.460093
C 1.996283 -0.322499 -3.843727
H -0.039860 0.152790 -3.270311
H 1.135980 1.419873 -2.916382
C 1.884378 -1.851442 -3.838674
H 1.871252 -3.485993 -2.405401
H 3.024705 -2.205290 -2.033130
H 1.854447 0.071972 -4.858103
H 3.010949 -0.032684 -3.533318
H 2.651856 -2.291196 -4.488469
H 0.910946 -2.146872 -4.256609
C 0.033177 2.449939 -0.589306
C -0.932180 2.856377 -1.732300
C -0.248148 3.333171 0.647125
H 1.067116 2.631579 -0.916379
C -0.775897 4.347035 -2.082417
H -1.960588 2.674377 -1.403851
H -0.771137 2.251818 -2.627897
C -0.116474 4.828732 0.305720
H -1.266081 3.132447 1.003802
H 0.434645 3.088296 1.466466
C -1.028820 5.235763 -0.858287
H -1.472178 4.603151 -2.891169
H 0.237410 4.534184 -2.470301
H -0.345413 5.424208 1.198901
H 0.929450 5.050311 0.042994
H -0.875151 6.292824-1.111504
H -2.077740 5.129253 -0.549077
C 3.661058 2.443486 0.651995
C 3.860747 3.251094 -0.643907
C 4.462996 3.084113 1.804887
H 2.603040 2.513407 0.921864
H 3.365628 2.779266 -1.499994
H 3.447393 4.259437 -0.525636
H 4.920900 3.366447 -0.896411
H 4.267248 2.579371 2.756403
H 5.540475 3.027483 1.608875
H 4.194343 4.141132 1.920997
C 2.951280 -2.526558 1.826826
C 3.624197 -2.778716 3.194644
C 2.884120 -3.858763 1.054688
H 1.921485 -2.207144 2.017798
H 3.614984 -1.887843 3.828185
H 3.104673 -3.580642 3.733053
H 4.668570 -3.085154 3.059139
H 2.488121 -3.734753 0.043908
H 3.868700 -4.333876 0.974265
H 2.231766 -4.559435 1.588096
C 6.889987 -1.095918 -1.000402
C 8.136823 -0.462787 -0.353149
C 6.807699 -0.744195 -2.498129
H 6.998331 -2.186480 -0.924404
H 8.218437 -0.738890 0.703867
H 9.048103 -0.795185 -0.864539
H 8.103765 0.631759 -0.411311
H 5.942363 -1.222221 -2.970609
H 6.715639 0.338048 -2.648676
H 7.710606 -1.077228 -3.023694
Pd -2.359651 0.071136 -0.144856
C -2.097298 -1.905525 -0.153238
C -2.584574 -2.641428 -1.242353
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C -1.578524 -2.584480 0.954984
C -2.541114 -4.040099 -1.223569
H -3.008381 -2.131746 -2.103357
C -1.545087 -3.984701 0.971529
H -1.196826-2.033723 1.810153
C -2.020517 -4.716458 -0.117531
H -2.921445 -4.599200 -2.075690
H -1.144952 -4.500103 1.842063
H -1.990796 -5.802863 -0.103808
N -4.483273 0.104584 -0.017698
C -4.572629 1.430284 0.111699
C -5.766714 -0.455230 0.025002
C -6.025011 1.883257 0.249863
0 -3.525208 2.143076 0.112528
C -6.745366 0.555391 0.180901
C -6.129781 -1.797282 -0.064181
H -6.289463 2.576841 -0.558308
H -6.171307 2.421256 1.194917
C -8.089768 0.224210 0.244537
C -7.491952 -2.116832 0.002335
H -5.373502 -2.566679 -0.182120
C -8.464820 -1.125805 0.153869
H -8.847212 0.995996 0.363898
H -7.794984 -3.158921 -0.065192
H -9.515325 -1.398966 0.202784
Complex 10
C -3.366826 -0.921406 -0.936542
C -3.383415 -2.215050 -0.360209
C -4.474672 -2.582081 0.438298
C -5.555704 -1.728760 0.670156
C -5.526351 -0.465114 0.072854
C -4.460396 -0.043301 -0.730188
C -2.296719 -0.558545 -1.934805
C -1.056451 0.088926-1.687664
C -0.206027 0.325789 -2.794410
C -0.536302 -0.041469 -4.095692
C -1.750652 -0.678004 -4.332093
C -2.603814 -0.925074 -3.260509
H -4.494369 -3.574633 0.881247
H -6.365723 0.208222 0.224157
H 0.750893 0.814071 -2.628843
H 0.157909 0.161702 -4.905638
H -2.033104 -0.985210 -5.335202
H -3.552601 -1.422092 -3.440111
P -0.280258 0.715343 -0.096630
Pd 1.942741 0.062117 -0.514920
C -0.790919 2.528494 0.008877
C -0.136097 3.252776 1.207649
C -0.501749 3.312596 -1.289303
H -1.879413 2.511533 0.161518
C -0.648580 4.698918 1.324058
H 0.949456 3.264283 1.069010
H -0.324323 2.720263 2.145470
C -0.993800 4.767209 -1.179622
H 0.580724 3.307562 -1.476826
H -0.977651 2.830944 -2.149349
C -0.391195 5.488275 0.033647
H -0.160927 5.189396 2.175741
H -1.727198 4.691161 1.541639
H -0.749668 5.303834 -2.105122
H -2.090998 4.770263 -1.097472
H -0.801472 6.502590 0.116255
H 0.693364 5.596228 -0.110408
C -1.012906 -0.145321 1.421120
C 0.088510 -0.366896 2.487054
C -2.255436 0.507662 2.062410
H -1.307095 -1.129674 1.039007
C -0.432676 -1.175316 3.687525
H 0.452611 0.605993 2.843247
H 0.948795 -0.873820 2.034311
C -2.766578 -0.316548 3.259450
H -2.003535 1.514294 2.417862
H -3.056677 0.613801 1.328728
C -1.673850 -0.527899 4.314395
H 0.367248 -1.277435 4.431777
H -0.682095 -2.194535 3.357980
H -3.634465 0.190076 3.700792
H -3.123589 -1.290380 2.898108
H -2.051768 -1.146870 5.137830
H -1.396407 0.442072 4.753423
C 2.889826 1.582385 0.366581
C 3.131701 1.613857 1.742658
C 3.417624 2.578136 -0.461947
C 3.890508 2.656039 2.290775
H 2.740200 0.839547 2.393331
C 4.169782 3.618426 0.096873
H 3.266543 2.542994 -1.536335
C 4.404891 3.662516 1.472447
H 4.077551 2.673158 3.361933
H 4.581217 4.386871 -0.553156
H 4.993396 4.469098 1.901131
C -4.542857 1.324514 -1.412405
C -4.944500 2.462576 -0.454666
C -5.507290 1.279119 -2.615997
H -3.549133 1.565678 -1.804262
H -4.291466 2.507174 0.423838
H -4.882854 3.427247 -0.972134
H -5.974367 2.353641 -0.096230
H -5.194112 0.530943 -3.351216
H -6.524655 1.027466 -2.293408
H -5.543311 2.253365 -3.118164
C -2.288771 -3.246511 -0.649457
C -2.741269 -4.228204 -1.751662
C -1.833433 -4.036040 0.592583
H -1.413479 -2.710573 -1.032909
H -2.984063 -3.705848 -2.681938
H -1.947369 -4.952615 -1.968707
H -3.631298 -4.785229 -1.435270
H -1.533450 -3.375821 1.413351
H -2.620640 -4.698934 0.969353
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H -0.974492 -4.666631 0.336738
C -6.732937 -2.179539 1.525621
C -8.040144 -2.241188 0.712225
C -6.905049 -1.301782 2.780078
H -6.510360 -3.199905 1.866399
H -7.931415 -2.888475 -0.164846
H -8.858706 -2.633660 1.327099
H -8.337376 -1.246394 0.359433
H -5.990106 -1.285905 3.382298
H -7.146902 -0.266282 2.511906
H -7.720312 -1.681084 3.407593
C 6.781276 -1.901018 -0.772783
C 6.369632 -2.029778 0.575466
N 5.778106 -1.396654 -1.613903
C 4.939155 -1.565620 0.613660
C 7.241857 -2.496692 1.545670
H 6.928020 -2.593203 2.583487
C 8.547854 -2.850549 1.168287
H 9.244114 -3.222786 1.915443
C 8.954223 -2.727603 -0.164110
H 9.968696 -3.005500 -0.441171
C 8.079297 -2.252937 -1.148125
H 8.391630 -2.154127 -2.183633
C 4.720257 -1.206062 -0.864937
0 3.581946 -0.798705 -1.340070
H 4.226559 -2.340218 0.927656
H 4.775288 -0.692385 1.257199
Complex 11
C 3.406345 -0.730628 0.973803
C 3.381402 -2.110568 0.655240
C 4.393057 -2.632219 -0.161909
C 5.436233 -1.847009 -0.657284
C 5.452717 -0.493239 -0.309311
C 4.465656 0.082745 0.498568
C 2.426972 -0.176606 1.977389
C 1.156737 0.406374 1.721549
C 0.396331 0.839112 2.833412
C 0.845526 0.730440 4.146346
C 2.092101 0.162642 4.391779
C 2.855654 -0.280875 3.315876
H 4.380575 -3.691035 -0.408123
H 6.266043 0.131849 -0.667522
H -0.585454 1.273362 2.660341
H 0.218611 1.079210 4.961799
H 2.467201 0.057446 5.406047
H 3.826881 -0.730131 3.501851
P 0.243580 0.742654 0.113565
Pd -1.976294 0.252960 0.762542
C 0.787672 2.479102 -0.383855
C 0.041364 2.985058 -1.640348
C 0.635065 3.504679 0.759712
H 1.856860 2.391203 -0.622303
C 0.565019 4.365137 -2.074005
H -1.027399 3.057696 -1.416920
H 0.137855 2.278785 -2.470963
C 1.136986 4.895325 0.330911
H -0.424539 3.571956 1.039996
H 1.181056 3.177393 1.650366
C 0.436065 5.391976 -0.941127
H 0.011589 4.701616 -2.959531
H 1.620042 4.281328 -2.375404
H 0.987284 5.605604 1.153985
H 2.221812 4.847798 0.153271
H 0.850716 6.359548 -1.251065
H -0.629609 5.557523 -0.727667
C 0.820612 -0.414411 -1.271483
C -0.383890 -0.793766 -2.168225
C 2.007027 0.058174 -2.138775
H 1.133945 -1.319057 -0.737205
C 0.000145 -1.833229 -3.234660
H -0.768383 0.105847 -2.667061
H -1.204032 -1.171746 -1.546495
C 2.381193 -0.995462 -3.198679
H 1.741830 0.988113 -2.655706
H 2.878215 0.270862 -1.516443
C 1.185871 -1.362315 -4.086704
H -0.870701 -2.043326 -3.868492
H 0.262057 -2.781161 -2.741579
H 3.210371 -0.614328 -3.808750
H 2.753853 -1.896489 -2.693117
H 1.469534 -2.139363 -4.807725
H 0.884121 -0.483480 -4.675742
C -2.957511 1.646995 -0.293585
C -3.434580 1.373685 -1.577868
C -3.264749 2.864372 0.323255
C -4.202066 2.331288 -2.252548
H -3.226735 0.422142 -2.056430
C -4.032832 3.816050 -0.358626
H -2.923824 3.075403 1.332599
C -4.497624 3.554637 -1.649033
H -4.572762 2.111046 -3.250954
H -4.272276 4.758611 0.128594
H -5.095287 4.294046 -2.175445
C 4.598807 1.555496 0.894474
C 4.918100 2.481840 -0.294475
C 5.658883 1.731698 2.001999
H 3.639354 1.880548 1.310574
H 4.199238 2.359365 -1.111891
H 4.889518 3.529312 0.028175
H 5.918419 2.297029 -0.702324
H 5.407812 1.148391 2.893640
H 6.646014 1.404820 1.653823
H 5.736417 2.785069 2.297179
C 2.333581 -3.060481 1.242697
C 2.904775 -3.811506 2.464657
C 1.772406 -4.074081 0.227394
H 1.491758 -2.456238 1.598056
H 3.238733 -3.118649 3.242957
H 2.143564 -4.469072 2.901281
H 3.761547 -4.431481 2.174329
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H 1.385519 -3.584012 -0.672427
H 2.529554 -4.800435 -0.088768
H 0.951943 -4.640168 0.682978
C 6.531515 -2.461492 -1.520127
C 7.892367 -2.453805 -0.796219
C 6.636716 -1.784193 -2.899093
H 6.256326 -3.511489 -1.689670
H 7.831885 -2.971406 0.167416
H 8.656454 -2.952377 -1.404502
H 8.234716 -1.429785 -0.604519
H 5.679678 -1.815876 -3.431088
H 6.933898 -0.732751 -2.806739
H 7.388690 -2.287302 -3.518410
C -5.926640 -2.440514 -0.099337
C -6.833473 -1.615396 0.637825
N -4.647781 -2.022212 0.218896
C -6.046827 -0.714642 1.420541
C -8.213788 -1.827524 0.470354
H -8.929977 -1.214332 1.012271
C -8.653416 -2.830457 -0.389374
H -9.720131 -2.997526 -0.517332
C -7.740630 -3.635246 -1.096273
H -8.110096 -4.413904 -1.758505
C -6.364371 -3.446289 -0.959490
H -5.657426 -4.065685 -1.507224
C -4.708634 -0.991405 1.168546
0 -3.629165 -0.480870 1.692645
H -3.792963 -2.508627 -0.004978
H -6.397502 0.057997 2.090129
Complex 12
H 5.712383 -0.095514 -1.201419
C 5.006686 -1.949416 -0.382436
C 4.986332 -0.561039 -0.540696
H 4.109898 -3.589372 0.654878
C 4.086369 -2.513481 0.502440
C 4.070472 0.253247 0.134789
C 3.148658 -1.747447 1.208333
C 3.117901 -0.344372 0.997763
P -0.008304 0.981211 -0.175548
C 2.178752 0.504801 1.822919
C 0.875564 0.957052 1.470253
H 3.667393 0.497075 3.363469
C 2.663514 0.822381 3.106860
C 0.117221 1.621878 2.456074
H -0.897151 1.921545 2.221834
C 1.909734 1.516334 4.049767
C 0.612928 1.902656 3.726056
H 2.329371 1.733730 5.028360
H -0.015763 2.414756 4.448664
C 0.775713 -0.275501 -1.338361
C 0.223104 -1.680859 -1.019326
C 0.546515 0.047950 -2.831874
H 1.853510 -0.270685 -1.148716
C 0.850148 -2.758541 -1.918661
H -0.866589 -1.670989 -1.164576
H 0.389606 -1.924073 0.034892
C 1.185425 -1.027005 -3.730209
H -0.530042 0.104125 -3.037639
H 0.974896 1.023413 -3.087913
C 0.656714 -2.430445 -3.405416
H 0.409851 -3.736724 -1.684010
H 1.923872 -2.835119 -1.696970
H 0.994954 -0.781048 -4.782822
H 2.277335 -1.011819 -3.596520
H 1.155944 -3.181533 -4.031075
H -0.414588 -2.478359 -3.651995
C 0.454686 2.681380 -0.901148
C -0.631167 3.154566 -1.895502
C 0.701221 3.789385 0.144248
H 1.394765 2.524110-1.449270
C -0.231463 4.470895 -2.582626
H -1.566841 3.302647 -1.338440
H -0.853756 2.393296 -2.645803
C 1.102864 5.112229 -0.533903
H -0.214697 3.948750 0.730286
H 1.475957 3.494727 0.857985
C 0.060022 5.576169 -1.559674
H -1.030917 4.782074 -3.266723
H 0.661780 4.302269 -3.203015
H 1.256314 5.882506 0.233010
H 2.071975 4.977366 -1.037624
H 0.402046 6.488933 -2.064191
H -0.871184 5.837500 -1.035658
C 4.171456 1.770344 -0.025849
C 4.364720 2.223158 -1.484866
C 5.298909 2.336169 0.863055
H 3.233824 2.207390 0.330190
H 3.607191 1.791790 -2.148575
H 4.294392 3.315263 -1.552461
H 5.348465 1.939729 -1.876343
H 5.132408 2.095484 1.918060
H 6.271194 1.920456 0.572464
H 5.355168 3.427528 0.768867
C 2.249429 -2.445757 2.235086
C 2.994175 -2.630284 3.576110
C 1.712459 -3.815344 1.774418
H 1.385096 -1.800250 2.423736
H 3.313739 -1.675391 4.001364
H 2.344502 -3.124872 4.308338
H 3.885310 -3.254816 3.438683
H 1.244114 -3.770765 0.787298
H 2.504749 -4.571869 1.734402
H 0.963099 -4.175196 2.488871
C 6.006807 -2.823486 -1.128133
C 7.459671 -2.504894 -0.725925
C 5.824541 -2.730531 -2.655118
H 5.806023 -3.863176 -0.835420
H 7.602928 -2.607461 0.355344
H 8.157802 -3.184550 -1.229168
H 7.734925 -1.480334 -1.003585
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H 4.800844 -2.987900 -2.949132
H 6.032175 -1.717299 -3.019489
H 6.509702 -3.415425 -3.168929
H -7.286039 -4.197359 -0.694443
C -6.749620 -3.252457 -0.6808 15
C -5.842998 -2.965106 -1.707155
C -6.976457 -2.339116 0.356580
C -5.171611 -1.748817 -1.651786
H -5.675243 -3.667390 -2.519626
C -6.296020 -1.118800 0.400116
H -7.687466 -2.584747 1.140659
C -5.373596 -0.816258 -0.603127
N -4.246468 -1.203059 -2.552158
H -6.465862 -0.420758 1.215193
C -4.514948 0.338733 -0.865037
C -3.830472 0.041871 -2.118280
H -3.765157 -1.710762 -3.280763
H -4.823439 1.355457 -0.637038
0 -2.874900 0.706932 -2.612262
Pd -2.390150 0.590527 -0.275689
C -2.756367 0.191186 1.657865
C -3.469799 1.100572 2.454479
C -2.348923 -1.022170 2.230173
C -3.751242 0.810075 3.794818
H -3.812995 2.044174 2.036040
C -2.638348 -1.314745 3.567577
H -1.801297 -1.749065 1.635765
C -3.336068 -0.398636 4.356986
H -4.302964 1.530381 4.395801
H -2.315122 -2.263365 3.991416
H -3.558128 -0.626092 5.396563
Transition State 1-TS
C -0.556715 2.567021 -0.425372
C -1.190641 2.211590-1.643748
C -2.567920 1.959315 -1.637623
C -3.345179 2.063346 -0.481732
C -2.699973 2.419507 0.705432
C -1.324750 2.673481 0.759965
C 0.876878 3.037191 -0.449920
C 2.028435 2.226000 -0.284154
C 3.293061 2.831300 -0.422752
C 3.444769 4.191457 -0.682692
C 2.312860 4.993403 -0.808418
C 1.052776 4.412391 -0.696435
H -3.054941 1.684958 -2.569824
H -3.284514 2.518566 1.616035
H 4.190214 2.229837 -0.333557
H 4.440053 4.616164 -0.782677
H 2.406384 6.058446 -1.003116
H 0.166236 5.029259 -0.813225
P 1.914471 0.415689 0.168575
Pd -0.130341 -0.699601 -0.225750
C 3.398505 -0.333811 -0.718683
C 3.659348 -1.795353 -0.295916
C 3.204242 -0.2451 44 -2.248138
H 4.290393 0.248070 -0.449735
C 4.858272 -2.390391 -1.056150
H 2.768183 -2.399905 -0.493708
H 3.850645 -1.856250 0.780995
C 4.401183 -0.844334 -3.005873
H 2.290866 -0.791477 -2.518865
H 3.054163 0.796810 -2.554908
C 4.673214 -2.292715 -2.576412
H 4.994580 -3.436848 -0.755313
H 5.777032 -1.857818 -0.766170
H 4.214444 -0.793518 -4.086287
H 5.296273 -0.232886 -2.815088
H 5.557545 -2.685191 -3.094915
H 3.824077 -2.923793 -2.874165
C 2.372349 0.487037 2.014228
C 1.897623 -0.767033 2.780641
C 3.842362 0.810394 2.351279
H 1.761100 1.329507 2.368820
C 2.117116 -0.618648 4.295679
H 2.434967 -1.653979 2.421150
H 0.838335 -0.945088 2.564800
C 4.052904 0.951690 3.870672
H 4.494680 0.009543 1.977044
H 4.156064 1.735969 1.857784
C 3.579909 -0.295375 4.629810
H 1.802064 -1.537592 4.806915
H 1.472553 0.187816 4.675765
H 5.112658 1.1488014.078271
H 3.495602 1.829097 4.230722
H 3.702744 -0.152453 5.711022
H 4.213635 -1.151055 4.352882
C -0.111479 -2.814364 -0.492306
C 0.212769 -3.629243 0.608937
C 0.308812 -3.199526 -1.782538
C 0.988344 -4.774786 0.422419
H -0.123076 -3.375288 1.605360
C 1.079880 -4.351823 -1.943306
H 0.025370 -2.607131 -2.641100
C 1.431337 -5.146964 -0.848808
H 1.243749 -5.380460 1.289103
H 1.405203 -4.626406 -2.944349
H 2.028864 -6.043745 -0.985301
C -0.711563 3.119101 2.087472
C -1.038800 2.154537 3.243054
C -1.138436 4.557453 2.444911
H 0.377190 3.129894 1.968443
H -0.756825 1.126085 2.993586
H -0.499943 2.451223 4.151405
H -2.108237 2.155069 3.482946
H -0.845205 5.265588 1.662447
H -2.225701 4.627153 2.568415
H -0.671629 4.877749 3.384548
C -0.434188 2.185431 -2.973246
C -0.672324 3.492392 -3.759615
C -0.777978 0.968999 -3.850876
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H 0.635654 2.132943 -2.747748
H -0.351182 4.372343 -3.192622
H -0.116135 3.477515 -4.705046
H -1.736103 3.614515 -3.997137
H -0.716444 0.029808 -3.294576
H -1.791911 1.035852 -4.262661
H -0.088257 0.921153 -4.702735
C -4.854464 1.863554 -0.548763
C -5.584917 3.222227 -0.536685
C -5.398102 0.941356 0.556132
H -5.070816 1.385058 -1.514093
H -5.238026 3.866284 -1.352354
H -6.667584 3.083904 -0.646611
H -5.407908 3.753429 0.406639
H -4.892708 -0.029829 0.556438
H -5.269614 1.383171 1.551371
H -6.471784 0.768898 0.413300
C -2.615093 -2.351825 0.688948
C -3.870003 -2.818647 0.257077
N -1.777782 -2.029020 -0.412508
C -3.898586 -2.761940 -1.242375
H -3.999626 -3.742064 -1.726773
C -4.844112 -3.177612 1.179319
H -5.815984 -3.531240 0.843298
C -4.563560 -3.072525 2.548168
H -5.315432 -3.355778 3.279200
C -3.325720 -2.583753 2.971340
H -3.121343 -2.480992 4.033883
C -2.342963 -2.205867 2.049224
H -1.402263 -1.782397 2.384492
C -2.523930 -2.177703 -1.594175
0 -2.129745 -1.922675 -2.718677
H -4.690584 -2.121188 -1.647567
Transition State 2-TS
C 0.454677 2.617400 -0.576890
C -0.501793 2.451653 -1.609330
C -1.845022 2.744718 -1.341347
C -2.278942 3.199395 -0.094054
C -1.317991 3.349349 0.910836
C 0.037917 3.076194 0.696796
C 1.922144 2.503340 -0.911362
C 2.711659 1.328680 -0.818920
C 4.048970 1.390614 -1.257536
C 4.618765 2.563419 -1.748420
C 3.849799 3.723408 -1.809925
C 2.520297 3.681283 -1.398423
H -2.578079 2.634692 -2.137335
H -1.628667 3.710502 1.887642
H 4.666445 0.500082 -1.224146
H 5.654622 2.566568 -2.077053
H 4.274886 4.651052 -2.183847
H 1.911088 4.578828 -1.461957
P 2.045433 -0.258813 -0.092674
Pd -0.308609 -0.566927 0.113855
C 2.897373 -1.586478 -1.123315
C 2.656453 -2.998203 -0.545250
C 2.405155 -1.513225 -2.585653
H 3.980627 -1.403807 -1.112979
C 3.298134 -4.085237 -1.425239
H 1.579059 -3.182647 -0.465719
H 3.061759 -3.070389 0.470046
C 3.043755 -2.606290 -3.459221
H 1.312963 -1.633261 -2.594975
H 2.619228 -0.525046 -3.010308
C 2.803773 -4.005634 -2.875437
H 3.077668 -5.072716 -1.000568
H 4.393028 -3.973060 -1.407620
H 2.643009 -2.541843 -4.479194
H 4.126343 -2.424668 -3.537435
H 3.300177 -4.766665 -3.491380
H 1.727551 -4.229004-2.899663
C 2.887126 -0.254877 1.612862
C 2.144649 -1.150295 2.630169
C 4.402858 -0.533835 1.632917
H 2.739270 0.785556 1.936826
C 2.735470 -0.997760 4.042451
H 2.214048 -2.202088 2.322773
H 1.076951 -0.902416 2.638065
C 4.981336 -0.385130 3.052836
H 4.597180 -1.554857 1.276802
H 4.929308 0.147109 0.955768
C 4.245239 -1.274995 4.063640
H 2.211291 -1.669155 4.734102
H 2.549723 0.025421 4.401133
H 6.053315 -0.622118 3.040122
H 4.897631 0.666064 3.365892
H 4.649906 -1.119623 5.072021
H 4.423949 -2.331525 3.813429
C -1.229510 -2.430255 0.142046
C -0.862470 -3.323999 1.162816
C -1.526638 -2.939759 -1.134326
C -0.732997 -4.688212 0.888287
H -0.679773 -2.954179 2.166137
C -1.379195 -4.303298 -1.401791
H -1.870510 -2.277909 -1.922095
C -0.980536 -5.184955 -0.393919
H -0.437753 -5.364605 1.687516
H -1.592653 -4.676087 -2.401161
H -0.882917 -6.247399 -0.600560
C 1.031371 3.345221 1.826752
C 0.619664 2.682004 3.154762
C 1.250257 4.859845 2.020434
H 1.996537 2.918815 1.533198
H 0.424961 1.611971 3.028708
H 1.415199 2.804041 3.900073
H -0.286964 3.134418 3.572940
H 1.615245 5.331264 1.101394
H 0.316185 5.358990 2.304873
H 1.985880 5.045603 2.812591
C -0.104946 2.030588 -3.024761
279
C -0.207325 3.218114 -4.003295
C -0.917112 0.827603 -3.537771
H 0.943336 1.718706 -3.001852
H 0.427343 4.051947 -3.684068
H 0.108359 2.917206 -5.009732
H -1.237344 3.588520 -4.070448
H -0.836260 -0.016773 -2.844154
H -1.979405 1.072184 -3.658215
H -0.542709 0.506806 -4.517625
C -3.739392 3.569541 0.136597
C -3.899708 5.085521 0.367595
C -4.381659 2.767591 1.283349
H -4.284049 3.318285 -0.783781
H -3.478962 5.660860 -0.464629
H -4.959057 5.351567 0.466449
H -3.388973 5.402808 1.284749
H -4.338773 1.691604 1.085749
H -3.877106 2.957024 2.238219
H -5.435118 3.047911 1.403225
C -3.695761 -1.082915 0.002711
C -4.600366 -1.694269 0.899012
C -5.890566 -2.045312 0.520690
H -6.575569 -2.515680 1.220861
C -6.285210 -1.761657 -0.793718
H -7.289173 -2.026431 -1.114392
C -5.413140 -1.137287 -1.688349
H -5.743728 -0.916537 -2.699440
C -4.112656 -0.793513 -1.292106
H -3.436131 -0.304168 -1.987146
C -2.703296 -1.267701 2.151211
O -1.987440 -1.166588 3.137484
N -3.978479 -1.819348 2.144435
H -4.408141 -2.178566 2.984962
C -2.418938 -0.845931 0.727239
H -2.122889 0.229057 0.725203
Transition State 3-TS
H -5.828729 1.011747 1.035861
C -5.462191 -1.079481 0.728094
C -5.198901 0.279599 0.538444
H -4.875615 -3.054359 0.158211
C -4.662307 -1.994954 0.042811
C -4.159499 0.730826 -0.282759
C -3.609967 -1.601325 -0.794863
C -3.329773 -0.216149 -0.933644
P -0.027855 0.806681 0.057154
C -2.243134 0.216794 -1.891400
C -0.879849 0.488934 -1.582007
H -3.684119 0.083048 -3.471771
C -2.638435 0.266562 -3.242113
C 0.013729 0.688580 -2.656320
H 1.067296 0.839397 -2.432365
C -1.746611 0.521144 -4.281533
C -0.399765 0.709347 -3.986247
H -2.101925 0.548507 -5.308253
H 0.328318 0.874207 -4.775536
C -0.981933 -0.061807 1.426858
C -0.609550 -1.558461 1.426516
C -0.726367 0.541541 2.824268
H -2.049839 0.037874 1.208509
C -1.369905 -2.334870 2.513595
H 0.470770 -1.653701 1.595551
H -0.801060 -1.996126 0.441530
C -1.487082 -0.235453 3.914144
H 0.350598 0.514302 3.045438
H -1.034012 1.592586 2.856508
C -1.133602 -1.728387 3.903644
H -1.059232 -3.387785 2.500183
H -2.445669 -2.319536 2.287536
H -1.270366 0.204333 4.896316
H -2.568226 -0.1 18260 3.748690
H -1.720365 -2.263724 4.661217
H -0.075996 -1.852695 4.179901
C -0.295338 2.670991 0.345498
C 0.789268 3.220144 1.303701
C -0.277266 3.498141 -0.957938
H -1.279733 2.792363 0.818234
C 0.595629 4.719251 1.590685
H 1.773700 3.060636 0.838615
H 0.806180 2.665526 2.245863
C -0.469278 4.999962 -0.681856
H 0.685485 3.345019 -1.466136
H -1.048560 3.153196 -1.652559
C 0.579187 5.543442 0.297112
H 1.392782 5.069479 2.258916
H -0.351839 4.867110 2.130534
H -0.430729 5.551892 -1.629810
H -1.474587 5.165415 -0.265904
H 0.385654 6.601048 0.517553
H 1.572274 5.496454 -0.173167
C -3.997483 2.232787 -0.513738
C -4.154578 3.075871 0.765407
C -4.980234 2.725420 -1.597156
H -2.987224 2.403229 -0.896684
H -3.522819 2.703804 1.579764
H -3.875352 4.117123 0.565882
H -5.189405 3.084882 1.126653
H -4.823824 2.201597 -2.545568
H -6.018597 2.557638 -1.286750
H -4.849550 3.799470 -1.777749
C -2.859016 -2.679374 -1.585302
C -3.638204 -3.059051 -2.864150
C -2.567700 -3.962820 -0.783121
H -1.895820 -2.262528 -1.896942
H -3.792098 -2.198638 -3.520460
H -3.091363 -3.822261 -3.431113
H -4.622736 -3.469472 -2.608374
H -2.084898 -3.754297 0.174885
H -3.481011 -4.534924 -0.581373
H -1.902055 -4.613332 -1.361863
C -6.589027 -1.555720 1.635674
280
C -7.967027 -1.062501 1.154940
C -6.343644 -1.159986 3.104633
H -6.598411 -2.653276 1.587954
H -8.158658 -1.368122 0.120519
H -8.765151 -1.471951 1.785700
H -8.037613 0.030867 1.199191
H -5.381940 -1.543783 3.463269
H -6.334621 -0.070058 3.225753
H -7.133471 -1.560703 3.751408
Pd 2.284564 0.326796 -0.077386
C 3.081495 -1.589832 -0.498035
C 3.144125 -2.509269 0.561432
C 2.805934 -2.036352 -1.802740
C 2.867953 -3.857137 0.319596
H 3.393039 -2.188409 1.564170
C 2.533548 -3.388500 -2.017679
H 2.809062 -1.336513 -2.627122
C 2.557958 -4.307010 -0.964925
H 2.900980 -4.556684 1.151659
H 2.299901 -3.720272 -3.026688
H 2.349237 -5.357784 -1.145059
N 4.308175 -0.169580 -0.355043
C 4.960217 0.107098 -1.567733
C 5.274831 -0.214266 0.681080
C 6.476044 0.103055 -1.320896
0 4.410383 0.288779 -2.640164
C 6.577722 -0.083752 0.166161
C 5.056406 -0.298824 2.055979
H 6.915506 1.039887 -1.682740
H 6.926387 -0.709667 -1.906107
C 7.672294 -0.077418 1.019486
C 6.167968 -0.306632 2.906635
H 4.048118 -0.323428 2.456941
C 7.465506 -0.205592 2.399797
H 8.678945 0.032367 0.623037
H 6.012806 -0.378292 3.979996
H 8.314891 -0.207824 3.076993
Transition State 4-TS
H 5.933380 0.743906 -1.106226
C 5.480569 -1.315969 -0.713537
C 5.280532 0.059730 -0.571741
H 4.817044 -3.240235 -0.061124
C 4.652153 -2.168773 0.017265
C 4.275282 0.587346 0.246350
C 3.631181 -1.697401 0.853839
C 3.414412 -0.296985 0.943229
P 0.149415 0.831778 -0.052165
C 2.360756 0.220600 1.895751
C 1.008537 0.544615 1.588316
H 3.810456 0.079025 3.467678
C 2.772366 0.303392 3.240004
C 0.138095 0.830479 2.661963
H -0.908870 1.022974 2.440207
C 1.905095 0.640682 4.276609
C 0.565940 0.883569 3.986280
H 2.272339 0.690231 5.298247
H -0.144272 1.114931 4.775172
C 1.050415 -0.131182 -1.395346
C 0.602404 -1.606433 -1.340199
C 0.818412 0.434619 -2.812714
H 2.123533 -0.078713 -1.186829
C 1.313334 -2.459701 -2.403112
H -0.483680 -1.652093 -1.497484
H 0.780980 -2.017466 -0.341177
C 1.533588 -0.418501 -3.875946
H -0.259199 0.454191 -3.031391
H 1.178832 1.466888 -2.883433
C 1.102497 -1.889361 -3.812623
H 0.946691 -3.493281 -2.352110
H 2.389534 -2.494521 -2.181169
H 1.335863 -0.002772 -4.872518
H 2.620093 -0.351779 -3.717425
H 1.656735 -2.480722 -4.552818
H 0.038529 -1.967430 -4.081147
C 0.500967 2.668121 -0.422233
C -0.561466 3.230731 -1.396267
C 0.536699 3.550587 0.844021
H 1.485540 2.718671 -0.906997
C -0.288163 4.702115 -1.753462
H -1.547426 3.148885 -0.916081
H -0.6 18651 2.632835 -2.309997
C 0.805782 5.026581 0.500100
H -0.428553 3.470564 1.364174
H 1.294682 3.196215 1.548576
C -0.218327 5.581255 -0.498228
H -1.069597 5.065226 -2.433353
H 0.662213 4.773691 -2.303403
H 0.803135 5.622044 1.422125
H 1.815604 5.118968 0.072607
H 0.030749 6.615817 -0.767000
H -1.209352 5.610039 -0.022146
C 4.183325 2.102751 0.421756
C 4.368011 2.889504 -0.889242
C 5.196353 2.590534 1.479243
H 3.184961 2.333966 0.804078
H 3.714662 2.515449 -1.685485
H 4.136189 3.948819 -0.727701
H 5.399586 2.839800 -1.256492
H 5.024830 2.110267 2.447848
H 6.223476 2.364653 1.168301
H 5.115526 3.675402 1.620073
C 2.847430 -2.709051 1.698009
C 3.636097 -3.076259 2.974704
C 2.479552 -4.006467 0.951938
H 1.911554 -2.235737 2.012394
H 3.849317 -2.198564 3.590347
H 3.065051 -3.786244 3.585179
H 4.592318 -3.546849 2.715052
H 1.981118 -3.811848 -0.001052
H 3.361275 -4.625621 0.749516
281
H 1.802058 -4.605696 1.570979
C 6.570574 -1.875260 -1.618724
C 7.976385 -1.424774 -1.178249
C 6.318306 -1.525453 -3.098205
H 6.533287 -2.969554 -1.528708
H 8.172005 -1.698821 -0.135766
H 8.745336 -1.892483 -1.804719
H 8.093325 -0.337995 -1.265944
H 5.335106 -1.879994 -3.427418
H 6.354601 -0.441651 -3.261426
H 7.079231 -1.984900 -3.740540
Pd -2.215974 0.382362 0.106931
C -3.317859 -1.290738 0.594708
C -3.451577 -2.261578 -0.407905
C -3.235904 -1.682757 1.939204
C -3.429927 -3.617898 -0.069800
H -3.575157 -1.967470 -1.444753
C -3.219215 -3.042188 2.264296
H -3.208948 -0.933971 2.723541
C -3.311286 -4.013144 1.264350
H -3.516462 -4.364799 -0.855650
H -3.143665 -3.338275 3.308078
H -3.308004 -5.068529 1.524109
C -5.222490 0.461021 1.478173
C -5.368156 0.093388 -0.862684
0 -4.898728 0.821363 2.599509
C -6.595927 -0.238449 -0.247806
C -5.259057 0.029347 -2.247562
C -7.700485 -0.648893 -0.984479
C -6.366307 -0.377447 -3.005726
H -4.321668 0.290186 -2.733202
C -7.567218 -0.717378 -2.378038
H -8.639954 -0.901277 -0.500280
H -6.288738 -0.429642 -4.088040
H -8.417192 -1.035018 -2.976036
C-4.412115 0.484655 0.201814
N -6.470835 -0.046189 1.129963
H -7.210617 -0.149624 1.809652
H -3.988907 1.505528 0.068400
Complex 15
C 2.770923 -0.864727 0.279571
C 2.567312 0.629174 -0.094172
C 3.833984 1.450660 0.210349
C 5.096440 0.849354 -0.422081
C 5.287739 -0.604976 0.026126
C 4.054309 -1.446958 -0.333124
H 3.679313 2.480923 -0.133060
H 2.390902 0.675205 -1.178398
H 2.860836 -0.913666 1.373513
H 5.018499 0.885235 -1.518466
H 5.972426 1.451735 -0.152290
H 6.179882 -1.040272 -0.439986
H 5.455260 -0.634974 1.112612
H 3.964079 -1.472648 -1.426720
H 4.186914 -2.486265 -0.002460
H 3.981108 1.501684 1.297571
N 1.333257 1.125997 0.529613
N 1.523234 -1.643577 -0.031147
Cu -0.014737 -0.460999 0.220787
N -1.690797 0.260903 -0.109839
C -1.759902 1.512613 -0.652350
C -3.231304 1.904106 -0.882604
H -3.395563 2.105974 -1.948753
0 -0.802091 2.251520 -0.938959
H -3.454724 2.835617 -0.347532
C -3.971468 0.702971 -0.365262
C -5.320885 0.401851 -0.268619
C -2.995602 -0.216674 0.075119
C -5.711241 -0.832129 0.275075
H -6.072334 1.111510 -0.609170
C-3.378171 -1.4431610.618305
C -4.742812 -1.738999 0.712192
H -6.766157 -1.079457 0.357712
H -2.625193 -2.146483 0.965442
H -5.052023 -2.692166 1.135287
C 1.397073 1.644725 1.896421
H 2.027156 2.538629 2.011325
H 0.378145 1.900860 2.200286
H 1.763617 0.876946 2.588195
H 0.824751 1.784174 -0.074494
C 1.403505 -2.154812 -1.421202
H 2.207740 -2.850197 -1.692480
H 0.441907 -2.661825 -1.512149
H 1.407100 -1.318424 -2.123317
H 1.511217 -2.456674 0.583315
Complex 16
C 2.671791 0.713641 -0.621858
C 2.472456 -0.628174 0.129375
C 3.645551 -1.592035 -0.123532
C 5.005378 -0.949755 0.183982
C 5.192629 0.336708 -0.630219
C 4.054978 1.327094 -0.343378
H 3.500055 -2.498395 0.477490
H 2.445970 -0.404108 1.204298
H 2.605427 0.497052 -1.697237
H 5.072475 -0.715662 1.256176
H 5.810849 -1.662015 -0.031753
H 6.157210 0.804142 -0.398476
H 5.212468 0.092371 -1.702311
H 4.117301 1.627626 0.710421
H 4.178594 2.241155 -0.939572
H 3.641815 -1.907620 -1.175418
N 1.131123 -1.179603 -0.179777
N 1.519577 1.624896 -0.340879
Cu -0.123320 0.442428 -0.004193
N -2.461832 -1.562571 0.664594
C -1.499264 -0.764899 1.317235
C -1.809023 0.623782 0.960927
282
O -0.629356 -1.262065 2.075343
C -3.098650 0.579395 0.261598
C -3.963607 1.562293 -0.220198
C -3.455783 -0.783155 0.079523
C -5.144650 1.190224 -0.873150
H -3.720916 2.614529 -0.086878
C -4.616912 -1.166345 -0.583551
C -5.465394 -0.158788 -1.058496
H -5.818704 1.959103 -1.242685
H -4.868464 -2.216192 -0.715860
H -6.384228 -0.432165 -1.570916
H -2.517009 -2.556279 0.834597
H-1.629490 1.387347 1.719354
C 0.998318 -2.025850 -1.374747
H 1.592789 -2.949064 -1.335707
H -0.056253 -2.294652 -1.476245
H 1.287110 -1.467362 -2.271443
H 0.771122 -1.676992 0.642234
C 1.616545 2.464652 0.874112
H 2.449147 3.179406 0.846964
H 0.677924 3.012448 0.979232
H 1.727362 1.828943 1.755965
H 1.410333 2.250714 -1.136675
Complex 17
C 3.085366 -0.214017 0.010453
C 1.973628 0.862989 0.136835
C 2.562609 2.231224 0.529667
C 3.720946 2.664870 -0.378134
C 4.824877 1.600716 -0.389516
C 4.262957 0.251678 -0.860364
H 1.759171 2.978153 0.519571
H 1.507052 0.968441 -0.852959
H 3.462733 -0.407615 1.023780
H 3.355392 2.821629 -1.403414
H 4.119970 3.628389 -0.038402
H 5.650569 1.904865 -1.044082
H 5.246866 1.498541 0.620926
H 3.931061 0.366683 -1.899950
H 5.049116 -0.515721 -0.863148
H 2.933149 2.185658 1.562514
N 0.906846 0.367185 1.020706
N 2.474753 -1.518649 -0.423079
Cu 0.673369 -1.604612 0.284495
C 1.031879 0.589107 2.461205
H 1.057683 1.648159 2.757345
H 0.170678 0.119431 2.945323
H 1.933685 0.103320 2.852920
H -0.022194 0.657072 0.685043
O-1.088416 -2.188215 0.350490
C -1.972739 -1.279927 0.158481
C -4.075200 -0.276036 -0.107135
H -3.754575 -2.069203 1.119910
C -2.992917 0.626873 -0.224958
C -5.383564 0.161037 -0.236098
C -3.232178 1.978467 -0.475532
C -5.625588 1.521322 -0.487438
H -6.215807 -0.534222 -0.144682
C -4.556838 2.413285 -0.604240
H -2.402733 2.674672 -0.569237
H -6.646376 1.879565 -0.590931
H -4.755471 3.464803 -0.799317
N -1.743168 0.007502 -0.067024
C -3.465195 -1.625802 0.158511
H 3.071685 -2.266525 -0.071473
C 2.350110 -1.726623 -1.889599
H 3.318707 -1.729197 -2.405552
H 1.851992 -2.683570 -2.051199
H 1.721087 -0.945341 -2.321388
H -3.681769 -2.375782 -0.612929
Complex 18
C -3.121557 -0.139537 -0.187302
C -2.077413 0.977912 0.075451
C -2.587887 2.333268 -0.449570
C -3.975500 2.692496 0.100891
C -4.989068 1.583602 -0.209313
C -4.509740 0.237917 0.355383
H -1.857340 3.111538 -0.196019
H -1.955158 1.064664 1.164506
H -3.205142 -0.258267 -1.275953
H -3.917349 2.838406 1.189365
H -4.309925 3.646709 -0.323545
H -5.972070 1.830039 0.209227
H -5.122848 1.502592 -1.297650
H -4.474047 0.316026 1.449700
H -5.228951 -0.557886 0.117842
H -2.643253 2.300749 -1.545765
N -0.767521 0.557407 -0.439350
N -2.604220 -1.466119 0.291120
Cu -0.740569 -1.581931 -0.145960
C -0.495380 0.722654 -1.870437
H -0.502640 1.766265 -2.213195
H 0.489541 0.295111 -2.071742
H -1.226241 0.160301 -2.462361
H 0.003685 0.953799 0.095295
0 0.999440 -2.097307 -0.382943
C 1.908894 -1.208849 -0.092010
C 3.287003 0.406449 0.764952
H 1.328953 -0.147095 1.747330
C 3.919819 -0.162755 -0.382865
H 3.232766 -1.756364 -1.648523
C 3.964710 1.423850 1.455707
C 5.168373 0.255212 -0.833884
C 5.217397 1.844537 1.008590
H 3.517653 1.878807 2.337342
C 5.816173 1.270159 -0.123913
H 5.628316 -0.195166 -1.710892
H 5.740575 2.631082 1.547578
H 6.792967 1.614725 -0.453173
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N 3.056380 -1.125016 -0.882071
C 2.023984 -0.256421 0.923963
H -3.140830 -2.186425 -0.192182
C -2.748850 -1.731179 1.746628
H -3.794212 -1.721406 2.077548
H -2.312348 -2.708805 1.956202
H -2.189342 -0.984764 2.313932
4.3 DFT Studies on the Pd-Catalyzed N-Arylation of Amides and Correlation with
Experiment
4.3.1 Background
Pd-catalyzed C-N bond-forming technology has reached a state of maturity such
that catalysts are available that can efficiently join a wide variety of substrate
combinations. However, among the possible nucleophilic partners, amides stand out as a
particularly challenging substrate class. And although Pd-catalyzed, intramolecular
amide arylation was originally reported using monodentate ligands such as P(o-tol)343a in
1996 and MOP 43 b in 1999, efficient intermolecular coupling was only first achieved in
2000 using Xantphos 43 cd (Figure 8, L1).
Figure 8. Ligands Used or Modeled for the Pd-Catalyzed N-Arylation of Amides.
Me Me






L2 R = Cy XPhos
L3 R = t-Bu t-Bu 2 XPhos
L4 R = Cy
L5 R = t-Bu
L6 R = (3,5-CF 3Ph)
.OMe
'PR 2
L7 R = (3,5-CF3Ph) JackiePhos
L8 R = (4-CF3Ph)
L9 R = t-Bu t-Bu2 BrettPhos
L10 R = Cy BrettPhos




According to Hartwig,44 monodentate ligands are not very effective for amide
arylation reactions because they allow for K2-binding modes of the amide to Pd, thereby
slowing reductive elimination. This was demonstrated by forming discrete, structurally
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characterized LPd(aryl)(amidate) complexes and measuring both the rate and yield for
reductive elimination (Scheme 5). The use of FcP(t-Bu) 2 (di-t-butyl ferrocenyl
phosphine), a monodentate ligand that allows for K2-binding (characterized by an X-ray
structure), resulted in a very slow and low yielding reductive elimination. Conversely, the
use of Xantphos, a bidentate ligand that disfavors K-binding (characterized by IR and
NMR), resulted in a rapid, high yielding formation of the N-aryl amide. These
observations may account for the sluggishness of reactions with many monodentate
ligands, but they do not adequately explain the low yields obtained; a currently
uncharacterized decomposition pathway must be operative.
Scheme 5. Binding Modes and Reactivity of LPd(Ph)(Amidate) Complexes.
Hartwig (2006)
t-Bu
t-Bu 110 C O Ph,,,. .Ph 90 0C 0
Fe 0 2 h Me NPh Ph P PPh 7h Me NPh
Phd/ \-Me Ph Ph N-Ph Ph
Ph N
Ph < 2% Me 93%
FcP(t-Bu) 2  Xantphos
K 2 amidate K1 amidate
Characterized by X-ray Charactenzed by IR, NMR
The mechanistic conclusions offered by Hartwig are fundamentally sound, but the
implications are overgeneralized, as prior work has established that XPhos (L2) is a very
capable ligand for the intermolecular N-arylation of amides with aryl
benzenesulfonates4 5a (Scheme 6, eq 1) and vinyl sulfonates4 5b. Furthermore, subsequent
work24d established that Me 4t-Bu2XPhos (L5) is a superior ligand for amide arylation, and
for the first time, allowed for the intermolecular amidation of aryl chlorides (eq 2).
Through DFT calculations, it was shown that L5 has a high barrier of rotation about the
C,,-P axis, forcing the Pd center to reside over the lower ring, thereby restricting the
accessible space around Pd. This conformational restriction was proposed to prevent K -
binding modes and catalyst decomposition.
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Scheme 6. Pd-Catalyzed Intermolecular N-Arylation of Amides Using
Biarylmonophosphines.
Buchwald (2003) 2 mol% Pd(OAc) 2
5 mol% XPhos R2
-PhO 5 mol% PhB(OH) 2  N R3(I) + J[[..
(1) - R2 (H)N R3  K2C0 3 , t-BuOH, 110 OC R
R1
Buchwald (2007)
0.5-1 0 mol% Pd2(dba)3  R2
( ) X  O Me 4t-Bu2 XPhos (Pd/L = 1/2 5) N R3
(2) + 0 
0
R2 (H)N R K3PO 4 , t-BuOH, 110C R
X = Br,CI,OTf,OTs
Notwithstanding the improved activity of L5, a class of substrates that has
resisted all attempts at development of a general protocol for their N-arylation are acyclic
secondary amides where R3 H, Ph. However, recent unpublished work carried out in the
Buchwald lab by Dr. Jacqueline Hicks has shown that JackiePhos (L7), when combined
with [Pd(allyl)Cl] 2, generates a competent catalyst for the coupling of these amides with
aryl triflates, nonaflates, (Scheme 7, eq 1) or chlorides (eq 2). Moreover, the use of this
ligand also provides for more efficient coupling of primary or cyclic amides with aryl
electrophiles (including aryl bromides).
Scheme 7. Conditions for the Pd-Catalyzed Arylation of Acyclic Secondary Amides.
o
X 2 mol% [Pd(allyl)Cl]2  R N R3
0 5 mol% L7
(1) + RN R3 F3
H K2CO 3  F3CR toluene OMe
3 A mol sieves
X = OTf, ONf R2, R3 = alkyl or aryl, acyclic 110 °C, 17 h 9 examples J . CF 372-87% MeO P
i-Pr i-Pr CF3
CI 1 mol% [Pd(allyl)Cl]2  N R3  F3C
(2) f + N R 3  L7
H Cs 2 CO 3R toluene R JackiePhos
R2, R3 = alkyl or aryl, acyclic 31A moi sieves130 5C, 17 h 6 examples57-87%
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In order to frame the outstanding performance of JackiePhos in the proper
context, Dr. Hicks directly compared the performance of Xantphos (L1) and several
biaryl monophosphines (L3-L11) for the coupling of aryl nonaflate 19 with amide 20 to
form N-aryl amide 21 (Graph 1). While JackiePhos (L7) gave an excellent yield of 87%,
no other ligand provided the product in greater than 30% yield. The disparity of the yields
between JackiePhos and other ligands is quite remarkable given their structural similarity
(with the exception of Xantphos) and underscores the extraordinary aptitude of
JackiePhos to promote amide arylation.
Graph 1. Comparison of Ligands for the C-N Coupling of 19 and 20.
ONf 1 mol% [(allyl)PdCI] 2  n-BuO 5 mol% ligand












L1 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10O L11
Ligand
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4.3.2 Results and Discussion
Future advances in the design of biaryl monophosphine ligands would benefit
from a firm understanding of the effects bestowed by substituents on the biaryl backbone.
The vastly superior performance of JackiePhos over other biaryl monophosphine ligands
was somewhat surprising and prompted us to investigate the role of the structural features
present in this ligand. We chose to focus on two points: namely, establishing the effect of
substitution of different P-bound R groups (i.e., 3,5-CF 3Ph, t-Bu, Cy, Ph), and
understanding the role of the methoxy group on the upper aryl ring.
We had hoped to measure the relative rates of each mechanistic step for the
different ligands, but difficulties in the isolation of catalytic intermediates prompted us to
turn to a computational tack instead. Our approach to unraveling the structure/activity
relationship of these ligands was to systematically change one part of the ligand and
calculate the effect on each step of the catalytic cycle.
Scheme 8 shows the general outline of processes we examined-oxidative
addition (eq 1), associative ligand exchange (eq 2), dissociative ligand exchange (eq 3),
formation of the K2-bound amide (eq 4), and reductive elimination (eq 5). The
deprotonation step is not included here because it is difficult to model accurately when
Scheme 8. Processes Examined in These Investigations.
(1) barrier of oxidative addition to aryl halides
LPd + PhX ----------- LPd(Ph)(X)
(2) amide binding to LPd(ll)PhX
LPd(Ph)(X) + amide ----------- LPdPh(amide)(X)
(3) halide/sulfonate dissociation from LPd(ll)PhX
LPd(Ph)(X) ----------- LPd(Ph) +  + X
(4) formation of the K2-bound complex
K'-LPd(Ph)(amide) -----------. K2-LPdPh(Ph)(amide)
(5) barrier to reductive elimination
LPd(Ph)(amide) ------------ (Ph)-amide + LPd
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heterogeneous bases are used. The ligands we would focus on would be L1 (Xantphos),
L7 (JackiePhos), L9, L10, L11, and L12 (a simplified version of L6). Our justification
for modeling L12 instead of L6 is based on previous studies showing that only the
methyl ortho to the phosphine influences the properties of these ligands in amidation
reactions.24d
Oxidative Addition
It is unlikely that oxidative addition is the rate-limiting step in most Pd-catalyzed
amide arylation reactions based on previous work performed in our group.24d
Nevertheless, the barriers for this step were calculated, as the rate-limiting step could
change for some ligands. We began by finding the barrier of oxidative addition to
bromobenzene (5-TS, entry 1) and chlorobenzene (6-TS, entry 2) with Xantphos-Pd
(Table 1). A reasonable barrier of 24.3 kcal/mol was calculated for 5-TS, but a very high
barrier of 34.3 kcal/mol was calculated for 6-TS. This is consistent with the experimental
observation that the use of Xantphos does not allow for the cross-coupling of unactivated
aryl chlorides. 24 a46 We found it interesting that the geometry for these transition states are
close to tetrahedral, allowing direct conversion to the trans isomer of the
Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(X) complex.
Table 1. Calculated Reaction Barriers for Oxidative Addition of PhX with Xantphos-Pd.
Me, Me Me,. Me
Php Ph + Ph 'Ph
Ph" Pd P ... h Ph" d ~ Ph
22 TS
entry TS X AG (kcal/mol)
1 5-TS Br 24 3
2 6-TS CI 34 3
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Although aryl chlorides, triflates, and nonaflates are all capable coupling partners
when using JackiePhos, we chose to focus on modeling oxidative addition with aryl
chlorides as it would simplify the calculations and should be the most difficult case. The
calculated barriers for oxidative addition to chlorobenzene with L7- (entry 1), L9- (entry
2), L10- (entry 3), L11- (entry 4), and L12- (entry 5) ligated Pd are listed in Table 2.
They are quite reasonable energies, even for electron-deficient ligands, ranging between
8.9 and 19.1 kcal/mol, and are in agreement with our previous computational study21e on
the reactivity of SPhos-Pd and XPhos-Pd. The low barrier predicted for JackiePhos (18.1
kcal/mol) supports our belief that this step is not rate-limiting.
Table 2. Calculated Reaction Barriers for Oxidative Addition of L.Pd to PhC1.
R1  R11 R 2 R R2
R1P' R1 P , 5
'- 'Pr Pd P&




entry GS TS R1  R2  AG (kcal/mol)
1 23 7-TS 2,5-OMe 3,5-CF 3Ph 18.1
2 24 8-TS 2,5-OMe Cy 8.9
3 25 9-TS 2,5-OMe t-Bu 19.1
4 26 10-TS 2,5-OMe Ph 14.6
5 27 11-TS 2-Me 3,5-CF 3 Ph 178
Associative Transmetallation
The step following oxidative addition is "transmetallation", in which ligand
exchange of an amide for a halide must occur either by an associative or dissociative
mechanism. If an associative mechanism is operative, then the amide must first bind to
Pd, giving rise to a five-coordinate intermediate in the case of Xantphos and a four-
coordinate intermediate in the case of monophosphines, followed by deprotonation and
halide dissociation.
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The amide chosen for our calculations was N-methyl acetamide, which should be
a good approximation of larger acyclic, alkyl, secondary amides. In Scheme 9, the
geometries of the four-coordinate trans-Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(Br) complex4 7 28 and five-
coordinate complex 29 with an O-bound amide are shown. The only five-coordinate
stationary state found was square pyramidal about Pd with the Br in the apical position.
This binding requires 26.8 kcal/mol of energy and results in a fairly weak Pd-Br
interaction with a bond length of 3.22 A. A similar structure with a triflate counterions
could not be located.
Scheme 9. Calculated Binding Energy of N-Methyl Acetamide to Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(Br).
Me,, Me Me,, Me
SMeN, 0 AG = +26 8 kcal/mol I
Ph 0 Br Ph H Ph , Br PhBr-1 P 00 H P 1-"p hPh" P Pd Ph Ph Pd.P"'Ph
Me
28 29
The binding energy of N-methyl acetamide to each biaryl
monphosphine-Pd(Ph)(CI) complex was next determined (Table 3). We first calculated
the energy of amide binding for each isomer with for the Pd pointed away from the lower
biaryl ring for the JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(C1) complex (complexes 30B-D). The most
favorable interaction occurred between the amide oxygen and Pd, as the isomer in which
it is cis to the phosphorous (16.1 kcal/mol, 30B). The energy of amide binding with the
Pd centered over the bottom ring (30F) with this configuration about Pd was also
calculated and was significantly higher in energy at 24.3 kcal/mol. The energies of the
L.Pd(Ph)(Cl)(amide) adducts were then calculated for the other ligands in the lowest
energy configuration determined for complex 30. We also verified that the lowest energy
configuration for L7 held for other ligands, but the energies of these structures were not
refined at the high level basis set and are not shown. The larger energy required for
binding with BrettPhos (21.5 kcal/mol, 31B) and t-Bu2BrettPhos (22.0 kcal/mol, 32B)
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seems to correlate with the poorer performance of these ligands. However, PhBrettPhos
gives a reasonable energy for this step (18.2 kcal/mol, 33B) and its use does not give any
product in the amidation reaction.
Table 3. Calculated Binding Energies of N-Methyl Acetamide to JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(C1).
R' R 2 R
RK






R1 R' - HN-Me
- Pd Pd
R, P me R








34 2-Me 3,5-CF3 Ph
AG (kcal/mol)
B C D E F













'Pr 'Pr R2 R2
'Pr
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The accessibility of isomer B in Table 3 relies on free rotation about the Caryl-P
bond of the ligand, which has been shown in previous studies to be quite difficult for
Me4t-BuzXPhos-Pd(Ph)(C1). 24 d The JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(C1) complex is likely to have a
lower barrier for two reasons: first, there is a smaller methoxy group ortho to
phosphorous as opposed to a methyl group in Me4t-Bu2XPhos, and second, the P-bound
arenes of JackiePhos are much smaller than bulky t-Bu groups of Me4t-Bu 2XPhos. In
order to support this assertion, we performed a potential energy scan about the Caryl-P
bond in which a restricted structure optimization was done at every 100. We chose to
calculate this with the JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(amide) complex because it, too, would need to
freely rotate once formed and, being larger than the chloride complex, would be the most
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difficult case. The maxima of the resulting energy curve, illustrated in Figure 9,
corresponds to a barrier of rotation of 19.8 kcal/mol -a readily attainable energy at 110
*C. Therefore, we can confidently state that free rotation is allowed during the course of
the reaction. We also noted that the local minima at 1600 corresponds to a conformer
with a dative bond from the methoxy oxygen to Pd.
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C1-C2-P3-Pd4 dihedral angle (0)
Dissociative Transmetallation
The loss of a halide/pseudohalide to form cationic Pd(II) intermediates is quite
common in Heck-type processes. 48 This type of mechanism is not necessary for most
cross-coupling reactions in which an organometallic component participates as the
nucleophile. However, it should be considered for reactions involving weakly-
nucleophilic, non-metallic partners, such as hindered amides. Furthermore, dissociative
ligand exchange through a cationic Pd(II) intermediate has been suggested by van
Leeuwen49 to occur for the cis/trans isomerization of Xantphos-Pd catalysts.
For the following calculations, we deemed it important to model both the bromide
and triflate, as the latter are such effective leaving groups.50 The energy to reach cationic
complex 36 was found from both the trans-Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(Br) (28) and trans-
Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(OTf) (35) complexes and loss of the bromide is endothermic by 34.0
kcal/mol but loss of triflate is endothermic by only 4.0 kcal/mol. The ionization energy
from the bromide complex is quite large but the small calculated energy requirement as
well as structural characterization for a cationic OTf complex of XantphosPd(II)49 are
strong evidence that ligand exchange can occur through this pathway.
We believe in the case of bromides, is more likely that a phosphine first
dissociates, generating a 16-electron complex, which then binds the amide, followed by
loss of halide/triflate. This pathway was not modeled, however, because of difficulty in
finding a barrier to phosphine dissociation.
Table 4. Dissociative Mechanism for Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(X).
ux T. Ph Ph.,\ '+ [,Ph + X-
/ - P..' Ph'--Pd P"",,,PhP
GS 36




With a reasonable energy calculated for the ionization of Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(OTf),
we were compelled to perform similar calculations on the JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(X)
complexes (Table 5). The empty coordination site may be cis or trans to the phosphorous,
but structures in which the empty site is trans to the phosphorous were much lower in
energy and are the only ones considered here. Additionally, the Pd may be pointed away
from the bottom ring, in which it has a dative bond with the oxygen, or towards the lower
ring, in which it interacts with the rt-electrons of the arene. Surprisingly, C-bound isomer
40 is significantly lower in energy than O-bound isomer 39. Unlike the Xantphos system,
however, ionization of both the chloride (44.6 kcal/mol to reach 40) and triflate (38.0
kcal/mol to reach 40) were prohibitively high in energy. The resistance to ionization of
the JackiePhos system is probably mostly a consequence of the Pd being coordinatively
unsaturated.
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SM X SM-39 SM-*40
37 CI 63.7 44.6
38 OTf 57.1 38 0
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Ks-Binding of the Amide to Pd
In light of the experimental evidence presented by Hartwig, suggesting that
catalyst inhibition and inactivation result from K2-binding, we calculated the relative
energies of K1- and K2-bound isomers of both Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(amide) and
JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(amide) complexes. Quite unexpectedly, the K2-bound Xantphos
structure 42 is calculated to be lower in energy than the K'-bound structure 41 by 9.3
kcal/mol (Scheme 10). This energy is seemingly in disagreement with the data obtained
for Xantphos-(Ph)(N-phenylacetamide) complexes by Hartwig, supporting K'-bound
structures." We believe this discrepancy can be explained by the presence of a significant
kinetic barrier preventing the conversion to the K2-bound structure at rt. Similarly,
JackiePhos-Pd(Ph)(amide) favors K2-bound structures pointed both towards (44, -2.3
kcal/mol) and away (45, -3.7 kcal/mol) from the lower biaryl ring (Scheme 11). In
contrast to the Xantphos system, the barrier to reach these structures is probably not high
since there is an open coordination site on Pd. The implications of these calculations are
that K2-binding is not necessarily detrimental to catalysis with all ligands, but rather, may
be more favored in catalysts that allow for decomposition.
Scheme 10. Calculated Energy for K2-Binding of Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(amide).
P h AG = -9.3 kcal/mol
Ph 0 Ph Ph 0 P
Ph' Pd Ph Ph / Ph























Reductive elimination is often the most difficult step for the arylation of weaker
nucleophiles such as amides. We first calculated the barrier for C-N bond formation from
Xantphos-Pd(Ph)(amide) and found it was 20.4 kcal/mol (12-TS, Scheme 12). In contrast
to the tetrahedral geometry of oxidative addition, this geometry is square planar,
proceeding from the cis-complex. However, the energy is calculated from the more stable
trans-complex 39.














Next, we compared the calculated barrier to C-N bond formation for each of the
biaryl monophosphine ligands (Table 6). The ligands that allowed for the lowest barriers
(16.6 kcal/mol) were t-Bu 2BrettPhos (15-TS, entry 2) and L12 (17-TS, entry 5). The best
ligand for amidation (JackiePhos) did not give the lowest barrier for this step (17.7
kcal/mol, 13-TS, entry 1). This data lends further evidence to show that this is not the
rate-determining step. Both BrettPhos and Ph2BrettPhos were calculated to be less
effective at promoting this step, giving barriers of 19.7 (14-TS, entry 2) and 20.0
kcal/mol (16-TS, entry 4), respectively. This high barrier for Ph2BrettPhos may be the
reason that is does not give any product in this reaction.
Five-membered cyclic transition states were also found in which an O-bound
amidate pivots back towards the Ph group to form a C-N bond (Scheme 13). In both the
case of Xantphos (18-TS, 23.0 kcal/mol) and JackiePhos (19-TS, 22.0 kcal/mol), this
transition state was higher in energy, leading us to believe that it constitutes a minor
pathway for this reaction. However, it may be more important in the arylation of other
less hindered amides.
Table 6. Calculated Barriers for Reductive Elimination of L-Pd(Ph)(amide).
R1  R1
SR2 R2 RR 2
R1  P0 P
'Pr PPr d 'Pr Pr , 





entry GS TS R1  R2  AGZ(kcal/mol)
1 46 13-TS 2,5-OMe 3,5-CF3Ph 17.7
2 47 14-TS 2,5-OMe Cy 19.7
3 48 15-TS 2,5-OMe t-Bu 16.6
4 49 16-TS 2,5-OMe Ph 20.0
5 50 17-TS 2-Me 3,5-CF3Ph 16.6
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Scheme 13. Five-Membered Cyclic Transition States for Reductive Elimination.
Me Ar = 3,5-CF3Ph
I 0
Ar Ar
Phq 0 APh Me,





23.0 kcal/mol 22.0 kcal/mol
4.3.3 Conclusions
As improved catalysts are developed for Pd-catalyzed amide arylation, a clear
understanding of the factors that impact performance becomes increasingly important.
Following the discovery that the use of JackiePhos offers superior catalytic activity in
these reactions, we initiated a theoretical study with the purpose of elucidating the
mechanistic details for a variety of ligands in each step of the catalytic cycle. When we
carried out these studies, we felt it was important to compare the results to Xantphos,
being the most commonly used ligand for the N-arylation of amides.
The calculated barriers for oxidative addition with different biaryl
monophosphine ligands did not have any correlation to the yield. This is in line with
kinetic experiments that suggest either transmetallation or reductive elimination are rate-
limiting when biaryl monophosphines are used. We then compared the binding energies
of L-Pd(Ph)(C1) complexes to N-methyl acetamide and all were endothermic, but required
the least energy for the JackiePhos complex. This binding and presumably deprotonation
most readily occurs with the Pd spun out, away from the lower biaryl ring. In order to
determine the likelihood of reaching this isomer, a potential energy scan was performed
on the JackiePhos-Pd(Pd)(amide) complex. This complex, formed following ligand
exchange, required about 20 kcal/mol to rotate back to the position eclipsing the lower
biaryl ring. This is a very reasonable energy for the reaction temperature (110-130 'C).
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The dissociative ligand exchange pathway was also examined and deemed a
plausible pathway for Xantphos-based catalysts, at least for aryl triflates. This further
supports the conclusions of van Leeuwen49 on these types of complexes. However, the
formation of cationic monophosphine-Pd complexes was too energetically costly to
occur.
The relative energies of K2-bound amidate complexes were also examined. We
found that these structures are actually more stable than the K1 -bound isomers for both
Xantphos and JackiePhos complexes. This finding brings into question the relevance of
these structures to catalyst decomposition. Lastly, the barriers for reductive elimination
were calculated. The lowest barrier was calculated for t-BuBrettPhos and L12 with
higher barriers calculated for other ligands.
Overall, we have obtained data that supports the transmetallation step as being
rate limiting for the N-arylation of acyclic alkyl amides with JackiePhos-Pd. It also
suggests that the electron density of the P-bound groups is critical to create an
electrophilic Pd center that allows for transmetallation to occur at a reasonable rate while
also promoting a fast reductive elimination. The competency of L12 was demonstrated in
each step as being comparable to JackiePhos. This suggests that the switch of the Me
group for the methoxy group plays an important role in catalyst stability, rather than
affecting the activity of the catalyst.
4.3.4 Experimental Procedures
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian '0340 suite of programs with Dell
PowerEdge 1950 servers containing two quad-core Intel Xeon processors or Sun servers
containing dual-core Opteron processors, running the sun grid engine (SGE) queuing
program. Ground-state geometry optimizations were performed with the Berny algorithm
using all-atom DFT (B3LYP/6-31(d))5,4' and the LANL2DZ basis set with the Hay-
Wadt 42 effective core potential (ECP) for Pd. Frequency calculations were performed on
all optimized structures to confirm that the minima had no negative frequencies and
transition states had a single imaginary frequency. The Gibbs free energies were
calculated at 298.15 K and I atm. Single point calculations were then performed with the
300
6-31 1+g(2d,p) basis set to obtain higher accuracy electronic energies. Solvation effects




Pd -0.000026 -1.303521 -0.870129
P -2.147600 -0.658998 -0.321496
P 2.147552 -0.659073 -0.321410
O -0.000029 1.399872 0.394373
C -1.179288 2.011033 0.009806
C -2.279430 1.198022 -0.331888
C -3.458234 1.853243 -0.722641
H -4.325285 1.264086 -1.000791
C -3.531079 3.243598 -0.779437
H -4.452551 3.725168 -1.094622
C -2.425373 4.016366 -0.428758
H -2.498844 5.097665 -0.471500
C -1.233878 3.412463 -0.016845
C 0.000023 4.179994 0.470910
C 1.233922 3.412421 -0.016780
C 2.425456 4.016288 -0.428629
H 2.498959 5.097586 -0.471348
C 3.531150 3.243487 -0.779283
H 4.452655 3.725023 -1.094418
C 3.458241 1.853132 -0.722524
H 4.325263 1.263933 -1.000683
C 2.279394 1.197963 -0.331813
C 1.179280 2.010994 0.009859
C 0.000063 5.641429 -0.008071
H -0.876548 6.173577 0.373802
H 0.000114 5.714113 -1.100993
H 0.876655 6.173554 0.373881
C -0.000016 4.173745 2.027623
H -0.889809 4.688505 2.408486
H 0.889795 4.688442 2.408531
H -0.000058 3.153198 2.421126
C -3.660049 -1.166301 -1.270178
C -3.510048 -1.364256 -2.652900
H -2.533051 -1.215822 -3.107302
C -4.592056 -1.760776 -3.438664
H -4.458659 -1.906010 -4.507582
C -5.838581 -1.987543 -2.849867
H -6.679745 -2.308607 -3.458741
C -5.995999 -1.811432 -1.474021
H -6.960987 -1.994591 -1.008016
C -4.915812 -1.400958 -0.688810
H -5.051219 -1.268596 0.380400
all Calculated Complexes and Transition States
C -2.599720 -1.090627 1.421988
C -3.285532 -0.222766 2.285179
H -3.568657 0.768470 1.943883
C -3.605433 -0.620829 3.585680
H -4.132464 0.065013 4.244246
C -3.249743 -1.892204 4.038452
H -3.497965 -2.200358 5.050786
C -2.565346 -2.763637 3.187617
H -2.277901 -3.752297 3.535995
C -2.235907 -2.362600 1.893007
H-1.681031 -3.030767 1.239180
C 3.659830 -1.166349 -1.270385
C 3.509639 -1.363703 -2.653181
H 2.532636 -1.214823 -3.107423
C 4.591458 -1.760189 -3.439212
H 4.457914 -1.904953 -4.508176
C 5.837983 -1.987540 -2.850631
H 6.678998 -2.308587 -3.459719
C 5.995581 -1.812028 -1.474734
H 6.960565 -1.995621 -1.008892
C 4.915583 -1.401570 -0.689244
H 5.051145 -1.269676 0.380004
C 2.599935 -1.090659 1.422013
C 2.235573 -2.362356 1.893331
H 1.680110-3.030299 1.239772
C 2.565205 -2.763396 3.187899
H 2.277307 -3.751841 3.536511
C 3.250373 -1.892232 4.038375
H 3.498772 -2.200376 5.050669
C 3.606622 -0.621109 3.585305
H 4.134253 0.064523 4.243607
C 3.286505 -0.223048 2.284867
H 3.570017 0.768006 1.943358
Transition State 5-TS
Pd -0.000262 -1.050693 -0.535992
P -2.115859 0.046179 0.094205
P 2.115988 0.045086 0.094208
0 0.000654 2.166876 -0.016852
C -0.001040 -3.160970 -0.487224
C -1.223144 -3.672956 -0.027308
H -2.156879 -3.340831 -0.465322
C -1.210601 -4.609104 1.011109
H -2.156060 -4.985467 1.394255
301
C -0.001962 -5.073415 1.538276
H -0.002323 -5.814167 2.333125
C 1.207135 -4.609840 1.011523
H 2.152235 -4.986785 1.394983
C 1.220599 -3.673701 -0.026896
H 2.154689 -3.342176 -0.464611
C-1.180521 2.643307 -0.554455
C -2.288769 1.776159 -0.552467
C -3.483873 2.260968 -1.104804
H -4.358863 1.621087 -1.124805
C -3.558858 3.544676 -1.641975
H -4.491109 3.896812 -2.074470
C -2.443562 4.380319 -1.617442
H -2.523046 5.380272 -2.029883
C -1.235160 3.949200 -1.060147
C 0.001353 4.838625 -0.894211
C 1.237352 3.948507 -1.060281
C 2.445934 4.378942 -1.617717
H 2.525930 5.378838 -2.030197
C 3.560763 3.542679 -1.642342
H 4.493163 3.894286 -2.074948
C 3.485133 2.259033 -1.105108
H 4.359776 1.618680 -1.125152
C 2.289820 1.774904 -0.552635
C 1.182043 2.642656 -0.554564
C 0.001635 6.018833 -1.881272
H -0.874285 6.655138 -1.724045
H 0.001488 5.679592 -2.922591
H 0.877930 6.654642 -1.724132
C 0.001593 5.407440 0.555001
H -0.888252 6.026011 0.720267
H 0.891818 6.025485 0.720180
H 0.001392 4.603340 1.297225
C -3.718276 -0.720003 -0.433603
C -3.748380 -1.358083 -1.685894
H -2.847335 -1.392181 -2.293585
C -4.918300 -1.964413 -2.146163
H -4.924000 -2.453318 -3.116695
C -6.070453 -1.955925 -1.356214
H -6.978769 -2.436385 -1.710337
C -6.047447 -1.335802 -0.105492
H -6.938728 -1.330366 0.516935
C -4.880613 -0.719792 0.353259
H -4.875901 -0.240257 1.327302
C -2.350920 0.266853 1.916924
C -2.874254 1.432719 2.495771
H -3.159457 2.269641 1.865386
C -3.031248 1.528684 3.880690
H -3.433347 2.440770 4.314536
C -2.675747 0.459108 4.703606
H -2.798657 0.534835 5.780872
C -2.154851 -0.706458 4.136613
H -1.869877 -1.541574 4.771232
C -1.984944 -0.799173 2.755321
H -1.562516 -1.701802 2.321908
C 3.718081 -0.721960 -0.433334
C 3.747920 -1.360484 -1.685403
H 2.846861 -1.394428 -2.293080
C 4.917592 -1.967447 -2.145473
H 4.923083 -2.456686 -3.115839
C 6.069754 -1.959152 -1.355541
H 6.977876 -2.440095 -1.709509
C 6.047005 -1.338598 -0.105027
H 6.938291 -1.333312 0.517395
C 4.880424 -0.721965 0.353524
H 4.875917 -0.242113 1.327413
C 2.350979 0.265898 1.916923
C 1.984281 -0.799778 2.755445
H 1.561339 -1.702211 2.322126
C 2.154113 -0.706959 4.136740
H 1.868569 -1.541804 4.771458
C 2.675660 0.458377 4.703607
H 2.798513 0.534192 5.780873
C 3.031883 1.527615 3.880564
H 3.434490 2.439525 4.314311
C 2.874961 1.431536 2.495645
H 3.160729 2.268191 1.865162
Br -0.000524 -2.697824 -2.751393
Transition State 6-TS
Pd -0.000112 -1.072716 -0.814234
P -2.122474 -0.067584 -0.039039
P 2.122524 -0.068020 -0.039023
0 0.000273 2.052606 0.098819
C -0.000389 -3.151404 -0.831319
C -1.220935 -3.734399 -0.468372
H -2.154338 -3.331164 -0.842572
C -1.208640 -4.838990 0.388811
H -2.154631 -5.276426 0.698967
C -0.000800 -5.388963 0.827435
H -0.000962 -6.257052 1.480732
C 1.207250 -4.839197 0.389136
H 2.153083 -5.276798 0.699539
C 1.219960 -3.734610 -0.468048
H 2.153531 -3.331543 -0.842013
C -1.180566 2.585527 -0.385596
C -2.286992 1.722827 -0.494165
C -3.476817 2.266506 -1.001876
H -4.349396 1.631628 -1.107177
C -3.549422 3.603753 -1.387190
H -4.477432 4.001817 -1.787767
C -2.437576 4.433361 -1.251181
H -2.515199 5.474286 -1.545746
C -1.234447 3.941864 -0.734359
C 0.000568 4.804877 -0.456037
C 1.235371 3.941586 -0.734438
C 2.438581 4.432802 -1.251341
H 2.516423 5.473704 -1.545932
C 3.550233 3.602942 -1.387399
H 4.478307 4.000790 -1.788042
C 3.477357 2.265721 -1.002042
H 4.349791 1.630647 -1.107371
302
C 2.287440 1.722323 -0.494252
C 1.181208 2.585268 -0.385654
C 0.000683 6.100436 -1.284455
H -0.875440 6.711511 -1.047578
H 0.000574 5.896632 -2.360480
H 0.877007 6.711272 -1.047710
C 0.000659 5.184353 1.053872
H -0.889358 5.776705 1.296200
H 0.890686 5.776739 1.296083
H 0.000718 4.292549 1.687905
C -3.709655 -0.776491 -0.677325
C -3.704071 -1.298069 -1.982883
H -2.784381 -1.286488 -2.563107
C -4.862900 -1.851953 -2.529538
H -4.842211 -2.251534 -3.539880
C -6.037451 -1.906818 -1.775576
H -6.937007 -2.346853 -2.198060
C -6.049299 -1.403498 -0.473020
H -6.958569 -1.449373 0.121026
C -4.893995 -0.840272 0.073555
H -4.914276 -0.451635 1.087200
C -2.382719 -0.053236 1.792572
C -2.922233 1.037414 2.490975
H -3.2064241.937519 1.954453
C -3.097307 0.977197 3.875720
H -3.512425 1.832405 4.403044
C -2.743125 -0.174919 4.579058
H -2.879838 -0.220490 5.656343
C -2.206719 -1.266782 3.892550
H -1.923666 -2.165953 4.433555
C -2.019840 -1.204474 2.511698
H -1.588262 -2.052979 1.987513
C 3.709592 -0.777312 -0.677152
C 3.703951 -1.299082 -1.982634
H 2.784276 -1.287439 -2.562880
C 4.862706 -1.853230 -2.529182
H 4.841975 -2.252955 -3.539466
C 6.037231 -1.908170 -1.775187
H 6.936727 -2.348407 -2.197588
C 6.049131 -1.404663 -0.472703
H 6.958380 -1.450599 0.121371
C 4.893905 -0.841172 0.073763
H 4.914224 -0.452397 1.087355
C 2.382631 -0.053584 1.792609
C 2.019227 -1.204595 2.511831
H 1.587352 -2.052984 1.987703
C 2.205949 -1.266820 3.892709
H 1.922482 -2.165815 4.433790
C 2.742724 -0.175093 4.579144
H 2.879318 -0.220596 5.656446
C 3.097426 0.976806 3.875709
H 3.512828 1.831911 4.402976
C 2.922500 1.036936 2.490942
H 3.207083 1.936874 1.954346
Cl -0.000060 -2.463386 -2.951942
Complex 23
C -4.292881 -1.336981 -0.845269
C -4.557232 -0.262333 -1.685198
C -3.991466 0.990102 -1.355255
C -3.189374 1.170448 -0.204375
C -2.853109 0.006294 0.575463
C -3.431124 -1.237961 0.266296
H -4.739983 -2.300819 -1.076671
H -4.276218 1.866331 -1.930109
C -1.868923 0.125524 1.712258
C -0.461436 0.132915 1.528647
C -2.390580 0.193928 3.027106
C 0.381442 0.168732 2.671823
C -1.542202 0.264933 4.129540
C -0.159605 0.245359 3.953590
H -1.939813 0.321779 5.135871
H 0.482638 0.274203 4.825681
P 0.266531 0.155830 -0.197872
C -3.121349 -2.507293 1.056612
H -2.403429 -2.250960 1.842107
C -5.464413 -0.418998 -2.897310
H -5.737150 -1.481432 -2.957075
C -4.749518 -0.051048 -4.211548
H -4.458148 1.006021 -4.224459
H -3.842764 -0.650649 -4.349135
H -5.408102 -0.224594 -5.071054
C -6.772056 0.383003 -2.739787
H -7.438988 0.206029 -3.592138
H -7.303799 0.098006 -1.825310
H -6.575004 1.460711 -2.690450
C -2.941835 2.587203 0.330683
H -2.065892 2.545123 0.987361
C -2.654098 3.636280 -0.758134
H -2.309434 4.570437 -0.299837
H -1.879211 3.288535 -1.452892
H -3.548608 3.873111 -1.346530
C -4.143000 3.037701 1.191163
H -3.943922 4.017331 1.642850
H -5.045535 3.128075 0.574316
H -4.350492 2.320077 1.989317
C -2.460372 -3.584639 0.173183
H -2.116771 -4.427042 0.784374
H -3.159826 -3.975323 -0.575264
H -1.593649 -3.181234 -0.360989
C -4.378568 -3.062198 1.754119
H -5.138168 -3.368159 1.024983
H -4.125924 -3.942227 2.358282
H -4.825483 -2.307995 2.409421
0 -3.757767 0.179726 3.129940
O 1.724292 0.094443 2.441771
C -4.337820 0.241231 4.423530
H -4.067479 1.169362 4.944517
H -5.417336 0.218527 4.265620
H -4.043222 -0.618883 5.039248
C 2.627750 0.283548 3.523097
H 2.588799 -0.556477 4.228356
303
H 3.620159 0.341611 3.073980
H 2.419627 1.2190314.057077
C 1.617908 1.428668 -0.100242
C 2.975859 1.137034 0.068558
C 1.238672 2.767664 -0.255742
C 3.923703 2.161869 0.102725
H 3.300429 0.110485 0.192291
C 2.187005 3.791101 -0.212081
H 0.194122 3.010213 -0.420896
C 3.538468 3.496065 -0.032343
H 4.276419 4.288116 -0.001317
C 1.192567 -1.442083 -0.329137
C 1.880073 -1.698623 -1.528924
C 1.142337 -2.450027 0.637150
C 2.521052 -2.916633 -1.735386
H 1.908586 -0.943116 -2.308192
C 1.767458 -3.682924 0.414276
H 0.610844 -2.287582 1.567802
C 2.465311 -3.922812 -0.764266
H 2.956197 -4.874370 -0.930060
C 5.359998 1.803066 0.373533
C 1.737239 5.211766 -0.430224
C 3.222966 -3.197598 -3.038920
C 1.672504-4.734346 1.488042
F 2.651642 6.105245 0.003960
F 1.519337 5.467666 -1.739704
F 0.576397 5.470314 0.215579
F 6.203442 2.819764 0.106440
F 5.543305 1.469625 1.680194
F 5.756452 0.736162 -0.351574
F 4.371494 -3.882808 -2.843307
F 3.529807 -2.064575 -3.703670
F 2.455044 -3.948437 -3.860793
F 2.244700 -4.315933 2.640908
F 2.273368 -5.887906 1.134094
F 0.382456 -5.022005 1.782844
Pd -1.435842 0.618594 -1.617064
Transition State 7-TS
C 2.954601 -0.083568 0.835238
C 3.362082 -1.419736 0.595980
C 4.325332 -1.664603 -0.390279
C 4.906414 -0.642277 -1.142656
C 4.490727 0.667412 -0.887273
C 3.534271 0.971779 0.086410
C 2.056372 0.240985 2.004445
C 0.650762 0.380843 1.939798
C -0.071141 0.738814 3.110512
C 0.589980 0.921459 4.321793
C 1.9746410.771866 4.389744
C 2.705176 0.447035 3.249409
H 4.637731 -2.689202 -0.577055
H 4.929608 1.482916 -1.456227
H 0.045198 1.196231 5.216990
H 2.469479 0.926126 5.341210
P -0.239040 0.073692 0.340427
Pd 0.941288 -0.773918 -1.451943
C -0.291276 -1.593428 -3.113108
C -1.040241 -0.612276 -3.782837
C -0.871720 -2.817929 -2.746362
C -2.406121 -0.824521 -3.978791
H -0.567290 0.303265 -4.120730
C -2.240377 -3.003150 -2.947159
H -0.268845 -3.599418 -2.297445
C -3.014348 -2.012111 -3.557540
H -2.993461 -0.046346 -4.458113
H -2.695262 -3.933412 -2.617930
Cl 1.650580 -1.684750 -3.617155
H -4.076174 -2.169885 -3.721869
C 3.184401 2.438263 0.335671
C 2.676014 3.148077 -0.934410
C 4.376415 3.198127 0.951774
H 2.373119 2.470654 1.069517
H 1.860792 2.585685 -1.402475
H 2.303697 4.149161 -0.687605
H 3.471801 3.261042 -1.679867
H 4.717091 2.712404 1.871982
H 5.224549 3.232393 0.257726
H 4.094783 4.231732 1.187127
C 2.821703 -2.595687 1.409323
C 3.875452 -3.112076 2.410819
C 2.315301 -3.750192 0.522800
H 1.967054-2.234471 1.991778
H 4.222936 -2.309862 3.068326
H 3.457934 -3.915767 3.029691
H 4.748556 -3.514491 1.882946
H 1.643997 -3.378683 -0.259976
H 3.139979 -4.273563 0.025168
H 1.772169 -4.487139 1.126093
C 5.973308 -0.951905 -2.184094
C 7.349002 -0.400018 -1.760296
C 5.585979 -0.448156 -3.586842
H 6.060464 -2.045621 -2.239710
H 7.649588 -0.790817 -0.781739
H 8.118738 -0.677132 -2.490712
H 7.332091 0.694441 -1.692067
H 4.617277 -0.852504 -3.898295
H 5.515130 0.645800 -3.613033
H 6.339976 -0.748779 -4.324290
0 -1.416660 0.913070 2.967401
0 4.067973 0.315039 3.243574
C -2.216940 1.118372 4.124944
H -3.251736 1.070468 3.783395
H -2.048787 0.330914 4.869906
H -2.020416 2.098507 4.577643
C 4.773135 0.518232 4.457934
H 5.826467 0.366089 4.217044
H 4.632475 1.537521 4.841615
H 4.469661 -0.203675 5.227859
C -1.658172 -1.035421 0.792180
C -2.955401 -0.590490 1.068285
C -1.410966 -2.412873 0.792908
304
C -3.971213 -1.502218 1.361717
H -3.179640 0.469439 1.062424
C -2.429388 -3.322572 1.085061
H -0.420542 -2.780045 0.546635
C -3.717246 -2.874056 1.374457
H -4.509213 -3.578088 1.597707
C -1.044490 1.685161 -0.072185
C -1.909657 1.720347 -1.175526
C -0.722698 2.889758 0.564689
C -2.443497 2.929901 -1.622982
H -2.155373 0.803853 -1.702407
C -1.247960 4.098368 0.102429
H -0.061427 2.893686 1.423057
C -2.113456 4.128794 -0.991301
H -2.525413 5.067148-1.341742
C -3.336677 2.916311 -2.836385
C -0.819593 5.384972 0.757219
C -5.332116 -0.965791 1.716045
C -2.124752 -4.794580 1.006904
F -3.098935 -5.547909 1.556020
F -1.980470 -5.201781 -0.278852
F -0.967868 -5.098439 1.638562
F -6.264650 -1.935589 1.790899
F -5.312420 -0.338665 2.923048
F -5.757836 -0.052022 0.818890
F -4.305080 1.980329 -2.729977
F -2.635879 2.619769 -3.959234
F -3.937639 4.105271 -3.043400
F -1.733705 6.364239 0.594606
F 0.345237 5.841825 0.236438
F -0.617702 5.229495 2.084494
Complex 24
C -3.284597 -1.446947 -0.539798
C -4.045155 -0.365225 -0.985372
C -3.559192 0.917935 -0.709176
C -2.356023 1.146343 -0.036155
C -1.572416 0.032392 0.416174
C -2.086588 -1.296049 0.190749
H -3.659756 -2.453117 -0.712720
H -4.137359 1.779032-1.034474
C -0.454724 0.267218 1.427910
C 0.935766 0.310149 1.141354
C -0.886405 0.456307 2.768546
C 1.839022 0.557263 2.207686
C 0.025331 0.695179 3.791298
C 1.389683 0.748320 3.510910
H -0.305879 0.838511 4.812871
H 2.084019 0.933629 4.321591
P 1.538418 -0.064141 -0.612512
C -1.506257 -2.530540 0.889747
H -0.529935 -2.252600 1.298100
C -5.349887 -0.585030 -1.738011
H -5.506832 -1.671080 -1.800316
C -5.278813 -0.048484 -3.181092
H -5.131150 1.038078 -3.193209
H -4.446438 -0.503634 -3.729705
H -6.206559 -0.265366 -3.725210
C -6.557759 0.010268 -0.989072
H -7.492314 -0.212197 -1.518873
H -6.633438 -0.397588 0.024985
H -6.476027 1.100557 -0.904414
C -1.933598 2.594998 0.212452
H -0.904976 2.586135 0.586628
C -1.948228 3.440052 -1.077761
H -1.507506 4.427378 -0.892154
H -1.385093 2.956352 -1.882502
H -2.969560 3.603218 -1.441297
C -2.811484 3.270371 1.286731
H -2.464859 4.293035 1.482675
H -3.855745 3.328798 0.956050
H -2.791045 2.709854 2.224630
C -1.281343 -3.717514 -0.064353
H -0.790186 -4.543029 0.465577
H -2.225385 -4.104841 -0.465452
H -0.649897 -3.422516 -0.910838
C -2.400924 -2.960218 2.072154
H -3.380478 -3.302898 1.716797
H -1.937025 -3.786741 2.625077
H -2.568731 -2.129198 2.762633
o -2.240336 0.379571 2.983874
0 3.172760 0.585718 1.886617
C -2.725430 0.549229 4.304687
H -2.482691 1.544598 4.700863
H -3.809681 0.443328 4.238074
H -2.327451 -0.216178 4.984665
C 4.121532 0.770268 2.922939
H 4.059610 -0.028309 3.674014
H 5.100361 0.737112 2.440580
H 3.997156 1.742031 3.419108
Pd -0.466932 -0.671424 -1.505995
C 2.491472 1.461495 -1.262560
C 1.731593 2.762936 -0.947304
C 3.990720 1.628598 -0.941610
H 2.408473 1.296753 -2.347112
C 2.330675 3.968597 -1.691398
H 1.767732 2.948805 0.135465
H 0.677340 2.653155 -1.216266
C 4.586350 2.825022 -1.707910
H 4.118086 1.784899 0.133781
H 4.550550 0.722660 -1.199362
C 3.830018 4.126121 -1.404517
H 1.789197 4.882538 -1.413753
H 2.181075 3.833430 -2.772862
H 5.649530 2.933429 -1.454724
H 4.542785 2.624278 -2.788863
H 4.246818 4.956850 -1.988768
H 3.970551 4.386358 -0.344569
C 2.890036 -1.369385 -0.406415
C 2.441632 -2.557422 0.463711
C 3.324223 -1.871412 -1.800715
305
H 3.747028 -0.897804 0.084852
C 3.545792 -3.623864 0.571417
H 1.544830 -3.010128 0.020982
H 2.161571 -2.212106 1.465389
C 4.430158 -2.936619 -1.699096
H 2.448262 -2.294499 -2.312298
H 3.671392 -1.037874 -2.424460
C 3.999188 -4.113014 -0.811587
H 3.188340 -4.468006 1.175861
H 4.408810 -3.199891 1.106646
H 4.695547 -3.292833 -2.703060
H 5.338968 -2.479626 -1.279313
H 4.818007 -4.837510 -0.712199
H 3.166967 -4.643934 -1.296955
Transition State 8-TS
C -2.078329 0.590547 -0.230994
C -2.377270 -0.224156 -1.352496
C -3.206616 -1.338279 -1.178843
C -3.767061 -1.671992 0.055081
C -3.466552 -0.850641 1.145038
C -2.644150 0.274040 1.030064
C -1.384661 1.918390 -0.439360
C 0.007271 2.164933 -0.335946
C 0.470977 3.484100 -0.607721
C -0.407940 4.504563 -0.957941
C -1.776262 4.258136 -1.042685
C -2.262086 2.982770 -0.785336
H -3.433671 -1.963205 -2.039544
H -3.900758 -1.080570 2.114335
H -0.044320 5.503820 -1.163438
H -2.441861 5.069612 -1.311546
P 1.166436 0.760021 0.162253
Pd 0.238726 -1.394780 0.023935
C 2.731621 0.982821 -0.867434
C 3.763947 -0.114205 -0.533897
C 2.394482 0.965656 -2.372443
H 3.167838 1.953634 -0.625619
C 5.027773 0.021711 -1.401279
H 3.319088 -1.102199 -0.692769
H 4.045447 -0.065631 0.524353
C 3.659446 1.097257 -3.237145
H 1.885939 0.022665 -2.615944
H 1.694198 1.773644 -2.614251
C 4.690763 0.011742 -2.898564
H 5.722027 -0.793821 -1.161784
H 5.546879 0.960040 -1.152526
H 3.388114 1.049560 -4.300098
H 4.109252 2.088457 -3.073949
H 5.600656 0.148283 -3.497684
H 4.280053 -0.972635 -3.166122
C 1.623498 1.207781 1.960525
C 1.979713 -0.062065 2.766843
C 2.693117 2.297131 2.184553
H 0.671528 1.588578 2.358511
C 2.170920 0.245947 4.261391
H 2.903558 -0.503951 2.369711
H 1.197717 -0.816791 2.624548
C 2.881620 2.599933 3.683323
H 3.652847 1.959341 1.768429
H 2.426728 3.212320 1.652581
C 3.225066 1.338631 4.486073
H 2.451383 -0.671918 4.794713
H 1.211863 0.573846 4.689049
H 3.664901 3.359437 3.809167
H 1.954551 3.039945 4.080626
H 3.310710 1.576116 5.554418
H 4.209462 0.963870 4.167876
C 1.429879 -3.310499 -0.108985
C 2.297996 -3.507745 0.979388
C 1.877724 -3.524909 -1.424532
C 3.636060 -3.809660 0.734777
H 1.924843 -3.413792 1.993107
C 3.222154 -3.828094 -1.644229
H 1.182171 -3.450572 -2.253212
C 4.109974 -3.966769 -0.573044
H 4.311841 -3.935024 1.577483
H 3.571261 -3.971263 -2.664151
Cl -0.454515 -3.750790 0.210587
H 5.150918 -4.219590 -0.752290
C -2.439748 1.158148 2.260120
C -1.952926 0.364778 3.487437
C -3.724975 1.940664 2.601233
H -1.666439 1.895460 2.019673
H -1.055810 -0.217659 3.255148
H -1.720119 1.047823 4.313899
H -2.717215 -0.333502 3.847949
H -4.067471 2.527239 1.743797
H -4.534918 1.257029 2.883336
H -3.551976 2.621348 3.444276
C -1.883808 0.108008 -2.760991
C -3.049652 0.554572 -3.667044
C -1.109999 -1.057101 -3.405496
H -1.190537 0.951476 -2.685744
H -3.593384 1.393680 -3.222343
H -2.675986 0.863789 -4.651249
H -3.764798 -0.262153 -3.823756
H -0.282875 -1.373065 -2.759341
H -1.754362 -1.927483 -3.577486
H -0.700006 -0.751751 -4.376425
C -4.718409 -2.855196 0.182698
C -6.172959 -2.376292 0.366367
C -4.318083 -3.830074 1.304531
H -4.671904 -3.408827 -0.765188
H -6.480921 -1.720240 -0.455435
H -6.862524 -3.228775 0.401274
H -6.286107 -1.814609 1.301658
H -3.292744 -4.189386 1.169871
H -4.378864 -3.355006 2.291000
H -4.988992 -4.697762 1.315564
O 1.820355 3.712131 -0.511866
O -3.595848 2.666444 -0.852933
306
C 2.330943 4.992748 -0.839370
H 3.413672 4.919401 -0.720267
H 2.097580 5.267039 -1.876461
H 1.945873 5.768903 -0.164764
C -4.514638 3.688945 -1.197528
H -5.499691 3.219134-1.183340
H -4.495862 4.512941 -0.471354
H -4.318972 4.089483 -2.201516
Complex 25
C 2.593203 -0.870185 -1.163429
C 3.443307 -0.831959 -0.033942
C 3.149703 0.079474 0.971465
C 1.984971 0.879771 0.959363
C 1.100577 0.789629 -0.134984
C 1.462444 -0.017262 -1.281885
H 2.912036 -1.445196 -2.028692
H 3.821872 0.159639 1.821054
C -0.222538 1.526593 -0.150776
C -1.498148 0.915752 0.063821
C -0.160789 2.923394 -0.398789
C -2.638536 1.763025 0.086764
C -1.300959 3.717862 -0.368991
C -2.539179 3.137119 -0.114091
H -1.246917 4.785518 -0.544414
H -3.418448 3.769015 -0.092001
P -1.670309 -0.980580 0.218894
C 0.906964 0.300009 -2.677994
H -0.101330 0.707301 -2.548366
C 4.667437 -1.736351 0.031036
H 4.678754 -2.331435 -0.892924
C 4.591048 -2.724486 1.210884
H 4.586070 -2.195041 2.171047
H 3.678333 -3.328497 1.158113
H 5.453212 -3.403102 1.206940
C 5.979283 -0.929059 0.074077
H 6.847989 -1.598759 0.056058
H 6.054101 -0.249084 -0.781786
H 6.044204 -0.324677 0.986596
C 1.769643 1.822935 2.146180
H 0.750074 2.219485 2.087360
C 1.924168 1.139150 3.520853
H 1.629166 1.832386 4.318424
H 1.311698 0.239356 3.607499
H 2.964912 0.853332 3.712417
C 2.743157 3.020580 2.077993
H 2.539461 3.729404 2.891073
H 3.780764 2.681404 2.185404
H 2.656271 3.545470 1.125204
C 0.802659 -0.910498 -3.620761
H 0.302491 -0.617100 -4.551954
H 1.790293 -1.299127 -3.896353
H 0.234477 -1.726816 -3.161463
C 1.771815 1.397303 -3.338496
H 2.786566 1.025231 -3.526707
H 1.340071 1.698518-4.301459
H 1.848804 2.279361 -2.698116
O 1.083132 3.432144-0.681854
O -3.852098 1.162816 0.301274
C 1.191115 4.807014 -1.009267
H 0.890498 5.450419 -0.171303
H 2.246301 4.977436 -1.230508
H 0.589869 5.060288 -1.892804
C -5.009334 1.972342 0.415935
H -5.221137 2.513659 -0.515646
H -5.833243 1.287591 0.626222
H -4.919380 2.692145 1.239954
Pd 0.429395 -1.764968 -0.395067
C -2.170954 -1.340027 2.048602
C -3.054397 -1.592481 -1.015437
C -4.498579 -1.712706 -0.493945
H -5.134329 -2.088781 -1.307936
H -4.584069 -2.428151 0.329455
H -4.901532 -0.756415 -0.167122
C -2.603386 -3.008090 -1.449799
H -1.595933 -2.993291 -1.877383
H -2.592748 -3.711698 -0.611151
H -3.303655 -3.395028 -2.203464
C -3.037903 -0.686116 -2.261470
H -2.028030 -0.573470 -2.667966
H -3.659331 -1.141612 -3.044626
H -3.440221 0.307650 -2.051624
C -3.441540 -0.680386 2.614238
H -4.344603 -0.959906 2.069549
H -3.568263 -1.002370 3.657740
H -3.365358 0.409273 2.610410
C -2.276703 -2.873019 2.193406
H -1.377308 -3.371505 1.815065
H -2.386311 -3.129008 3.255892
H -3.143493 -3.285331 1.667937
C -0.975257 -0.862597 2.892582
H -0.040123 -1.319832 2.553310
H -0.862875 0.224749 2.843882
H -1.135205 -1.136234 3.944570
Transition State 9-TS
C -3.063588 -0.643062 1.373442
C -3.566746 -1.334836 0.272995
C -3.079815 -0.976221 -0.986581
C -2.125549 0.028758 -1.167270
C -1.601852 0.707862 -0.029808
C -2.110590 0.375474 1.255054
H -3.442861 -0.893472 2.361441
H -3.472627 -1.480842 -1.864824
C -0.811636 1.994604 -0.204580
C 0.599295 2.173259 -0.159921
C -1.644834 3.135073 -0.392153
C 1.105601 3.497438 -0.279287
C -1.109088 4.405825 -0.558788
C 0.269321 4.587072 -0.498243
H -1.747270 5.266778 -0.717573
H 0.671514 5.586900 -0.605202
307
P 1.758438 0.693774 0.080130
Pd 0.459559 -1.256289 0.350647
C 1.302104 -3.370506 0.136291
C 1.397241 -3.717069 -1.224030
C 2.354845 -3.671928 1.018719
C 2.589740 -4.254979 -1.709237
H 0.549807 -3.563923 -1.883416
C 3.536034 -4.208999 0.510745
H 2.246313 -3.472045 2.078896
C 3.666920 -4.498927 -0.852677
H 2.668011 -4.496238 -2.766686
H 4.358682 -4.413034 1.192159
H 4.586665 -4.931102 -1.235845
C -1.720718 1.135847 2.521329
H -0.912069 1.825746 2.264984
C -1.747244 0.402971 -2.599934
H -0.871427 1.055806 -2.554755
C -1.376476 -0.822854 -3.457675
H -0.938673 -0.501976 -4.410573
H -0.655306 -1.466292 -2.945796
H -2.257714 -1.430504 -3.693873
C -2.875865 1.196050 -3.293010
H -2.571550 1.490921 -4.305229
H -3.782985 0.585508 -3.380383
H -3.133739 2.096313 -2.730304
C -1.203449 0.200184 3.631189
H -0.832315 0.784306 4.482604
H -1.996600 -0.456856 4.006309
H -0.392214 -0.437127 3.263169
C -2.894820 1.990757 3.042516
H -3.735290 1.359084 3.354389
H -2.582672 2.584153 3.911083
H -3.260266 2.673419 2.269427
C -4.660526 -2.380989 0.444390
H -4.748757 -2.579524 1.521496
C -4.332425 -3.717786 -0.244238
H -3.374535 -4.117880 0.102638
H -5.113739 -4.458167 -0.033439
H -4.272425 -3.605233 -1.333437
C -6.021302 -1.836495 -0.036483
H -6.284056 -0.909743 0.485752
H -5.998954 -1.618897 -1.111315
H -6.818883 -2.568433 0.141439
Cl -0.500161 -3.464205 0.884631
0 -2.997554 2.902014 -0.390701
O 2.457963 3.656156 -0.136252
C -3.874930 4.003186 -0.551166
H -4.882832 3.587015 -0.504815
H -3.750171 4.741960 0.252098
H -3.732911 4.498414 -1.521453
C 3.026053 4.937719 -0.344737
H 2.817515 5.311958 -1.355469
H 2.665203 5.666596 0.392781
H 4.103541 4.810506 -0.223980
C 2.875076 0.556985 -1.502018
C 2.872737 1.054236 1.649131
C 4.249428 1.706819 1.416391
H 4.903842 1.099158 0.786568
H 4.165747 2.700379 0.980117
H 4.749632 1.807932 2.389621
C 2.083224 1.932884 2.637088
H 1.935775 2.946862 2.257606
H 1.107783 1.504519 2.877286
H 2.647943 2.005450 3.576696
C 3.116077 -0.318857 2.315664
H 2.173673 -0.806370 2.582396
H 3.665653 -1.003038 1.662588
H 3.708474 -0.174390 3.230225
C 3.825434 -0.637397 -1.267804
H 3.284829 -1.528759 -0.942778
H 4.331672 -0.876872 -2.212484
H 4.603603 -0.417747 -0.531698
C 1.929680 0.183543 -2.658682
H 1.359140 -0.719746 -2.431334
H 1.228871 0.993132 -2.885986
H 2.523972 -0.004198 -3.563430
C 3.699551 1.774860 -1.960816
H 4.292671 1.471448 -2.835293
H 3.061028 2.605541 -2.270009
H 4.392986 2.138396 -1.202047
Complex 26
C -3.262610 -0.325517 1.283283
C -3.616406 -1.109353 0.194638
C -2.937721 -0.895623 -1.030564
C -1.925016 0.087785 -1.161184
C -1.508047 0.791191 0.030307
C -2.202735 0.608059 1.235036
H -3.798976 -0.462076 2.219385
H -3.303707 -1.389042 -1.926111
C -0.294430 1.684370 -0.031521
C 1.034840 1.187338 0.012361
C -0.506118 3.082271 -0.116425
C 2.110059 2.115808 0.008711
C 0.567460 3.967310 -0.164259
C 1.874108 3.484920 -0.096516
H 0.407111 5.036230 -0.241033
H 2.696871 4.190140 -0.109328
P 1.371694 -0.662338 -0.011555
C -1.836814 1.353228 2.516753
H -0.978962 1.997711 2.300659
C -4.736257 -2.135053 0.298716
H -5.080689 -2.127735 1.341995
C -4.246515 -3.562237 -0.014608
H -3.893199 -3.643162 -1.049490
H -3.418250 -3.846677 0.643863
H -5.057703 -4.288492 0.119207
C -5.942986 -1.761561 -0.585308
H -6.761822 -2.477886 -0.445563
H -6.317956 -0.761751 -0.339919
H -5.675652 -1.766808 -1.648878
C -1.547328 0.610122 -2.554992
308
H -0.572491 1.102997 -2.468948
C -1.418915 -0.476903 -3.634973
H -1.067189 -0.030984 -4.573475
H -0.708875 -1.255684 -3.331707
H -2.380695 -0.957861 -3.849518
C -2.570891 1.678645 -2.999764
H -2.269452 2.125131 -3.955790
H -3.562322 1.228897 -3.135817
H -2.660131 2.474753 -2.255760
C -1.409402 0.395128 3.646346
H -1.106399 0.963885 4.534527
H -2.229914 -0.268686 3.942829
H -0.565076 -0.230940 3.340528
C -2.987923 2.268205 2.980001
H -3.877997 1.687621 3.250833
H -2.688698 2.845778 3.863774
H -3.270478 2.968694 2.187874
0 -1.817652 3.489013 -0.149636
0 3.364033 1.594647 0.145777
C -2.088138 4.878243 -0.225161
H -1.682045 5.321770 -1.144457
H -3.175733 4.969854 -0.232369
H -1.684835 5.416472 0.643213
C 4.488978 2.435117 -0.039289
H 4.567083 3.189650 0.755541
H 5.358152 1.776517 0.000162
H 4.458677 2.938422 -1.014279
C 2.818678 -0.836781 -1.158333
C 4.074175 -1.312858 -0.754422
C 2.609078 -0.568224 -2.520474
C 5.092802 -1.511684 -1.688908
H 4.262195 -1.521630 0.293723
C 3.633417 -0.747014 -3.450060
H 1.634706 -0.223312 -2.856946
C 4.879999 -1.224820 -3.038597
H 5.674742 -1.378692 -3.763889
C 2.059291 -1.056855 1.660364
C 2.179675 -2.418751 1.989474
C 2.403186 -0.102032 2.628462
C 2.662749 -2.814423 3.236343
H 1.880239 -3.170625 1.262914
C 2.865791 -0.499126 3.885614
H 2.308454 0.954319 2.405862
C 3.004887 -1.853509 4.191196
H 3.366985 -2.159219 5.169321
Pd -0.588782 -1.661387 -0.633906
H 3.452827 -0.525591 -4.499104
H 6.057969 -1.887527 -1.357529
H 2.755019 -3.872411 3.467853
H 3.120232 0.255030 4.626226
Transition State 10-TS
C -2.032788 0.698432 -0.034347
C -2.496359 0.159326 -1.259582
C -3.347425 -0.952074 -1.230992
C -3.764299 -1.546760 -0.039804
C -3.295026 -0.997893 1.156866
C -2.445034 0.111946 1.188146
C -1.261515 1.996047 -0.028043
C 0.146110 2.109963 0.007617
C 0.737408 3.403412 0.003316
C -0.053322 4.547596 -0.055315
C -1.443533 4.434494 -0.083106
C -2.044855 3.179873 -0.057628
H -3.703807 -1.366559 -2.171264
H -3.608575 -1.440142 2.099208
H 0.395020 5.534079 -0.063702
H -2.040746 5.338063 -0.117382
P 1.228390 0.593963 0.046337
Pd 0.246503 -1.462035 -0.386753
C 1.497278 -3.316609 -0.376545
C 1.739669 -3.758821 0.935645
C 2.543635 -3.234348 -1.311963
C 3.053235 -4.011505 1.331993
H 0.913416 -3.889556 1.625715
C 3.847648 -3.484398 -0.888170
H 2.333821 -2.955628 -2.338590
C 4.113500 -3.870573 0.431115
H 3.243178 -4.330856 2.353917
H 4.661815 -3.383990 -1.601586
Cl -0.273904 -3.779111 -1.084929
H 5.131678 -4.082149 0.744682
C -2.030426 0.677570 2.545360
C -1.345735 -0.376852 3.435610
C -3.233063 1.316311 3.269257
H -1.299131 1.472740 2.371523
H -0.484003 -0.820884 2.926775
H -0.993529 0.082134 4.367238
H -2.033789 -1.186840 3.704757
H -3.706467 2.080218 2.643693
H -3.993938 0.564724 3.511837
H -2.914592 1.784505 4.209007
C -2.142752 0.776437 -2.612468
C -3.366357 1.473329 -3.242465
C -1.542845 -0.251481 -3.591374
H -1.382579 1.546026 -2.441320
H -3.788288 2.218246 -2.561244
H -3.086799 1.973900 -4.177983
H -4.154483 0.746969 -3.475105
H -0.683089 -0.765786 -3.147059
H -2.275019 -1.016548 -3.873978
H -1.217152 0.246562 -4.513447
C -4.718136 -2.734051 -0.054171
C -6.087340 -2.363725 0.549412
C -4.124055 -3.971430 0.644073
H -4.884589 -2.999854 -1.107209
H -6.533615 -1.510253 0.026785
H -6.783238 -3.208924 0.480872
H -5.993186 -2.094234 1.608380
H -3.164539 -4.252929 0.198153
H -3.954689 -3.784408 1.711282
H -4.807838 -4.825161 0.561712
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0 2.097300 3.448401 0.086225
0 -3.404836 2.999466 -0.059064
C 2.758515 4.695193 -0.031245
H 3.824855 4.464245 -0.018828
H 2.506741 5.197017 -0.974586
H 2.519301 5.361189 0.808941
C -4.235812 4.147532 -0.064487
H -5.260653 3.772430 -0.047809
H -4.064782 4.775116 0.820652
H -4.086813 4.752511 -0.969193
C 2.539584 0.957013 -1.216771
C 3.897882 1.112592 -0.908501
C 2.147575 0.999626 -2.563989
C 4.838511 1.307665 -1.922132
H 4.225314 1.089545 0.125445
C 3.085128 1.213948 -3.574648
H 1.103063 0.858566 -2.827115
C 4.437106 1.364218 -3.257885
H 5.888573 1.420958 -1.663386
H 2.759124 1.251519 -4.611083
H 5.170555 1.518402 -4.045037
C 2.092595 0.680938 1.678359
C 2.996427 -0.350844 1.988668
C 1.836023 1.660038 2.649204
C 3.644410 -0.383386 3.223491
H 3.190159 -1.138048 1.266527
C 2.471413 1.614538 3.892145
H 1.136333 2.461963 2.441594
C 3.382343 0.597974 4.182055
H 4.344211 -1.186738 3.438486
H 2.254393 2.380168 4.632874
H 3.878152 0.566262 5.148730
Complex 27
C 4.502102 0.648635 -0.566884
C 4.616343 -0.422925 -1.443621
C 3.858756 -1.584717 -1.172121
C 3.014985 -1.682356 -0.042142
C 2.842512 -0.507337 0.777051
C 3.608843 0.645713 0.525039
H 5.096149 1.539951 -0.754078
H 4.019108 -2.471118 -1.778530
C 1.871372 -0.545535 1.929938
C 0.458489 -0.376865 1.803319
C 2.428397 -0.737648 3.203115
C -0.346500 -0.383990 2.976502
C 1.634390 -0.766824 4.343890
C 0.262101 -0.584825 4.223591
H 2.084108 -0.918571 5.321370
H -0.361625 -0.588854 5.113774
P -0.246008 -0.171439 0.075739
C 3.467844 1.923338 1.351166
H 2.666206 1.768261 2.079827
C 5.555604 -0.359993 -2.639800
H 6.006670 0.641592 -2.638933
C 4.803168 -0.525499 -3.974540
H 4.338263 -1.515926 -4.050001
H 4.011552 0.225154 -4.077453
H 5.490699 -0.415745 -4.821738
C 6.704170 -1.381776 -2.524892
H 7.402652 -1.273785 -3.363316
H 7.264954 -1.244010 -1.593871
H 6.326259 -2.41 1180 -2.539308
C 2.554818 -3.062222 0.447068
H 1.695305 -2.908103 1.108125
C 2.108328 -4.019317 -0.671130
H 1.668942 -4.924931 -0.237347
H 1.354870 -3.549966 -1.316099
H 2.946943 -4.335520 -1.302631
C 3.670128 -3.713136 1.293773
H 3.337573 -4.680683 1.688461
H 4.568454 -3.883900 0.688567
H 3.952099 -3.081244 2.142304
C 3.061918 3.128798 0.478772
H 2.799543 3.987191 1.107400
H 3.875883 3.437064 -0.187561
H 2.194314 2.889399 -0.145138
C 4.750318 2.232307 2.148290
H 5.605408 2.393940 1.481216
H 4.619900 3.140308 2.749254
H 5.007802 1.410309 2.825688
C -1.797569 -1.186831 0.073414
C -3.075688 -0.688914 -0.207252
C -1.647646 -2.571877 0.247816
C -4.169076 -1.553384 -0.314611
C -2.743960 -3.427390 0.159861
H -0.665307 -2.990317 0.441160
C -4.015336 -2.926089 -0.128930
C -0.826064 1.586302 0.014368
C -1.363598 2.059671 -1.193864
C -0.627890 2.500883 1.057618
C -1.729337 3.397889 -1.337286
H -1.487367 1.380974 -2.033169
C -0.969095 3.846830 0.898682
H -0.204814 2.170271 1.999193
C -1.529340 4.302941 -0.293211
H -1.808989 5.343171 -0.408366
Pd 1.349444 -0.831883 -1.390661
C -2.272226 3.874189 -2.660852
C -0.673289 4.822711 2.008475
F 0.579674 5.326916 1.901970
F -0.759392 4.240819 3.223939
F-1.521665 5.871730 1.994291
F -1.277584 4.088499 -3.550991
F -3.103569 2.963605 -3.211102
F -2.954242 5.032016 -2.537178
H -4.865328 -3.592615 -0.209840
H -3.237275 0.375923 -0.331957
C -5.517034 -0.987474 -0.682585
C -2.550627 -4.898711 0.422393
F -5.636164 -0.824694 -2.018827
F -6.526445 -1.791847 -0.287566
310
F -5.716195 0.225016 -0.119619
F -3.512789 -5.645288 -0.157714
F -2.579098 -5.171742 1.747225
F -1.357702 -5.335326 -0.041021
H 3.504490 -0.856373 3.286622
C -1.848327 -0.181833 2.985977
H -2.179254 0.587133 2.284788
H -2.382342 -1.103919 2.731428
H -2.175503 0.120580 3.985447
Transition State 11-TS
C 2.965165 -0.319521 1.086216
C 3.338276 -1.659505 0.805058
C 4.327404 -1.897430 -0.157415
C 4.968090 -0.865794 -0.846463
C 4.586306 0.446659 -0.552002
C 3.604968 0.745208 0.398922
C 2.087841 -0.025697 2.282478
C 0.681428 0.188687 2.271453
C 0.002187 0.457482 3.493420
C 0.735955 0.506355 4.684796
C 2.111003 0.298574 4.698507
C 2.775379 0.037702 3.506485
H 4.613155 -2.923857 -0.374448
H 5.072267 1.268102 -1.071955
H 0.212594 0.715441 5.614115
H 2.662405 0.344366 5.633734
P -0.177700 0.104073 0.626305
Pd 1.030814 -0.700221 -1.164809
C -0.215784 -1.390627 -2.873833
C -0.913793 -0.349002 -3.506726
C -0.856460 -2.599715 -2.559664
C -2.288881 -0.483910 -3.707354
H -0.395610 0.554319 -3.809354
C -2.232241 -2.708955 -2.768292
H -0.293691 -3.427730 -2.142945
C -2.956823 -1.655335 -3.332963
H -2.835932 0.341522 -4.155541
H -2.732319 -3.629901 -2.480010
Cl 1.722598 -1.550683 -3.367461
H -4.026095 -1.750963 -3.496074
C 3.289002 2.209884 0.698323
C 2.900825 3.002281 -0.564690
C 4.455028 2.894633 1.439336
H 2.427469 2.235642 1.372203
H 2.100209 2.497384 -1.116727
H 2.551294 4.003131 -0.287174
H 3.751667 3.122169 -1.245017
H 4.688659 2.378680 2.377342
H 5.364256 2.902187 0.826683
H 4.200216 3.934369 1.677038
C 2.727200 -2.847689 1.548764
C 3.732426 -3.464023 2.542626
C 2.181158 -3.926770 0.593013
H 1.880767 -2.476110 2.136061
H 4.069371 -2.727118 3.279653
H 3.274810 -4.300686 3.084201
H 4.617879 -3.845341 2.020331
H 1.524428 -3.482989 -0.163975
H 2.986501 -4.449154 0.063931
H 1.609486 -4.677712 1.151144
C 6.055979 -1.168856 -1.867870
C 7.428286 -0.639532 -1.406989
C 5.70 1562 -0.636126 -3.269134
H 6.132393 -2.262291 -1.941176
H 7.704180 -1.048208 -0.428482
H 8.209440 -0.915641 -2.125319
H 7.424061 0.453956 -1.323811
H 4.736919 -1.027486 -3.608710
H 5.637703 0.458560 -3.275157
H 6.468956 -0.927805 -3.996218
C -1.693671 -0.932822 0.877763
C -3.009169 -0.457251 0.811413
C -1.488772 -2.312225 1.018944
C -4.088228 -1.340123 0.892224
H -3.207552 0.602622 0.703516
C -2.569055 -3.189503 1.107213
H -0.479924 -2.709721 1.042806
C -3.877457 -2.710723 1.042384
H -4.716872 -3.393070 1.110227
C -0.810632 1.811766 0.311067
C -1.553240 2.025922 -0.861308
C -0.444639 2.923711 1.079926
C -1.925217 3.314122 -1.244400
H -1.820335 1.185262 -1.493962
C -0.801841 4.213969 0.677966
H 0.127814 2.793400 1.991887
C -1.546342 4.420378 -0.482332
H -1.822476 5.421386 -0.789295
C -2.708895 3.478599 -2.521485
C -0.306436 5.384745 1.486082
C -5.496286 -0.819457 0.756394
C -2.307647 -4.671792 1.156024
F -3.332364 -5.349611 1.711803
F -2.126968 -5.174909 -0.089821
F -1.191725 -4.963253 1.860539
F -6.361394 -1.521690 1.519817
F -5.590253 0.477990 1.118694
F -5.933361 -0.909590 -0.519392
F -3.864991 2.779918 -2.485061
F -2.011402 3.013800 -3.586931
F -3.016385 4.766200 -2.771320
F -0.987989 6.516106 1.216985
F 1.001428 5.635816 1.233172
F -0.406269 5.149581 2.812718
C -1.489989 0.689265 3.599675
H -1.870181 1.364671 2.829380
H -2.049924 -0.248233 3.514054
H -1.732547 1.128894 4.571670
H 3.849641 -0.119901 3.506700
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Complex 28
Pd -0.000499 -0.693294 0.791969
P -2.275538 -0.254540 0.255185
P 2.275619 -0.257420 0.255287
0 0.000724 1.475351 -0.983642
C -0.002172 -2.443165 -0.234183
C -0.003690 -3.607271 0.549153
H -0.003917 -3.538935 1.635239
C -0.004956 -4.871031 -0.054317
H -0.006133 -5.763269 0.568470
C -0.004729 -4.985967 -1.446571
H -0.005738 -5.967101 -1.915156
C -0.003196 -3.830365 -2.229470
H -0.002969 -3.906526 -3.314539
C -0.001884 -2.567568 -1.627481
H -0.000553 -1.681197 -2.255831
C -1.183464 2.178413 -0.819876
C -2.300706 1.526851 -0.258622
C -3.472700 2.280282 -0.094105
H -4.343902 1.815784 0.354268
C -3.530869 3.619198 -0.468341
H -4.444793 4.185931 -0.316254
C -2.416508 4.229653 -1.039697
H -2.477513 5.270826 -1.336369
C -1.231462 3.516870 -1.238429
C 0.002315 4.085716 -1.945820
C 1.235743 3.515051 -1.239297
C 2.421989 4.226096 -1.041532
H 2.484311 5.267145 -1.338370
C 3.535845 3.614072 -0.470835
H 4.450779 4.179404 -0.319605
C 3.475851 2.275367 -0.096168
H 4.346640 1.809602 0.351745
C 2.302578 1.523672 -0.259686
C 1.186014 2.176710 -0.820537
C 0.001418 3.580203 -3.418572
H -0.887975 3.946096 -3.944680
H 0.000329 2.487089 -3.465013
H 0.891243 3.944324 -3.945176
C 0.003424 5.623429 -1.963636
H -0.872621 6.004162 -2.497307
H 0.879718 6.002969 -2.497736
H 0.003967 6.043835 -0.952468
C -3.011505 -1.121838 -1.198381
C -3.260848 -0.479198 -2.418646
H -3.043725 0.577708 -2.532199
C -3.800803 -1.188048 -3.495701
H -3.989892 -0.674251 -4.434680
C -4.101910 -2.543155 -3.364632
H -4.524402 -3.092597 -4.201756
C -3.853939 -3.192725 -2.152033
H -4.075813 -4.250700 -2.043207
C -3.306976 -2.490905 -1.080535
H -3.098262 -3.012499 -0.151309
C -3.605539 -0.426874 1.526239
C -4.953973 -0.611021 1.173012
H -5.242549 -0.655476 0.127609
C -5.930222 -0.752571 2.160070
H -6.968701 -0.894863 1.872551
C -5.572803 -0.718093 3.509570
H -6.333614 -0.832431 4.277376
C -4.235383 -0.541566 3.867647
H -3.948753 -0.515095 4.915433
C -3.254104 -0.399273 2.884928
H -2.217702 -0.245234 3.167588
C 3.010758 -1.126551 -1.197601
C 3.302518 -2.496392 -1.079384
H 3.091162 -3.017419 -0.150442
C 3.848995 -3.199627 -2.150193
H 4.067908 -4.258190 -2.041137
C 4.100113 -2.550680 -3.362493
H 4.522178 -3.101207 -4.199120
C 3.802778 -1.194782 -3.493899
H 3.994406 -0.681472 -4.432630
C 3.263347 -0.484516 -2.417499
H 3.049233 0.572976 -2.531282
C 3.606026 -0.428675 1.526225
C 4.953612 -0.618705 1.172986
H 5.241453 -0.668693 0.127646
C 5.929998 -0.758840 2.160129
H 6.967808 -0.905890 1.872576
C 5.573639 -0.716588 3.509687
H 6.334594 -0.829597 4.277544
C 4.237054 -0.533768 3.867753
H 3.951173 -0.501099 4.915575
C 3.255577 -0.393126 2.885002
H 2.219808 -0.234594 3.167623
Br -0.000650 1.277040 2.608033
Complex 29
Pd 0.332869 -0.984930 -0.308090
P -2.065438 -0.019770 0.300275
P 1.786225 0.691717 0.423009
0 -0.387742 2.284282 -0.533371
C 1.929693 -1.740083 -1.307510
C 2.455494 -2.978002 -0.918796
H 2.135095 -3.430673 0.016410
C 3.385233 -3.628017 -1.737773
H 3.791039 -4.588516 -1.426508
C 3.798419 -3.051035 -2.942521
H 4.528845 -3.555858 -3.570311
C 3.271469 -1.817763 -3.328441
H 3.582816 -1.358075 -4.264371
C 2.338340 -1.162075 -2.513535
H 1.935748 -0.205470 -2.833623
C -1.606435 2.354144 -1.170067
C -2.563742 1.398454-0.798523
C -3.842875 1.533452 -1.361294
H -4.624375 0.833568 -1.088672
C -4.112285 2.533928 -2.293827
H -5.106693 2.617503 -2.723018
C -3.108131 3.417565 -2.692050
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H -3.333476 4.171774 -3.438586
C -1.829695 3.349843 -2.130127
C -0.687522 4.325553 -2.448568
C 0.636628 3.564959 -2.292012
C 1.793960 3.793503 -3.046100
H 1.778391 4.510738 -3.859708
C 2.976926 3.106504 -2.768438
H 3.859442 3.286920 -3.375377
C 3.040993 2.195159 -1.712634
H 3.965316 1.665163 -1.514652
C 1.909455 1.945146 -0.924121
C 0.726980 2.616592 -1.269841
C -0.832483 4.936624 -3.853376
H -1.763748 5.504650 -3.937469
H -0.824902 4.167587 -4.633064
H -0.020571 5.642142 -4.054708
C -0.714953 5.473661 -1.398479
H -1.660220 6.024677 -1.463500
H 0.109705 6.173390 -1.577123
H -0.618519 5.082421 -0.380931
C -3.409403 -1.242138 -0.093630
C -3.601809 -1.640151 -1.429277
H -2.985627 -1.215948 -2.214408
C -4.576497 -2.580316 -1.760036
H -4.714651 -2.866838 -2.799588
C -5.366630 -3.157450 -0.761528
H -6.123340 -3.893901 -1.019132
C -5.175619 -2.780034 0.567081
H -5.782313 -3.220645 1.353774
C -4.208368 -1.826470 0.898962
H -4.081989 -1.542106 1.937363
C -2.523994 0.544339 1.995746
C -3.265602 1.710221 2.238009
H -3.559981 2.352148 1.413619
C -3.636105 2.051898 3.539736
H -4.206719 2.960457 3.714893
C -3.284884 1.226257 4.609586
H -3.583165 1.489442 5.621323
C -2.544286 0.066335 4.374811
H -2.257008 -0.578374 5.201301
C -2.149975 -0.270106 3.078212
H -1.542436 -1.159134 2.911363
C 3.515748 0.276232 0.915871
C 3.797111 -1.011595 1.391392
H 3.015404 -1.763070 1.418531
C 5.068119 -1.313612 1.886298
H 5.268812 -2.315138 2.256439
C 6.065989 -0.340013 1.913924
H 7.055508 -0.580862 2.293847
C 5.781797 0.955001 1.473682
H 6.544725 1.728022 1.516396
C 4.511087 1.266684 0.991929
H 4.296470 2.287844 0.693248
C 1.298974 1.656746 1.923376
C 1.358748 3.057505 1.972639
H 1.603009 3.629894 1.083325
C 1.116918 3.729330 3.171288
H 1.164280 4.815141 3.197571
C 0.822176 3.010197 4.331151
H 0.637549 3.534575 5.265194
C 0.768024 1.616788 4.285888
H 0.536440 1.049273 5.182556
C 1.001967 0.936581 3.089612
H 0.953486 -0.150725 3.064441
Br 0.530566 -2.814360 2.337647
O -0.758816 -2.471352 -1.632760
C -0.874849 -3.714418 -1.589574
C -1.375999 -4.446051 -0.374236
H -2.398864 -4.119949 -0.161734
H -1.366507 -5.533606 -0.500026
N -0.585214 -4.466456 -2.675160
H -0.678091 -5.467824 -2.583421
C -0.010348 -3.939535 -3.903381
H 1.050478 -4.200905 -3.984593
H -0.552411 -4.330619 -4.771018
H -0.096572 -2.854027 -3.875104
H -0.761577 -4.165137 0.492472
Complex 30A
C -4.369368 -1.458259 -0.764320
C -5.068023 -0.279961 -1.037085
C -4.601523 0.903222 -0.459584
C -3.486871 0.937819 0.380845
C -2.801607 -0.280201 0.671913
C -3.260581 -1.495294 0.082345
H -4.707545 -2.382248 -1.226863
H -5.114837 1.834294 -0.677184
C -1.896405 -0.352314 1.882765
C -0.491277 -0.249552 1.873386
C -2.547891 -0.566901 3.126497
C 0.242517 -0.344649 3.085050
C -1.813559 -0.653591 4.307435
C -0.422818 -0.542521 4.290703
H -2.310644 -0.815288 5.256450
H 0.124766 -0.623257 5.222039
P 0.367064 0.016937 0.267504
C -2.610416 -2.841985 0.392893
H -1.772770 -2.658633 1.073472
C -6.320306 -0.316458 -1.901853
H -6.297601 -1.266553 -2.452208
C -6.381208 0.815553 -2.941563
H -6.510320 1.795412 -2.465755
H -5.466286 0.846938 -3.539786
H -7.237212 0.664674 -3.609998
C -7.584467 -0.323530 -1.016616
H -8.487302 -0.407730 -1.633505
H -7.573981 -1.161141 -0.309841
H -7.659263 0.604111 -0.435750
C -3.076965 2.270424 1.008025
H -2.099051 2.130673 1.482786
C -2.926252 3.391092 -0.040466
H -2.451924 4.270713 0.409173
313
H -2.323229 3.064500 -0.894966
H -3.897821 3.706544 -0.437061
C -4.062855 2.701179 2.113528
H -3.726331 3.632346 2.585118
H -5.061067 2.878029 1.695746
H -4.156764 1.933772 2.887378
C -2.030738 -3.517268 -0.865094
H -1.465674 -4.414654 -0.586470
H -2.820735 -3.815642 -1.563513
H -1.359089 -2.837506 -1.400821
C -3.585869 -3.784748 1.125501
H -4.434033 -4.053551 0.485241
H -3.077434 -4.713086 1.412189
H -3.985999 -3.314097 2.029582
0 -3.908374 -0.684962 3.077622
o 1.598640 -0.248782 2.981969
C -4.616748 -0.909213 4.287438
H -4.480212 -0.080720 4.994949
H -5.668668 -0.972398 4.005272
H -4.311401 -1.849371 4.765274
C 2.381695 -0.211747 4.169723
H 2.354198 -1.174644 4.694599
H 3.400467 0.003358 3.845223
H 2.042028 0.583873 4.844027
C 1.420904 1.515510 0.521472
C 2.747923 1.474316 0.965378
C 0.833957 2.758243 0.266452
C 3.459876 2.656246 1.170097
C 1.551155 3.939841 0.470987
H -0.183757 2.807448 -0.106648
C 2.866301 3.897088 0.926892
C 1.546990 -1.388430 0.095571
C 2.605104 -1.312353 -0.824836
C 1.321501 -2.593579 0.766861
C 3.422277 -2.420867 -1.047589
H 2.798417 -0.396365 -1.370273
C 2.132137 -3.704888 0.523413
H 0.517422 -2.674828 1.489384
C 3.188088 -3.625292 -0.380727
H 3.825600 -4.483509 -0.557667
Pd -1.144668 0.185232 -1.474387
C 0.364448 0.392474 -2.790887
C 0.953770 1.635202 -3.032638
C 0.803321 -0.738853 -3.485042
C 2.009905 1.735493 -3.947617
H 0.601825 2.529382 -2.528085
C 1.859302 -0.630187 -4.396631
H 0.324926 -1.700869 -3.329756
C 2.469630 0.604983 -4.624564
H 2.466804 2.705473 -4.129677
H 2.204355 -1.516417 -4.922510
H 3.291273 0.686860 -5.330977
Cl -2.585011 0.368958 -3.340259
C 4.530074 -2.352242 -2.069019
C 1.809070 -5.000236 1.220751
F 0.725868 -5.598503 0.670426
F 1.519034 -4.799606 2.526456
F 2.827060 -5.881112 1.158165
F 4.131395 -2.852437 -3.260181
F 4.945002 -1.088623 -2.281156
F 5.602206 -3.078303 -1.679625
H 3.421449 4.813322 1.087668
H 3.225235 0.524209 1.166538
C 4.895349 2.579185 1.622424
C 0.864143 5.251116 0.189532
F 5.738367 2.397629 0.585358
F 5.281369 3.701705 2.262557
F 5.091253 1.538778 2.471936
F 1.710715 6.296992 0.261034
F -0.137337 5.480607 1.072577
F 0.306387 5.253578 -1.040476
Complex 30B
C 3.488615 -2.789765 0.122996
C 4.567131 -1.940131 0.383603
C 4.539791 -0.667597 -0.189468
C 3.492741 -0.242935 -1.017253
C 2.410843 -1.125138 -1.266065
C 2.416646 -2.423347 -0.697527
H 3.498855 -3.784797 0.559643
H 5.367381 0.012398 -0.011327
C 1.363455 -0.724263 -2.277448
C 0.139836 -0.073928 -2.004235
C 1.700145 -0.967971 -3.638554
C -0.673935 0.367282 -3.088035
C 0.869223 -0.561869 -4.679327
C -0.315897 0.118938 -4.407258
H 1.139816 -0.749893 -5.711328
H -0.942711 0.455763 -5.224425
P -0.687384 0.286833 -0.374765
C 1.332431 -3.455202 -1.012560
H 0.419704 -2.917191 -1.288169
C 5.758626 -2.452173 1.185874
H 5.398068 -3.296510 1.790027
C 6.360788 -1.418356 2.151153
H 6.806020 -0.572960 1.613286
H 5.609926 -1.021190 2.838839
H 7.158465 -1.879749 2.745122
C 6.843247 -3.000303 0.234096
H 7.678126 -3.428947 0.802023
H 6.439592 -3.778283 -0.423112
H 7.241600 -2.199801 -0.401144
C 3.614578 1.130096 -1.686235
H 2.663180 1.353686 -2.178840
C 3.900249 2.280492 -0.701698
H 3.873681 3.239097 -1.230195
H 3.163599 2.333532 0.105497
H 4.887787 2.182493 -0.237301
C 4.700380 1.108429 -2.783581
H 4.731105 2.068857 -3.312551
H 5.691319 0.934701 -2.347056
H 4.511113 0.313660 -3.509662
314
C 0.979897 -4.374453 0.170501
H 0.088298 -4.958937 -0.076907
H 1.786784-5.084791 0.388327
H 0.771052 -3.817109 1.086757
C 1.734601 -4.327602 -2.222112
H 2.619777 -4.930163 -1.981793
H 0.916990 -5.010943 -2.480052
H 1.973739 -3.721385 -3.098341
0 2.894992 -1.604207 -3.850425
O -1.789654 1.055441 -2.727030
C 3.279415 -1.902230 -5.182935
H 3.405083 -0.990527 -5.782143
H 4.238657 -2.416579 -5.104874
H 2.553227 -2.562710 -5.675109
C -2.704843 1.526070 -3.708194
H -3.113887 0.695843 -4.297185
H -3.501729 2.007357 -3.140795
H -2.224924 2.252883 -4.375605
C 0.213824 -0.365280 1.107982
C 1.353453 0.256647 1.638493
C -0.410660 -1.367451 1.855440
C 1.851272 -0.124552 2.883422
H 1.845040 1.051758 1.095378
C 0.090303 -1.746402 3.103960
H -1.306373 -1.834854 1.470976
C 1.222257 -1.127196 3.625330
H 1.602810 -1.406153 4.601110
C -0.412392 2.105695 -0.139084
C -0.821127 2.692885 1.068110
C 0.161868 2.912824 -1.122232
C -0.639747 4.056589 1.284457
H -1.300478 2.096970 1.833861
C 0.325909 4.285259 -0.906023
H 0.476410 2.489881 -2.067790
C -0.071537 4.863013 0.296432
H 0.043309 5.929002 0.458717
Pd -2.932358 -0.342273 -0.307901
C -2.556471 -2.266045 -0.847220
C -2.309093 -2.593452 -2.186769
C -2.823527 -3.311766 0.050962
C -2.334692 -3.924939 -2.620056
H -2.101777 -1.813214 -2.912548
C -2.846601 -4.643132 -0.378807
H -3.034312 -3.104338 1.097742
C -2.603502 -4.955660 -1.717997
H -2.146926 -4.151851 -3.667423
H -3.059344 -5.434302 0.337008
H -2.625895 -5.989267 -2.053933
O -5.024654 -0.982691 -0.300912
C -5.839217 -0.895333 0.639820
N -7.151504 -1.070929 0.389628
H -7.801892 -0.996584 1.156917
C -5.435883 -0.602373 2.062527
H -4.679492 -1.326977 2.380034
H -4.977206 0.392081 2.080023
H -6.278520 -0.636575 2.759948
C -7.662947 -1.305922 -0.954353
H -7.279581 -2.249577 -1.354800
H -8.753092 -1.348392 -0.910106
H -7.356870 -0.497373 -1.624694
C 0.982894 5.136176 -1.959291
C -1.029725 4.680667 2.599341
C -0.596285 -2.844911 3.872213
C 3.013718 0.618174 3.489799
F -1.935056 -2.834797 3.666098
F -0.153399 -4.068608 3.503476
F -0.389258 -2.733674 5.200750
F 2.594916 1.646696 4.258948
F 3.835015 1.131818 2.551286
F 3.755850 -0.188308 4.286299
F -1.632189 5.876436 2.419530
F -1.865052 3.899476 3.309635
F 0.060184 4.907739 3.372339
F 0.492337 6.393376 -1.966422
F 2.320632 5.242824 -1.757415
F 0.816870 4.624170 -3.199028
C1 -3.784068 1.912499 0.232931
Complex 30C
C -3.173641 -3.081020 0.305299
C -4.347090 -2.323962 0.296529
C -4.312733 -1.070367 0.911402
C -3.163864 -0.577744 1.540863
C -1.983762 -1.365824 1.532884
C -1.993871 -2.641577 0.917378
H -3.188901 -4.060985 -0.163250
H -5.214814 -0.464997 0.928721
C -0.794194 -0.904753 2.340824
C 0.298778 -0.144717 1.867247
C -0.836845 -1.220757 3.727304
C 1.281129 0.318944 2.790989
C 0.153021 -0.785560 4.604495
C 1.209569 -0.005482 4.140587
H 0.106438 -1.029629 5.658971
H 1.961525 0.348888 4.835233
P 0.730462 0.356489 0.127330
C -0.787708 -3.582240 0.968425
H 0.116859 -2.972646 1.067967
C -5.629855 -2.897537 -0.294336
H -5.353787 -3.818659 -0.826044
C -6.307097 -1.963588 -1.311870
H -6.615696 -1.018629 -0.849984
H -5.642010 -1.722455 -2.145259
H -7.206606 -2.438587 -1.721512
C -6.615253 -3.293390 0.824630
H -7.507518 -3.772412 0.403509
H -6.153263 -3.991457 1.531426
H -6.942853 -2.412975 1.390649
C -3.265881 0.755885 2.287993
H -2.259896 1.044743 2.607990
C -3.820343 1.910485 1.431666
H -3.784555 2.845549 2.000121
315
H -3.243148 2.064806 0.515193
H -4.861260 1.736782 1.137414
C -4.121800 0.601983 3.563871
H -4.122732 1.535059 4.140417
H -5.161823 0.365048 3.309211
H -3.741659 -0.202583 4.198560
C -0.617128 -4.448791 -0.292381
H 0.349939 -4.960087 -0.254496
H -1.391276 -5.222427 -0.361765
H -0.650890 -3.862075 -1.213402
C -0.857419 -4.507019 2.203815
H -1.721966 -5.178662 2.129852
H 0.047837 -5.122795 2.264115
H -0.956988 -3.940611 3.131864
0 -1.916211 -1.958299 4.135965
0 2.254576 1.106174 2.260908
C -2.010276 -2.326470 5.503091
H -2.082272 -1.446405 6.155849
H -2.926454 -2.913128 5.587680
H -1.156006 -2.941490 5.815693
C 3.328245 1.577810 3.073686
H 3.887715 0.743291 3.509741
H 3.978195 2.129029 2.395634
H 2.953855 2.239552 3.864316
C -0.396327 -0.320225 -1.175823
C -1.651708 0.238471 -1.451620
C 0. 128574 -1.261229 -2.066705
C -2.358568 -0.139414 -2.592731
H -2.072596 0.986809 -0.794446
C -0.583099 -1.639681 -3.207663
H 1.107611 -1.679715 -1.881242
C -1.828244 -1.078398 -3.479083
H -2.371290 -1.352753 -4.375746
C 0.275567 2.152233 0.056541
C 0.338642 2.814897 -1.179798
C -0.107744 2.870453 1.189776
C 0.007716 4.163996 -1.270921
H 0.663618 2.290631 -2.069215
C -0.425170 4.229776 1.093782
H -0.154926 2.388469 2.157756
C -0.370875 4.882022 -0.134051
H -0.605017 5.938291 -0.206523
Pd 2.983444 -0.025277 -0.392452
C 2.919145 -1.983283 0.145164
C 3.016926 -2.372968 1.488365
C 3.025124 -2.979120 -0.841635
C 3.222908 -3.712990 1.837848
H 2.948433 -1.630896 2.277212
C 3.232059 -4.320634 -0.493874
H 2.960411 -2.726322 -1.898039
C 3.331534 -4.692682 0.848419
H 3.303884 -3.986993 2.887353
H 3.312994 -5.071095 -1.277101
H 3.494542 -5.732504 1.119334
N 5.265388 -0.175634 -0.704965
H 5.279808 0.850316 -0.680728
C 5.908665 -0.692919 0.459820
0 5.961312 -0.013427 1.465991
C 6.478599 -2.089520 0.367429
H 6.858668 -2.369525 1.350438
H 5.714851 -2.805742 0.048945
H 7.298740 -2.127073 -0.359528
C 5.610088 -0.687643 -2.045106
H 5.291527 -1.726752 -2.144266
H 5.071666 -0.079085 -2.773791
H 6.686345 -0.615959 -2.245189
C 0.003299 -2.668443 -4.139003
C -3.654035 0.555389 -2.925874
C 0.028378 4.872014 -2.601673
C -0.880902 4.969961 2.322891
F -2.220108 4.856234 2.508192
F -0.294032 4.491337 3.442472
F -0.609153 6.288654 2.248245
F -1.230383 5.092902 -3.052243
F 0.622633 6.080947 -2.506555
F 0.673832 4.165816 -3.547631
F -3.4345441.715930 -3.580489
F -4.437368 -0.206285 -3.724447
F -4.365403 0.854316 -1.818650
F -0.467512 -2.533059 -5.395325
F 1.352527 -2.576892 -4.194830
F -0.286537 -3.929230 -3.741411
CI 3.476088 2.255756 -1.210242
Complex 30E
C 4.481848 -0.801282 -0.054070
C 4.986897 0.486077 0.142272
C 4.271139 1.553612 -0.405573
C 3.104064 1.362731 -1.153807
C 2.619109 0.042907 -1.347270
C 3.322642 -1.055503 -0.796395
H 5.030220 -1.639665 0.366643
H 4.644396 2.565189 -0.272741
C 1.476048 -0.170620 -2.309208
C 0.098634 -0.206143 -1.991207
C 1.850167 -0.254292 -3.678981
C -0.857917 -0.255733 -3.046204
C 0.897015 -0.347967 -4.688971
C -0.459081 -0.335264 -4.375725
H 1.193488 -0.410375 -5.729008
H -1.191807 -0.385475 -5.171472
P -0.727997 -0.274753 -0.324263
C 2.900868 -2.505142 -1.046627
H 1.830354 -2.515103 -1.279808
C 6.320422 0.686486 0.853267
H 6.566802 -0.264521 1.345458
C 6.286396 1.772989 1.941299
H 6.079098 2.763074 1.518471
H 5.522546 1.566136 2.695046
H 7.257657 1.831248 2.446839
C 7.437423 0.975552 -0.171069
H 8.410833 1.054679 0.328134
316
H 7.501137 0.181623 -0.923232
H 7.250902 1.919853 -0.696983
C 2.449295 2.585244 -1.806263
H 1.477404 2.275809 -2.203436
C 2.190409 3.752113 -0.832772
H 1.600951 4.528803 -1.332227
H 1.636927 3.440586 0.058499
H 3.124276 4.211900 -0.490859
C 3.290237 3.088016 -2.999349
H 2.781138 3.916044 -3.507784
H 4.266567 3.453326 -2.658868
H 3.468235 2.288674 -3.723024
C 3.116701 -3.431729 0.163734
H 2.641854 -4.398394 -0.029725
H 4.181560 -3.620341 0.345968
H 2.688283 -3.027409 1.083801
C 3.640006 -3.097100 -2.266854
H 4.717486 -3.159660 -2.069156
H 3.271629 -4.108767 -2.473042
H 3.501216 -2.485816 -3.160658
O 3.195136 -0.212387 -3.933232
O -2.164302 -0.197470 -2.665160
C 3.637715 -0.334773 -5.276161
H 3.273258 0.491949 -5.900330
H 4.727323 -0.298517 -5.231267
H 3.324395 -1.289516 -5.718504
C -3.188447 -0.196266 -3.660648
H -3.188494 -1.138318 -4.221929
H -4.119787 -0.079417 -3.110217
H -3.056701 0.646759 -4.350054
C 0.446646 -0.376622 1.108232
C 1.171616 0.726069 1.583936
C 0.411535 -1.539761 1.884631
C 1.833457 0.662679 2.808936
H 1.205801 1.644172 1.014315
C 1.091261 -1.605341 3.104691
H -0.166993 -2.389487 1.548191
C 1.799493 -0.504136 3.576284
H 2.305137 -0.544570 4.534032
C -1.358136 1.459463 -0.075307
C -1.820590 1.831082 1.194889
C -1.455018 2.393032 -1.114335
C -2.390582 3.088259 1.412742
H -1.736528 1.143035 2.031791
C -1.999636 3.657272 -0.885326
H -1.106647 2.144028 -2.108250
C -2.482469 4.012103 0.374756
H -2.925727 4.985964 0.542301
Pd -2.461975 -1.930994 -0.055267
C -1.250944 -3.400505 -0.723768
C -0.994190 -3.514087 -2.092681
C -0.792529 -4.399883 0. 144108
C -0.265264 -4.602530 -2.588111
H -1.369092 -2.771058 -2.787003
C -0.060671 -5.482604 -0.354311
H -1.031937 -4.369575 1.202539
C 0.207972 -5.587595 -1.720873
H -0.078018 -4.677865 -3.656901
H 0.280935 -6.254554 0.331272
H 0.766399 -6.436649 -2.106496
N -4.163447 -0.384983 0.779497
H -3.614938 0.471465 0.788946
C -5.150889 -0.223406 -0.231747
0 -4.954011 0.590798 -1.119023
C -6.379562 -1.092028 -0.151751
H -6.993441 -0.902106 -1.033303
H -6.089916 -2.147804 -0.102109
H -6.961542 -0.860227 0.748411
C -4.560364 -0.805574 2.139574
H -4.948820 -1.823061 2.103247
H -3.667006 -0.811380 2.767999
H -5.298975 -0.122859 2.577519
Cl -4.046452 -3.682080 0.327773
C 1.063246 -2.886264 3.899496
C 2.494197 1.895178 3.370344
C -2.928025 3.394592 2.786756
C -2.012215 4.666795 -2.005563
F -2.992152 5.578698 -1.849047
F -0.841981 5.348051 -2.062150
F -2.181462 4.077905 -3.207613
F -1.971017 3.271581 3.729684
F -3.437438 4.636782 2.873379
F -3.914542 2.523416 3.118402
F -0.119241 -3.525270 3.768220
F 2.025108 -3.744865 3.492431
F 1.264407 -2.661180 5.215112
F 2.954131 2.713620 2.401971
F 1.628967 2.615075 4.119418
F 3.537284 1.579220 4.172613
Complex 30F
C -4.143101 -2.360818 -0.326216
C -5.102990 -1.350146 -0.306649
C -4.820052 -0.206627 0.441881
C -3.626574 -0.055020 1.155805
C -2.660789 -1.098541 1.117086
C -2.934452 -2.276139 0.376407
H -4.350059 -3.251266 -0.910457
H -5.551870 0.594869 0.475404
C -1.494129 -1.005322 2.077875
C -0.239589 -0.379508 1.852821
C -1.777025 -1.489110 3.386496
C 0.627390 -0.152525 2.964187
C -0.864135 -1.349755 4.427349
C 0.331069 -0.667839 4.221632
H -1.082422 -1.737751 5.415013
H 1.014628 -0.534846 5.051000
P 0.380438 0.143853 0.164982
C -1.995368 -3.486050 0.349465
H -0.974347 -3.117910 0.500134
C -6.405232 -1.499956 -1.082574
H -6.392329 -2.498842 -1.539193
317
C -6.510618 -0.474163 -2.227731
H -6.547529 0.551259 -1.839369
H -5.653604 -0.547100 -2.905598
H -7.423912 -0.641015 -2.811690
C -7.637681 -1.429323 -0.161334
H -8.556983 -1.600726 -0.734138
H -7.584255 -2.182891 0.632410
H -7.724098 -0.446013 0.316372
C -3.455614 1.214575 1.997640
H -2.387343 1.350838 2.198396
C -3.957845 2.486541 1.285648
H -3.598849 3.378589 1.808812
H -3.622535 2.542388 0.246520
H -5.053083 2.537031 1.279273
C -4.169969 1.093068 3.361283
H -4.017134 2.003694 3.953601
H -5.249187 0.964098 3.214713
H -3.809598 0.239484 3.938882
C -2.017896 -4.240003 -0.994800
H -1.216087 -4.986208 -1.012999
H -2.957295 -4.789191 -1.129810
H -1.881975 -3.572639 -1.849621
C -2.316322 -4.485485 1.483228
H -3.336941 -4.872124 1.372933
H -1.629761 -5.340783 1.438942
H -2.239424 -4.031199 2.472079
0 -3.002139 -2.073967 3.556103
0 1.747406 0.587768 2.726432
C -3.348238 -2.576763 4.836382
H -3.362077 -1.781270 5.593377
H -4.352695 -2.988890 4.728536
H -2.663062 -3.372269 5.158625
C 2.702119 0.786706 3.762515
H 3.204094 -0.153440 4.022692
H 3.427073 1.493907 3.357420
H 2.240048 1.224835 4.654839
C 0.641772 1.982940 0.324307
C 1.887944 2.531686 0.644481
C -0.442770 2.852649 0.130232
C 2.050001 3.910498 0.785957
H 2.743991 1.889570 0.799344
C -0.276748 4.231995 0.285648
H -1.409528 2.461621 -0.161265
C 0.969096 4.769006 0.613143
H 1.094182 5.839440 0.721955
C 2.124796 -0.499657 0.087550
C 2.938370 -0.041033 -0.957635
C 2.636736 -1.474518 0.947214
C 4.244017 -0.512709 -1.107826
H 2.560764 0.694390 -1.661157
C 3.949485 -1.930650 0.805427
H 2.022049 -1.881666 1.740939
C 4.765470 -1.452859 -0.218765
H 5.785279 -1.802803 -0.322501
Pd -0.452624 -0.747188 -1.869578
C -1.323812 0.945817 -2.468109
C -2.698597 1.146645 -2.325323
C -0.547335 1.895560 -3.139650
C -3.289128 2.305942 -2.843274
H -3.313052 0.403007 -1.830863
C -1.145104 3.050899 -3.656957
H 0.518392 1.737520 -3.284170
C -2.516500 3.260215 -3.508280
H -4.361069 2.453385 -2.732110
H -0.533791 3.780685 -4.183199
H -2.980224 4.157233 -3.910031
0 0.765401 -2.686946 -1.379442
C 1.497456 -3.393315 -2.098795
N 1.949075 -4.594242 -1.664768
H 2.560490 -5.108101 -2.282196
C 1.960943 -2.975200 -3.473427
H 1.091598 -2.635241 -4.043717
H 2.653952 -2.132692 -3.381951
H 2.467543 -3.783482 -4.010244
C 1.658974 -5.170168 -0.361004
H 1.390835 -6.225558 -0.470900
H 2.516097 -5.085355 0.315066
H 0.817480 -4.631710 0.072542
Cl -1.237299 -1.678735 -3.927387
C 3.417669 4.434504 1.132331
C -1.449519 5.171169 0.155563
C 5.067895 -0.040008 -2.277112
C 4.496348 -2.880066 1.836582
F 3.891341 3.859223 2.269602
F 4.316403 4.156535 0.163423
F 3.424502 5.767226 1.326211
F -1.067104 6.377099 -0.319924
F -2.406516 4.693920 -0.658619
F -2.027062 5.396938 1.363633
F 4.830853 1.255302 -2.564743
F 4.782708 -0.750396 -3.397546
F 6.390255 -0.178790 -2.050193
F 5.636348 -3.475167 1.436129
F 3.609534 -3.859773 2.139846
F 4.765901 -2.238951 3.001448
Complex 31
C -4.458356 -1.170871 -0.491710
C -5.056570 -0.019721 -1.005187
C -4.499177 1.210230 -0.649005
C -3.377751 1.309600 0.181588
C -2.762884 0.125188 0.662739
C -3.333008 -1.135188 0.342762
H -4.892544 -2.134276 -0.744416
H -4.961390 2.123553 -1.013673
C -1.618982 0.202397 1.653011
C -0.227221 0.244859 1.369501
C -2.043781 0.216147 3.012021
C 0.675985 0.242656 2.476754
C -1.135725 0.188915 4.063339
C 0.228422 0.189529 3.792095
H -1.470168 0.176672 5.093599
318
H 0.935343 0.182721 4.612994
P 0.683583 0.426693 -0.283769
C -2.814117 -2.458461 0.917896
H -1.766713 -2.318113 1.204220
C -6.283174 -0.111451 -1.903552
H -6.511799 -1.178764 -2.027944
C -6.015801 0.468823 -3.305582
H -5.793558 1.541643 -3.256643
H -5.164156 -0.027285 -3.784349
H -6.892631 0.340115 -3.951681
C -7.515966 0.551758 -1.259576
H -8.400296 0.425319 -1.895814
H -7.734523 0.113602 -0.279568
H -7.359751 1.627725 -1.116904
C -2.901234 2.705356 0.586853
H -1.906904 2.606457 1.033510
C -2.781769 3.678123 -0.602363
H -2.311692 4.614373 -0.278405
H -2.180635 3.260105 -1.417192
H -3.762740 3.937797 -1.016166
C -3.827924 3.308023 1.664317
H -3.447296 4.280120 2.001860
H -4.837747 3.462390 1.264599
H -3.908458 2.643689 2.528375
C -2.864854 -3.636902 -0.075207
H -2.302661 -4.482313 0.333850
H -3.892921 -3.977950 -0.247403
H -2.426457 -3.388608 -1.044494
C -3.598718 -2.860481 2.186746
H -4.654990 -3.032894 1.944536
H -3.193195 -3.791195 2.602125
H -3.556409 -2.087803 2.955193
O -3.402374 0.262183 3.212351
O 2.004521 0.337454 2.181882
C -3.889862 0.293897 4.543124
H -3.524856 1.175152 5.087561
H -4.976786 0.346606 4.458483
H -3.614955 -0.612878 5.098656
C 2.980221 0.034355 3.172384
H 2.761385 -0.920164 3.664504
H 3.921783 -0.050841 2.629466
H 3.043154 0.832603 3.923975
Pd 2.734903 -0.876403 -0.260692
C 1.784699 -2.630053 -0.084067
C 1.170145 -3.013439 1.111355
C 1.878871 -3.563112 -1.126201
C 0.649281 -4.306650 1.260756
H 1.099368 -2.320834 1.943423
C 1.347562 -4.846832 -0.980077
H 2.388894 -3.300181 -2.047950
C 0.731429 -5.226446 0.215616
H 0.185846 -4.590254 2.203712
H 1.433395 -5.558003 -1.798962
H 0.331675 -6.230648 0.333294
C -0.535767 0.106631 -1.704797
C -0.224240 0.904807 -2.991680
C -0.601648 -1.392719 -2.048414
H -1.516356 0.432586 -1.350267
C -1.263836 0.613890 -4.090482
H 0.774434 0.635409 -3.364385
H -0.217993 1.981410 -2.799699
C -1.635951 -1.690340 -3.146216
H 0.387107 -1.718402 -2.390142
H -0.815104-1.984228-1.155968
C -1.352437 -0.881065 -4.417337
H -1.010530 1.191931 -4.988988
H -2.248314 0.970945 -3.754142
H -1.628759 -2.765271 -3.368726
H -2.642343 -1.449849 -2.776918
H -2.128052 -1.061541 -5.173010
H -0.400658 -1.213846 -4.857254
C 0.887566 2.333054 -0.365412
C 1.153209 3.054867 0.973824
C 1.955654 2.790907 -1.384856
H -0.097545 2.666326 -0.720421
C 1.122424 4.584266 0.791342
H 2.131470 2.747958 1.359849
H 0.411726 2.773303 1.727163
C 1.899989 4.313575 -1.597888
H 2.935372 2.513581 -0.991861
H 1.851018 2.278180 -2.343567
C 2.113992 5.064255 -0.276614
H 1.333270 5.069273 1.753666
H 0.106235 4.893500 0.504827
H 2.659949 4.610853 -2.332538
H 0.925873 4.595102 -2.025825
H 2.019524 6.147655 -0.426773
H 3.140304 4.883084 0.075303
Cl 4.772445 -2.168314 0.003570
0 4.197331 0.923006 -0.285814
C 5.245861 0.930135 -0.956876
N 6.379419 1.489179 -0.474720
C 5.324033 0.346002 -2.347078
H 5.337726 -0.744142 -2.243298
H 4.423218 0.623226 -2.901152
H 6.209566 0.675813 -2.900119
C 6.521825 1.951643 0.896623
H 7.046577 1.211882 1.512848
H 7.073176 2.896980 0.919072
H 5.522864 2.104756 1.304345
H 7.216542 1.395020 -1.031854
Complex 32
C 4.273480 1.370966 -1.084756
C 5.091184 0.311669 -1.475830
C 4.812229 -0.944266 -0.937822
C 3.750228 -1.166037 -0.052308
C 2.880287 -0.090978 0.273696
C 3.187925 1.210649 -0.214539
H 4.495273 2.362383 -1.468631
H 5.457343 -1.780833 -1.192503
C 1.801439-0.225303 1.337780
319
C 0.386260 -0.380630 1.190396
C 2.341057 -0.056270 2.648597
C -0.404260 -0.243802 2.380268
C 1.541018 -0.020299 3.782027
C 0.163080 -0.094905 3.641170
H 1.968263 0.092223 4.770818
H -0.463979 -0.030260 4.521342
P -0.760762 -0.838305 -0.292386
C 2.421051 2.469036 0.213989
H 1.409439 2.173490 0.507170
C 6.254720 0.534146 -2.432988
H 6.263721 1.603231 -2.686060
C 6.071006 -0.248937 -3.747015
H 6.064860 -1.330670 -3.567067
H 5.125725 0.013323 -4.234744
H 6.888047 -0.031454 -4.445627
C 7.610408 0.204892 -1.779162
H 8.435693 0.426988 -2.466497
H 7.760953 0.789119 -0.864666
H 7.676948 -0.856517 -1.512069
C 3.654278 -2.556561 0.581505
H 2.707598 -2.614208 1.122462
C 3.689258 -3.705947 -0.447691
H 3.462304 -4.658621 0.045383
H 2.971688 -3.565627 -1.260700
H 4.682323 -3.806998 -0.900793
C 4.784853 -2.779484 1.609855
H 4.673583 -3.759725 2.090325
H 5.766277 -2.756716 1.120851
H 4.774337 -2.007975 2.381257
C 2.281003 3.527931 -0.898500
H 1.556126 4.285573 -0.586296
H 3.230360 4.040945 -1.094763
H 1.927306 3.099968 -1.840532
C 3.083480 3.135787 1.440019
H 4.101493 3.464366 1.196374
H 2.506549 4.018121 1.742223
H 3.147180 2.458152 2.293025
O 3.705152 0.089743 2.721975
O -1.760371 -0.260683 2.231067
C 4.293764 0.344360 3.985990
H 4.139823 -0.489710 4.684056
H 5.362309 0.459954 3.795647
H 3.903725 1.267484 4.435199
C -2.612149 -0.086047 3.351654
H -2.407471 0.860774 3.866514
H -3.622212 -0.058082 2.941439
H -2.517344 -0.918517 4.061772
Pd -2.875018 0.399596 -0.321118
C -2.036188 2.213935 -0.219324
C -1.510881 2.741606 0.963871
C -2.144418 3.049526 -1.341433
C -1.102473 4.080463 1.026338
H -1.434110 2.125141 1.850827
C -1.728303 4.382547 -1.279073
H -2.581732 2.675337 -2.262400
C -1.209707 4.906774 -0.092649
H -0.708610 4.475067 1.960967
H -1.828658 5.015463 -2.158161
H -0.902375 5.948337 -0.039752
Cl -5.005366 1.556281 -0.179304
O -4.230778 -1.504599 -0.581079
C -5.338681 -1.421116 -1.146997
N -6.478645 -1.686320 -0.480068
C -5.473774 -1.038009 -2.602604
H -5.353454 0.048901 -2.664119
H -4.674365 -1.509057 -3.179823
H -6.442943 -1.315738 -3.029230
C -6.502202 -1.811722 0.972156
H -6.222114-0.861043 1.439209
H -7.510239 -2.096188 1.282085
H -5.799453 -2.586352 1.287118
H -7.349015 -1.479896 -0.949420
C -1.066454 -2.749835 0.072235
C -0.012960 -0.670354 -2.075349
C -1.728000 -3.439968 -1.139897
H -1.963114 -4.473281 -0.851891
H -2.663484 -2.952416 -1.417675
H -1.071076 -3.496920 -2.009960
C 0.241312 -3.482401 0.407910
H 0.985277 -3.407683 -0.384277
H 0.681051 -3.108946 1.335795
H 0.020253 -4.548762 0.554032
C -2.017603 -2.943384 1.274327
H -1.555343 -2.640315 2.215370
H -2.960328 -2.412391 1.143925
H -2.235835 -4.017584 1.351276
C -1.208380 -0.795437 -3.054069
H -1.978864 -0.049610 -2.833602
H -0.830915 -0.609273 -4.068158
H -1.678060 -1.778732 -3.051929
C 0.541083 0.752377 -2.253221
H 1.475397 0.883752 -1.715862
H 0.750896 0.909772 -3.320165
H -0.167167 1.519281 -1.935277
C 1.082029 -1.672143 -2.477752
H 1.402097 -1.441222 -3.502868
H 1.962258 -1.588682 -1.839552
H 0.737758 -2.709219 -2.476103
Complex 33
C 4.155010 0.937469 -1.139847
C 4.856167 -0.266995 -1.212658
C 4.455202 -1.303497 -0.367039
C 3.387470 -1.166093 0.526952
C 2.675498 0.059318 0.563619
C 3.081370 1.134489 -0.263682
H 4.464792 1.755553 -1.784135
H 5.001035 -2.243692 -0.388370
C 1.593834 0.243628 1.599937
C 0.214218 -0.008440 1.418552
C 2.045045 0.650588 2.885637
320
C -0.656847 0.105187 2.541685
C 1.163803 0.805928 3.951495
C -0.189744 0.524066 3.782303
H 1.515967 1.126130 4.924639
H -0.866321 0.619528 4.623453
P -0.732010 -0.404435 -0.147018
C 2.430478 2.516167 -0.182267
H 1.409743 2.389857 0.192070
C 6.040124 -0.419697 -2.159616
H 6.121029 0.517923 -2.726420
C 5.831953 -1.554713 -3.179258
H 5.757539 -2.529766 -2.682667
H 4.913380 -1.400603 -3.755559
H 6.673075 -1.603463 -3.881479
C 7.362153 -0.606459 -1.389813
H 8.211240 -0.656465 -2.082530
H 7.535344 0.223197 -0.695668
H 7.353318 -1.534099 -0.804955
C 3.094683 -2.323818 1.486775
H 2.178044 -2.087565 2.036042
C 2.861547 -3.670725 0.776336
H 2.658686 -4.455150 1.515571
H 2.004266 -3.632923 0.097304
H 3.738526 -3.984853 0.198812
C 4.227577 -2.465932 2.525942
H 3.975009 -3.232842 3.268962
H 5.167147 -2.763912 2.044896
H 4.402921 -1.519977 3.045474
C 2.329083 3.243175 -1.535734
H 1.683482 4.121126 -1.429590
H 3.308465 3.594956 -1.883401
H 1.903944 2.601443 -2.311513
C 3.179764 3.420931 0.820480
H 4.199340 3.621406 0.467388
H 2.660497 4.381570 0.920974
H 3.255158 2.958336 1.806763
0 3.395320 0.863417 3.003415
O -1.953072 -0.254847 2.326875
C 3.905412 1.297754 4.252852
H 3.725875 0.557144 5.043935
H 4.980634 1.416500 4.108052
H 3.472452 2.260870 4.554525
C -2.958845 0.106420 3.266555
H -2.921086 1.177867 3.493562
H -3.904579 -0.125971 2.777299
H -2.860399 -0.474778 4.192876
C 0.286957 -0.353031 -1.687698
C 1.165144 -1.387507 -2.051132
C 0.017726 0.658838 -2.621191
C 1.766762 -1.400349 -3.307447
H 1.370118 -2.195009 -1.360347
C 0.622716 0.645283 -3.881017
H -0.668664 1.456275 -2.363610
C 1.497097 -0.383758 -4.227666
H 1.959633 -0.400972 -5.211164
C -1.067498 -2.224442 -0.015930
C -1.585745 -2.887714 -1.141009
C -0.869833 -2.957944 1.159975
C -1.890446 -4.246557 -1.092202
H -1.746493 -2.339995 -2.064867
C -1.180266 -4.320139 1.211455
H -0.466951 -2.473671 2.041882
C -1.690876 -4.969369 0.087569
H -1.925473 -6.029920 0.126399
Pd -2.788507 0.803422 -0.302626
C -1.918167 2.608736 -0.337991
C -1.315282 3.157110 0.799826
C -2.037097 3.407249 -1.485783
C -0.830757 4.471881 0.788332
H -1.226142 2.575522 1.711785
C -1.543190 4.715081 -1.499494
H -2.548443 3.024327 -2.364356
C -0.937308 5.254346 -0.361989
H -0.374096 4.881531 1.687026
H -1.652174 5.319106 -2.397754
H -0.566179 6.276226 -0.368627
H -1.012923 -4.872639 2.132475
H -2.283331 -4.741859 -1.976425
H 2.441304 -2.210655 -3.569266
H 0.399228 1.437969 -4.589985
0 -3.963661 -1.133852 -0.147343
C -4.887559 -1.542710 -0.871371
N -5.683597 -2.546371 -0.439318
H -6.464535 -2.821977 -1.015205
C -5.171208 -0.981790 -2.242963
H -5.450949 0.070394 -2.123013
H -4.251426 -1.011009 -2.835545
H -5.959453 -1.524710 -2.774099
C -5.541697 -3.133359 0.885585
H -5.796075 -2.410098 1.668570
H -6.211578 -3.992972 0.960054
H -4.511073 -3.463276 1.040088
CI -4.906556 1.951435 -0.350883
Complex 34
C -4.613369 0.420378 -0.516102
C -5.005097 -0.882525 -0.202665
C -4.191534 -1.929049 -0.644878
C -3.023333 -1.705762 -1.382082
C -2.635150 -0.370699 -1.668251
C -3.454725 0.705900 -1.249392
H -5.245757 1.241730 -0.191193
H -4.483966 -2.952809 -0.428643
C -1.478579 -0.132130 -2.611226
C -0. 114538 0.098017 -2.282698
C -1.838427 -0.211960 -3.969283
C 0.853477 0.191536 -3.331981
C -0.903823 -0.103326 -4.989174
C 0.433661 0.080479 -4.662586
H -1.212818 -0.174910 -6.028320
H 1.178725 0.147038 -5.450528
P 0.592128 0.341732 -0.576179
321
C -3.154907 2.154262 -1.640600
H -2.073980 2.252683 -1.787358
C -6.303737 -1.142276 0.551130
H -6.735065 -0.161629 0.794607
C -6.077811 -1.889477 1.877984
H -5.638364 -2.879545 1.711840
H -5.403375 -1.338216 2.539898
H -7.029592 -2.030282 2.404178
C -7.326051 -1.886020 -0.330998
H -8.279914 -2.001294 0.197584
H -7.515390 -1.342712 -1.263344
H -6.968469 -2.888569 -0.594797
C -2.257026 -2.917596 -1.921849
H -1.273258 -2.572754 -2.254393
C -2.026051 -4.029580 -0.879949
H -1.313794 -4.764331 -1.269716
H -1.628178 -3.643835 0.062833
H -2.953693 -4.563283 -0.644365
C -2.968225 -3.513084 -3.156063
H -2.408575 -4.373312 -3.542856
H -3.976395 -3.855641 -2.894353
H -3.061927 -2.779781 -3.962778
C -3.567230 3.187990 -0.577580
H -3.147697 4.164839 -0.837687
H -4.656766 3.303045 -0.524116
H -3.211347 2.926170 0.421336
C -3.832764 2.518467 -2.980179
H -4.922935 2.428364 -2.898090
H -3.596600 3.554561 -3.249877
H -3.500837 1.874544-3.799225
C -0.652052 0.368010 0.801812
C -1.172790 -0.806836 1.361443
C -0.881489 1.584413 1.457682
C -1.904186 -0.763334 2.548961
H -0.989354 -1.763537 0.890123
C -1.613642 1.621561 2.647349
H -0.467783 2.499462 1.053075
C -2.125054 0.449896 3.200611
H -2.672506 0.477905 4.134955
C 1.422528 -1.280316 -0.208894
C 2.070307 -1.413341 1.026325
C 1.482156 -2.344662 -1.113568
C 2.769625 -2.575848 1.342571
H 2.041381 -0.602223 1.744176
C 2.169907 -3.517861 -0.785359
H 1.006662 -2.264804 -2.083802
C 2.822493 -3.639222 0.440210
H 3.367897 -4.542852 0.686683
Pd 2.160000 2.123215 -0.344273
C 0.856407 3.543579 -0.916134
C 0.426162 3.642983 -2.243388
C 0.483448 4.540119 -0.002989
C -0.368985 4.722202 -2.651620
H 0.709154 2.896835 -2.978801
C -0.321181 5.608313 -0.411436
H 0.841239 4.508281 1.021167
C -0.747322 5.706467 -1.738056
H -0.684535 4.789199 -3.690436
H -0.596088 6.374452 0.309629
H -1.358060 6.546873 -2.057809
O 3.863037 0.673666 0.125146
C 4.821782 0.836477 0.908266
N 6.060834 0.468820 0.536314
H 6.817696 0.595216 1.191439
C 4.659785 1.427414 2.286832
H 4.338129 2.466680 2.166053
H 3.879523 0.881544 2.825604
H 5.581269 1.395308 2.875573
C 6.356969 -0.040168 -0.795781
H 5.964510 0.643050 -1.553652
H 7.440146 -0.121160 -0.905535
H 5.906903 -1.027141 -0.947163
Cl 3.769636 3.877597 -0.102823
C -1.854896 2.942295 3.334676
C -2.365894 -2.050976 3.181190
C 3.554998 -2.623782 2.626165
C 2.167939 -4.681453 -1.743260
F 3.318955 -5.383539 -1.675395
F 2.004932 -4.280562 -3.020878
F 1.163944 -5.549202 -1.468675
F 3.796465 -3.885652 3.031042
F 2.919147 -1.979528 3.627726
F 4.760261 -2.015090 2.478088
F -1.355915 -2.666228 3.836555
F -2.825557 -2.928799 2.261741
F -3.354949 -1.844875 4.077823
F -2.081192 2.780295 4.656196
F -0.801841 3.774835 3.198862
F -2.934353 3.580303 2.826839
H -2.883127 -0.380965 -4.208953
C 2.338818 0.407594 -3.114817
H 2.558296 1.427347 -2.772600
H 2.776480 -0.265820 -2.373135
H 2.873622 0.252166 -4.056856
Complex 35
Pd -0.109445 0.625231 -0.812399
P -2.337809 0.204210 -0.062509
P 2.122764 0.909216 -0.000178
O 0.044572 -0.666657 1.702311
C -0.440699 2.582246 -1.081944
C -0.536988 2.958485 -2.430836
H -0.448765 2.213002 -3.218242
C -0.747040 4.297422 -2.777359
H -0.818842 4.574019 -3.826691
C -0.864301 5.271970 -1.782391
H -1.027987 6.312153 -2.052528
C -0.770127 4.898165 -0.441871
H -0.860213 5.646841 0.341991
C -0.558800 3.558867 -0.089973
H -0.489506 3.290100 0.959291
C -1.003276 -1.576250 1.738982
322
C -2.162590 -1.311360 0.981734
C -3.196221 -2.258051 1.021686
H -4.090502 -2.095712 0.430840
C -3.082256 -3.414395 1.787274
H -3.887791 -4.142572 1.792624
C -1.935994 -3.635259 2.547169
H -1.866586 -4.535144 3.147787
C -0.884265 -2.714508 2.548428
C 0.356363 -2.836273 3.438905
C 1.547731 -2.279871 2.652761
C 2.848573 -2.779587 2.758989
H 3.044692 -3.646334 3.379845
C 3.906638 -2.178202 2.081387
H 4.911710 -2.578831 2.174347
C 3.672552 -1.066143 1.279114
H 4.498246 -0.613871 0.741273
C 2.382160 -0.536764 1.128038
C 1.331653 -1.168553 1.824437
C 0.143081 -1.948077 4.699768
H -0.724285 -2.299737 5.270495
H -0.029339 -0.902455 4.425935
H 1.026044 -1.989588 5.348226
C 0.594350 -4.285150 3.898340
H -0.256039 -4.651415 4.480997
H 1.466677 -4.346852 4.555618
H 0.749738 -4.958539 3.048934
C-3.015013 1.464095 1.101900
C -2.988925 1.286729 2.492573
H -2.593055 0.370479 2.917503
C -3.485696 2.277025 3.343581
H -3.460965 2.121149 4.418852
C -4.019625 3.453351 2.816997
H -4.410817 4.220697 3.479688
C -4.048729 3.639702 1.432749
H -4.457481 4.554441 1.012357
C -3.543034 2.658521 0.581403
H -3.562612 2.822653 -0.491344
C -3.749001 -0.122309 -1.197459
C -5.085072 0.104352 -0.822023
H -5.317124 0.489963 0.165558
C -6.121533 -0.154255 -1.719210
H -7.150175 0.027342 -1.418920
C -5.837719 -0.642333 -2.997090
H -6.646685 -0.841220 -3.695135
C -4.514376 -0.875449 -3.373425
H -4.284821 -1.264663 -4.361152
C -3.472142 -0.614006 -2.482420
H -2.451299 -0.832591 -2.774800
C 2.464270 2.370462 1.065349
C 2.624829 3.630049 0.462387
H 2.563042 3.727547 -0.617104
C 2.863753 4.761614 1.240718
H 2.991921 5.726550 0.758058
C 2.925658 4.657580 2.632542
H 3.107910 5.541283 3.238201
C 2.749407 3.414496 3.241055
H 2.795085 3.324189 4.323108
C 2.522973 2.276451 2.463467
H 2.401949 1.313657 2.948961
C 3.538526 0.869970 -1.174075
C 4.772780 1.485438 -0.903549
H 4.923723 2.023482 0.027086
C 5.809920 1.417898 -1.834789
H 6.759405 1.900359 -1.617832
C 5.627632 0.735489 -3.040058
H 6.436703 0.686254 -3.764157
C 4.404207 0.121239 -3.312607
H 4.251511 -0.413911 -4.245460
C 3.359032 0.190400 -2.389673
H 2.415423 -0.296544-2.618414
0 0.387401 -1.561920 -0.983785
S 0.220909 -2.376712 -2.252413
0 1.020985 -1.871739 -3.382389
0 -1.171851 -2.757093 -2.534976
C 1.059668 -3.948674 -1.720339
F 1.006124 -4.853145 -2.705845
F 2.346378 -3.715688 -1.423914
F 0.460151 -4.461255 -0.635761
Complex 36
Pd 0.001365 -0.509880 -0.140352
P -2.328068 -0.213165 -0.036344
P 2.320951 -0.199273 0.006150
0 -0.004240 1.747159 0.000676
C 0.020838 -2.512601 -0.249434
C -0.313470 -3.270291 0.878192
H -0.592600 -2.787631 1.810375
C -0.293638 -4.669020 0.806768
H -0.553134 -5.251998 1.687043
C 0.052736 -5.311073 -0.383299
H 0.064528 -6.396010 -0.435812
C 0.386572 -4.550464 -1.505211
H 0.662459 -5.040639 -2.435400
C 0.376871 -3.151795 -1.441484
H 0.659769 -2.579008 -2.319854
C -1.227291 2.426824 -0.024242
C -2.395340 1.635635 -0.031749
C -3.634718 2.287192 -0.059607
H -4.545752 1.698092 -0.079697
C -3.708581 3.676757 -0.067572
H -4.673010 4.174174 -0.086119
C -2.535534 4.424014 -0.058932
H -2.604251 5.507007 -0.069964
C -1.268212 3.823570 -0.042573
C -0.008889 4.693542 -0.050868
C 1.252504 3.827548 -0.078022
C 2.517698 4.430186 -0.142292
H 2.583100 5.512997 -0.171880
C 3.691900 3.685630 -0.180925
H 4.653394 4.184953 -0.245135
C 3.622640 2.295829 -0.142269
H 4.532470 1.705105 -0.185931
323
C 2.385757 1.644056 -0.054932
C 1.215363 2.431566 -0.039996
C -0.030204 5.600949 -1.310550
H -0.913073 6.246952 -1.313903
H -0.042987 5.000767 -2.225927
H 0.848698 6.251654 -1.341023
C 0.010255 5.572465 1.228883
H -0.872663 6.217690 1.272996
H 0.892806 6.219558 1.244815
H 0.025463 4.952522 2.131116
C -3.402935 -0.750633 -1.414974
C -2.808755 -0.984702 -2.664913
H -1.731585 -0.895391 -2.774225
C -3.594050 -1.343761 -3.760230
H -3.126244-1.525403 -4.723425
C -4.975900 -1.481953 -3.614084
H -5.586321 -1.768330 -4.465597
C -5.572660 -1.262407 -2.370336
H -6.646167 -1.378206 -2.252485
C -4.792695 -0.898294 -1.272534
H -5.264052 -0.747270 -0.306141
C -3.149511 -0.748123 1.509781
C -3.286333 0.112138 2.610557
H -2.973031 1.148759 2.539022
C -3.838757 -0.356815 3.803553
H -3.946582 0.319428 4.646686
C -4.256883 -1.684187 3.911061
H -4.690403 -2.044953 4.839243
C -4.116473 -2.547688 2.821964
H -4.439835 -3.581679 2.899629
C -3.560611 -2.088192 1.628270
H -3.453282 -2.770739 0.790676
C 3.460394 -0.752702 -1.314784
C 3.020824 -0.657781 -2.646083
H 2.023771 -0.281050 -2.862530
C 3.858803 -1.040559 -3.691449
H 3.512851 -0.961237 -4.718005
C 5.137978 -1.533283 -3.417492
H 5.788442 -1.837736 -4.232242
C 5.576720 -1.638299 -2.097025
H 6.569003 -2.023431 -1.880869
C 4.743784 -1.249419 -1.045246
H 5.092571 -1.340057 -0.021532
C 3.056611 -0.711825 1.602323
C 3.078399 -2.088263 1.895109
H 2.681245 -2.806447 1.183791
C 3.605103 -2.537742 3.104777
H 3.623650 -3.602372 3.318905
C 4.097546 -1.623846 4.040474
H 4.502481 -1.976830 4.984472
C 4.063116 -0.257253 3.761918
H 4.440651 0.457575 4.487399
C 3.546719 0.201142 2.547895
H 3.529361 1.266537 2.344723
Complex 37
C -4.369368 -1.458259 -0.764320
C -5.068023 -0.279961 -1.037085
C -4.601523 0.903222 -0.459584
C -3.486871 0.937819 0.380845
C -2.801607 -0.280201 0.671913
C -3.260581 -1.495294 0.082345
H -4.707545 -2.382248 -1.226863
H -5.114837 1.834294 -0.677184
C -1.896405 -0.352314 1.882765
C -0.491277 -0.249552 1.873386
C -2.547891 -0.566901 3.126497
C 0.242517 -0.344649 3.085050
C -1.813559 -0.653591 4.307435
C -0.422818 -0.542521 4.290703
H -2.310644 -0.815288 5.256450
H 0.124766 -0.623257 5.222039
P 0.367064 0.016937 0.267504
C -2.610416 -2.841985 0.392893
H -1.772770 -2.658633 1.073472
C -6.320306 -0.316458 -1.901853
H -6.297601 -1.266553 -2.452208
C -6.381208 0.815553 -2.941563
H -6.510320 1.795412 -2.465755
H -5.466286 0.846938 -3.539786
H -7.237212 0.664674 -3.609998
C -7.584467 -0.323530 -1.016616
H -8.487302 -0.407730 -1.633505
H -7.573981 -1.161141 -0.309841
H -7.659263 0.604111 -0.435750
C -3.076965 2.270424 1.008025
H -2.099051 2.130673 1.482786
C -2.926252 3.391092 -0.040466
H -2.451924 4.270713 0.409173
H -2.323229 3.064500 -0.894966
H -3.897821 3.706544 -0.437061
C -4.062855 2.701179 2.113528
H -3.726331 3.632346 2.585118
H -5.061067 2.878029 1.695746
H -4.156764 1.933772 2.887378
C -2.030738 -3.517268 -0.865094
H -1.465674 -4.414654 -0.586470
H -2.820735 -3.815642 -1.563513
H -1.359089 -2.837506 -1.400821
C -3.585869 -3.784748 1.125501
H -4.434033 -4.053551 0.485241
H -3.077434 -4.713086 1.412189
H -3.985999 -3.314097 2.029582
O -3.908374 -0.684962 3.077622
0 1.598640 -0.248782 2.981969
C -4.616748 -0.909213 4.287438
H -4.480212 -0.080720 4.994949
H -5.668668 -0.972398 4.005272
H -4.311401 -1.849371 4.765274
C 2.381695 -0.211747 4.169723
H 2.354198 -1.174644 4.694599
H 3.400467 0.003358 3.845223
324
H 2.042028 0.583873 4.844027
C 1.420904 1.515510 0.521472
C 2.747923 1.474316 0.965378
C 0.833957 2.758243 0.266452
C 3.459876 2.656246 1.170097
C 1.551155 3.939841 0.470987
H -0.183757 2.807448 -0.106648
C 2.866301 3.897088 0.926892
C 1.546990 -1.388430 0.095571
C 2.605104 -1.312353 -0.824836
C 1.321501 -2.593579 0.766861
C 3.422277 -2.420867 -1.047589
H 2.798417 -0.396365 -1.370273
C 2.132137 -3.704888 0.523413
H 0.517422 -2.674828 1.489384
C 3.188088 -3.625292 -0.380727
H 3.825600 -4.483509 -0.557667
Pd -1.144668 0.185232 -1.474387
C 0.364448 0.392474 -2.790887
C 0.953770 1.635202 -3.032638
C 0.803321 -0.738853 -3.485042
C 2.009905 1.735493 -3.947617
H 0.601825 2.529382 -2.528085
C 1.859302 -0.630187 -4.396631
H 0.324926 -1.700869 -3.329756
C 2.469630 0.604983 -4.624564
H 2.466804 2.705473 -4.129677
H 2.204355 -1.516417 -4.922510
H 3.291273 0.686860 -5.330977
Cl -2.585011 0.368958 -3.340259
C 4.530074 -2.352242 -2.069019
C 1.809070 -5.000236 1.220751
F 0.725868 -5.598503 0.670426
F 1.519034 -4.799606 2.526456
F 2.827060 -5.881112 1.158165
F 4.131395 -2.852437 -3.260181
F 4.945002 -1.088623 -2.281156
F 5.602206 -3.078303 -1.679625
H 3.421449 4.813322 1.087668
H 3.225235 0.524209 1.166538
C 4.895349 2.579185 1.622424
C 0.864143 5.251116 0.189532
F 5.738367 2.397629 0.585358
F 5.281369 3.701705 2.262557
F 5.091253 1.538778 2.471936
F 1.710715 6.296992 0.261034
F -0.137337 5.480607 1.072577
F 0.306387 5.253578 -1.040476
Complex 38
C 4.108451 -0.028704 1.062660
C 4.546659 -1.194068 0.434040
C 3.670466 -2.284109 0.394197
C 2.397810 -2.243872 0.964328
C 1.963283 -1.039293 1.599894
C 2.845920 0.079393 1.655965
H 4.773045 0.828471 1.090220
H 3.990819 -3.198644 -0.093735
C 0.764236 -1.079018 2.518756
C -0.550736 -0.725002 2.159730
C 1.008832 -1.500976 3.851599
C -1.600208 -0.799620 3.113105
C -0.032115 -1.572816 4.775353
C -1.332838 -1.224011 4.410939
H 0.154016 -1.895493 5.792780
H -2.121588 -1.278194 5.151536
P -0.898213 -0.177449 0.438658
C 2.495618 1.360696 2.413016
H 1.479159 1.249876 2.805652
C 5.950672 -1.269057 -0.150207
H 6.261305 -0.238391 -0.357520
C 6.018454 -2.041733 -1.477994
H 5.830361 -3.113208 -1.337546
H 5.290882 -1.653270 -2.195461
H 7.018282 -1.944031 -1.916101
C 6.933370 -1.857774 0.883721
H 7.954322 -1.865175 0.483692
H 6.935467 -1.275334 1.812029
H 6.663000 -2.890637 1.136492
C 1.545717 -3.513304 0.947155
H 0.524266 -3.242299 1.237379
C 1.473973 -4.164614 -0.448408
H 0.705323 -4.944971 -0.465453
H 1.240108 -3.429192 -1.226370
H 2.424207 -4.633943 -0.726067
C 2.053865 -4.539430 1.982104
H 1.402782 -5.421749 1.998142
H 3.067203 -4.873288 1.729573
H 2.085426 -4.111092 2.987614
C 2.509947 2.609314 1.511041
H 2.165144 3.483086 2.076422
H 3.514976 2.823954 1.132931
H 1.865464 2.490324 0.635037
C 3.423913 1.554534 3.630114
H 4.459976 1.722103 3.314287
H 3.108883 2.428889 4.211978
H 3.410109 0.677531 4.285117
0 2.303385 -1.819156 4.150417
0 -2.837317 -0.422931 2.684033
C 2.616509 -2.222591 5.476180
H 2.086896 -3.143569 5.753074
H 3.691258 -2.409090 5.480955
H 2.380436 -1.433922 6.202251
C -3.958815 -0.627288 3.537766
H -3.930096 0.049535 4.400402
H -4.837831 -0.414392 2.928612
H -4.006676 -1.666097 3.885723
C -2.267873 -1.263214 -0.155069
C -3.622092 -0.925166 -0.066924
C -1.916263 -2.505179 -0.692589
C -4.601847 -1.823533 -0.493221
H -3.922494 0.032588 0.339570
325
C -2.899399 -3.399454 -1.119716
H -0.871375 -2.775119 -0.788374
C -4.249028 -3.065778 -1.020543
H -5.011763 -3.756947 -1.356891
C -1.609985 1.514527 0.590308
C -2.342632 2.075704 -0.464077
C -1.307543 2.310959 1.701528
C -2.753298 3.409291 -0.406550
H -2.585093 1.489077 -1.341987
C -1.720430 3.642484 1.751066
H -0.754528 1.897638 2.536967
C -2.442444 4.202181 0.696599
H -2.763296 5.235971 0.737732
C -6.046920 -1.431067 -0.326936
C -2.465361 -4.729406 -1.680306
C -3.477101 3.992350 -1.594543
C -1.323618 4.487055 2.935138
F -3.493130 -5.419812 -2.210001
F -1.530688 -4.574821 -2.643354
F -1.907650 -5.506622 -0.720062
F -6.887540 -2.322006 -0.884554
F -6.375226 -1.336963 0.989288
F -6.299040 -0.223680 -0.871648
F -4.102997 5.146369 -1.287622
F -4.403621 3.135870 -2.075141
F -2.619137 4.254646 -2.605844
F -1.373622 3.778578 4.086094
F -2.126489 5.560460 3.079830
F -0.057922 4.946224 2.812784
Pd 1.040552 -0.116576 -0.777857
C -0.039320 0.088603 -2.470235
C -0.271161 -1.054305 -3.238831
C -0.455253 1.342179 -2.919037
C -0.944857 -0.938567 -4.460153
H 0.070768 -2.032459 -2.915100
C -1.138554 1.444890 -4.137761
H -0.220020 2.240163 -2.359448
C -1.387757 0.307845 -4.906087
H -1.117629 -1.829713 -5.058630
H -1.463962 2.423982 -4.478812
H -1.912542 0.393157 -5.853781
0 2.852910 0.207274 -1.887921
S 3.008077 1.531419 -2.648319
0 2.876380 1.393076 -4.099369
0 2.324191 2.650229 -1.976935
C 4.820065 1.873720 -2.379597
F 5.575755 0.855687 -2.817851
F 5.093811 2.066005 -1.073812
F 5.168087 2.980154 -3.043347
Complex 39
C -4.187955 0.361976 0.031500
C -4.285815 -0.201194 1.310099
C -3.426903 -1.257309 1.614084
C -2.492946 -1.757812 0.694882
C -2.394253 -1.147947 -0.577952
C -3.283376 -0.093208 -0.929774
H -4.867840 1.169402 -0.227497
H -3.495494 -1.729363 2.587887
C -1.487232 -1.701864 -1.647571
C -0.194266 -1.208369 - .958437
C -2.020650 -2.741646 -2.456276
C 0.485360 -1.697752 -3.106629
C - 1.310725 -3.236041 -3.550350
C -0.068539 -2.704574 -3.884941
H -1.723322 -4.023254 -4.168924
H 0.444699 -3.084222 -4.758757
P 0.767621 -0.038336 -0.893245
C -3.367407 0.480535 -2.348642
H -2.436932 0.238934 -2.875467
C -5.356782 0.305462 2.271761
H -5.360582 1.400796 2.188640
C -5.103151 -0.044457 3.745113
H -5.191410 -1.122392 3.926254
H -4.112007 0.279500 4.075582
H -5.848023 0.449723 4.377688
C -6.748730 -0.198494 1.831974
H -7.528510 0.216081 2.480710
H -6.977220 0.090172 0.800486
H -6.802154 -1.291944 1.894054
C -1.691760 -2.999134 1.091083
H -0.906354 -3.150548 0.341892
C -1.006592 -2.870147 2.465237
H -0.364871 -3.738728 2.643860
H -0.386296 -1.969892 2.536189
H -1.738127 -2.831905 3.279149
C -2.582847 -4.260330 1.075884
H -1.982492 -5.151629 1.292918
H -3.367681 -4.190831 1.837629
H -3.067472 -4.392878 0.105571
C -3.538958 2.009016 -2.405472
H -3.484317 2.348797 -3.445928
H -4.514192 2.324645 -2.019346
H -2.770497 2.537878 -1.838187
C -4.524501 -0.186768 -3.126501
H -5.487805 0.066832 -2.669126
H -4.541817 0.166618 -4.164212
H -4.436902 -1.275708 -3.128767
0 -3.249000 -3.194338 -2.102577
0 1.714337 -1.134785 -3.441191
C -3.857280 -4.228179 -2.877012
H -3.255558 -5.144795 -2.860463
H -4.820327 -4.417505 -2.402869
H -4.017377 -3.906301 -3.913020
C 2.490312 -1.722952 -4.503547
H 1.977911 -1.602082 -5.462105
H 3.432841 -1.175046 -4.520260
H 2.680187 -2.779970 -4.296509
C -0.160501 1.354216 -0.156954
C -0.721837 1.296861 1.127874
C -0.188088 2.557634 -0.870834
C -1.280275 2.444722 1.686148
326
H -0.730757 0.374665 1.694252
C -0.758180 3.698323 -0.305849
H 0.256174 2.617693 -1.856991
C -1.296432 3.648906 0.978071
H -1.712822 4.542684 1.430738
C 1.519176 -1.019899 0.457826
C 2.068727 -0.372758 1.573592
C 1.724058 -2.396750 0.295416
C 2.808948 -1.097180 2.508956
H 1.946200 0.695261 1.713249
C 2.447370 -3.114257 1.247593
H 1.327127 -2.916557 -0.568890
C 2.998759 -2.470251 2.356222
H 3.574479 -3.028252 3.085279
Pd 2.506078 0.578092 -2.227698
C 3.271525 2.021997 -1.131119
C 3.154886 3.335514-1.604538
C 4.148503 1.706166 -0.087453
C 3.982860 4.326964 -1.064704
H 2.441611 3.601929 -2.378725
C 4.961519 2.710537 0.449270
H 4.217963 0.697238 0.307503
C 4.878888 4.016316 -0.039529
H 3.909520 5.344115 -1.439311
H 5.647528 2.465715 1.255214
H 5.503378 4.795346 0.387796
C 3.484177 -0.343915 3.631214
C 2.581555 -4.610811 1.090708
C -1.870188 2.425118 3.077294
C -0.821220 4.980333 -1.102272
F 0.168212 5.037496 -2.023239
F -1.990370 5.080428 -1.766850
F -0.711762 6.058580 -0.307584
F -1.291269 3.357889 3.857138
F -3.191327 2.699439 3.043290
F -1.711740 1.227423 3.675505
F 3.660790 -5.084290 1.734466
F 1.496769 -5.247347 1.585704
F 2.683409 -4.955741 -0.211333
F 4.597537 0.276597 3.171200
F 3.854262 -1.157021 4.632652
F 2.677435 0.610548 4.133836
Complex 40
C 4.041407 -1.389256 1.088342
C 4.525260 -0.161167 1.566505
C 4.173142 1.001232 0.862546
C 3.353924 0.973482 -0.282388
C 2.811689 -0.286897 -0.705225
C 3.209261 -1.488599 -0.031241
H 4.327968 -2.297453 1.610992
H 4.566584 1.956358 1.193828
C 1.954581 -0.373841 -1.946728
C 0.546280 -0.262979 -1.918334
C 2.592997 -0.601140 -3.186570
C -0.207635 -0.361202 -3.114347
C 1.837629 -0.686061 -4.359342
C 0.449334 -0.566300 -4.327319
H 2.321737 -0.853332 -5.313964
H -0.109230 -0.647161 -5.252158
P -0.319436 0.023774 -0.323068
C 2.756609 -2.869327 -0.497212
H 2.024409 -2.728163 -1.298229
C 5.429571 -0.105205 2.787658
H 5.533888 -1.133715 3.156514
C 4.814373 0.736054 3.923516
H 4.700680 1.786490 3.630765
H 3.828641 0.356306 4.215569
H 5.462299 0.707887 4.805940
C 6.838927 0.402060 2.419106
H 7.492196 0.367077 3.297441
H 7.292827 -0.211316 1.633540
H 6.812658 1.439649 2.066289
C 3.137572 2.263582 -1.075563
H 2.246722 2.125196 -1.697881
C 2.909127 3.505164 -0.191632
H 2.528494 4.332501 -0.798976
H 2.187479 3.317085 0.611731
H 3.837545 3.848849 0.277653
C 4.332544 2.507147 -2.023873
H 4.149127 3.395222 -2.638592
H 5.251113 2.678801 -1.450682
H 4.501491 1.652794 -2.683533
C 2.069644 -3.677535 0.621079
H 1.630917 -4.591916 0.209055
H 2.777741 -3.971644 1.403437
H 1.264916 -3.103734 1.094589
C 3.941829 -3.656448 -1.095546
H 4.705434 -3.861370 -0.336594
H 3.594299 -4.618669 -1.487373
H 4.414350 -3.099910 -1.910057
C -1.424148 1.474171 -0.515101
C -2.781630 1.359547 -0.833050
C -0.864130 2.744558 -0.357523
C -3.555970 2.507635 -1.005287
C -1.646997 3.887631 -0.517475
H 0.183257 2.847310 -0.096725
C -2.997508 3.777220 -0.846282
C -1.379180 -1.429463 0.017623
C -2.284353 -1.389136 1.088224
C -1.233759 -2.612841 -0.715096
C -3.032814 -2.520633 1.412117
H -2.409336 -0.485869 1.674804
C -1.981814 -3.741741 -0.377689
H -0.547159 -2.662325 -1.552128
C -2.883881 -3.702747 0.685017
H -3.469343 -4.578343 0.939661
Pd 1.373544 0.322826 1.141345
C 0.133430 0.619998 2.688395
C -0.257999 1.909615 3.064066
C -0.135484 -0.477600 3.515728
C -0.870550 2.102832 4.308478
327
H -0.093354 2.765804 2.416027
C -0.751500 -0.271511 4.755763
H 0.126976 -1.487462 3.210815
C -1.117438 1.016832 5.150898
H -1.160888 3.105646 4.610207
H -0.955243 -1.122156 5.400136
H -1.606159 1.172730 6.108197
C -3.951027 -2.470004 2.611646
C -1.750198 -5.024146 -1.140682
F -0.654606 -5.668998 -0.674949
F -1.535398 -4.780720 -2.451160
F -2.790705 -5.866484 -1.035458
F -3.250474 -2.643429 3.754371
F -4.571091 -1.276805 2.700755
F -4.890868 -3.429707 2.560174
H -3.607465 4.663944 -0.969479
H -3.238034 0.385032 -0.959487
C -5.003167 2.331211 -1.399534
C -0.985204 5.227284 -0.308231
F -5.650650 1.535414 -0.526331
F -5.657273 3.500762 -1.469298
F -5.093487 1.734466 -2.615072
F -1.854912 6.245048 -0.384131
F -0.014891 5.436820 -1.227186
F -0.386171 5.275369 0.905750
O -1.555751 -0.264338 -2.981667
O 3.949923 -0.729658 -3.143878
C -2.372397 -0.190462 -4.154187
H -3.374881 0.048021 -3.798366
H -2.026124 0.605633 -4.822544
H -2.382334 -1.148077 -4.686664
C 4.654044 -0.973864 -4.361919
H 5.705652 -1.044694 -4.083175
H 4.333894 -1.915414 -4.823695
H 4.519788 -0.148759 -5.071563
Complex 41
Pd 0.011557 -0.662742 0.797424
P -2.283214 -0.219505 0.237214
P 2.301384 -0.216319 0.255674
0 0.008250 1.346723 -1.193895
C 0.008584 -2.260831 -0.476703
C -0.008581 -3.521022 0.144564
H -0.021490 -3.594547 1.231176
C -0.009123 -4.699313 -0.611703
H -0.022445 -5.663618 -0.107052
C 0.007060 -4.637929 -2.006802
H 0.006567 -5.551397 -2.596685
C 0.023346 -3.391257 -2.635466
H 0.035739 -3.330162 -3.721726
C 0.023883 -2.216404 -1.876956
H 0.035956 -1.258435 -2.391118
C -1.174319 2.068571 -1.120142
C -2.287647 1.496970 -0.471652
C -3.453100 2.276251 -0.388062
H -4.324032 1.872563 0.116388
C -3.508100 3.559200 -0.923618
H -4.417902 4.145630 -0.834972
C -2.397425 4.086247 -1.580190
H -2.455758 5.082172 -2.004806
C -1.219187 3.345773 -1.701664
C 0.010211 3.814283 -2.485216
C 1.243663 3.337532 -1.713217
C 2.428922 4.068742 -1.606722
H 2.491001 5.062088 -2.036808
C 3.542264 3.535896 -0.959020
H 4.458293 4.114523 -0.884326
C 3.480304 2.258105 -0.412655
H 4.351811 1.849518 0.087132
C 2.306910 1.488325 -0.479374
C 1.193843 2.062116 -1.126748
C 0.001534 3.118346 -3.878335
H -0.889594 3.414148 -4.443862
H -0.001793 2.028642 -3.781277
H 0.889567 3.407830 -4.451974
C 0.014303 5.336226 -2.705126
H -0.864166 5.646019 -3.279014
H 0.888143 5.640225 -3.289117
H 0.021428 5.886540 -1.758220
C -3.055964 -1.220899 -1.108160
C -3.431235 -0.680845 -2.345257
H -3.280303 0.373839 -2.549195
C -4.008226 -1.491834 -3.326885
H -4.292469 -1.057381 -4.281827
C -4.221564 -2.847491 -3.082023
H -4.669919 -3.477053 -3.846032
C -3.850902 -3.394573 -1.850288
H -4.003544 -4.451993 -1.653423
C -3.268776 -2.590203 -0.873775
H -2.963641 -3.033283 0.069070
C -3.625089 -0.169468 1.512470
C -4.944864 -0.558867 1.223014
H -5.206843 -0.904970 0.229168
C -5.930024 -0.510028 2.210996
H -6.944680 -0.816891 1.970454
C -5.614660 -0.072493 3.498779
H -6.382787 -0.039524 4.267030
C -4.307814 0.318361 3.793957
H -4.042515 0.657679 4.791129
C -3.318300 0.270065 2.810949
H -2.311204 0.572262 3.065041
C 3.111791 -1.238773 -1.050358
C 3.281160 -2.612402 -0.805447
H 2.918248 -3.047311 0.120506
C 3.890691 -3.431755 -1.752745
H 4.008991 -4.492090 -1.548196
C 4.329576 -2.895930 -2.966719
H 4.797572 -3.537275 -3.708828
C 4.157764 -1.536410 -3.223166
H 4.493896 -1.110982 -4.165209
C 3.555492 -0.710424 -2.269951
H 3.436708 0.346588 -2.482240
328
C 3.607448 -0.112361 1.563535
C 4.899021 -0.635605 1.384815
H 5.168363 -1.123310 0.454599
C 5.848869 -0.535385 2.403863
H 6.843101 -0.947060 2.250512
C 5.525510 0.089221 3.609171
H 6.266245 0.163738 4.401041
C 4.244789 0.614584 3.793049
H 3.979239 1.098039 4.729154
C 3.290069 0.514361 2.781037
H 2.290358 0.905596 2.932497
N 0.021122 0.754243 2.445338
C -0.075143 0.270025 3.708001
C 0.140948 -1.233890 3.881180
H 0.821432 -1.654561 3.131117
H 0.539139 -1.421392 4.882605
H -0.820022 -1.758850 3.801123
C -0.184573 2.193671 2.339725
H -1.244950 2.482731 2.427432
H 0.346499 2.724245 3.140031
H 0.180068 2.554395 1.374347
O -0.345795 0.964276 4.704197
Complex 42
Pd 1.159051 -0.914846 -1.273764
P -2.160506 -0.650564 0.398652
P 2.061793 0.440639 0.383734
O -0.586674 1.840407 0.108494
C 1.727299 -2.632022 -0.397496
C 0.723530 -3.471803 0.113360
H -0.310165 -3.137867 0.121698
C 1.038200 -4.740597 0.612383
H 0.244769 -5.374869 1.002771
C 2.359509 -5.194056 0.608427
H 2.603489 -6.180221 0.995778
C 3.362243 -4.367922 0.099231
H 4.395757 -4.708188 0.087556
C 3.050073 -3.096440 -0.398701
H 3.852075 -2.472861 -0.781885
C -1.825062 2.008686 -0.485785
C -2.690606 0.900319 -0.470011
C -3.927004 1.037582 -1.115343
H -4.610923 0.195540 -1.135917
C -4.286552 2.234091 -1.732634
H -5.244535 2.320208 -2.237942
C -3.428241 3.330035 -1.675922
H -3.739802 4.265039 -2.128477
C -2.186606 3.246205 -1.035436
C -1.280197 4.459180 -0.803252
C 0.170856 3.977101 -0.722896
C 1.262994 4.797069 -1.026334
H 1.094092 5.800563 -1.401038
C 2.571236 4.358046 -0.842480
H 3.404355 5.016140 -1.071527
C 2.811081 3.072406 -0.365153
H 3.832353 2.735748 -0.234486
C 1.750152 2.204779 -0.070326
C 0.437237 2.686236 -0.245483
C -1.463448 5.527987 -1.898250
H -2.496184 5.887027 -1.923004
H -1.207063 5.137224 -2.888303
H -0.840728 6.404822 -1.699111
C -1.659061 5.085847 0.570673
H -2.702405 5.422209 0.562729
H -1.015944 5.946740 0.788946
H -1.5431444.359203 1.381388
C -3.361280 -1.885173 -0.294556
C -2.986877 -2.528706 -1.488244
H -2.043048 -2.270000 -1.963479
C -3.811626 -3.495946 -2.063801
H -3.508116 -3.982203 -2.987636
C -5.014964 -3.850286 -1.448858
H -5.652430 -4.610912 -1.892361
C -5.390415 -3.227517 -0.257511
H -6.323747 -3.499943 0.229240
C -4.571681 -2.250559 0.314927
H -4.876621 -1.772362 1.240655
C -2.841923 -0.371632 2.103116
C -3.745372 0.644994 2.450333
H -4.099732 1.335133 1.690956
C -4.198157 0.778311 3.765161
H -4.897404 1.572530 4.015370
C -3.761784 -0.106048 4.753144
H -4.117573 -0.002930 5.775114
C -2.860024 -1.119788 4.421760
H -2.508460 -1.808753 5.185576
C -2.397623 -1.243806 3.111518
H -1.676887 -2.020183 2.868183
C 3.906095 0.351408 0.434692
C 4.590517 0.106988 -0.767917
H 4.022535 -0.047894 -1.682461
C 5.984321 0.056483 -0.793202
H 6.499825 -0.132468 -1.730991
C 6.712435 0.235919 0.385759
H 7.797989 0.187619 0.368765
C 6.040702 0.472598 1.586003
H 6.601298 0.610378 2.506807
C 4.645388 0.534042 1.611820
H 4.134318 0.721756 2.550542
C 1.579045 0.287157 2.152936
C 1.559291 -0.987785 2.742352
H 1.767091 -1.866795 2.141585
C 1.268174 -1.128895 4.099346
H 1.261507 -2.120274 4.544635
C 0.980143 -0.006580 4.879234
H 0.747206 -0.120272 5.934630
C 0.988138 1.261495 4.297410
H 0.760096 2.139094 4.896419
C 1.290160 1.409747 2.942301
H 1.304384 2.401367 2.501404
0 0.297149 0.490231 -2.832499
C 0.070879 -0.533158 -3.571692
329
N 0.331269 -1.714791 -3.041384
C -0.459689 -0.339038 -4.976100
H -1.349664 -0.953462 -5.154631
H -0.712241 0.713027 -5.121250
H 0.294179 -0.630148 -5.718219
C 0.295122 -2.970576 -3.754995
H 0.276801 -3.790474 -3.031388
H -0.595993 -3.061521 -4.394472
H 1.180617 -3.114798 -4.394143
Complex 43
C -4.286693 1.400502 0.328040
C -4.971125 0.195656 0.511111
C -4.456365 -0.943382 -0.115044
C -3.308901 -0.906907 -0.914536
C -2.643505 0.337549 -1.106909
C -3.153452 1.509279 -0.483907
H -4.677088 2.296471 0.805300
H -4.972117 -1.890815 0.009253
C -1.621887 0.477653 -2.211493
C -0.222656 0.393538 -2.054137
C -2.141781 0.741734 -3.506454
C 0.630660 0.568692 -3.177188
C -1.290384 0.897852 -4.597844
C 0.092246 0.812894 -4.436637
H -1.688069 1.095549 -5.586129
H 0.734013 0.952740 -5.298118
P 0.498037 0.037989 -0.391229
C -2.572789 2.897112 -0.761745
H -1.705919 2.771700 -1.418545
C -6.287231 0.174191 1.280200
H-6.327500 1.101372 1.867869
C -6.425646 -0.997677 2.266226
H -6.407388 -1.965708 1.749767
H -5.632273 -0.985246 3.019574
H -7.389306 -0.928646 2.785196
C -7.469678 0.206114 0.287455
H -8.422914 0.263653 0.826420
H -7.404990 1.067482 -0.387446
H -7.486232 -0.701172 -0.329244
C -2.865265 -2.180652 -1.636585
H -1.883236 -1.986334 -2.082596
C -2.708228 -3.388872 -0.693887
H -2.240763 -4.225513 -1.225663
H -2.090892 -3.144325 0.176843
H -3.675671 -3.737042 -0.314965
C -3.829445 -2.532907 -2.788698
H -3.464658 -3.408527 -3.339078
H -4.826390 -2.772394 -2.400237
H -3.935493 -1.699285 -3.488125
C -2.080029 3.616560 0.506870
H -1.608529 4.569668 0.241513
H -2.903570 3.827695 1.198295
H -1.341576 3.015127 1.046215
C -3.585811 3.776656 -1.524048
H -4.466113 3.992121 -0.907476
H -3.128667 4.734753 -1.799274
H -3.929468 3.279842 -2.436573
O -3.502978 0.835422 -3.598622
O 1.971354 0.502716 -2.938899
C -4.081006 1.102260 -4.868067
H -3.850800 0.308224 -5.590539
H -5.158391 1.135886 -4.699981
H -3.745137 2.067459 -5.269244
C 2.872266 0.499068 -4.040989
H 2.903222 1.478905 -4.533357
H 3.851845 0.264101 -3.623099
H 2.600224 -0.271346 -4.772495
C 1.649189 -1.381719 -0.681149
C 3.023772 -1.257173 -0.903679
C 1.085812 -2.661281 -0.662648
C 3.810305 -2.390332 -1.119598
H 3.488048 -0.278496 -0.917690
C 1.876049 -3.792688 -0.874045
H 0.025482 -2.780827 -0.466723
C 3.244192 -3.665672 -1.106761
H 3.859423 -4.542551 -1.265427
C 1.578074 1.487642 -0.018844
C 2.527754 1.409735 1.011247
C 1.380228 2.715616 -0.660257
C 3.261153 2.538762 1.380923
H 2.696903 0.477379 1.535835
C 2.110857 3.842524 -0.278837
H 0.661768 2.800449 -1.467194
C 3.055964 3.762061 0.742466
H 3.630789 4.634241 1.029815
C 5.275611 -2.194049 -1.407147
C 1.213375 -5.143890 -0.812666
C 4.232708 2.447200 2.531128
C 1.825913 5.160610 -0.951040
F 2.085583 -6.151992 -1.004962
F 0.617331 -5.339807 0.386164
F 0.243661 -5.259907 -1.750715
F 5.948740 -3.358499 -1.465345
F 5.457613 -1.565515 -2.599405
F 5.865547 -1.419959 -0.473349
F 5.208028 3.376011 2.434217
F 4.821639 1.236579 2.593033
F 3.609785 2.649594 3.715286
F 1.586356 5.002782 -2.271998
F 2.850574 6.027070 -0.820655
F 0.730082 5.757351 -0.424642
Pd -1.067671 -0.427431 1.304912
C 0.356343 -0.885037 2.656838
C 0.835866 -2.195283 2.759986
C 0.863426 0.101919 3.509773
C 1.829127 -2.508240 3.696109
H 0.449742 -2.985154 2.122287
C 1.860158 -0.215683 4.440613
H 0.492174 1.120768 3.459057
C 2.346454 -1.520593 4.535505
H 2.193610 -3.530616 3.765044
330
H 2.255069 0.565183 5.085171
H 3.118151 -1.766189 5.260051
N -2.428624 -0.913529 2.757297
C -2.978008 -0.055940 3.658551
C -2.504231 1.391053 3.645867
H -2.009927 1.604421 4.600531
H -1.813611 1.614971 2.828928
H -3.373470 2.052980 3.574189
0 -3.845013 -0.393147 4.480161
C -2.759002 -2.323467 2.944825
H -3.077468 -2.503043 3.976230
H -3.573763 -2.640004 2.279053
H -1.884017 -2.944457 2.725051
Complex 44
C -3.998169 -1.808825 -0.088467
C -4.748348 -0.715698 -0.524978
C -4.477691 0.532810 0.044357
C -3.466799 0.716080 0.993881
C -2.676753 -0.399024 1.367377
C -2.976283 -1.687096 0.860328
H -4.222402 -2.790653 -0.496519
H -5.079624 1.389762 -0.248009
C -1.582621 -0.237174 2.388842
C -0.215448 -0.072586 2.066984
C -1.961592 -0.271370 3.756285
C 0.740424 0.027758 3.120663
C -1.014293 -0.141093 4.767463
C 0.334833 0.004154 4.450929
H -1.306488 -0.163987 5.810494
H 1.060823 0.079480 5.251341
P 0.425727 0.036585 0.317334
C -2.307553 -2.951083 1.405115
H -1.355761 -2.657028 1.860289
C -5.837283 -0.896553 -1.574521
H -5.876049 -1.968151 -1.813651
C -5.498099 -0.148291 -2.878066
H -5.479286 0.936842 -2.718335
H -4.515022 -0.447698 -3.257474
H -6.247540 -0.356610 -3.651622
C -7.227325 -0.492429 -1.048091
H -7.998147 -0.689276 -1.803020
H -7.486115 -1.051210 -0.141853
H -7.267813 0.575961 -0.804527
C-3.317595 2.086561 1.661048
H -2.415166 2.063356 2.281973
C -3.157695 3.251941 0.669484
H-2.9513144.182831 1.210551
H -2.344922 3.081502 -0.040135
H -4.070349 3.409418 0.082244
C -4.512692 2.363296 2.598958
H -4.364541 3.306152 3.140182
H -5.443881 2.450735 2.026138
H -4.639195 1.557828 3.326486
C -1.992690 -4.020946 0.344454
H -1.349580 -4.791153 0.786860
H -2.905450 -4.522674 -0.001175
H -1.484198 -3.599767 -0.526435
C -3.176649 -3.563725 2.526360
H -4.136150 -3.906633 2.119921
H -2.671613 -4.429966 2.971517
H -3.390031 -2.837228 3.315054
0 -3.296629 -0.444472 4.002176
0 2.050745 0.116778 2.755518
C -3.733469 -0.512927 5.350795
H -3.523377 0.419357 5.891628
H -4.812665 -0.666812 5.304238
H -3.269778 -1.354435 5.882147
C 3.036171 0.404781 3.739376
H 3.180357 -0.443472 4.420268
H 3.957740 0.594936 3.187119
H 2.770995 1.298489 4.317377
C 1.514258 1.532670 0.411117
C 2.906002 1.486266 0.315329
C 0.887821 2.776910 0.559379
C 3.660579 2.659542 0.398826
H 3.416546 0.536379 0.205135
C 1.645053 3.945670 0.638674
H -0.192620 2.842157 0.615859
C 3.038109 3.895041 0.563019
H 3.625963 4.802280 0.635000
C 1.564028 -1.416012 0.154658
C 2.288442 -1.556231 -1.038244
C 1.616016-2.449355 1.093453
C 3.066703 -2.689685 -1.269098
H 2.234405 -0.786972 -1.802049
C 2.376751 -3.595337 0.845931
H 1.063761 -2.375187 2.022646
C 3.110253 -3.721734 -0.331074
H 3.706144 -4.607129 -0.515320
Pd -0.675428 -0.168261 -1.782671
C -0.758509 1.764542 -2.301206
C -2.009749 2.351667 -2.537025
C 0.396515 2.480346 -2.645377
C -2.100705 3.638450 -3.081365
H -2.919084 1.808341 -2.296821
C 0.302793 3.765389 -3.192697
H 1.380862 2.045073 -2.495729
C -0.945489 4.350918 -3.408314
H -1.017296 5.350223 -3.829557
0 -0.678819 -2.424263 -2.200712
C -1.050750 -2.138586 -3.394164
N -1.268952 -0.862416 -3.651647
C -1.202179 -3.239155 -4.420078
H -0.435963 -3.147371 -5.199588
H -1.090774 -4.206043 -3.925806
H -2.180077 -3.194143 -4.912871
C -1.564050 -0.311895 -4.955683
H -2.301336 -0.920176 -5.498706
H -1.977055 0.692407 -4.834696
H -0.664147 -0.227934 -5.583895
C 3.796050 -2.820386 -2.581158
331
C 2.351561 -4.705115 1.863621
F 4.808879 -3.709989 -2.507357
F 2.972109 -3.235523 -3.568542
F 4.317371 -1.637653 -2.976582
F 1.150694-5.328427 1.887331
F 3.286315 -5.645389 1.618890
F 2.565279 -4.232139 3.114077
H 1.210766 4.305700 -3.450458
H -3.080140 4.081447 -3.248738
C 5.161083 2.544019 0.397365
C 0.954624 5.281869 0.736468
F 5.597533 1.724035 -0.581633
F 5.769287 3.735722 0.239767
F 5.609483 2.019197 1.569088
F 0.724856 5.811743 -0.483596
F 1.702660 6.176987 1.421381
F -0.238339 5.186393 1.362224
Complex 45
C 4.174854 -1.333488 0.154466
C 4.818761 -0.141335 0.491031
C 4.329538 1.040732 -0.069967
C 3.243079 1.056148 -0.951420
C 2.596917 -0.167514 -1.264630
C 3.081989 -1.381587 -0.719276
H 4.552340 -2.260876 0.575804
H 4.822495 1.980125 0.164462
C 1.498848 -0.174431 -2.299613
C 0. 113243 -0.083105 -2.039066
C 1.924867 -0.226746 -3.655787
C -0.797220 -0.002219 -3.133080
C 1.013367 -0.180011 -4.706581
C -0.350642 -0.059250 -4.447425
H 1.349184 -0.220826 -5.735694
H -1.048348 -0.000877 -5.274099
P -0.801506 -0.143248 -0.419612
C 2.501155 -2.741265 -1.113877
H 1.454064 -2.595856 -1.400190
C 6.041149 -0.149269 1.400653
H 6.207484 -1.191608 1.705589
C 5.828340 0.677819 2.681294
H 5.636429 1.732128 2.452114
H 4.976612 0.308197 3.259783
H 6.718407 0.631405 3.320437
C 7.304525 0.315339 0.649475
H 8.187967 0.235589 1.294383
H 7.478859 -0.290924 -0.246265
H 7.217016 1.361688 0.333114
C 2.864682 2.387080 -1.610280
H 1.923816 2.243570 -2.151503
C 2.648645 3.542836 -0.615116
H 2.315414 4.438997 -1.149077
H 1.889239 3.311377 0.137208
H 3.570609 3.797211 -0.080842
C 3.927263 2.798270 -2.652827
H 3.614967 3.707997 -3.180207
H 4.888726 3.005933 -2.167908
H 4.086625 2.004089 -3.386332
C 2.522466 -3.787435 0.014933
H 1.922785 -4.654225 -0.280761
H 3.539325 -4.146741 0.215376
H 2.116982 -3.403097 0.953404
C 3.235721 -3.322376 -2.342520
H 4.284514 -3.530680 -2.096392
H 2.765428 -4.264176 -2.649379
H 3.224906 -2.633270 -3.189210
0 3.277972 -0.312779 -3.851062
0 -2.108004 0.156792 -2.794565
C 3.768672 -0.403627 -5.179333
H 3.517940 0.490129 -5.766057
H 4.853225 -0.481705 -5.087987
H 3.382918 -1.294774 -5.691845
C -3.107170 0.171335 -3.805314
H -3.099534 -0.759758 -4.385130
H -4.054440 0.263838 -3.273471
H -2.975460 1.027377 -4.479069
C 0.280217 -0.317933 1.074117
C 0.963721 0.763285 1.644610
C 0.201602 -1.518280 1.791191
C 1.557274 0.642799 2.901436
H 1.015637 1.710877 1.124918
C 0.793743 -1.632779 3.051527
H -0.347267 -2.354429 1.375858
C 1.471187 -0.553396 3.614591
H 1.911156 -0.635175 4.601133
C -1.416275 1.590852 -0.185918
C -2.287299 1.842098 0.885301
C -1.067119 2.642252 -1.037117
C -2.778967 3.127929 1.103766
H -2.618724 1.032125 1.523638
C -1.571355 3.927726 -0.817342
H -0.416353 2.467689 -1.885725
C -2.424730 4.178130 0.254710
H -2.826204 5.172200 0.415748
Pd -2.649952 -1.589254 -0.280948
C -1.657752 -3.262160 -0.786347
C -1.223769 -3.497882 -2.098574
C -1.569923 -4.311082 0.144565
C -0.723910 -4.751074 -2.473779
H -1.277309 -2.709711 -2.844011
C -1.062418 -5.560849 -0.229348
H -1.905274 -4.164964 1.168624
C -0.640890 -5.787287 -1.541328
H -0.402096 -4.914683 -3.500138
H -1.002874 -6.357763 0.508623
H -0.254943 -6.760364-1.834105
N -4.528836 -2.457841 0.055610
C -5.121995 -1.316904 0.336260
C -6.589470 -1.191375 0.676249
H -7.212945 -1.499368 -0.172173
H -6.852872 -1.834472 1.524316
H -6.814772 -0.153583 0.928904
332
0 -4.380044 -0.265321 0.305023
C -5.182362 -3.745187 0.000737
H -5.806658 -3.932162 0.887284
H -5.821210 -3.850962 -0.890014
H -4.420551 -4.527625 -0.044468
C -1.146340 5.058263 -1.716958
C -3.669998 3.412049 2.286741
C 0.697608 -2.937907 3.799050
C 2.211084 1.848412 3.526238
F -0.498982 -3.534780 3.605902
F 1.644878 -3.817112 3.396689
F 0.859301 -2.767501 5.128270
F 1.294442 2.685690 4.059501
F 3.059051 1.502176 4.520222
F 2.914619 2.563793 2.620513
F -0.017719 5.657582 -1.265436
F -0.885500 4.630459 -2.972077
F -2.091500 6.017818 -1.799262
F -4.627272 4.315164 1.976806
F -2.960424 3.932909 3.315577
F -4.281325 2.304717 2.744848
Transition State 12-TS
Pd 0.731396 -0.992934 -0.427612
P -1.844342 -1.166540 0.097047
P 1.412712 1.253783 0.171378
0 -1.555076 1.704547 -0.153035
C 2.425400 -2.044012 0.016773
C 1.926926 -3.323918 0.339182
H 1.072352 -3.723615 -0.198237
C 2.552753 -4.090641 1.328404
H 2.144550 -5.068124 1.577363
C 3.706491 -3.627359 1.964183
H 4.199342 -4.231156 2.721474
C 4.236565 -2.388905 1.589348
H 5.145689 -2.020800 2.060986
C 3.616684 -1.603576 0.613196
H 4.059089 -0.657225 0.330410
C -2.747311 1.329553 -0.744985
C -3.083022 -0.028351 -0.659917
C -4.286904 -0.433742 -1.252065
H -4.578255 -1.477656 -1.211573
C -5.099465 0.490764-1.908396
H -6.026544 0.162565 -2.369951
C -4.729537 1.834682 -1.976662
H -5.376612 2.536141 -2.492424
C -3.543060 2.283651 -1.385988
C -3.081681 3.743419-1.339109
C -1.549844 3.740685 -1.426804
C -0.797934 4.734156 -2.060379
H -1.298265 5.539983 -2.586364
C 0.594959 4.710052 -2.016019
H 1.166976 5.492349 -2.506790
C 1.259882 3.690202 -1.338102
H 2.342409 3.693252 -1.310666
C 0.550859 2.656372 -0.704562
C -0.850701 2.714427 -0.774534
C -3.723939 4.585695 -2.454363
H -4.813866 4.587549 -2.357344
H -3.465728 4.207909 -3.449372
H -3.404257 5.629973 -2.386619
C -3.492323 4.345019 0.036427
H -4.583019 4.332174 0.145961
H -3.146342 5.382123 0.116950
H -3.059161 3.775092 0.864089
C -2.607879 -2.828155 -0.191249
C -2.160007 -3.582771 -1.288686
H -1.356289 -3.201162 -1.912790
C -2.723734 -4.833363 -1.555400
H -2.368054 -5.410136 -2.405472
C -3.726778 -5.347512 -0.732268
H -4.157701 -6.323780 -0.939772
C -4.169822 -4.606209 0.365875
H -4.946529 -5.002526 1.015131
C -3.615078 -3.354350 0.635336
H -3.964311 -2.788299 1.493631
C -2.102125 -0.940214 1.914878
C -3.133590 -0.167785 2.467011
H -3.833169 0.348653 1.816667
C -3.275867 -0.059383 3.852854
H -4.079621 0.545874 4.264577
C -2.396295 -0.728546 4.704230
H -2.510483 -0.646621 5.781977
C -1.365508 -1.501267 4.163628
H -0.673256 -2.023552 4.818896
C -1.213330 -1.599405 2.781043
H -0.398171 -2.191218 2.371140
C 3.168664 1.648288 -0.264839
C 3.656197 1.172239 -1.494153
H 3.029604 0.531999 -2.109166
C 4.957671 1.469939 -1.899119
H 5.322908 1.093879 -2.851049
C 5.794274 2.230100 -1.077392
H 6.810812 2.453538 -1.390580
C 5.322721 2.691678 0.152571
H 5.970120 3.276430 0.801050
C 4.015746 2.406298 0.556446
H 3.658020 2.776197 1.512008
C 1.300772 1.754077 1.948809
C 1.629985 0.794946 2.920471
H 1.913098 -0.207506 2.612684
C 1.599869 1.121880 4.276203
H 1.861898 0.369967 5.015723
C 1.223183 2.403887 4.682219
H 1.191017 2.654616 5.739310
C 0.883120 3.360510 3.724492
H 0.585633 4.359737 4.032297
C 0.926130 3.040356 2.365812
H 0.668871 3.796199 1.630310
0 0.541820 -2.296580 -2.240410
C 1.682772 -2.470011 -2.805739
N 2.801446 -2.106265 -2.239126
333
C 1.657664 -3.147622 -4.172150
H 0.635601 -3.185893 -4.552725
H 2.293945 -2.619959 -4.891588
H 2.041711 -4.172709 -4.090037
C 4.094716 -2.441414 -2.788597
H 4.348586 -1.842704 -3.679963
H 4.854951 -2.228069 -2.027488
H 4.198997 -3.503241 -3.064927
Complex 46
C -4.286693 1.400502 0.328040
C -4.971125 0.195656 0.511111
C -4.456365 -0.943382 -0.115044
C -3.308901 -0.906907 -0.914536
C -2.643505 0.337549 -1.106909
C -3.153452 1.509279 -0.483907
H -4.677088 2.296471 0.805300
H -4.972117 -1.890815 0.009253
C -1.621887 0.477653 -2.211493
C -0.222656 0.393538 -2.054137
C -2.141781 0.741734 -3.506454
C 0.630660 0.568692 -3.177188
C -1.290384 0.897852 -4.597844
C 0.092246 0.812894 -4.436637
H -1.688069 1.095549 -5.586129
H 0.734013 0.952740 -5.298118
P 0.498037 0.037989 -0.391229
C -2.572789 2.897112 -0.761745
H -1.705919 2.771700 -1.418545
C-6.287231 0.174191 1.280200
H -6.327500 1.101372 1.867869
C -6.425646 -0.997677 2.266226
H -6.407388 -1.965708 1.749767
H -5.632273 -0.985246 3.019574
H -7.389306 -0.928646 2.785196
C -7.469678 0.206114 0.287455
H -8.422914 0.263653 0.826420
H -7.404990 1.067482 -0.387446
H -7.486232 -0.701172 -0.329244
C -2.865265 -2.180652 -1.636585
H -1.883236 -1.986334 -2.082596
C -2.708228 -3.388872 -0.693887
H -2.240763 -4.225513 -1.225663
H -2.090892 -3.144325 0.176843
H -3.675671 -3.737042 -0.314965
C -3.829445 -2.532907 -2.788698
H -3.464658 -3.408527 -3.339078
H -4.826390 -2.772394 -2.400237
H -3.935493 -1.699285 -3.488125
C -2.080029 3.616560 0.506870
H -1.608529 4.569668 0.241513
H -2.903570 3.827695 1.198295
H -1.341576 3.015127 1.046215
C -3.585811 3.776656 -1.524048
H -4.466113 3.992121 -0.907476
H -3.128667 4.734753 -1.799274
H -3.929468 3.279842 -2.436573
0 -3.502978 0.835422 -3.598622
O 1.971354 0.502716 -2.938899
C -4.081006 1.102260 -4.868067
H -3.850800 0.308224 -5.590539
H -5.158391 1.135886 -4.699981
H -3.745137 2.067459 -5.269244
C 2.872266 0.499068 -4.040989
H 2.903222 1.478905 -4.533357
H 3.851845 0.264101 -3.623099
H 2.600224 -0.271346 -4.772495
C 1.649189 -1.381719 -0.681149
C 3.023772 -1.257173 -0.903679
C 1.085812 -2.661281 -0.662648
C 3.810305 -2.390332 -1.119598
H 3.488048 -0.278496 -0.917690
C 1.876049 -3.792688 -0.874045
H 0.025482 -2.780827 -0.466723
C 3.244192 -3.665672 -1.106761
H 3.859423 -4.542551 -1.265427
C 1.578074 1.487642 -0.018844
C 2.527754 1.409735 1.011247
C 1.380228 2.715616 -0.660257
C 3.261153 2.538762 1.380923
H 2.696903 0.477379 1.535835
C 2.110857 3.842524 -0.278837
H 0.661768 2.800449 -1.467194
C 3.055964 3.762061 0.742466
H 3.630789 4.634241 1.029815
C 5.275611 -2.194049 -1.407147
C 1.213375 -5.143890 -0.812666
C 4.232708 2.447200 2.531128
C 1.825913 5.160610 -0.951040
F 2.085583 -6.151992 -1.004962
F 0.617331 -5.339807 0.386164
F 0.243661 -5.259907 -1.750715
F 5.948740 -3.358499 -1.465345
F 5.457613 -1.565515 -2.599405
F 5.865547 -1.419959 -0.473349
F 5.208028 3.376011 2.434217
F 4.821639 1.236579 2.593033
F 3.609785 2.649594 3.715286
F 1.586356 5.002782 -2.271998
F 2.850574 6.027070 -0.820655
F 0.730082 5.757351 -0.424642
Pd -1.067671 -0.427431 1.304912
C 0.356343 -0.885037 2.656838
C 0.835866 -2.195283 2.759986
C 0.863426 0.101919 3.509773
C 1.829127 -2.508240 3.696109
H 0.449742 -2.985154 2.122287
C 1.860158 -0.215683 4.440613
H 0.492174 1.120768 3.459057
C 2.346454 -1.520593 4.535505
H 2.193610 -3.530616 3.765044
H 2.255069 0.565183 5.085171
334
H 3.118151 -1.766189 5.260051
N -2.428624 -0.913529 2.757297
C -2.978008 -0.055940 3.658551
C -2.504231 1.391053 3.645867
H -2.009927 1.604421 4.600531
H -1.813611 1.614971 2.828928
H -3.373470 2.052980 3.574189
0 -3.845013 -0.393147 4.480161
C -2.759002 -2.323467 2.944825
H -3.077468 -2.503043 3.976230
H -3.573763 -2.640004 2.279053
H -1.884017 -2.944457 2.725051
Transition State 13-TS
C -4.312389 1.165960 0.589599
C -4.939174 -0.081367 0.560304
C -4.435580 -1.037381 -0.327913
C -3.358633 -0.773136 -1.181366
C -2.749878 0.508959 -1.144432
C -3.239171 1.491068-0.249265
H -4.694280 1.923930 1.270137
H -4.906949 -2.015429 -0.373892
C -1.740448 0.895035 -2.199259
C -0.336226 0.826779 -2.053154
C -2.274891 1.385677 -3.419213
C 0.501282 1.256562 -3.117750
C -1.435522 1.778367 -4.458942
C -0.050494 1.716588 -4.309902
H -1.842946 2.148347 -5.392238
H 0.583061 2.046961 -5.124253
P 0.399000 0.167778 -0.484706
C -2.688566 2.916125 -0.219927
H -1.830262 2.958593 -0.897555
C -6.174638 -0.347028 1.412685
H -6.283444 0.508130 2.093920
C -6.062939 -1.613872 2.279369
H -5.949060 -2.513369 1.661579
H -5.215559 -1.564391 2.970106
H -6.974431 -1.742789 2.875396
C -7.439243 -0.394417 0.530214
H -8.336829 -0.516040 1.148351
H -7.549931 0.523703 -0.057741
H -7.398532 -1.237299 -0.170513
C -2.921456 -1.850721 -2.175114
H -1.998343 -1.509551 -2.656254
C -2.607169 -3.194806 -1.491568
H -2.147118 -3.891102 -2.202702
H -1.918249 -3.051678 -0.651660
H -3.511457 -3.672313 -1.096780
C -3.972571 -2.045658 -3.287014
H -3.619041 -2.773593 -4.027473
H -4.915471 -2.421490 -2.871989
H -4.184673 -1.102281 -3.798291
C -2.184852 3.333883 1.174421
H -1.696388 4.313617 1.122561
H -3.006237 3.405638 1.896630
H -1.458647 2.613260 1.565511
C -3.728735 3.922304 -0.753056
H -4.608572 3.965812 -0.100358
H -3.298810 4.930020 -0.802884
H -4.069110 3.639139 -1.754357
0 -3.640286 1.447699 -3.492530
0 1.845441 1.215417-2.890066
C -4.232948 1.955954-4.677839
H -3.986539 1.337689 -5.551288
H -5.310070 1.923610 -4.506679
H -3.926614 2.992843 -4.869461
C 2.740368 1.463286 -3.967944
H 2.718770 2.518009 -4.269602
H 3.732728 1.205573 -3.595598
H 2.505935 0.830065 -4.832313
C 1.720196-1.019959 -1.016193
C 3.074304 -0.693368 -1.139595
C 1.328189 -2.343617 -1.240460
C 4.007217 -1.665364 -1.505273
H 3.407936 0.321545 -0.959772
C 2.264470 -3.315740 -1.598549
H 0.286906 -2.623052 -1.119615
C 3.610966 -2.983384 -1.736858
H 4.338963 -3.736929 -2.010768
C 1.329696 1.593259 0.236826
C 2.080447 1.368438 1.400076
C 1.204295 2.904114 -0.237670
C 2.685281 2.432864 2.070930
H 2.177576 0.365051 1.802077
C 1.802782 3.965600 0.444625
H 0.637660 3.107491 -1.138417
C 2.546691 3.739258 1.602515
H 3.012086 4.563988 2.128294
C 5.438838 -1.244554 -1.703050
C 1.798094 -4.738511 -1.754115
C 3.432796 2.147626 3.348420
C 1.573771 5.372242 -0.042291
F 2.732533 -5.523636 -2.326273
F 1.491046 -5.289016 -0.553536
F 0.679129 -4.814930 -2.510390
F 6.274411 -2.295885 -1.807405
F 5.578993 -0.510774 -2.840575
F 5.875702 -0.466491 -0.691176
F 4.138001 3.215162 3.774562
F 4.292337 1.117545 3.203466
F 2.580844 1.806047 4.347164
F 1.512435 5.431127 -1.391176
F 2.547929 6.213452 0.360550
F 0.402590 5.871238 0.423558
Pd -0.970721 -0.848265 1.096529
C 0.143252 -1.871544 2.570812
C 0.673212 -3.104560 2.145307
C 0.856794 -1.126214 3.530104
C 1.904521 -3.550283 2.631531
H 0.156090 -3.709879 1.410630
C 2.085197 -1.588315 4.007704
335
H 0.483202 -0.176438 3.890350
C 2.620293 -2.801344 3.566169
H 2.301490 -4.490813 2.257044
H 2.627116 -0.976944 4.724381
H 3.574046 -3.155185 3.946402
N -1.787267 -1.891675 2.737351
C -2.370624 -1.200518 3.789096
C -2.039524 0.270958 3.975810
H -1.574581 0.415763 4.957358
H -1.397442 0.682499 3.193670
H -2.983360 0.825025 3.978235
0 -3.182964 -1.743095 4.537201
C -2.253329 -3.275607 2.603229
H -1.830667 -3.921344 3.383117
H -3.341010 -3.297846 2.693396
H -1.974697 -3.663853 1.624142
Complex 47
C -3.447451 0.299917 1.210542
C -4.089998 -0.117297 0.043881
C -3.453664 0.147141 -1.172477
C -2.230094 0.818271 -1.248965
C -1.591561 1.243944 -0.046620
C -2.231693 0.992445 1.201067
H -3.940078 0.118566 2.162656
H -3.939335 -0.153652 -2.096683
C -0.490111 2.282614 -0.113435
C 0.899546 2.045243 -0.030703
C -0.950425 3.623288 -0.246677
C 1.787396 3.154699 -0.046379
C -0.057940 4.688312 -0.278553
C 1.312663 4.455093 -0.172231
H -0.409906 5.708090 -0.377791
H 1.991256 5.299023 -0.190328
P 1.562607 0.304912 0.102297
C -1.723799 1.582673 2.518277
H -0.718688 1.977936 2.346836
C -5.482829 -0.732586 0.112357
H -5.680851 -0.953366 1.170044
C -5.619805 -2.054166 -0.663058
H -5.435435 -1.911351 -1.735408
H -4.926479 -2.813835 -0.288847
H -6.641795 -2.439216 -0.558678
C -6.539042 0.294142 -0.348786
H -7.549607 -0.114779 -0.229582
H -6.474976 1.223716 0.228716
H -6.403876 0.548028 -1.407418
C-1.674315 1.170861 -2.629857
H -0.717253 1.681178 -2.482909
C -1.405574 -0.071254 -3.499262
H -0.949677 0.223958 -4.452616
H -0.733219 -0.772025 -2.993958
H -2.330914 -0.611139 -3.728284
C -2.602956 2.152215 -3.375095
H -2.143815 2.469546 -4.319495
H -3.564290 1.682888 -3.615058
H -2.805801 3.040494 -2.770499
C -1.626144 0.549907 3.655020
H -1.196727 1.016087 4.550209
H -2.609753 0.155444 3.933576
H -0.998600 -0.300730 3.375249
C -2.611127 2.766531 2.961100
H -3.625948 2.425539 3.197795
H -2.197642 3.239381 3.860582
H -2.688750 3.521819 2.174625
O -2.307812 3.787683 -0.331428
0 3.122909 2.871290 0.072734
C -2.824419 5.100478 -0.480227
H -2.461327 5.575054 -1.401541
H -3.908214 4.986673 -0.535721
H -2.570100 5.735365 0.379025
C 4.048154 3.945981 0.130251
H 3.841712 4.607553 0.981231
H 5.030078 3.487093 0.258710
H 4.043376 4.534416 -0.796393
Pd -0.202373 -1.301569 0.004244
C 0.998396 -2.889951 -0.321213
C 1.419197 -3.172533 -1.627853
C 1.363236 -3.767911 0.706136
C 2.221707 -4.289548 -1.895132
H 1.117260 -2.534715 -2.455078
C 2.164568 -4.882653 0.437595
H 1.017786 -3.599287 1.720619
C 2.602098 -5.145784 -0.862216
H 2.538340 -4.488761 -2.916663
H 2.435821 -5.552931 1.250327
H 3.221008 -6.015138 -1.068244
N -1.727596 -2.686212 -0.138482
C -2.320553 -3.311227 0.910292
C -1.796755 -3.006597 2.309378
H -1.528300 -3.952553 2.792740
H -0.930042 -2.338699 2.313930
H -2.597251 -2.554604 2.904913
0 -3.271958 -4.103908 0.800256
C -2.121526 -3.156303 -1.462810
H -2.640680 -4.1 15524 -1.377145
H -2.794571 -2.446380 -1.959936
H -1.236553 -3.281070 -2.095981
C 2.760366 0.036320 -1.35571 1
C 2.333184 0.819668 -2.614246
C 4.275206 0.194363 -1.105922
H 2.590629 -1.025644 -1.564170
C 3.145204 0.380304 -3.845629
H 2.482491 1.893775 -2.445582
H 1.266035 0.675621 -2.812527
C 5.074632 -0.261529 -2.341222
H 4.510013 1.240092 -0.885786
H 4.591324 -0.397266 -0.240329
C 4.655748 0.503312 -3.604115
H 2.846003 0.978173 -4.716297
H 2.900891 -0.664766 -4.085254
H 6.148048 -0.129575 -2.152334
336
H 4.914780 -1.338131 -2.497899
H 5.212249 0.135481 -4.475603
H 4.919599 1.565548 -3.489461
C 2.659309 0.323475 1.645546
C 2.036176 1.069386 2.841378
C 3.059923 -1.101361 2.075814
H 3.561360 0.869228 1.352835
C 3.013220 1.113402 4.030157
H 1.116276 0.559412 3.152679
H 1.755909 2.089518 2.558902
C 4.047615 -1.064454 3.254762
H 2.158200 -1.647191 2.376030
H 3.490228 -1.666594 1.242190
C 3.469044 -0.291623 4.448613
H 2.540792 1.629459 4.876014
H 3.892632 1.712749 3.750496
H 4.304420 -2.089279 3.551189
H 4.985498 -0.588510 2.931107
H 4.207247 -0.227309 5.258226
H 2.608467 -0.844694 4.852618
Transition State 14-TS
C -3.475277 0.191146 1.242640
C -4.081498 -0.282608 0.078336
C -3.474173 0.040960 -1.138074
C -2.321265 0.830771 -1.214536
C -1.721161 1.305224 -0.017534
C -2.321592 0.984639 1.227888
H -3.943116 -0.036295 2.197649
H -3.930239 -0.302196 -2.063258
C -0.645468 2.370556 -0.080056
C 0.753884 2.164806 -0.022694
C -1.140995 3.699924 -0.191338
C 1.609698 3.298521 -0.053194
C -0.277470 4.788360 -0.230197
C 1.100487 4.588211 -0.156761
H -0.656583 5.799932 -0.312746
H 1.756984 5.449287 -0.183640
P 1.471252 0.439908 0.102309
C -1.824325 1.561696 2.553411
H -0.845952 2.017870 2.377762
C -5.403854 -1.038135 0.147644
H -5.601795 -1.237954 1.209816
C -5.376537 -2.395233 -0.576338
H -5.174105 -2.272764 -1.647749
H -4.617703 -3.063663 -0.158119
H -6.350745 -2.890944 -0.484342
C -6.557263 -0.157116 -0.375405
H -7.519620 -0.669839 -0.257630
H -6.607262 0.794997 0.164959
H -6.427293 0.069979 -1.440573
C -1.805978 1.227430 -2.597965
H -0.887629 1.806784 -2.461484
C -1.453967 0.006158 -3.467503
H -1.034544 0.327408 -4.429072
H -0.719042 -0.631325 -2.963779
H -2.337830 -0.606058 -3.680609
C -2.812836 2.139407 -3.329108
H -2.396311 2.484001 -4.283793
H -3.745931 1.606021 -3.546149
H -3.061603 3.014719 -2.721921
C -1.643450 0.490917 3.645071
H -1.199324 0.936928 4.543386
H -2.600417 0.046736 3.942388
H -0.991767 -0.319929 3.304537
C -2.766605 2.677809 3.052782
H -3.759373 2.275329 3.287999
H -2.367352 3.140254 3.964185
H -2.894059 3.455810 2.294677
0 -2.505104 3.829865 -0.251213
0 2.955931 3.049121 0.025988
C -3.055549 5.130206 -0.379231
H -2.720145 5.622408 -1.302005
H -4.137329 4.991139 -0.417388
H -2.802314 5.764692 0.480854
C 3.853476 4.146808 0.061782
H 3.657830 4.798345 0.923276
H 4.850889 3.713493 0.155814
H 3.803990 4.741233 -0.859979
Pd -0.112322 -1.297975 0.017218
C 0.759002 -3.199941 -0.302384
C 1.300498 -3.360247 -1.597602
C 1.376798 -3.901094 0.757021
C 2.440036 -4.141721 -1.806626
H 0.851222 -2.856234 -2.445722
C 2.510703 -4.678592 0.530643
H 0.987727 -3.832249 1.764495
C 3.059472 -4.807681 -0.749196
H 2.840792 -4.223829 -2.814889
H 2.967044 -5.194118 1.373120
H 3.938763 -5.422575 -0.917350
N -1.125374 -3.144114 -0.261282
C -1.806653 -3.725974 0.797322
C -1.450665 -3.313808 2.216460
H -1.171984 -4.203357 2.792380
H -0.658793 -2.563517 2.272222
H -2.352975 -2.896884 2.675284
0 -2.723492 -4.525990 0.609528
C -1.640832 -3.535229 -1.577919
H -1.352204 -4.562978 -1.832642
H -2.729701 -3.476277 -1.569422
H -1.259880 -2.854940 -2.337845
C 2.644632 0.200086 -1.390057
C 2.203651 1.008850 -2.626877
C 4.162764 0.357036 -1.162996
H 2.467239 -0.859775 -1.615159
C 2.992473 0.589284 -3.879876
H 2.365512 2.077763 -2.438804
H 1.132638 0.878180 -2.809590
C 4.946492 -0.074657 -2.416971
H 4.396113 1.400697 -0.928342
H 4.495136 -0.247238 -0.312529
337
C 4.507102 0.707745 -3.662091
H 2.679605 1.201517 -4.735920
H 2.742944 -0.451776 -4.132020
H 6.022423 0.057734 -2.242299
H 4.787596 -1.149327 -2.587748
H 5.049497 0.352748 -4.547912
H 4.772794 1.768306 -3.536434
C 2.615125 0.490693 1.610044
C 2.012066 1.236772 2.815120
C 3.008180 -0.941536 2.026528
H 3.515684 1.031069 1.303649
C 2.992656 1.257522 4.001236
H 1.084985 0.739072 3.125571
H 1.745581 2.262580 2.539178
C 3.992583 -0.930012 3.208428
H 2.099011 -1.487136 2.307702
H 3.438484 -1.498278 1.186567
C 3.425024 -0.158251 4.408384
H 2.532484 1.776027 4.852607
H 3.882046 1.842770 3.723048
H 4.234468 -1.960990 3.496826
H 4.938233 -0.465057 2.891289
H 4.163228 -0.113272 5.219544
H 2.554608 -0.700245 4.806708
Complex 48
C 2.860719 -1.014033 1.317435
C 3.650844 -0.775195 0.192876
C 3.036679 -0.876302 -1.058783
C 1.688987 -1.209187 -1.212434
C 0.892103 -1.451447 -0.050433
C 1.514689 -1.384226 1.232943
H 3.331170 -0.967579 2.296450
H 3.636572 -0.722845 -1.951529
C -0.404688 -2.230684 -0.171505
C -1.728272 -1.735008 -0.047884
C -0.203287 -3.632240 -0.337805
C -2.793298 -2.680967 -0.020115
C -1.274341 -4.513936 -0.399483
C -2.570110 -4.037455 -0.228803
H -1.118503 -5.575572 -0.547479
H -3.392558 -4.741560 -0.237868
P -2.065018 0.121626 0.049279
C 0.831292 -1.884888 2.508564
H -0.226256 -2.044770 2.285734
C 5.149478 -0.540402 0.342665
H 5.337993 -0.363362 1.410087
C 5.670136 0.688779 -0.421620
H 5.516431 0.585372 -1.503273
H 5.176989 1.604933 -0.082792
H 6.749437 0.795491 -0.256425
C 5.923503 -1.814306 -0.058294
H 6.998294 -1.681512 0.114390
H 5.588463 -2.685420 0.516810
H 5.780686 -2.040984 -1.122149
C 1.157671 -1.417412 -2.633050
H 0.085711 -1.624730 -2.561372
C 1.337100 -0.177736 -3.529801
H 0.839847 -0.335692 -4.494621
H 0.920396 0.720648 -3.068860
H 2.395864 0.017542 -3.734513
C 1.815253 -2.636924 -3.314158
H 1.371470 -2.803083 -4.303607
H 2.890173 -2.474297 -3.455828
H 1.689744 -3.543178 -2.718508
C 0.914443 -0.902791 3.690396
H 0.373644 -1.309630 4.553585
H 1.949636 -0.731713 4.005384
H 0.480787 0.070018 3.444224
C 1.416059 -3.251613 2.930177
H 2.466938 -3.152072 3.226310
H 0.862479 -3.656004 3.786622
H 1.368707 -3.974677 2.112014
O 1.098709 -4.052879 -0.413087
0 -4.043700 -2.203046 0.257952
C 1.359383 -5.441495 -0.540266
H 0.943318 -5.848923 -1.471407
H 2.446222 -5.536333 -0.560595
H 0.960816 -6.006937 0.312508
C -5.149430 -3.090111 0.205687
H -5.060707 -3.889688 0.951963
H -6.028902 -2.484884 0.433197
H -5.263840 -3.533372 -0.791811
Pd 0.112952 1.294403 0.025965
C -0.466731 3.230079 -0.207484
C -0.613168 3.757192 -1.497827
C -0.625001 4.094947 0.882531
C -0.947569 5.102995 -1.692898
H -0.473183 3.127810 -2.371711
C -0.958479 5.439842 0.688015
H -0.476393 3.737790 1.895099
C -1.126318 5.950344 -0.600041
H -1.062611 5.482825 -2.705787
H -1.073290 6.090097 1.552547
H -1.380696 6.996379 -0.749430
N 1.979908 2.177621 -0.010364
C 2.666637 2.610449 1.079113
C 2.025171 2.434128 2.448743
H 1.950692 3.417138 2.926639
H 1.033825 1.975218 2.409085
H 2.679446 1.817523 3.073767
0 3.796987 3.124971 1.025200
C 2.545484 2.549276 -1.302753
H 3.317550 3.311417 -1.163399
H 2.997057 1.686226 -1.805336
H 1.764610 2.950059 -1.956988
C -3.093924 0.546425 -1.548329
C -3.112566 0.447749 1.671423
C -3.594344 2.003666 -1.449332
H -2.812743 2.700670 -1.149088
H -3.950057 2.315154 -2.440495
H -4.436938 2.106363 -0.762109
338
C -4.295058 -0.348762 -1.902784
H -4.000092 -1.385334 -2.082446
H -5.076294 -0.332382 -1.142365
H -4.729456 0.035863 -2.835863
C -2.090827 0.444935 -2.713519
H-1.212153 1.071121 -2.549075
H -1.755478 -0.585633 -2.865017
H -2.579385 0.774819 -3.639956
C -4.647075 0.486185 1.525707
H -5.053454 -0.443332 1.134457
H -5.075508 0.646975 2.524448
H -4.988212 1.313820 0.900889
C -2.746452 -0.614355 2.725564
H -1.670101 -0.657715 2.904088
H -3.221816 -0.339898 3.676757
H -3.099069 -1.610504 2.451111
C -2.665803 1.819903 2.210638
H -1.597303 1.830873 2.439791
H -2.863412 2.631806 1.506609
H -3.215752 2.034518 3.137129
Transition State 15-TS
C 1.706700 2.350516 -1.396902
C 2.398251 2.791051 -0.266880
C 1.729551 2.727029 0.957544
C 0.413562 2.263909 1.076044
C -0.267893 1.803145 -0.085066
C 0.390857 1.878194 -1.343037
H 2.201177 2.414186 -2.363781
H 2.232175 3.086381 1.850051
C -1.768028 1.588642 -0.040597
C -2.470635 0.358457 0.079167
C -2.506582 2.801844 -0.155782
C -3.893741 0.411492 0.104706
C -3.893385 2.814848 -0.090168
C -4.586137 1.616387 0.045510
H -4.450464 3.741619 -0.155635
H -5.668113 1.638107 0.080324
P -1.549829 -1.301797 0.118543
C -0.328451 1.594811 -2.662940
H -1.310170 1.176439-2.425084
C 3.777811 3.423309 -0.423400
H 4.237485 2.968615 -1.312369
C 4.731648 3.182910 0.757037
H 4.364591 3.653558 1.677700
H 4.883434 2.115068 0.940215
H 5.708853 3.629877 0.538218
C 3.630098 4.934337 -0.707281
H 4.609905 5.390649 -0.893907
H 2.994035 5.117938 -1.580542
H 3.176149 5.446938 0.149955
C -0.267153 2.390875 2.442229
H -1.217205 1.849173 2.397037
C 0.557677 1.794284 3.598513
H -0.027450 1.815203 4.525968
H 0.850019 0.760619 3.403285
H 1.471833 2.370837 3.781121
C -0.595069 3.864902 2.766897
H -1.136650 3.934435 3.718566
H 0.324721 4.454699 2.861834
H -1.203690 4.321254 1.983913
C 0.405814 0.571133 -3.547284
H -0.176650 0.362830 -4.453367
H 1.387155 0.940581 -3.866510
H 0.559172 -0.370952 -3.010133
C -0.569859 2.901925 -3.447262
H 0.378903 3.355456 -3.757725
H -1.158234 2.703932 -4.351879
H -1.105782 3.634018 -2.836690
O -1.768270 3.943548 -0.341017
O -4.559621 -0.781926 0.160471
C -2.452878 5.174575 -0.503761
H -3.032596 5.438906 0.391039
H -1.676641 5.924954 -0.662898
H -3.122072 5.153174 -1.374296
C -5.971245 -0.780600 0.290976
H -6.459213 -0.332443 -0.584286
H -6.265175 -1.829275 0.365765
H -6.291669 -0.250010 1.196786
Pd 0.839182 -0.980588 -0.098953
C 2.131504 -2.689117 -0.184327
C 2.321695 -3.456766 0.985640
C 2.229617 -3.354862 -1.424539
C 2.550370 -4.831110 0.908916
H 2.272606 -2.995752 1.963061
C 2.457632 -4.730306 -1.485491
H 2.105100 -2.809549 -2.352262
C 2.621019 -5.485349 -0.323154
H 2.675285 -5.391963 1.832786
H 2.506438 -5.210281 -2.460627
H 2.809067 -6.553764 -0.375409
N 2.947334 -0.972296 -0.241136
C 3.561496 -0.764711 -1.557303
C -1.893434 -2.108705 1.848650
C -2.300916 -2.411630 -1.310732
C -3.349024 -2.256655 2.327112
H -3.836756 -1.287494 2.451677
H -3.958480 -2.866028 1.659565
H -3.333385 -2.749868 3.309156
C-1.222353 -3.499146 1.847780
H -0.182075 -3.456794 1.517632
H -1.236070 -3.896849 2.871780
H -1.749505 -4.219214 1.216447
C -1.161883 -1.224438 2.875171
H -1.232136 -1.687733 3.868517
H -0.104238 -1.110983 2.623598
H -1.608047 -0.227620 2.941873
C -3.448761 -3.372800 -0.942236
H -4.328547 -2.849856 -0.575491
H -3.736214 -3.922601 -1.849132
H -3.149296 -4.119782 -0.202980
C -2.769430 -1.500857 -2.462311
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H -3.025682 -2.130091 -3.325299
H -3.655294 -0.918464 -2.199680
H -1.983129 -0.812950 -2.784590
C -1.132521 -3.270951 -1.834085
H -0.326850 -2.652901 -2.234836
H -0.698275 -3.907948 -1.059512
H -1.500120 -3.921706 -2.639714
H 4.329873 -1.518920 -1.768947
H 2.793744 -0.799918 -2.328665
H 4.032953 0.219380 -1.576737
C 3.780745 -0.622792 0.808388
0 4.934602 -0.239233 0.606667
C 3.248834 -0.671244 2.228298
H 3.421805 0.309539 2.681108
H 2.184053 -0.899895 2.286830
H 3.822386 -1.405050 2.805644
Complex 49
C -3.312992 0.142145 1.287593
C -3.964425 -0.324336 0.142556
C -3.393869 -0.017820 -1.095913
C -2.226838 0.743207 -1.215933
C -1.588968 1.222928 -0.036158
C -2.154605 0.924477 1.233692
H -3.751082 -0.079991 2.257955
H -3.883101 -0.363410 -2.001859
C -0.540056 2.305018 -0.146264
C 0.853600 2.104049 -0.103108
C -1.032775 3.629411 -0.295326
C 1.730548 3.217232 -0.215945
C -0.158204 4.704243 -0.426340
C 1.221928 4.500820 -0.389100
H -0.533701 5.713032 -0.550764
H 1.883868 5.353595 -0.482225
P 1.552981 0.399688 0.082425
C -1.616949 1.538154 2.527981
H -0.705098 2.092037 2.284550
C -5.306941 -1.037181 0.263914
H -5.394210 -1.376831 1.304907
C -5.450370 -2.276670 -0.634894
H -5.380008 -2.014709 -1.698237
H -4.690530 -3.030131 -0.405931
H -6.437345 -2.729986 -0.480715
C -6.452665 -0.033508 0.009644
H -7.426369 -0.513368 0.165438
H -6.385067 0.831451 0.679652
H -6.422936 0.339718 -1.021655
C-1.735253 1.122141-2.614654
H -0.794831 1.672391 -2.501730
C -1.447383 -0.105037 -3.499399
H -1.032579 0.212482 -4.464452
H -0.735913 -0.785482 -3.020113
H -2.358567 -0.677105 -3.705325
C -2.732233 2.065796 -3.319214
H -2.331153 2.394697 -4.285841
H -3.685609 1.558978 -3.509214
H -2.939093 2.949320 -2.708900
C -1.235946 0.490252 3.588527
H -0.849447 0.987225 4.486520
H -2.096611 -0.117272 3.889685
H -0.460478 -0.186936 3.218302
C -2.623481 2.556371 3.103826
H -3.547607 2.061452 3.424673
H -2.196893 3.065181 3.977035
H -2.889668 3.310742 2.356888
O -2.395757 3.765962 -0.297136
O 3.062455 2.948338 -0.121550
C -2.945586 5.065205 -0.446916
H -2.659663 5.516810 -1.406252
H -4.028357 4.932978 -0.419212
H -2.640077 5.730548 0.371625
C 3.996405 3.993083 -0.337961
H 3.920955 4.768102 0.436201
H 4.979855 3.523648 -0.286740
H 3.862941 4.451305 -1.326190
C 2.837754 0.306407 -1.245116
C 4.209705 0.176977 -0.996553
C 2.388257 0.330706 -2.573852
C 5.112037 0.070431 -2.056640
H 4.579979 0.169382 0.022763
C 3.292724 0.240347 -3.632447
H 1.326324 0.416505 -2.785155
C 4.658537 0.104731 -3.376361
H 5.363528 0.022839 -4.199288
C 2.454463 0.420971 1.692961
C 3.192251 -0.713402 2.074477
C 2.363271 1.496897 2.588492
C 3.838705 -0.755953 3.310550
H 3.252366 -1.571722 1.414449
C 2.999843 1.444921 3.829680
H 1.793969 2.380080 2.321167
C 3.744017 0.321796 4.192953
H 4.241231 0.283855 5.158463
Pd -0.065775 -1.313458 -0.071031
C 1.304753 -2.784163 -0.197759
C 1.922978 -3.053343 -1.423441
C 1.612851 -3.578661 0.913448
C 2.851637 -4.095673 -1.532325
H 1.698791 -2.453384 -2.300099
C 2.543880 -4.617624 0.799723
H 1.131180-3.401217 1.869756
C 3.166988 -4.879472 -0.422180
H 3.326449 -4.289290 -2.491602
H 2.769935 -5.229341 1.670477
H 3.885256 -5.690687 -0.508888
N -1.478252 -2.798224 -0.253220
C -2.108989 -3.434297 0.765995
C -1.717709 -3.055220 2.188997
H -1.303748 -3.940191 2.686016
H -0.989488 -2.241332 2.235428
H -2.616010 -2.764672 2.743856
0 -2.987710 -4.298087 0.601287
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C -1.747083 -3.324929 -1.588276
H -2.095996 -4.360345 -1.524392
H -2.520491 -2.739778 -2.105351
H -0.835051 -3.285350 -2.192967
H 2.927642 0.265420 -4.655823
H 6.173427 -0.035887 -1.847672
H 4.408571 -1.639617 3.584843
H 2.914411 2.287336 4.511110
Transition State 16-TS
C -3.330591 -0.161928 1.353025
C -3.914993 -0.746954 0.227841
C -3.426494 -0.364775 -1.024808
C -2.405052 0.579780 -1.174817
C -1.838144 1.172104 -0.016665
C -2.314054 0.796974 1.263239
H -3.703859 -0.441487 2.335920
H -3.867479 -0.799618 -1.917590
C -0.900692 2.347728 -0.154980
C 0.509047 2.278465 -0.127847
C -1.520643 3.616328 -0.308107
C 1.267634 3.474665 -0.253804
C -0.758010 4.771050 -0.455041
C 0.635119 4.702137 -0.428584
H -1.230731 5.737595 -0.583352
H 1.209840 5.614987 -0.530683
P 1.384393 0.647228 0.051442
C -1.818501 1.465327 2.545534
H -0.972014 2.108220 2.285733
C -5.100335 -1.694165 0.375961
H -5.164935 -1.963198 1.439511
C -4.953694 -3.002079 -0.421715
H -4.893613 -2.809416 -1.500115
H -4.064380 -3.567054 -0.125666
H -5.828890 -3.641937 -0.255870
C -6.412698 -0.971487 0.005831
H -7.276000 -1.626855 0.173536
H -6.550296 -0.063324 0.603511
H -6.413402 -0.679049 -1.051360
C -1.990683 0.992310 -2.587563
H -1.125316 1.658380 -2.503359
C -1.560016 -0.209450 -3.449320
H -1.192320 0.131867 -4.425197
H -0.764929 -0.779434 -2.955569
H -2.394300 -0.895870 -3.634501
C -3.112081 1.786475 -3.288700
H -2.775882 2.143468 -4.270126
H -3.998508 1.160323 -3.446884
H -3.415208 2.649657 -2.689069
C -1.310702 0.455637 3.590832
H -0.922525 0.984158 4.469756
H -2.109762 -0.211862 3.933326
H -0.503739 -0.161855 3.184167
C -2.911545 2.373939 3.145618
H -3.776650 1.786631 3.476094
H -2.525164 2.918431 4.016163
H -3.264484 3.101946 2.408246
O -2.892028 3.619562 -0.298034
O 2.621238 3.344340 -0.167809
C -3.564505 4.861515 -0.422378
H -3.346467 5.347130 -1.383227
H -4.629460 4.628476 -0.371136
H -3.303220 5.546631 0.395380
C 3.441461 4.480832 -0.375688
H 3.286007 5.239055 0.403550
H 4.468548 4.116065 -0.326168
H 3.263162 4.930832 -1.360843
C 2.688983 0.696347 -1.266767
C 4.063566 0.758004 -1.002671
C 2.262493 0.604297 -2.600358
C 4.988163 0.729523 -2.048429
H 4.416440 0.835566 0.020067
C 3.186285 0.596078 -3.646182
H 1.202087 0.534605 -2.824990
C 4.554348 0.653782 -3.373157
H 5.276057 0.634311 -4.185533
C 2.294645 0.771444 1.654808
C 3.104692 -0.313581 2.035361
C 2.148973 1.844444 2.546139
C 3.767768 -0.309771 3.262978
H 3.210766 -1.170671 1.377672
C 2.800385 1.837506 3.781403
H 1.524565 2.690971 2.282231
C 3.616231 0.764587 4.142291
H 4.125267 0.762524 5.102493
Pd 0.139283 -1.319367 -0.126386
C 1.334678 -3.063278 -0.179145
C 2.046581 -3.243334 -1.383216
C 1.910909 -3.546119 1.014547
C 3.303255 -3.851686 -1.380204
H 1.643656 -2.880466 -2.321459
C 3.164982 -4.157399 0.997362
H 1.397823 -3.434118 1.960414
C 3.874461 -4.318839 -0.195619
H 3.838068 -3.952537 -2.321903
H 3.585431 -4.514178 1.935319
H 4.846630 -4.803115 -0.201712
N -0.543765 -3.305277 -0.355208
C -1.243587 -3.941156 0.659610
C -1.129801 -3.412197 2.079602
H -0.724835 -4.198161 2.726978
H -0.528826 -2.504971 2.168829
H -2.142818 -3.191731 2.430353
O -1.991433 -4.889945 0.421808
C -0.837592 -3.832430 -1.692263
H -0.373923 -4.814334 -1.850604
H -1.918095 -3.942347 -1.803967
H -0.474901 -3.136064 -2.447628
H 2.670492 2.676748 4.460030
H 4.394709 -1.155105 3.534349
H 6.051276 0.771088 -1.824698
H 2.835858 0.532932 -4.673277
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Complex 50
C -4.313640 1.340206 0.021522
C -5.001523 0.148570 0.268194
C -4.488858 -1.025218 -0.294020
C -3.339765 -1.035412 -1.091513
C -2.665854 0.194626 -1.344469
C -3.172949 1.400750 -0.786315
H -4.707882 2.262926 0.440923
H -5.010188 -1.962466 -0.122668
C -1.667525 0.265942 -2.478452
C -0.253995 0.220793 -2.368467
C -2.244136 0.400750 -3.753383
C 0.553281 0.307257 -3.538608
C -1.459600 0.484619 -4.896457
C -0.073655 0.438591 -4.782729
H -1.924917 0.590518 -5.872569
H 0.543234 0.508642 -5.674584
P 0.459324 0.057651 -0.669147
C -2.587543 2.766167 -1.150224
H -1.667652 2.595225 -1.717328
C -6.319605 0.170886 1.034026
H -6.372646 1.140581 1.547177
C -6.442220 -0.922408 2.108796
H -6.409184 -1.927092 1.668604
H -5.649900 -0.842152 2.859177
H -7.407343 -0.827343 2.620863
C -7.501721 0.109203 0.042687
H -8.455169 0.198084 0.576683
H -7.447980 0.915277 -0.698199
H -7.508806 -0.844294 -0.499871
C -2.900839 -2.343972 -1.753020
H -1.943794 -2.160017 -2.253567
C -2.674515 -3.486522 -0.745812
H -2.257745 -4.362353 -1.256947
H -1.979598 -3.186935 0.045393
H -3.607929 -3.795334 -0.262422
C -3.901838 -2.779970 -2.842907
H -3.558417 -3.699624 -3.331221
H -4.890764 -2.976945 -2.413021
H -4.018667 -2.010597 -3.613389
C -2.209791 3.622028 0.071787
H -1.714792 4.542712 -0.257122
H -3.089550 3.905469 0.660464
H -1.524043 3.087311 0.736168
C -3.545081 3.541119 -2.079510
H -4.494321 3.757796 -1.576255
H -3.097162 4.495981 -2.379231
H -3.770017 2.971220 -2.987677
C 1.705934 -1.301904 -0.801384
C 3.080677 -1.159662 -0.590002
C 1.190441 -2.582250 -1.039813
C 3.918255 -2.277858 -0.617019
H 3.515521 -0.185514 -0.399317
C 2.029302 -3.695416 -1.061746
H 0.125642 -2.721901 -1.194555
C 3.400053 -3.551745 -0.848236
H 4.051798 -4.417413 -0.854706
C 1.399816 1.622959 -0.378714
C 2.177506 1.751192 0.781471
C 1.233371 2.745799-1.201354
C 2.773602 2.971673 1.105491
H 2.299221 0.911432 1.455630
C 1.823085 3.965468 -0.864630
H 0.643019 2.677304 -2.107540
C 2.597430 4.087675 0.289508
H 3.057073 5.034515 0.546007
C 5.407085 -2.094684 -0.457670
C 1.414511 -5.063170-1.212461
C 3.556818 3.066719 2.391709
C 1.551541 5.176219-1.720766
F 2.309637 -5.978321 -1.632647
F 0.912859 -5.499262 -0.034524
F 0.389794 -5.052931 -2.094941
F 5.986876 -3.179710 0.094492
F 6.003514 -1.890833 -1.654816
F 5.698542 -1.029319 0.316400
F 4.250565 4.219074 2.477411
F 4.431855 2.047188 2.510623
F 2.735004 3.008394 3.465800
F 1.401085 4.844418 -3.020858
F 2.545036 6.083417 -1.638400
F 0.411121 5.799585 -1.338889
Pd -1.087997 -0.385802 1.057756
C 0.329598 -0.891663 2.401962
C 0.801157 -2.208015 2.450209
C 0.837351 0.053341 3.300801
C 1.791070 -2.566856 3.373337
H 0.410131 -2.966714 1.777967
C 1.835806 -0.308024 4.213930
H 0.468385 1.074321 3.299863
C 2.315280 -1.618315 4.252744
H 2.148561 -3.593641 3.399969
H 2.231538 0.443142 4.892768
H 3.085797 -1.898832 4.965746
N -2.436834 -0.805191 2.540003
C -2.964995 0.099036 3.407091
C -2.485240 1.541522 3.319153
H -2.048737 1.822926 4.283996
H -1.747597 1.706240 2.529021
H -3.344594 2.198333 3.148008
0 -3.825906 -0.195320 4.251025
C -2.782295 -2.199581 2.805695
H -2.974331 -2.349300 3.872948
H -3.685000 -2.503292 2.258315
H -1.961056 -2.850429 2.491989
H -3.326054 0.442142 -3.832085
C 2.066680 0.255806 -3.537209
H 2.514745 0.859002 -2.743936
H 2.433305 -0.769150 -3.413128
H 2.453172 0.628361 -4.490329
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Transition State 17-TS
C -4.330247 1.361725 0.110998
C -4.975039 0.141960 0.329587
C -4.481774 -0.980839 -0.343376
C -3.395930 -0.909397 -1.223543
C -2.765677 0.345191 -1.438105
C -3.244568 1.495574 -0.763627
H -4.705670 2.245930 0.621198
H -4.968743 -1.940880 -0.194916
C -1.768074 0.492824 -2.563388
C -0.352824 0.422696 -2.451317
C -2.339901 0.723962 -3.825997
C 0.454158 0.581485 -3.613891
C -1.552502 0.877815 -4.960290
C -0.168034 0.806181 -4.847710
H -2.014500 1.057188 -5.927284
H 0.452175 0.930145 -5.731507
P 0.359663 0.132074 -0.762426
C -2.663271 2.886450 -1.017115
H -1.761712 2.766695 -1.625633
C -6.217413 0.070709 1.209914
H -6.299695 1.037350 1.725650
C -6.143591 -1.022734 2.290258
H -6.059915 -2.021730 1.844790
H -5.293030 -0.877335 2.963514
H -7.057424 -1.013649 2.896277
C -7.483053 -0.095563 0.342954
H -8.384024 -0.075606 0.967604
H -7.564999 0.704612 -0.401340
H -7.469297 -1.051725 -0.194323
C -2.968485 -2.167720 -1.980995
H -2.035956 -1.939473 -2.508051
C -2.682926 -3.361220 -1.050314
H -2.254856 -4.194469 -1.620130
H -1.973086 -3.082318 -0.263173
H -3.593304 -3.726216 -0.561569
C -4.007938 -2.554413 -3.052881
H -3.677697 -3.441552 -3.606413
H -4.978011 -2.784281 -2.596620
H -4.160755 -1.743267 -3.772839
C -2.240986 3.608742 0.275739
H -1.719374 4.540602 0.030043
H -3.104369 3.863140 0.901261
H -1.566123 2.987851 0.873850
C -3.640708 3.757939 -1.832056
H -4.577632 3.917820 -1.285667
H -3.198556 4.740125 -2.037641
H -3.888659 3.289649 -2.790924
C 1.638568 -1.190129 -0.984384
C 3.011429 -1.029794 -0.769982
C 1.149414 -2.473979 -1.259973
C 3.870674 -2.130511 -0.831218
H 3.426055 -0.053534 -0.546164
C 2.009299 -3.569363 -1.318566
H 0.086116 -2.627713 -1.410631
C 3.377810 -3.406539 -1.102306
H 4.045974 -4.258878 -1.134150
C 1.288541 1.680032 -0.355996
C 1.993685 1.730812 0.857145
C 1.178277 2.852992 -1.113733
C 2.573855 2.922799 1.292826
H 2.069176 0.847635 1.483362
C 1.748601 4.046466 -0.663098
H 0.642184 2.847263 -2.056211
C 2.450860 4.091059 0.540389
H 2.894239 5.016853 0.885551
C 5.354549 -1.923554 -0.661416
C 1.419680 -4.941874 -1.512546
C 3.277973 2.933687 2.626374
C 1.529988 5.304776 -1.462701
F 2.336827 -5.835685 -1.932173
F 0.897260 -5.414144 -0.356114
F 0.413795 -4.928846 -2.416789
F 5.959551 -3.022584 -0.165062
F 5.948177 -1.644242 -1.845026
F 5.623945 -0.893903 0.167716
F 3.948024 4.083756 2.838528
F 4.159367 1.917438 2.729411
F 2.394870 2.789133 3.645176
F 1.607004 5.069805 -2.790571
F 2.431210 6.260361 -1.160902
F 0.300959 5.826775 -1.229332
Pd -1.005119 -0.520847 1.004828
C 0.112261 -1.224324 2.657944
C 0.667382 -2.507811 2.489338
C 0.800477 -0.292718 3.460221
C 1.891095 -2.830049 3.081513
H 0.172910 -3.252951 1.877073
C 2.024340 -0.631381 4.041419
H 0.408721 0.703305 3.618898
C 2.579278 -1.900952 3.862896
H 2.304783 -3.822820 2.920120
H 2.544239 0.117963 4.632501
H 3.526553 -2.160462 4.326078
N -1.816834 -1.239209 2.811320
C -2.427489 -0.371874 3.705454
C -2.113307 1.112683 3.626510
H -1.664208 1.438058 4.571518
H -1.462533 1.383482 2.792284
H -3.062055 1.646867 3.515962
0 -3.250334 -0.778966 4.524562
C -2.271048 -2.628702 2.932206
H -1.894543 -3.097300 3.849870
H -3.362408 -2.648183 2.960511
H -1.933930 -3.202437 2.070037
H -3.421342 0.783250 -3.902553
C 1.967001 0.511889 -3.616363
H 2.420757 1.054827 -2.783871
H 2.321221 -0.523302 -3.559963
H 2.359023 0.942709 -4.542370
Transition State 18-TS
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Pd 0.731396 -0.992934 -0.427612
P -1.844342 -1.166540 0.097047
P 1.412712 1.253783 0.171378
0 -1.555076 1.704547 -0.153035
C 2.425400 -2.044012 0.016773
C 1.926926 -3.323918 0.339182
H 1.072352 -3.723615 -0.198237
C 2.552753 -4.090641 1.328404
H 2.144550 -5.068124 1.577363
C 3.706491 -3.627359 1.964183
H 4.199342 -4.231156 2.721474
C 4.236565 -2.388905 1.589348
H 5.145689 -2.020800 2.060986
C 3.616684 -1.603576 0.613196
H 4.059089 -0.657225 0.330410
C -2.747311 1.329553 -0.744985
C -3.083022 -0.028351 -0.659917
C -4.286904 -0.433742 -1.252065
H -4.578255 -1.477656 -1.211573
C -5.099465 0.490764 -1.908396
H -6.026544 0.162565 -2.369951
C -4.729537 1.834682 -1.976662
H -5.376612 2.536141 -2.492424
C -3.543060 2.283651 -1.385988
C -3.081681 3.743419-1.339109
C -1.549844 3.740685 -1.426804
C -0.797934 4.734156 -2.060379
H -1.298265 5.539983 -2.586364
C 0.594959 4.710052 -2.016019
H 1.166976 5.492349 -2.506790
C 1.259882 3.690202 -1.338102
H 2.342409 3.693252 -1.310666
C 0.550859 2.656372 -0.704562
C -0.850701 2.714427 -0.774534
C -3.723939 4.585695 -2.454363
H -4.813866 4.587549 -2.357344
H -3.465728 4.207909 -3.449372
H -3.404257 5.629973 -2.386619
C -3.492323 4.345019 0.036427
H -4.583019 4.332174 0.145961
H -3.146342 5.382123 0.116950
H -3.059161 3.775092 0.864089
C -2.607879 -2.828155 -0.191249
C -2.160007 -3.582771 -1.288686
H -1.356289 -3.201162 -1.912790
C -2.723734 -4.833363 -1.555400
H -2.368054 -5.410136 -2.405472
C -3.726778 -5.347512 -0.732268
H -4.157701 -6.323780 -0.939772
C -4.169822 -4.606209 0.365875
H -4.946529 -5.002526 1.015131
C -3.615078 -3.354350 0.635336
H -3.964311 -2.788299 1.493631
C -2.102125 -0.940214 1.914878
C -3.133590 -0.167785 2.467011
H -3.833169 0.348653 1.816667
C -3.275867 -0.059383 3.852854
H -4.079621 0.545874 4.264577
C -2.396295 -0.728546 4.704230
H -2.510483 -0.646621 5.781977
C -1.365508 -1.501267 4.163628
H -0.673256 -2.023552 4.818896
C -1.213330 -1.599405 2.781043
H -0.398171 -2.191218 2.371140
C 3.168664 1.648288 -0.264839
C 3.656197 1.172239 -1.494153
H 3.029604 0.531999 -2.109166
C 4.957671 1.469939 -1.899119
H 5.322908 1.093879 -2.851049
C 5.794274 2.230100 -1.077392
H 6.810812 2.453538 -1.390580
C 5.322721 2.691678 0.152571
H 5.970120 3.276430 0.801050
C 4.015746 2.406298 0.556446
H 3.658020 2.776197 1.512008
C 1.300772 1.754077 1.948809
C 1.629985 0.794946 2.920471
H 1.913098 -0.207506 2.612684
C 1.599869 1.121880 4.276203
H 1.861898 0.369967 5.015723
C 1.223183 2.403887 4.682219
H 1.191017 2.654616 5.739310
C 0.883120 3.360510 3.724492
H 0.585633 4.359737 4.032297
C 0.926130 3.040356 2.365812
H 0.668871 3.796199 1.630310
0 0.541820 -2.296580 -2.240410
C 1.682772 -2.470011 -2.805739
N 2.801446 -2.106265 -2.239126
C 1.657664 -3.147622 -4.172150
H 0.635601 -3.185893 -4.552725
H 2.293945 -2.619959 -4.891588
H 2.041711 -4.172709 -4.090037
C 4.094716 -2.44 1414 -2.788597
H 4.348586 -1.842704 -3.679963
H 4.854951 -2.228069 -2.027488
H 4.198997 -3.503241 -3.064927
Transition State 19-TS
C -4.307280 1.306351 0.682707
C -4.881447 0.075269 1.008154
C -4.407111 -1.058059 0.347975
C -3.395888 -0.997795 -0.618210
C -2.822379 0.263351 -0.928499
C -3.293797 1.430483 -0.270849
H -4.660728 2.203063 1.184000
H -4.840307 -2.024253 0.595001
C -1.897146 0.406590 -2.111475
C -0.488204 0.397628 -2.045120
C -2.517173 0.598663 -3.373832
C 0.276307 0.599360 -3.226711
C -1.751073 0.768085 -4.524413
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C -0.357464 0.772264 -4.453343
H -2.223150 0.910309 -5.489228
H 0.215611 0.922128 -5.360440
P 0.373132 0.084910 -0.436577
C -2.770535 2.825546 -0.607212
H -1.951118 2.713722 -1.323868
C -6.001788 -0.035092 2.032434
H -6.132987 -1.104679 2.246838
C -7.333127 0.488906 1.458088
H -7.262200 1.556512 1.216337
H -7.608815 -0.043322 0.540589
H -8.145727 0.363040 2.184082
C -5.654940 0.662530 3.360279
H -6.417667 0.443180 4.117588
H -4.679149 0.328948 3.724968
H -5.617607 1.752539 3.243144
C -2.999633 -2.276624 -1.355675
H -2.144042 -2.037670 -1.997711
C -2.565879 -3.407602 -0.402466
H -2.162669 -4.253177 -0.972533
H -1.798736 -3.068044 0.303099
H -3.411823 -3.779705 0.187321
C -4.134906 -2.756526 -2.283455
H -3.812893 -3.629132 -2.864817
H -5.017748 -3.049379 -1.702852
H -4.436598 -1.966520 -2.977768
C -2.200704 3.554880 0.624980
H -1.712301 4.487595 0.320480
H -2.988463 3.807541 1.344355
H -1.462836 2.935704 1.146223
C -3.855668 3.676799 -1.297312
H -4.700185 3.862281 -0.623198
H -3.447772 4.649532 -1.597817
H -4.243680 3.172049 -2.188187
0 -3.885659 0.609704 -3.372884
O 1.630929 0.635925 -3.072115
C -4.561300 0.816860 -4.603652
H -4.335378 0.022849 -5.327791
H -5.625548 0.793912 -4.364085
H -4.309092 1.790894 -5.043455
C 2.453360 0.809707 -4.216900
H 2.268155 1.777927 -4.699247
H 3.480110 0.777958 -3.849392
H 2.302028 0.003013 -4.945184
C 1.619868 -1.203177 -0.910527
C 2.999394 -1.074002 -0.719598
C 1.120410-2.415428 -1.398835
C 3.854563 -2.139999 -1.005480
H 3.420127 -0.145157 -0.353830
C 1.981781 -3.471960 -1.703011
H 0.052393 -2.548137 -1.538033
C 3.354956 -3.344592 -1.502543
H 4.022970 -4.166717 -1.728353
C 1.328113 1.634804 -0.106599
C 2.189299 1.707972 1.000651
C 1.114133 2.791642 -0.867866
C 2.844389 2.906251 1.304668
H 2.353332 0.840457 1.631346
C 1.745842 3.989819 -0.537038
H 0.452184 2.766763 -1.724302
C 2.622603 4.053747 0.545061
H 3.129204 4.979502 0.788353
Pd -0.988811 -0.550679 1.349924
C 0.479132 -1.051046 2.720747
C 1.611378 -1.796850 2.347993
C 0.594886 -0.104911 3.760909
C 2.846848 -1.553356 2.958013
H 1.527067 -2.561241 1.582751
C 1.831948 0.117111 4.366875
H -0.281778 0.446189 4.087094
C 2.969594 -0.595283 3.967613
H 3.718924 -2.110606 2.622539
H 1.908269 0.866326 5.151043
H 3.931175 -0.404747 4.434167
0 -2.458566 -0.828898 2.974061
C -2.114027 -1.903809 3.568017
N -0.968773 -2.482778 3.282435
C -0.460620 -3.627730 4.005684
H 0.593901 -3.755710 3.737650
H -0.511069 -3.516355 5.099733
H -0.986053 -4.554921 3.731953
C -3.052928 -2.472561 4.619486
H -2.628475 -2.320312 5.620105
H -4.019891 -1.970151 4.569115
H -3.195430 -3.550545 4.487598
C 3.766624 2.965414 2.497615
C 1.426645 5.231291 -1.326593
C 5.324742 -2.009678 -0.704908
C 1.392477 -4.742149 -2.258641
F 2.418147 6.143766 -1.260059
F 0.302884 5.834899 -0.868420
F 1.212919 4.953600 -2.632681
F 4.572846 1.885316 2.556693
F 4.558757 4.060596 2.462917
F 3.076886 3.013820 3.658362
F 6.073204 -2.805145 -1.499207
F 5.760440 -0.742199 -0.869006
F 5.599426 -2.359696 0.574136
F 2.313663 -5.717114 -2.393951
F 0.838936 -4.535834 -3.475975
F 0.408216 -5.219660 -1.462351
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4.4 DFT Studies on the Regioselectivity of Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation Reactions
4.4.1 Background
Two methods for the regioselective Pd-catalyzed y-arylation of dienolates were
recently developed in our group (see Chapters 2 and 3).5 2 We wished to gain an
understanding of the underlying principles involved in controlling this selectivity and of
the details of the operative mechanism. But before we begin our examination of extended
Pd-enolates, mechanistic findings by others on Pd-enolate systems will be discussed.
Pd-enolates are known to exist as C-bound,5 3 O-bound,>" r 3-oxyallyl, 5 or bridging
species. 56 In efforts aimed at characterizing the intermediates involved in Pd-catalyzed Xa-
arylation reactions, Hartwig prepared a series of dppbz-Pd(Ar)(enolate) complexes by the
addition of potassium enolates to preformed dppbz-Pd(Ar)(Br) complexes (Scheme 14).31
The tautomeric equilibrium was then determined by 'H NMR measurements. The favored
tautomer was primarily controlled by steric factors, as ketones with tertiary centers at the
ca-position were O-bound and all other ketones were C-bound. The relative rates of
reductive elimination of the complexes were then measured and it was determined that
steric or electronic perturbation of the enolate had a very small influence on these rates.
Although these experiments provide some insight into the behavior of Pd-enolates, they
may have limited relevance to catalysis because the actual ligands used for these
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reactions were not studied. Furthermore, no mechanistic data has been published on the
behavior of Pd-dienolates.5
Pd-dienolates may exist as five different tautomers (shown in Scheme 15),
potentially complicating their characterization. Since the barrier of isomerization between
these intermediates should be low,58 the relative populations of these should not dictate
the product selectivity. Rather, based on the Curtin-Hammett principle,38 the barrier for
reductive elimination from each of these should be most important in dictating
selectivity.
Scheme 15. The General Mechanism of Pd-Catalyzed y-Arylation Reactions.
OPd(Ar)L, O Pd(Ar)L 0
SI Pd(Ar)Ln
0 R R R
SPd cat. O-bound 3-oxyallyl a-bound reductive
I + ArX - elimination
base /
R 0 0 R r
R Pd(Ar)Ln R Pd(Ar)Ln
y-bound n-allyl
In our work on the y-arylation of unsaturated ketones, a substantial ligand effect
on the selectivity was observed, with small bidentate ligands (i.e., dppe, dppp) being most
selective for the y-position. Related to this, a dramatic ligand effect on regioselectivity in
Pd-catalyzed crotylations of aryl halides with allyl metals has also been observed by
Hiyama 59a (Scheme 16) and others59b". The explanation put forth to explain the observed
selectivity stated that ca-arylation is favored for ligands in which reductive elimination is
slow, allowing for isomerization to the less hindered isomer. Therefore, ligands that
promote fast reductive elimination give the y-arylated products. But these assertions are
complicated by the poorly understood effect of the ligand on the rate of isomerization.6 0
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Scheme 16. The Effect of the Supporting Ligand on the Pd-Catalyzed Crotylation of Aryl
Bromides.
Hiyama (1994)











L % Yield Ratio (y* c)
PPh3  97 100 0
dppm 85 45 55
dppe 86 1 97
dppp 92 1 99
dppb 57 84 16
In contrast to the y-arylation of unsaturated ketones, the regioselectivity we
observe in the Pd-catalyzed arylation of butenolide dienolates is not ligand dependant
whatsoever-the y-arylated product is always formed. We also note that the use of very
hindered or bidentate ligands results in very low conversions.
We felt that the ligand effect on selectivity for ketones and efficiency for
butenolides could be most readily studied with density functional methods. This would
allow us to study the real catalytic system rather than a model that makes the mechanistic
experiments easier to carry out.
4.4.2 Results and Discussion
Selectivity in the y-Arylation of 4-Methylcyclohexenone
We began our investigations by finding geometry-optimized ground states with
the B3LYP functional and a 6-31g(d) basis set, followed by single point energy
calculations with TPSS/6-31+g(d,p) (vide infra) for each of the dppe-Pd(aryl)(dienolate)
tautomers (Figure 10). As stated before, these energies should have limited relevance to
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the product distribution, but would reflect the observed equilibrium by NMR, assuming
that this is the resting state. The cc-bound tautomer (53) was the lowest energy structure
with the y-bound tautomer (55) and the O-bound tautomer (51) 4.9 and 4.4 kcal/mol
higher in energy, respectively. The interconversion of these isomers should proceed
through x-allyl complex 54 (6.2 kcal/mol, Pl-Pd (2.37 A), P2-Pd (3.75 A)) and r 3-
oxyallyl complex 52 (9.2 kcal/mol, P1-Pd (2.35 A), P2-Pd (3.51 A)). The indicated P-Pd
bond lengths show that one phosphine dissociated to accommodate the two-coordinate n-
allyl or rj3-oxyallyl fragments.





O-bound i 3-oxyallyl a-bound





6.2 kcal/mol 4.9 kcal/mol
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The geometries and energies of the transition states for reductive elimination were
calculated next (Table 7). We identified stationary points for C-O bond formation (20-
TS), C-C bond formation at the a-position through both r3 (21-TS) and r' (22-TS)
pathways, and C-C bond formation at the y-position through both four-coordinate (23-
TS)61 and five-coordinate r 3 (24-TS), as well as r' (23-TS) pathways. A transition state
for a five-coordinate r 3 pathway at the cc-position analogous to 24-TS could not be
located. The results obtained at the B3LYP/6-31g(d) level theory indicated that C-O
bound formation via 20-TS is quite difficult (33.7 kcal/mol) and that 22-TS, which leads
to the a-arylated product, was the lowest energy transition state with a barrier of 24.9
kcal/mol, while structures leading to y-arylated products (23-TS, 24-TS, and 25-TS) were
are all higher in energy, ranging from 27.1 to 31.5 kcal/mol. These numbers were not in
agreement with the proposed mechanism, prompting us to perform single point
calculations with several other levels of theory. A larger basis set (6-31 1+g(d,p)) with the
addition of solvation was first evaluated but did not significantly alter the relative
energies. Next, we examined several other commonly used functionals (i.e., BLYP,
BP86, PBE, M05, MPWB1K, TPSS) with a 6-31+g(d,p) basis set. We anticipated
increased accuracy from the M05 functional, as it has been advertised to be more
accurate for transition metals,a but similar results were obtained. However, a large shift
in the relative position of 24-TS was observed when using the BP86, PBE, MPWB1K,
and TPSS functionals. Among these, TPSS predicted the largest selectivity towards y-
arylation. These results, coupled with the markedly increased sophistication and reported
accuracy of TPSS6a over other functionals led us to adopt its use for the rest of these
studies. The addition of solvation to the TPSS calculations also resulted in only small
changes in energy; therefore, we neglected its effect in all subsequent calculations.
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20-TS 21-TS 22-TS 23-TS 24-TS 25-TS
B3LYP/6-31g(d) 33.7 30.3 24.9 26.5 27.1 31.5
B3LYP/6-311 +g(d,p)b 35.6 30.0 24.6 26.2 26.3 28.8
BLYP/6-31+g(d,p) 29.7 27.5 22.5 24.7 24.5 27.2
BP86/6-31+g(d,p) 31.5 31.1 22.4 25.7 21.4 26.0
PBE/6-31+g(d,p) 32.3 25.7 22.4 32.1 20.4 25.6
M05/6-31+g(d,p) 35.0 26.3 18.8 21.3 22.1 27.2
MPWB1K/6-31+g(d,p) 40.0 34.7 25.6 26.0 22.8 29.5
TPSS/6-31 +g(d,p) 31.9 31.6 24.2 25.4 20.7 26.5
TPSS/6-31 +g(d,p)b 32.5 31.5 24.5 25.2 20.4 25.0
a Energies are relative to ground state 53 in Figure 10. b PCM solvation in toluene.
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Figure 11. Detailed Rendering of Transition State 24-TS.
The structure of 24-TS is actually quite unique and deserves further discussion.
The bond lengths of C1-Pd (2.18 A), C2-Pd (2.47 A), C3-Pd (2.20 A), C4-Pd (2.52 A),
P1-Pd (2.38 A), and P2-Pd (2.64 A) strongly suggest that the Pd is five-coordinate
(Figure 11). The calculated P1-Pd-P2 angle of 85.5* is only slightly larger than other
dppe-Pd complexes (e.g., 85.0* for 22-TS). Five-coordinate Pd(II) complexes6 2 are
somewhat rare and only a few computationally-characterized five-coordinate Pd(II)
transition states63 have been reported. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, all known
five-coordinate Pd(II) transition states involve ligand substitution or migratory insertion
processes.64 We believe this is the first example of a five-coordinate transition state with a
change in oxidation state in a Pd(II)/Pd(0) cycle.
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The relevance of this transition state to the reaction coordinate was confirmed by
performing an IRC (intrinsic reaction coordinate) calculation in both forward and
backward directions (Scheme 17). The IRCbacard converged towards ground state
structure 54, a monodentate n-allyl Pd enolate, and the IRCforward converged towards n-
bound structure 56. Our interpretation of this transition state is that one phosphine is
beginning to bind to Pd while the two-coordinate x-allyl group and phenyl group are
simultaneously reductively eliminating, and proceeding to form a one-coordinate olefin.
This maintains four-coordinate bonding to Pd before and after the reaction.




The agreement of these calculations with experiment is encouraging but we
reasoned that repeating them with a ligand that gave mixtures of products would be a
good test to further validate our chosen functional. We selected dppf, which gave a 25:75
mixture of y- to a-arylated products, and recalculated the ground states and transition
states. The wider bite angle of dppf-ranging from 94* to 1010 for our calculated
structures, compared to dppe, ranging from 830 to 860 for our calculated structures-
significantly altered the relative energies of the ground states. The O-bound (57) and X-
allyl (60) isomers are now the most stable structures with the a-bound (59), y-bound (61),
and r 3-oxyallyl (58) isomers 1.9, 12.7, and 4.5 kcal/mol higher in energy, respectively
(Figure 12).
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The transition states for reductive elimination in the dppf-ligated series are also
drastically different in energy compared to their dppe-ligated counterparts (Figure 13).
The energy required for C-C bond formation decreased for the a-bound (from 24.2 to
18.9 kcal/mol), c-allyl (from 25.4 to 21.9 kcal/mol), and rl3-oxyallyl (from 31.6 to 26.4
kcal/mol) pathways. Conversely, the energy of the five-coordinate 3-allyl transition state
that gives rise to the y-arylated product increased slightly from 20.7 to 21.5 kcal/mol,
while a transition state to form this product from the y-bound isomer could no longer be
found! This drastic reversal in selectivity is likely attributed to the larger bite angle of
dppf, which prevents the sterically demanding y-bound transition state.
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Figure 13. Calculated dppf-Pd(Ph)(ketone-dienolate) Transition States.a
26-TS
C-O




a Energies are relative to ground states 57 and 60 in Figure 12.
Selectivity in the y-Arylation of a-Angelicalactone
The reactivity of butenolide arylation differs from unsaturated ketones in that
complete selectivity for the y-position is always observed. Our first task in developing a
clear mechanistic picture for the Pd-catalyzed butenolide arylation reaction was to find all
of the relevant ground states. The LPd(Ph)(butenolide) complexes can also partition
between five tautomeric states similar to the ketone complexes. But now, a biaryl
monophosphine is used as opposed to bidentate ligands, allowing for much more











there are many more local minima to evaluate. Therefore, we made two decisions at the
outset of these calculations to cut down the number of possible structures. First, we used
CyJohnPhos instead of MePhos as the ligand-a reasonable choice, since it performs
almost equally well in experiments. Second, we did not attempt to find stationary points
in which the Pd pointed in every direction with respect to the biaryl ring as this would
have been excessive and was not important for the selectivity-determining transition
states.
The ground state structures are shown in Figure 14 and grouped by the position
that Pd is bound. It should be pointed out that n-allyl structure 65 and y3 -oxyallyl
structure 64 are the most stable ground states. This is expected since they provide the Pd
center with a fully saturated coordination sphere. Slightly less stable structures are the 0-
bound (62, 5.0 kcal/mol) and a-bound (65, 2.9 kcal/mol) structures. The y-bound
structures vary in energy depending on if the Pd is pointed down (66, 3.6 kcal/mol), to
the side (67, 9.8 kcal/mol), or away (68, 5.9 kcal/mol) from the lower biaryl ring. This
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trend for three-coordinate Pd structures should be general in that the most stable isomers
are those in which the Pd is pointed towards the lower ring, allowing for a stabilizing Cn-
interaction. This orientation is less important for the four-coordinate structures for which
the orientation of the butenolide is more important, as demonstrated in 63 versus 64.
The calculated transition states for reductive elimination of these butenolide
dienolate complexes are shown in Figure 15. These bond-forming events could be
occurring from different orientations but should be most favored with the Pd pointed
towards the lower biaryl ring, as this provides extra steric encumbrance to facilitate this
step.2 2k The highest barrier calculated was for C-O bond formation (31-TS) at 28.5
kcal/mol, with the next highest barrier corresponding to C-C bond formation from the a-
isomer (33-TS) at 23.4 kcal/mol. Transition states for C-C bond formation via the r13-
oxyallyl (32-TS, 21.6 kcal/mol) and y-isomers (35-TS, 22.0 kcal/mol) are quite similar in
energy. Finally, the lowest energy pathway is predicted to proceed via the n-allyl isomer
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(34-TS) with a barrier of 18.2 kcal/mol. The energy of the x-allyl transition state with the
Pd pointed away from the lower ring (35-TS) was also calculated and was nearly
isoenergetic with 34-TS. This is a departure from the trends we usually observe for biaryl
monophosphines but may be common to the less hindered ligands. The large energetic
preference for n-allyl transition states over the alternatives, leads us to believe that this
represents the only operative pathway in these reactions. A detailed rendering of structure
34-TS is shown in Figure 16, in which the calculated bond lengths of Cl-Pd (2.15 A),
C2-Pd (2.48 A), C3-Pd (2.22 A), C4-Pd (2.60 A), and P-Pd (2.38 A) are consistent with
reductive elimination from a x-allyl structure.61
Our basis for making conclusions on the transition states for reductive elimination
rests on the assumption that isomerization between tautomers is a fast process. In order to
strengthen this argument, we also calculated the barrier for isomerization between the y-
bound and x-allyl tautomers (37-TS) and found it to be quite low at 6.6 kcal/mol. We
were unable to find similar transition states for the other isomerization processes due to
their shallow potentials, but we reason that they should not be significantly higher in
energy.
Figure 16. Detailed Rendering of Transition State 34-TS.
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4.4.3 Conclusions
Mechanistic studies on catalytic reactions involving multiple pathways and
resting states using traditional methods can be quite difficult. The Pd-catalyzed y-
arylation of ketones and butenolides represent such reactions. In order to address the
mechanistic ambiguity and unexplained regioselectivity obtained in these reactions, we
carried out a detailed computational study using density functional theory.
The relative energies of the dppe-Pd(Ph)(ketone-dienolate) tautomers were first
calculated and we found that the a-bound isomer is predicted to be the lowest energy
form. The transition states correlating to each tautomer were then located and C-C bond
formation at the ct-position was predicted to be most accessible at the B3LYP/6-31g(d)
level of theory. A survey of several popular functionals was then undertaken, revealing
that the relative position of a novel five-coordinate n-allyl transition state that led to the
y-arylated product was highly functional-dependent, and with TPSS this transition state
fits with the experimental data to predict arylation at the y-position with high selectivity.
A similar study was then conducted with dppf-a ligand that gave poor
selectivity under experimental conditions. Several interesting differences were noted with
this system. First, the y-bound tautomer is much higher in energy than with dppe. Second,
no transition state for C-C bond formation from the y-bound tautomer could be located.
Third, bond formation via the O-bound, a-bound, q3-oxyallyl, and n-allyl tautomers are
all lower in energy with respect to the analogous dppe-ligated complexes, but the five-
coordinate n-allyl transition state is higher in energy. Overall, C-C bond formation at the
a-position is now predicted to be favored, consistent with experiment.
The y-arylation of butenolides requires a distinctly different set of ligands-
bidentate ligands are quite poor and moderately hindered biaryl monophosphines perform
best. We calculated the energies of the CyJohnPhos-Pd(Ph)(butenolide-dienolate) ground
states and transition states. The conformational flexibility of the ligand allowed for a
large number of ground states and the n-allyl-bound isomer was the most stable by a
small margin. Transition states were then located and reaction through a four-coordinate
n-allyl to form the y-arylated product was significantly lower in energy than all other
pathways considered.
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The detailed description of these mechanistic pathways was only possible by the
application of density functional calculations. Furthermore, the calculations have allowed
us to propose novel transition states that have not been described previously in Pd
catalysis. It is our hope that they will be further supported by additional experimental
data in the future.
4.4.4 Experimental Procedures
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian '0340 suite of programs on a Linux
cluster with Dell PowerEdge 1950 servers containing two quad-core Intel Xeon
processors or Sun servers containing dual-core Opteron processors, running the sun grid
engine (SGE) queuing program. Ground-state geometry optimizations were performed
with the Berny algorithm using all-atom DFT without any approximations using the
B3LYP5,41 functional with the 6-31(d) basis set and the LANL2DZ basis set with the
Hay-Wadt 42 effective core potential (ECP) for Pd. The electronic energies of all
geometry optimized structures were then recalculated at the TPSS/6-31+g(d,p)6" level of
theory. Frequency calculations were performed on all optimized structures to confirm that
the minima had no negative frequencies and transition states had a single imaginary
frequency. The Gibbs free energies were calculated at 298.15 K and 1 atm.
Cartesian Coordinates for all
Complex 51
P 2.175553 -0.284101 0.112412
C 0.237774 2.231991 -0.133383
C 0.573632 5.032309 -0.226730
C -0.149163 3.036057 0.946633
C 0.794452 2.851430 -1.262705
C 0.955956 4.242566 -1.312926
C 0.020196 4.424230 0.902317
H -0.611702 2.587914 1.821976
H 1.113195 2.255994 -2.115230
H 1.379962 4.704670 -2.202353
H -0.290025 5.031013 1.750336
H 0.700224 6.111692 -0.261729
Pd -0.084540 0.210312 -0.019076
Calculated Complexes and Transition States
P -0.445913 -2.207682 0.171480
C -3.490606 2.083937 1.070469
C -4.322080 3.272005 0.954315
H -4.611080 3.779390 1.875119
C -4.417306 2.969087 -1.483672
C -3.082095 2.212794 -1.369309
H -2.242528 2.914123 -1.494284
H -2.992032 1.471913 -2.172352
C 1.255547 -2.953839 0.014010
H 1.472490 -3.003985 -1.059385
H 1.318992 -3.975759 0.403114
C 2.281850 -2.055805 0.723644
H 3.297987 -2.442160 0.582108
H 2.073987 -2.038282 1.799952
C 3.029602 -0.366849 -1.518052
360
C 4.427171 -0.455731 -1.620038
C 2.255302 -0.386310 -2.688384
C 5.035358 -0.569882 -2.869938
H 5.040966 -0.424142 -0.724049
C 2.867021 -0.504718 -3.938495
H 1.173998 -0.297462 -2.611888
C 4.256587 -0.596420 -4.030221
H 6.118040 -0.633649 -2.938828
H 2.257170 -0.516744 -4.837609
H 4.733714 -0.681910 -5.002793
C 3.341796 0.633682 1.199809
C 4.080933 0.001767 2.213320
C 3.496224 2.018921 1.011531
C 4.955060 0.736248 3.017934
H 3.986412 -1.064530 2.387536
C 4.374229 2.745732 1.814212
H 2.923039 2.531278 0.246313
C 5.104639 2.108657 2.819956
H 5.517446 0.231077 3.798626
H 4.478407 3.815530 1.656692
H 5.783434 2.679489 3.447803
C -1.477064 -3.092729 -1.063214
C -1.261927 -4.432889 -1.421072
C -2.527273 -2.375876 -1.659812
C -2.081663 -5.047077 -2.368262
H -0.457546 -5.003681 -0.964599
C -3.348878 -3.000054 -2.600956
H -2.689200 -1.338697 -1.373165
C -3.126528 -4.331258 -2.958354
H -1.906159 -6.083796 -2.643570
H -4.161427 -2.441544 -3.057891
H -3.764982 -4.812055 -3.694930
C -1.085399 -2.729600 1.816886
C -0.703265 -3.912965 2.467109
C -2.028605 -1.882821 2.424330
C -1.249439 -4.242723 3.708495
H 0.017175 -4.588393 2.013390
C -2.579093 -2.224221 3.660883
H -2.323590 -0.967164 1.915408
C -2.188803 -3.399334 4.306208
H -0.943662 -5.159434 4.206068
H -3.310656 -1.565981 4.121761
H -2.614204 -3.658595 5.272151
C -2.904802 1.520495 -0.025517
0 -2.182485 0.409644 0.016338
C -4.756960 3.752292 -0.230521
H -5.232054 2.246773 -1.674771
H -4.394138 3.629483 -2.361176
H -3.309714 1.653743 2.052872
C -5.642088 4.958678 -0.364581
H -6.596342 4.707783 -0.854950
H -5.875079 5.399400 0.611436
H -5.178155 5.741244 -0.984229
Complex 52
Pd 0.960274 -0.682900 -0.419131
P 0.811834 1.629017 -0.010414
C 1.675493 -1.019433 1.443293
C 0.803975 -1.209732 2.526652
C 3.056251 -1.111814 1.671567
C 1.302104 -1.480467 3.807658
H -0.272052 -1.158030 2.376700
C 3.553096 -1.385160 2.950544
H 3.756365 -0.967671 0.852352
C 2.678695 -1.568044 4.024252
H 0.608837 -1.628024 4.633460
H 4.627992 -1.452433 3.105916
H 3.066037 -1.780009 5.017872
C 2.763303 -4.419626 -1.481827
C 3.698591 -5.530856 -1.092330
H 4.749986 -5.217808 -1.168303
H 3.520053 -5.868500 -0.066209
H 3.585937 -6.398738 -1.759442
C 2.841853 -3.906463 -2.908831
C 1.823827 -3.925746 -0.652429
C 0.885591 -2.873766 -1.056184
H -0.131555 -2.905036 -0.667723
H 1.724670 -4.323300 0.355563
C 1.119189 -2.147224 -2.256003
0 0.372604 -1.154506 -2.581958
C 2.388476 -2.442333 -3.041031
H 2.219570 -2.164094 -4.086802
H 3.173771 -1.774317 -2.658807
H 2.213626 -4.546890 -3.550906
H 3.862856 -4.009952 -3.297889
C 2.197271 2.426126 0.905327
C 3.215681 3.103361 0.215134
C 2.296981 2.298209 2.300490
C 4.295206 3.656415 0.905337
H 3.165270 3.206781 -0.864312
C 3.374566 2.857880 2.987515
H 1.551099 1.741185 2.857629
C 4.375209 3.540543 2.294025
H 5.072374 4.179705 0.354511
H 3.434229 2.749143 4.066941
H 5.214829 3.973328 2.831313
P -2.413997 -0.165268 0.396750
C -3.450674 -0.319312 1.922147
C -4.120272 -1.540750 2.130328
C -3.520428 0.650414 2.934619
C -4.851810 -1.771557 3.293160
H -4.072761 -2.314964 1.367979
C -4.243064 0.414347 4.108181
H -3.011795 1.603127 2.821624
C -4.914462 -0.793687 4.290415
H -5.368725 -2.718617 3.425012
H -4.281760 1.181585 4.877433
H -5.477931 -0.975813 5.201538
C -3.668556 -0.265225 -0.961488
C -5.017658 0.096837 -0.817477
C -3.214885 -0.717843 -2.212729
C -5.893644 0.011279 -1.900475
361
H -5.387561 0.437746 0.145466
C -4.092826 -0.792112 -3.296822
H -2.173716 -1.007975 -2.339610
C -5.432520 -0.431498 -3.142822
H -6.936441 0.292163 -1.774705
H -3.728998 -1.141968 -4.259526
H -6.116388 -0.498328 -3.985190
C 0.585327 2.692864 -1.499949
C 0.507073 2.100641 -2.769283
C 0.453147 4.088736 -1.385060
C 0.298898 2.894599 -3.901806
H 0.598729 1.022264 -2.872162
C 0.246868 4.874806 -2.517147
H 0.526631 4.566031 -0.411370
C 0.168718 4.277311 -3.779142
H 0.237535 2.424600 -4.879584
H 0.148421 5.952446 -2.415959
H 0.007137 4.891245 -4.661350
C -0.690660 2.064466 1.016289
C -2.018952 1.674131 0.335716
H -0.578802 1.563733 1.983975
H -0.667647 3.144509 1.206216
H -1.988277 1.938324 -0.726910
H -2.842424 2.255873 0.767032
Complex 53
P -1.392192 -1.390545 0.275539
C -1.556698 1.758729 -0.411213
C -3.853365 3.321495 -0.984928
C -1.843059 2.180535 -1.720429
C -2.446997 2.145561 0.604782
C -3.579807 2.922034 0.324789
C -2.978227 2.946389 -2.007425
H -1.171813 1.916769 -2.534331
H -2.268669 1.839554 1.633083
H -4.248618 3.209661 1.133918
H -3.175682 3.254036 -3.032649
H -4.733606 3.920704 -1.205394
Pd 0.052184 0.505421 -0.101516
P 1.840338 -1.165940 0.046302
C 1.402099 2.247589 -0.075315
C 1.376977 3.108589 -1.282609
H 1.593889 2.620201 -2.234333
C 0.908633 5.169718 0.017146
C 0.360628 4.253613 1.124855
H -0.694294 4.039444 0.912952
H 0.411084 4.727107 2.110500
C 1.049669 -2.643825 0.874800
H 0.946955 -2.375612 1.932806
H 1.692928 -3.530315 0.833233
C -0.323880 -2.932639 0.254930
H -0.823659 -3.751732 0.784713
H -0.199737 -3.233418 -0.791769
C -2.010815 -1.378978 2.014036
C -3.043524 -2.229574 2.440003
C -1.398220 -0.526598 2.947049
C -3.448540 -2.233680 3.774766
H -3.540068 -2.881610 1.726571
C -1.802721 -0.538258 4.284327
H -0.615563 0.157257 2.625094
C -2.827008 -1.390307 4.699578
H -4.252486 -2.892815 4.091912
H -1.320960 0.127812 4.994721
H -3.146186 -1.393339 5.738452
C -2.859767 -1.851544 -0.736450
C -3.040581 -3.138485 -1.269982
C -3.831687 -0.868438 -0.996774
C -4.164226 -3.436142 -2.044419
H -2.312662 -3.921621 -1.085739
C -4.954370 -1.172889 -1.765668
H -3.709143 0.134577 -0.603029
C -5.123702 -2.454761 -2.293685
H -4.286916 -4.437165 -2.449607
H -5.693280 -0.399905 -1.957722
H -5.997127 -2.686533 -2.897402
C 3.426554 -0.966996 0.960746
C 4.569368 -1.734086 0.679397
C 3.469506 -0.022945 2.001033
C 5.728953 -1.574737 1.437407
H 4.562708 -2.447695 -0.138777
C 4.634685 0.126928 2.758162
H 2.615770 0.622586 2.202848
C 5.762058 -0.646860 2.481858
H 6.607943 -2.172067 1.209100
H 4.657855 0.864027 3.556181
H 6.668181 -0.521776 3.069070
C 2.301968 -1.793554 -1.626972
C 2.663319 -3.125078 -1.892844
C 2.274922 -0.879967 -2.693886
C 2.998494 -3.527921 -3.186996
H 2.685461 -3.859512 -1.092628
C 2.616943 -1.281018 -3.986110
H 1.971105 0.146217 -2.507478
C 2.979282 -2.605915 -4.235382
H 3.273584 -4.562407 -3.375076
H 2.591480 -0.559658 -4.798267
H 3.239650 -2.920694 -5.242305
C 1.070867 2.906464 1.209438
O 1.321500 2.407974 2.313362
C 1.150532 4.434002 -1.284265
H 1.851338 5.639943 0.344054
H 0.208826 6.001590 -0.142121
H 2.345018 1.704268 0.016367
C 1.178518 5.263141 -2.540254
H 1.913328 6.078815 -2.465909
H 1.433026 4.660382 -3.419090
H 0.205001 5.739485 -2.727703
Complex 54
Pd -1.067229 -0.394374 1.083706
P -0.935209 1.026580 -0.812160
C -1.863526 -1.923290 -0.047447
362
C -1.044542 -2.877655 -0.673956
C -3.255358 -2.079366 -0.165299
C -1.594301 -3.941194 -1.401589
H 0.037643 -2.807702 -0.593088
C -3.808212 -3.146568 -0.882092
H -3.926949 -1.358723 0.296903
C -2.979257 -4.080528 -1.507946
H -0.934067 -4.663277 -1.878440
H -4.889813 -3.242985 -0.955075
H -3.407919 -4.907728 -2.068674
C -1.230386 -1.603278 3.038787
C -1.023985 -3.098069 3.011985
H -1.819456 -3.596344 2.449130
H -0.069621 -3.365874 2.547975
H -1.036108 -3.507009 4.034380
C -2.515266 -1.127245 3.701544
C -0.123043 -0.730718 3.049061
C -0.294227 0.674218 3.052855
H 0.574720 1.321981 3.001894
H 0.877262 -1.133712 2.900293
C -1.549628 1.292022 3.484647
0 -1.652943 2.502372 3.685535
C -2.783961 0.387793 3.591311
H -3.391179 0.747286 4.429002
H -3.369687 0.589772 2.683155
H -2.445505 -1.410399 4.765473
H -3.368728 -1.686847 3.301042
C -2.438343 1.065530 -1.882763
C -3.380583 2.096068 -1.733484
C -2.696353 0.042553 -2.809009
C -4.543777 2.111562 -2.504006
H -3.202325 2.896147 -1.021216
C -3.856414 0.066524 -3.584759
H -2.006392 -0.787312 -2.920140
C -4.782495 1.100018 -3.436278
H -5.260127 2.919035 -2.377527
H -4.037943 -0.731939 -4.299084
H -5.686387 1.114916 -4.039417
P 2.499573 -0.119313 -0.056452
C 2.827660 -1.853615 -0.620896
C 3.101440 -2.799502 0.383930
C 2.793296 -2.296843 -1.952785
C 3.349352 -4.135436 0.069661
H 3.119618 -2.482972 1.424596
C 3.026876 -3.638065 -2.269369
H 2.581885 -1.600934 -2.759118
C 3.308659 -4.560019 -1.260658
H 3.563962 -4.846358 0.863160
H 2.990294 -3.959721 -3.307072
H 3.490111 -5.602487 -1.507834
C 4.199027 0.629686 -0.055745
C 5.288456 0.128351 -0.784960
C 4.388943 1.777259 0.732019
C 6.531121 0.762672 -0.732482
H 5.169401 -0.765414 -1.390678
C 5.627762 2.418943 0.775058
H 3.560879 2.168665 1.319204
C 6.703247 1.910590 0.044122
H 7.366141 0.359230 -1.299891
H 5.754875 3.307795 1.387552
H 7.671747 2.402129 0.084297
C -0.535568 2.821756 -0.639402
C -0.537781 3.430589 0.622404
C -0.245728 3.604591 -1.772561
C -0.249009 4.793189 0.750437
H -0.778919 2.860295 1.511873
C 0.052720 4.959403 -1.640754
H -0.263169 3.159457 -2.763855
C 0.052798 5.556689 -0.376046
H -0.265326 5.246513 1.737463
H 0.279986 5.550333 -2.524186
H 0.281818 6.614333 -0.274808
C 0.382941 0.409185 -1.994278
C 1.838001 0.724399 -1.601678
H 0.228148 -0.670839 -2.087060
H 0.177592 0.846437 -2.979172
H 1.948368 1.796820 -1.406778
H 2.492468 0.507486 -2.455340
Complex 55
P -1.598938 0.849914 0.767834
C -1.691017 -1.543890 -1.288197
C -4.001810 -2.976677 -2.106988
C -2.105724 -2.708675 -0.618492
C -2.477533 -1.107092 -2.367434
C -3.617722 -1.812546 -2.774949
C -3.238794 -3.421237 -1.024707
H -1.539053 -3.077963 0.232529
H -2.213203 -0.199768 -2.905909
H -4.203169 -1.448422 -3.617156
H -3.525518 -4.324964 -0.490640
H -4.883080 -3.528732 -2.424429
Pd -0.071510 -0.466418 -0.596494
P 1.642539 0.951066 0.522730
C 1.179036 -1.558816 -2.100520
C 0.894274 -0.837656 -3.423238
H 1.504642 -1.264494 -4.237347
H 1.134433 0.231797 -3.365238
H -0.153960 -0.938040 -3.718040
C 0.914872 -3.065736 -2.202442
H -0.137033 -3.276676 -2.406585
H 1.487782 -3.443997 -3.068807
C 2.556956 -1.329847 -1.647346
H 2.989428 -0.358397 -1.886408
C 3.343028 -2.238443 -1.005292
H 4.364513 -2.000837 -0.718482
C 2.835464 -3.547095 -0.595343
0 3.507907 -4.350918 0.049168
C 1.378522 -3.826822 -0.955039
H 0.767453 -3.513930 -0.093156
H 1.248717 -4.909720 -1.055940
C 0.686673 2.328921 1.368121
363
H 0.419528 3.067799 0.605031
H 1.321871 2.834372 2.103447
C -0.578674 1.775037 2.033182
H -1.164506 2.580039 2.492152
H -0.300113 1.067236 2.822311
C -2.342230 2.236694 -0.197910
C -3.350241 3.055090 0.337629
C -1.853128 2.514354 -1.483359
C -3.848659 4.132653 -0.394232
H -3.755077 2.842458 1.323364
C -2.350915 3.596314 -2.213977
H -1.090177 1.868461 -1.911218
C -3.348128 4.406768 -1.670104
H -4.631019 4.756567 0.029728
H -1.965863 3.797625 -3.210093
H -3.740256 5.245174 -2.239502
C -3.017355 0.174410 1.720501
C -3.058144 0.176043 3.124022
C -4.087238 -0.402439 1.011835
C -4.145664 -0.377879 3.803447
H -2.248978 0.610736 3.701513
C -5.172788 -0.948111 1.694917
H -4.069580 -0.433129 -0.072997
C -5.205911 -0.938638 3.091405
H -4.161452 -0.366195 4.890032
H -5.989059 -1.391105 1.131315
H -6.051467 -1.369360 3.620908
C 2.966846 1.901907 -0.341401
C 4.331934 1.622986 -0.174609
C 2.588029 2.887786 -1.269652
C 5.293417 2.327176 -0.903205
H 4.647708 0.854132 0.522819
C 3.550365 3.593305 -1.991053
H 1.536041 3.103990-1.439783
C 4.907358 3.315940 -1.808530
H 6.346113 2.098091 -0.761154
H 3.239605 4.356334 -2.699701
H 5.657019 3.862877 -2.373615
C 2.464834 0.138643 1.955309
C 3.233097 0.854085 2.890936
C 2.288570 -1.240801 2.134855
C 3.809935 0.199703 3.978773
H 3.394071 1.921740 2.764945
C 2.871548 -1.897046 3.221454
H 1.698796 -1.798140 1.414913
C 3.631003 -1.177388 4.143883
H 4.402605 0.762646 4.695016
H 2.741682 -2.969494 3.331671
H 4.088252 -1.686710 4.987913
Transition State 20-TS
P 2.146839 -0.630500 0.097312
C 0.397955 2.497499 -0.589221
C 2.108911 4.690820 -0.188451
C 0.338926 3.224516 0.613056
C 1.258171 2.919557 -1.624058
C 2.116755 3.991519 -1.406491
C 1.209595 4.301671 0.806455
H -0.376923 2.952333 1.382188
H 1.258894 2.391791 -2.572784
H 2.797972 4.291325 -2.200232
H 1.173826 4.841866 1.750379
H 2.775578 5.534089 -0.032820
Pd 0.060167 0.377648 -0.302559
P -0.946710 -1.851135 0.114838
C -2.822862 1.971138 0.465289
C -4.070817 2.533580 0.974695
H -4.362551 2.279315 1.992734
C -4.472158 3.589327 -1.213812
C -2.949296 3.563319 -1.433781
H -2.496815 4.499447 -1.066510
H -2.714073 3.502082 -2.501413
C 0.555484 -2.972372 -0.015284
H 0.779897 -3.084127 -1.083301
H 0.345126 -3.969756 0.388868
C 1.764861 -2.362326 0.716575
H 2.637611 -3.016517 0.605123
H 1.546208 -2.280507 1.788210
C 3.153153 -0.980259 -1.415103
C 4.497333 -1.382115 -1.355241
C 2.536022 -0.862463 -2.670116
C 5.202257 -1.669616 -2.524239
H 4.998760 -1.459542 -0.394426
C 3.240264 -1.158836 -3.839392
H 1.502739 -0.526522 -2.722184
C 4.574424 -1.562096 -3.768115
H 6.243791 -1.975028 -2.464525
H 2.748425 -1.064318 -4.803951
H 5.126522 -1.784629 -4.677470
C 3.376947 0.007578 1.308951
C 4.019624 -0.791106 2.269333
C 3.655246 1.385479 1.277819
C 4.923887 -0.226730 3.172230
H 3.822163 -1.857650 2.321029
C 4.564930 1.943495 2.175515
H 3.154393 2.025315 0.557611
C 5.200304 1.140542 3.125717
H 5.412021 -0.858070 3.910343
H 4.765382 3.010697 2.136860
H 5.902916 1.578687 3.829713
C -2.191410 -2.637287 -0.990732
C -2.110576 -3.955272 -1.468476
C -3.272904 -1.835476 -1.396765
C -3.091559 -4.462064 -2.324097
H -1.282688 -4.595298 -1.177975
C -4.257852 -2.347877 -2.240950
H -3.334087 -0.804226 -1.055631
C -4.168450 -3.661370 -2.708258
H -3.013569 -5.483302 -2.688205
H -5.089135 -1.716617 -2.543248
H -4.930960 -4.056826 -3.374068
C -1.551308 -2.233935 1.820949
364
C -2.336073 -3.357310 2.127271
C -1.190736 -1.358798 2.858996
C -2.738864 -3.603657 3.440249
H -2.643505 -4.036095 1.336752
C -1.585779 -1.611898 4.174452
H -0.606507 -0.470728 2.628308
C -2.361435 -2.734669 4.467279
H -3.350698 -4.474554 3.661395
H -1.296110 -0.925592 4.965840
H -2.677836 -2.928284 5.488803
C -2.289599 2.415335 -0.699209
0 -1.140069 1.975033 -1.254951
C -4.864195 3.329229 0.228861
H -4.943132 2.815847 -1.846094
H -4.879498 4.547580 -1.561293
H -2.299316 1.214369 1.045406
C -6.166885 3.894316 0.719328
H -7.008055 3.565239 0.089934
H -6.379010 3.588596 1.749594
H -6.170540 4.993721 0.684724
Transition State 21-TS
Pd -1.922455 -0.019453 0.651426
P -0.158621 1.429276 0.152844
C -2.500149 -1.199578 -1.005486
C -1.627766 -2.230191 -1.397799
C -3.241694 -0.534695 -1.998532
C -1.453299 -2.540367 -2.749470
H -1.076200 -2.789880 -0.646491
C -3.058800 -0.843262 -3.348597
H -3.962884 0.227955 -1.717935
C -2.161643 -1.844569 -3.732378
H -0.762386 -3.331246 -3.032200
H -3.627011 -0.302743 -4.102595
H -2.027859 -2.089643 -4.782494
C -6.024060 -1.759638 0.318794
C -7.246675 -2.300631 -0.373935
H -7.799620 -1.501254 -0.887515
H -6.990598 -3.065968 -1.113289
H -7.945180 -2.745668 0.349209
C -6.260121 -0.746766 1.418448
C -4.785135 -2.181515 0.008798
C -3.547694 -1.743073 0.703355
H -2.885185 -2.560110 0.989067
H -4.654037 -2.922820 -0.776474
C -3.765029 -0.795023 1.833296
0 -3.014115 -0.745708 2.830168
C -5.003982 0.087178 1.727186
H -5.105908 0.652439 2.657861
H -4.846720 0.806077 0.910962
H -6.597449 -1.272744 2.325854
H -7.086517 -0.077651 1.143096
C -0.628183 2.859360 -0.918263
C -0.664302 4.181189 -0.449277
C -1.041721 2.600854 -2.237553
C -1.084272 5.220208 -1.283207
H -0.363283 4.405105 0.569025
C -1.451918 3.641723 -3.069943
H -1.060826 1.582275 -2.614894
C -1.473438 4.955973 -2.596486
H -1.104267 6.238056 -0.902197
H -1.760840 3.423612 -4.088965
H -1.796271 5.765817 -3.245263
P 3.134653 -1.437444 -1.154367
C 4.580980 -0.279220 -1.095855
C 5.541175 -0.424163 -2.112227
C 4.774665 0.733135 -0.141203
C 6.667040 0.398274 -2.163640
H 5.398875 -1.187998 -2.873212
C 5.895270 1.565724 -0.197643
H 4.052672 0.883812 0.655951
C 6.846103 1.398589 -1.205851
H 7.398633 0.264396 -2.956267
H 6.025282 2.343813 0.550525
H 7.717618 2.046560 -1.248115
C 3.628402 -2.777523 0.032339
C 4.556621 -2.620763 1.073114
C 3.011394 -4.028751 -0.132374
C 4.850446 -3.682624 1.930297
H 5.058531 -1.667653 1.211107
C 3.295650 -5.088097 0.731162
H 2.307917 -4.174963 -0.949248
C 4.218293 -4.917009 1.764699
H 5.573843 -3.544954 2.730125
H 2.805106 -6.047813 0.590201
H 4.448249 -5.742082 2.433749
C 0.737243 2.185408 1.580186
C 0.289048 1.901999 2.878649
C 1.868510 3.004926 1.417238
C 0.955698 2.423623 3.990907
H -0.582840 1.266126 3.016316
C 2.534074 3.524025 2.527855
H 2.225150 3.249702 0.420347
C 2.078633 3.232634 3.817421
H 0.596064 2.193421 4.990037
H 3.405454 4.158634 2.387803
H 2.598645 3.637359 4.681715
C 1.225694 0.641942 -0.831082
C 1.840510 -0.562629 -0.107367
H 0.787312 0.318278 -1.781578
H 1.985300 1.396661 -1.065353
H 1.062473 -1.312060 0.080141
H 2.240721 -0.279859 0.873457
Transition State 22-TS
Pd 0.014067 0.433333 0.023906
P 1.872430 -1.226782 -0.166773
P -1.444494 -1.509567 0.052704
C -0.367344 -2.930214 -0.533965
H -0.838720 -3.896379 -0.317394
H -0.282204 -2.837154 -1.623719
C 1.027032 -2.882327 0.108705
365
H 0.942918 -3.013794 1.193611
C -1.219207 2.154414 -0.152709
C -2.105427 2.507904 0.888917
C -1.663407 2.346348 -1.481159
C -3.388995 2.979525 0.613136
H -1.795431 2.403123 1.924044
C -2.947627 2.826035 -1.748404
H -0.994109 2.128931 -2.308151
C -3.823076 3.146576 -0.706970
H -4.053438 3.224447 1.439531
H -3.260751 2.952975 -2.782644
H -4.817030 3.532221 -0.917573
C 0.683421 2.709157 0.213463
H 1.645666 -3.706619 -0.263204
C 3.358123 -1.391152 0.918524
C 4.669847 -1.245724 0.440753
C 3.164628 -1.568120 2.301309
C 5.756348 -1.296326 1.317392
H 4.846735 -1.096639 -0.619642
C 4.250865 -1.628130 3.172684
H 2.157859 -1.655264 2.704240
C 5.552977 -1.492952 2.683379
H 6.764562 -1.183882 0.926892
H 4.080060 -1.774607 4.236161
H 6.399638 -1.534430 3.363252
C 2.529182 -1.359875 -1.884962
C 3.133753 -2.524702 -2.389512
C 2.406342 -0.239574 -2.723647
C 3.596112 -2.571989 -3.704398
H 3.257038 -3.397766 -1.754014
C 2.875267 -0.289401 -4.039606
H 1.952157 0.676893 -2.352670
C 3.465062 -1.453402 -4.532741
H 4.059859 -3.479776 -4.081963
H 2.774365 0.586372 -4.674638
H 3.824725 -1.491785 -5.557790
C -2.989585 -1.713147 -0.927602
C -3.902090 -0.644185 -0.914188
C -3.288669 -2.846714 -1.701626
C -5.091509 -0.719046 -1.638346
H -3.677685 0.253620 -0.346145
C -4.476985 -2.915020 -2.432451
H -2.599477 -3.684697 -1.741136
C -5.382605 -1.853495 -2.399324
H -5.782583 0.119171 -1.617455
H -4.692957 -3.799139 -3.026962
H -6.306102 -1.907029 -2.969918
C -1.924348 -2.084932 1.746096
C -2.822978 -3.141228 1.966236
C -1.346019 -1.447649 2.854677
C -3.125075 -3.555654 3.263704
H -3.299745 -3.632944 1.122345
C -1.643641 -1.866673 4.153761
H -0.668830 -0.612590 2.687107
C -2.533570 -2.921795 4.359894
H -3.825901 -4.371767 3.420012
H -1.188298 -1.362384 5.002222
H -2.772457 -3.244973 5.369708
C 0.939742 3.521005 -1.007110
C 0.621809 3.454082 1.498010
H 0.499099 2.852816 2.397708
O 1.379609 3.031695 -2.043060
C 0.561626 4.989895 -0.912127
C 0.771849 4.783867 1.616680
C 1.015808 5.651014 0.400610
H 2.089546 5.893663 0.346570
H 0.504943 6.616583 0.517402
H -0.536409 5.018666 -0.964544
H 0.951127 5.510578 -1.791593
H 1.494059 1.961452 0.267083
C 0.778689 5.478666 2.952663
H -0.030049 6.220403 3.019874
H 0.658936 4.771175 3.779758
H 1.717955 6.028513 3.111049
Transition State 23-TS
P 0.571637 1.048383 0.038046
C 3.907175 -0.660863 0.056481
C 6.147245 1.041094 -0.198669
C 4.372194 -0.267476 -1.207820
C 4.588338 -0.187048 1.191903
C 5.687535 0.667245 1.067054
C 5.485024 0.569273 -1.334270
H 3.861148 -0.599950 -2.106767
H 4.264001 -0.485909 2.186293
H 6.190937 1.030386 1.960378
H 5.827804 0.858585 -2.325006
H 7.013891 1.689316 -0.298226
Pd 1.786905 -0.932811 0.403333
P -3.445326 -0.567845 -1.386669
C 3.377816 -2.777200 0.151036
C 4.685028 -3.193767 0.806588
H 4.721858 -4.292818 0.850400
H 4.769543 -2.818562 1.829842
H 5.552564 -2.844180 0.240450
C 3.245400 -3.267879 -1.286419
H 4.040050 -2.846653 -1.911124
H 3.437385 -4.352353 -1.244897
C 2.189821 -3.013951 0.958997
H 2.322977 -3.088812 2.038529
C 0.909346 -3.212421 0.428892
H 0.077164 -3.448388 1.084469
C 0.672451 -3.306688 -1.011407
O -0.434753 -3.551737 -1.492341
C 1.869977 -3.035578 -1.932190
H 1.778927 -1.990366 -2.259587
H 1.749723 -3.653676 -2.828266
C -1.893689 -0.316923 -0.346319
H -1.347475 -1.264559 -0.383553
H -2.150244 -0.126168 0.702008
C -1.023453 0.812287 -0.911274
H -1.579844 1.757123 -0.911197
366
H -0.750084 0.588421 -1.949763
C-0.020167 1.811511 1.616328
C -0.580631 3.098551 1.654312
C 0.062653 1.074229 2.806526
C -1.053517 3.629509 2.854279
H -0.637763 3.693062 0.746469
C -0.411650 1.605554 4.008198
H 0.502796 0.079847 2.783459
C -0.970819 2.883775 4.033449
H -1.483143 4.627754 2.869807
H -0.340755 1.021709 4.922160
H -1.337304 3.300555 4.967911
C 1.374087 2.470811 -0.825530
C 0.779104 3.174931 -1.884134
C 2.657093 2.853749 -0.398945
C 1.446454 4.241321 -2.492949
H -0.206412 2.901073 -2.245410
C 3.316745 3.924138 -1.000915
H 3.147095 2.304195 0.399495
C 2.713459 4.621376 -2.050547
H 0.971190 4.773764 -3.312740
H 4.308930 4.203314 -0.657186
H 3.230826 5.451447 -2.524404
C -4.284211 -1.895004 -0.3999 10
C -5.583956 -1.765323 0.113850
C -3.624241 -3.130787 -0.256230
C -6.201637 -2.831160 0.772936
H -6.120525 -0.828006 0.004171
C -4.242414 -4.188462 0.412000
H -2.628127 -3.279618 -0.667985
C -5.531729 -4.044566 0.930275
H -7.208560 -2.708229 1.164754
H -3.713994 -5.132731 0.518412
H -6.011849 -4.873068 1.444844
C -4.415778 0.957335 -0.962476
C -4.566872 1.465782 0.339796
C -5.007387 1.660854 -2.023388
C -5.283683 2.640208 0.570694
H-4.130461 0.936488 1.182502
C -5.730327 2.834944 -1.795388
H -4.896923 1.282862 -3.036868
C -5.867650 3.327579 -0.497447
H -5.388693 3.018357 1.584529
H -6.182604 3.363295 -2.630789
H -6.427112 4.241848 -0.316561
Transition State 24-TS
Pd -0.126593 -0.117719 0.885382
P -1.375141 0.665308 -0.980846
C -0.814031 -2.171158 1.133416
C 0.030413 -3.108474 0.512833
C -2.174258 -2.492767 1.254785
C -0.471610 -4.314008 0.012726
H 1.092366 -2.903124 0.413737
C -2.673915 -3.708769 0.776524
H -2.865463 -1.792075 1.711649
C -1.826811 -4.625192 0.151357
H 0.204124 -5.013464 -0.475064
H -3.733238 -3.929917 0.886055
H -2.215303 -5.570529 -0.219032
C 0.015050 -1.305421 3.041219
C 0.807523 -2.548498 3.399459
H 0.197368 -3.453637 3.346966
H 1.674272 -2.680465 2.745604
H 1.179585 -2.445773 4.430508
C -1.234769 -1.105585 3.889565
C 0.808645 -0.099443 2.880375
C 0.270811 1.188189 3.009150
H 0.919236 2.056105 2.943297
H 1.884929 -0.209485 2.764235
C -1.108953 1.429877 3.400894
0 -1.577599 2.564818 3.529020
C -1.998213 0.202034 3.633143
H -2.664595 0.431123 4.472326
H -2.637828 0.106285 2.748013
H -0.876172 -1.102174 4.932615
H -1.902512 -1.968816 3.802405
C -2.917290 -0.135380 -1.604239
C -4.149516 0.536084 -1.645815
C -2.873806 -1.485977 -1.991052
C -5.301068 -0.118019 -2.088993
H -4.212895 1.574601 -1.337792
C -4.023146 -2.133155 -2.443665
H -1.945955 -2.046572 -1.921230
C -5.240644 -1.450983 -2.497386
H -6.245321 0.419698 -2.116687
H -3.967010 -3.176741 -2.741477
H -6.136557 -1.957489 -2.846639
P 1.991193 0.196324 -0.662237
C 2.896422 -1.261505 -1.345972
C 3.729856 -1.982429 -0.468945
C 2.732654 -1.748578 -2.651880
C 4.392184 -3.133883 -0.889851
H 3.866482 -1.631536 0.551695
C 3.386249 -2.911255 -3.070696
H 2.093930 -1.227517 -3.358160
C 4.219942 -3.605503 -2.194780
H 5.038932 -3.667003 -0.197896
H 3.243600 -3.269547 -4.086975
H 4.728907 -4.507909 -2.522144
C 3.350284 1.412659 -0.340816
C 4.639437 1.317532 -0.888230
C 3.050484 2.502840 0.493890
C 5.601677 2.289623 -0.608403
H 4.895439 0.481596 -1.531956
C 4.009943 3.479783 0.763159
H 2.059419 2.583631 0.933327
C 5.289904 3.373357 0.215186
H 6.595854 2.201245 -1.039243
H 3.759424 4.317311 1.408889
H 6.040958 4.128517 0.431366
C -1.750396 2.473833 -1.041709
367
C -1.700252 3.212887 0.149602
C -2.076512 3.138463 -2.237910
C -1.967533 4.584835 0.145955
H -1.458537 2.724793 1.088023
C -2.335185 4.508773 -2.241067
H -2.144089 2.585482 -3.171124
C -2.279945 5.235179 -1.047562
H -1.930521 5.133874 1.082513
H -2.582642 5.009108 -3.173830
H -2.483970 6.302820 -1.051541
C -0.224941 0.441810 -2.448760
C 1.181059 0.987622 -2.158532
H -0.189777 -0.633099 -2.657324
H -0.643180 0.927892 -3.337513
H 1.120071 2.056063 -1.921212
H 1.825501 0.902392 -3.041728
Transition State 25-TS
Pd -0.052291 0.441997 -0.318031
P -1.726528 -1.208600 0.363003
P 1.582069 -1.246455 0.376947
C 0.577857 -2.531127 1.304741
H 1.138429 -3.467786 1.407928
H 0.401775 -2.134399 2.312087
C -0.763446 -2.800908 0.606102
H -0.587887 -3.231741 -0.386045
C 1.124926 2.113178 -0.832949
C 2.144723 2.077712 -1.805004
C 1.348548 2.882627 0.326788
C 3.339392 2.776516 -1.620289
H 2.016712 1.488927 -2.710051
C 2.554522 3.563326 0.520593
H 0.567132 2.960146 1.079395
C 3.553369 3.523451 -0.455677
H 4.110937 2.730729 -2.386287
H 2.703573 4.140437 1.430503
H 4.482838 4.068979 -0.315379
C -0.804662 2.415502 -1.722134
H -1.352701 -3.528899 1.174738
C -0.927780 1.537864 -2.967431
H 0.035362 1.401115 -3.469319
H -1.338962 0.548956 -2.738561
H -1.598899 2.018880 -3.696083
C -0.547064 3.881757 -2.116475
C -1.934672 2.319229 -0.794505
C -2.332775 3.323908 0.048677
H -3.174146 3.179243 0.721695
H -2.535554 1.414449 -0.851238
C -1.723077 4.645499 0.058395
O -2.061009 5.527619 0.848196
C -0.640674 4.923780 -0.989799
H -0.847232 5.914600 -1.411269
H 0.311685 5.016345 -0.460702
H -1.3411014.105662 -2.848547
H 0.402667 3.980764 -2.651723
C -3.118376 -1.742151 -0.723929
C -4.459137 -1.448837 -0.427221
C -2.823608 -2.355247 -1.956017
C -5.475978 -1.779411 -1.326041
H -4.713764 -0.966321 0.511053
C -3.841162 -2.691855 -2.847455
H -1.792446 -2.568601 -2.227231
C -5.172834 -2.405933 -2.535101
H -6.507670 -1.546407 -1.075979
H -3.593124 -3.173923 -3.789468
H -5.965358 -2.664537 -3.231869
C -2.496225 -0.947095 2.018557
C -3.209101 -1.953625 2.693723
C -2.343888 0.304710 2.634414
C -3.750565 -1.713401 3.955956
H -3.354543 -2.925068 2.228194
C -2.888774 0.545132 3.898813
H -1.802461 1.092505 2.117943
C -3.589319 -0.463085 4.560990
H -4.299532 -2.499836 4.467279
H -2.764648 1.520427 4.361108
H -4.012067 -0.277246 5.544740
C 3.036307 -0.970536 1.471564
C 3.886183 0.102689 1.151739
C 3.320489 -1.740424 2.611789
C 4.999735 0.384431 1.941984
H 3.672957 0.725501 0.288260
C 4.432838 -1.450248 3.405427
H 2.680386 -2.571743 2.890539
C 5.276292 -0.389898 3.071169
H 5.643371 1.219595 1.679568
H 4.638292 -2.055589 4.284593
H 6.140189 -0.164425 3.690777
C 2.271311 -2.252282 -1.016257
C 3.288694 -3.202881 -0.834136
C 1.736180 -2.072610 -2.300978
C 3.748544 -3.963147 -1.909610
H 3.731815 -3.340730 0.148454
C 2.192306 -2.838460 -3.376825
H 0.966914 -1.318347 -2.451403
C 3.199016 -3.785148 -3.182317
H 4.539392 -4.692694 -1.755342
H 1.768562 -2.687150 -4.366289
H 3.560746 -4.376801 -4.019086
Complex 56
Pd 0.110789 -0.092930 -0.717932
P 1.736656 0.708996 0.839952
C -1.141509 -3.180867 -1.051802
C -2.226469 -2.549661 -0.418682
C -0.554262 -4.266131 -0.382614
C -2.703005 -2.977511 0.819872
H -2.709596 -1.707400 -0.903775
C -1.019367 -4.693311 0.865622
H 0.276040 -4.803303 -0.826336
C -2.097070 -4.053112 1.473264
H -3.545861 -2.465331 1.274258
368
H -0.537085 -5.536971 1.353710
H -2.464802 -4.387871 2.439784
C -0.713446 -2.729034 -2.467432
C -1.870982 -3.088598 -3.434954
H -2.056752 -4.169015 -3.432705
H -2.801555 -2.589071 -3.145062
H -1.625868 -2.782929 -4.459259
C 0.557799 -3.466993 -2.964272
C -0.453905 -1.204797 -2.585684
C 0.851844 -0.684526 -2.693955
H 1.010376 0.298064 -3.138030
H -1.261288 -0.633447 -3.039389
C 2.072361 -1.497686 -2.569238
0 3.200620 -1.027251 -2.705336
C 1.856080 -2.982490 -2.304210
H 2.729732 -3.522051 -2.684652
H 1.829344 -3.135505-1.217687
H 0.637344 -3.287814 -4.044625
H 0.439442 -4.550600 -2.849800
C 2.791658 -0.501112 1.749934
C 4.037232 -0.174361 2.306132
C 2.303176 -1.810466 1.895732
C 4.773476 -1.134629 3.002662
H 4.437636 0.828272 2.187955
C 3.036054 -2.765014 2.602035
H 1.350302 -2.082976 1.446570
C 4.273669 -2.429432 3.155655
H 5.739783 -0.870095 3.424403
H 2.644434 -3.773258 2.708426
H 4.849736 -3.175513 3.696742
P -1.544873 1.227811 0.474328
C -2.977343 0.672978 1.503996
C -4.227228 0.450605 0.898670
C -2.831309 0.350310 2.862791
C -5.297866 -0.060118 1.632574
H -4.369088 0.692450 -0.151225
C -3.902048 -0.164401 3.596875
H -1.877548 0.496160 3.361496
C -5.140070 -0.369989 2.986267
H -6.257870-0.213471 1.146372
H -3.766292 -0.402235 4.648777
H -5.973873 -0.768006 3.558078
C -2.289874 2.593761 -0.528541
C -3.204377 3.517291 0.006403
C -1.882647 2.743261 -1.862389
C -3.697750 4.561054 -0.776465
H -3.541349 3.415184 1.034200
C -2.373953 3.790972 -2.645263
H -1.172574 2.033243 -2.279206
C -3.283357 4.700264 -2.104007
H -4.406016 5.266861 -0.350060
H -2.048044 3.892258 -3.677079
H -3.670022 5.513560 -2.712487
C 2.896974 2.047562 0.330160
C 3.561296 1.877450 -0.899395
C 3.132788 3.216352 1.071319
C 4.450419 2.849600 -1.358774
H 3.387619 0.986773 -1.500817
C 4.013222 4.193187 0.599267
H 2.634365 3.378464 2.022552
C 4.675956 4.010488 -0.615008
H 4.961028 2.699746 -2.306280
H 4.179912 5.094887 1.183123
H 5.361415 4.770335 -0.981350
C 0.707403 1.428818 2.233115
C -0.498020 2.221014 1.698868
H 0.373904 0.556720 2.808303
H 1.303633 2.041633 2.919337
H -0.149654 3.100824 1.145725
H -1.122170 2.587759 2.522196
Complex 57
Pd 0.364692 0.694287 0.378923
Fe -1.954327 -2.378157 -1.677884
P 0.775494 -1.823232 0.278197
P -1.868028 0.817007 -0.295318
C 0.605249 3.728891 0.239875
C 0.580449 5.017367 0.785135
C 0.164833 5.221510 2.102333
C -0.221771 4.126269 2.876787
C -0.195848 2.835881 2.332974
C 0.217159 2.628241 1.009704
C -2.256717 -0.345197 -1.647730
C -1.331288 -0.692842 -2.694609
C-1.991571 -1.567551 -3.604297
C -3.324178 -1.770314 -3.136047
C -3.493904 -1.019329 -1.937622
C -0.519011 -2.981713 -0.315282
C -0.465394 -3.813857 -1.484319
C -1.729296 -4.453368 -1.643368
C -2.575240 -4.033341 -0.574738
C -1.839698 -3.124126 0.239638
C 1.075913 -2.402064 2.012048
C 1.826905 -1.568988 2.861499
C 2.087279 -1.963001 4.175176
C 1.604405 -3.180904 4.659468
C 0.860313 -4.012130 3.820761
C 0.597045 -3.626775 2.504207
C 2.259186 -2.418778 -0.643039
C 2.882626 -1.569901 -1.565742
C 3.994638 -2.009249 -2.289888
C 4.491933 -3.297561 -2.097507
C 3.881717 -4.147897 -1.169549
C 2.774977 -3.711104 -0.443611
C -3.086070 0.432417 1.035064
C -2.634163 -0.143673 2.231916
C -3.535651 -0.467848 3.248688
C -4.897929 -0.213064 3.082715
C -5.356279 0.374544 1.900684
C -4.456957 0.700302 0.884766
C -2.489220 2.417025 -0.982635
C -2.797791 3.479673 -0.117023
369
C -3.245364 4.697599 -0.626251
C -3.381833 4.878446 -2.004513
C -3.067322 3.832468 -2.871870
C -2.625471 2.607853 -2.365679
H 0.890888 5.862575 0.174600
H 0.146970 6.223957 2.523107
H -0.540572 4.269424 3.907319
H -0.498991 1.996831 2.954427
H -0.299497 -0.371036 -2.749965
H -1.542205 -2.036530 -4.469789
H -4.062346 -2.424456 -3.581684
H -4.381191 -1.000044 -1.320725
H 0.381424 -3.903014 -2.149947
H -2.007598 -5.111436 -2.456322
H -3.610014 -4.315879 -0.430784
H -2.220057 -2.606545 1.109028
H 2.213673 -0.626073 2.482260
H 2.670172 -1.311901 4.821476
H 1.807531 -3.481329 5.684194
H 0.483261 -4.963448 4.187752
H 0.015568 -4.283164 1.864639
H 2.533248 -0.551568 -1.692567
H 4.476345 -1.331941 -2.989499
H 5.359044 -3.637604 -2.657790
H 4.273463 -5.148492 -1.005761
H 2.317854 -4.373162 0.286356
H -1.572442 -0.331159 2.369273
H -3.169552 -0.910164 4.171088
H -5.599321 -0.460251 3.875023
H -6.414170 0.587391 1.772091
H -4.820589 1.179873 -0.019148
H -2.676220 3.364560 0.954770
H -3.477580 5.509156 0.057659
H -3.727162 5.830337 -2.399037
H -3.168148 3.962829 -3.946066
H -2.391941 1.803164 -3.054831
H 0.946928 3.593339 -0.780414
C 3.294091 1.437343 0.202583
C 3.175822 1.897814 -1.080810
C 4.257512 2.638465 -1.715325
H 4.032551 3.158530 -2.647497
C 5.509967 2.691897 -1.213762
C 6.644617 3.421895 -1.875044
H 6.321666 3.916386 -2.798565
H 7.079419 4.191538 -1.218740
H 7.471697 2.740703 -2.133174
C 5.800662 1.878579 0.032364
C 4.577253 1.762650 0.956287
0 2.393579 0.784316 0.909017
H 6.117824 0.863848 -0.270770
H 6.646374 2.302442 0.590734
H 4.745107 1.004384 1.728834
H 4.412908 2.718101 1.481470
H 2.232227 1.778207 -1.610286
Complex 58
Pd-1.212814 1.201510 -0.063488
Fe 1.021578 -2.653160 -0.380563
P 2.959341 0.252869 0.202879
P -2.068871 -1.000049 -0.232724
C -3.143703 1.892340 2.127132
C -3.534315 2.222581 3.430037
C -2.591108 2.272768 4.458231
C -1.251994 2.000855 4.170395
C -0.860298 1.677806 2.865475
C-1.802972 1.610125 1.825580
C -0.866950 -2.090845 -1.054680
C 0.140265 -1.628207 -1.971022
C 0.847582 -2.760878 -2.461571
C 0.293353 -3.929498 -1.855753
C -0.760227 -3.523973 -0.987188
C 2.488722 -1.483829 0.556880
C 3.044056 -2.720678 0.080721
C 2.360333 -3.798936 0.715958
C 1.370235 -3.246468 1.584902
C 1.445212-1.827401 1.482838
C 4.423601 0.483868 1.320476
C 5.033633 1.751462 1.321014
C 6.105204 2.031481 2.167089
C 6.577824 1.053570 3.046849
C 5.972810 -0.203092 3.067397
C 4.905920 -0.487706 2.209898
C 3.774596 0.122544 -1.457485
C 3.054078 0.596603 -2.566291
C 3.600372 0.523877 -3.850352
C 4.876812 -0.008662 -4.041123
C 5.609284 -0.465409 -2.942049
C 5.063303 -0.398461 -1.659048
C -2.676528 -2.007854 1.187830
C -2.210023 -1.749480 2.484565
C -2.617795 -2.549169 3.554797
C -3.498582 -3.610862 3.343423
C -3.978386 -3.868400 2.056743
C -3.573898 -3.070771 0.985871
C -3.521935 -0.987292 -1.374618
C -4.725474 -0.415147 -0.926703
C -5.828308 -0.332511 -1.774898
C -5.743572 -0.811358 -3.085506
C -4.551112 -1.375004 -3.539381
C -3.444986 -1.464365 -2.689983
H -4.580061 2.438749 3.639539
H -2.895186 2.526094 5.470775
H -0.504429 2.046772 4.959921
H 0.191480 1.485581 2.663406
H 0.319628 -0.592398 -2.221061
H 1.690774 -2.731117 -3.139116
H 0.645515 -4.944222 -1.990872
H -1.354310 -4.171428 -0.357427
H 3.822938 -2.810948 -0.664393
H 2.526571 -4.852489 0.530360
H 0.656776 -3.803160 2.178056
H 0.808934 -1.116685 1.992761
370
H 4.665631 2.526116 0.651440
H 6.566165 3.015763 2.146467
H 7.407664 1.272819 3.713569
H 6.331593 -0.969421 3.750183
H 4.449929 -1.472573 2.236048
H 2.065427 1.026911 -2.423333
H 3.030793 0.894304 -4.698916
H 5.304806 -0.057669 -5.039207
H 6.608816 -0.869406 -3.083230
H 5.646675 -0.740599 -0.808615
H -1.550279 -0.908504 2.663687
H -2.255170 -2.329677 4.555247
H -3.819030 -4.229063 4.177905
H -4.672718 -4.687022 1.886331
H -3.963755 -3.271156 -0.007670
H -4.803026 -0.041073 0.090938
H -6.754002 0.107406 -1.413268
H -6.602696 -0.743594 -3.747487
H -4.476823 -1.749468 -4.556939
H -2.522295 -1.903535 -3.055270
H-3.896712 1.863763 1.342650
C -1.040510 5.449219 -0.597754
C -1.392306 6.807264 -0.056276
H -2.460026 7.031024 -0.194239
H -1.165749 6.887727 1.011878
H -0.840028 7.601020 -0.581422
C -0.511513 4.471090 0.162217
H -0.332563 4.641365 1.221934
C -0.129397 3.164257 -0.382466
H 0.762057 2.672250 0.008333
C -0.567711 2.794139 -1.687200
O -0.345212 1.617044 -2.143700
C -1.479349 3.748477 -2.441439
H -2.514580 3.481220 -2.184729
H -1.363990 3.560154 -3.514121
C -1.217082 5.222976 -2.088734
H -0.309219 5.571083 -2.609876
H -2.035390 5.842863 -2.476631
Complex 59
Pd -0.278722 1.240906 0.273822
Fe 0.626632 -2.969183 -1.368364
P 1.955192 -0.260061 0.346861
P -1.771129 -0.709088 -0.321078
C -2.823530 2.844299 -0.293156
C -4.041088 3.449209 0.036360
C -4.524697 3.396580 1.345027
C -3.780273 2.727489 2.318337
C -2.556391 2.132602 1.986069
C -2.048993 2.190699 0.677130
C -1.127311 -1.924522 -1.528838
C -0.243039 -1.569950 -2.608169
C 0.040880 -2.742499 -3.365011
C -0.663876 -3.831203 -2.771238
C -1.386422 -3.334391 -1.648572
C 1.942767 -2.057924 -0.073215
C 2.672659 -2.720486 -1.119620
C 2.354142 -4.108742 -1.083372
C 1.441040 -4.325135 -0.009704
C 1.184687 -3.069991 0.612912
C 2.547923 -0.383578 2.098979
C 1.974680 0.447402 3.071354
C 2.370551 0.362766 4.409193
C 3.344361 -0.559466 4.791841
C 3.914407 -1.403682 3.834315
C 3.5 15886 -1.321601 2.500375
C 3.439434 0.250580 -0.637909
C 3.247350 0.510834 -2.004600
C 4.314045 0.888532 -2.818655
C 5.592926 1.023661 -2.273422
C 5.792602 0.783427 -0.913674
C 4.723890 0.398631 -0.098910
C -2.238076 -1.724764 1.151862
C -1.552054 -1.511989 2.356486
C -1.849018 -2.269565 3.492349
C -2.844455 -3.246131 3.438948
C -3.547708 -3.455536 2.249488
C -3.251471 -2.697844 1.115837
C -3.420062 -0.338919 -1.084134
C -4.528312 -0.021327 -0.283749
C -5.760211 0.278375 -0.864767
C -5.903311 0.280352 -2.253362
C -4.803299 -0.017353 -3.058821
C -3.571179 -0.326593 -2.479684
H -4.614399 3.955833 -0.736993
H -5.470497 3.866990 1.602433
H -4.143596 2.672804 3.342809
H -1.992547 1.632067 2.770090
H 0.158947 -0.581521 -2.787597
H 0.711893 -2.802599 -4.211868
H -0.617931 -4.865747 -3.086225
H -1.979916 -3.926392 -0.966826
H 3.321521 -2.236960 -1.835340
H 2.716100 -4.858800 -1.774686
H 0.982939 -5.268253 0.258727
H 0.507541 -2.904428 1.438548
H 1.206553 1.155085 2.775820
H 1.915240 1.016947 5.147966
H 3.654397 -0.627361 5.831200
H 4.666538 -2.131290 4.127734
H 3.953421 -1.994555 1.768910
H 2.251557 0.446405 -2.433539
H 4.137936 1.112524 -3.866159
H 6.423433 1.332759 -2.901968
H 6.782029 0.899589 -0.478902
H 4.898296 0.225974 0.957573
H -0.782924 -0.745865 2.400696
H -1.305631 -2.090652 4.416192
H -3.079894 -3.834652 4.321639
H -4.333290 -4.205315 2.205846
H -3.824556 -2.850965 0.206425
H -4.430569 0.007020 0.796159
371
H -6.605945 0.521297 -0.227313
H -6.863615 0.515842 -2.704413
H -4.901624 -0.017065 -4.141221
H -2.730872 -0.568892 -3.122562
H -2.482201 2.886808 -1.324161
C 0.615109 3.311092 0.606973
C 0.347837 3.826632 2.026668
H -0.720153 3.939687 2.223597
H 0.764577 3.169981 2.798861
H 0.817154 4.814942 2.163076
C 2.050050 3.102217 0.382920
H 2.628110 2.724002 1.227892
C 2.718590 3.398247 -0.765251
H 3.791386 3.251341 -0.844552
C 2.022529 3.800744 -1.988136
0 2.602719 3.959745 -3.061387
C 0.508469 3.929518 -1.862617
H 0.074882 2.949179 -2.125380
H 0.154980 4.649598 -2.608652
C 0.085626 4.301685 -0.438863
H 0.517960 5.290485 -0.201521
H -0.997142 4.416255 -0.372159
Complex 60
Pd 1.938884 1.438599 -0.216442
Fe -1.545257 -2.021307 0.227704
P -3.653811 0.761013 -0.320010
P 1.858308 -0.906714 0.210356
C 4.923803 1.743143 0.081627
C 6.266935 1.785942 -0.308626
C 6.630684 1.460499 -1.617122
C 5.638222 1.095863 -2.528672
C 4.294683 1.058723 -2.134654
C 3.910838 1.378666 -0.822922
C 0.371162 -1.645652 0.973979
C -0.605440 -0.946587 1.762977
C -1.500915 -1.906368 2.315188
C -1.092150 -3.202075 1.879632
C 0.054048 -3.048728 1.049673
C -3.034644 -0.910503 -0.747830
C -3.525173 -2.207727 -0.374074
C -2.724468 -3.197455 -1.015638
C -1.724513 -2.530875 -1.785473
C -1.909921 -1.127796 -1.615188
C -5.093573 0.944716 -1.475660
C -5.795873 2.162852 -1.434242
C -6.861135 2.406044 -2.299554
C -7.235104 1.441659 -3.239616
C -6.537856 0.235104 -3.301578
C -5.476934 -0.013469 -2.425775
C -4.502769 0.483890 1.304464
C -3.849146 0.943890 2.460190
C -4.427043 0.756567 3.719251
C -5.665494 0.122962 3.838457
C -6.331621 -0.319522 2.692267
C -5.755801 -0.137680 1.433738
C 2.113023 -1.924010 -1.307512
C 1.704615 -1.398018 -2.542205
C 1.814738 -2.153911 -3.710685
C 2.346270 -3.444539 -3.660387
C 2.770590 -3.972010 -2.438804
C 2.656358 -3.217393 -1.269479
C 3.192239 -1.461329 1.362750
C 4.524227 -1.536065 0.921246
C 5.540779 -1.896847 1.805925
C 5.247614 -2.170354 3.143832
C 3.929487 -2.083267 3.593732
C 2.906695 -1.733100 2.709820
H 7.028968 2.071074 0.414247
H 7.673791 1.491153 -1.922242
H 5.905797 0.838960 -3.551878
H 3.547434 0.766130 -2.867992
H -0.659629 0.123325 1.912995
H -2.370736 -1.676940 2.915621
H -1.600890 -4.134290 2.089546
H 0.578353 -3.842837 0.536411
H -4.338830 -2.394045 0.313677
H -2.822779 -4.268857 -0.894130
H -0.935565 -3.002430 -2.355698
H -1.293105 -0.348503 -2.042168
H -5.505783 2.926917 -0.716152
H -7.395105 3.351396 -2.245699
H -8.060680 1.632667 -3.920171
H -6.819814 -0.520332 -4.030961
H -4.948442 -0.959939 -2.484715
H -2.888830 1.449723 2.383174
H -3.909978 1.118323 4.604247
H -6.116611 -0.015010 4.817895
H -7.302605 -0.801327 2.777605
H -6.289279 -0.468824 0.546917
H 1.305752 -0.387889 -2.584538
H 1.495219 -1.731050 -4.659404
H 2.439300 -4.032134 -4.569745
H 3.195798 -4.971198 -2.394667
H 3.004586 -3.632803 -0.328815
H 4.770268 -1.310616 -0.110889
H 6.564867 -1.955325 1.447357
H 6.042405 -2.447251 3.831419
H 3.691142 -2.292385 4.633231
H 1.885340 -1.675642 3.072399
H 4.673744 1.991342 1.111184
C 1.895620 3.739259 -0.352240
C 2.684373 4.447363 -1.426353
H 3.759436 4.292128 -1.291629
H 2.417053 4.091880 -2.426463
H 2.498516 5.531770 -1.387248
C 0.637453 3.174370 -0.642462
H 0.294075 3.145302 -1.676009
C -0.114681 2.493166 0.344582
H -1.062637 2.036377 0.079161
C 0.134914 2.710092 1.768422
0 -0.634449 2.306632 2.645511
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C 1.447195 3.392426 2.169531
H 2.108061 2.577620 2.499782
H 1.251359 4.000593 3.059006
C 2.151676 4.214320 1.070545
H 1.811015 5.262114 1.120102
H 3.231262 4.244327 1.261517
Complex 61
Pd -0.278722 1.240906 0.273822
Fe 0.626632 -2.969183 -1.368364
P 1.955192 -0.260061 0.346861
P -1.771129 -0.709088 -0.321078
C -2.823530 2.844299 -0.293156
C -4.041088 3.449209 0.036360
C -4.524697 3.396580 1.345027
C -3.780273 2.727489 2.318337
C -2.556391 2.132602 1.986069
C -2.048993 2.190699 0.677130
C-1.127311 -1.924522-1.528838
C -0.243039 -1.569950 -2.608169
C 0.040880 -2.742499 -3.365011
C -0.663876 -3.831203 -2.771238
C -1.386422 -3.334391 -1.648572
C 1.942767 -2.057924 -0.073215
C 2.672659 -2.720486 -1.119620
C 2.354142 -4.108742 -1.083372
C 1.441040 -4.325135 -0.009704
C 1.184687 -3.069991 0.612912
C 2.547923 -0.383578 2.098979
C 1.974680 0.447402 3.071354
C 2.370551 0.362766 4.409193
C 3.344361 -0.559466 4.791841
C 3.914407 -1.403682 3.834315
C 3.515886 -1.321601 2.500375
C 3.439434 0.250580 -0.637909
C 3.247350 0.510834 -2.004600
C 4.314045 0.888532 -2.818655
C 5.592926 1.023661 -2.273422
C 5.792602 0.783427 -0.913674
C 4.723890 0.398631 -0.098910
C -2.238076 -1.724764 1.151862
C -1.552054 -1.511989 2.356486
C -1.849018 -2.269565 3.492349
C -2.844455 -3.246131 3.438948
C -3.547708 -3.455536 2.249488
C -3.251471 -2.697844 1.115837
C -3.420062 -0.338919 -1.084134
C -4.528312 -0.021327 -0.283749
C -5.760211 0.278375 -0.864767
C -5.903311 0.280352 -2.253362
C -4.803299 -0.017353 -3.058821
C -3.571179 -0.326593 -2.479684
H -4.614399 3.955833 -0.736993
H -5.470497 3.866990 1.602433
H -4.143596 2.672804 3.342809
H -1.992547 1.632067 2.770090
H 0.158947 -0.581521 -2.787597
H 0.711893 -2.802599 -4.211868
H -0.617931 -4.865747 -3.086225
H -1.979916 -3.926392 -0.966826
H 3.321521 -2.236960 -1.835340
H 2.716100 -4.858800 -1.774686
H 0.982939 -5.268253 0.258727
H 0.507541 -2.904428 1.438548
H 1.206553 1.155085 2.775820
H 1.915240 1.016947 5.147966
H 3.654397 -0.627361 5.831200
H 4.666538 -2.131290 4.127734
H 3.953421 -1.994555 1.768910
H 2.251557 0.446405 -2.433539
H 4.137936 1.112524 -3.866159
H 6.423433 1.332759 -2.901968
H 6.782029 0.899589 -0.478902
H 4.898296 0.225974 0.957573
H -0.782924 -0.745865 2.400696
H -1.305631 -2.090652 4.416192
H -3.079894 -3.834652 4.321639
H -4.333290 -4.205315 2.205846
H -3.824556 -2.850965 0.206425
H -4.430569 0.007020 0.796159
H -6.605945 0.521297 -0.227313
H -6.863615 0.515842 -2.704413
H -4.901624 -0.017065 -4.141221
H -2.730872 -0.568892 -3.122562
H -2.482201 2.886808 -1.324161
C 0.615109 3.311092 0.606973
C 0.347837 3.826632 2.026668
H -0.720153 3.939687 2.223597
H 0.764577 3.169981 2.798861
H 0.817154 4.814942 2.163076
C 2.050050 3.102217 0.382920
H 2.628110 2.724002 1.227892
C 2.718590 3.398247 -0.765251
H 3.791386 3.251341 -0.844552
C 2.022529 3.800744 -1.988136
0 2.602719 3.959745 -3.061387
C 0.508469 3.929518 -1.862617
H 0.074882 2.949179 -2.125380
H 0.154980 4.649598 -2.608652
C 0.085626 4.301685 -0.438863
H 0.517960 5.290485 -0.201521
H -0.997142 4.416255 -0.372159
Transition State 26-TS
Pd -0.270004 0.698194 -0.259706
Fe 2.211925 -2.824190 0.344841
P -0.996363 -1.759596 -0.205336
P 2.051744 0.651772 0.201091
C -0.782136 3.646920 0.508938
C -0.338782 4.971277 0.465058
C 0.247443 5.500939 -0.687399
C 0.378216 4.680248 -1.817788
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C -0.070981 3.362776 -1.803569
C -0.625270 2.826860 -0.622706
C 2.728702 -0.899524 0.908526
C 2.140737 -1.609917 2.013238
C 2.943813 -2.751782 2.297728
C 4.029844 -2.767839 1.372839
C 3.904004 -1.631503 0.522378
C 0.334020 -2.979554 -0.505774
C 0.651032 -4.186931 0.206006
C 1.829990 -4.750374 -0.363958
C 2.249416 -3.909610 -1.437998
C 1.337134-2.819817 -1.525528
C -2.272490 -2.246002 -1.453434
C -3.428636 -1.451922 -1.546429
C -4.422548 -1.756860 -2.475660
C -4.272300 -2.846919 -3.336616
C -3.122756 -3.634151 -3.259183
C -2.128706 -3.338161 -2.322826
C -1.748128 -2.361644 1.377207
C -1.581625 -1.589064 2.536545
C -2.124443 -2.002998 3.755310
C -2.849926 -3.193287 3.827265
C -3.036230 -3.963269 2.675988
C -2.492393 -3.549633 1.459014
C 3.058789 0.858146 -1.338480
C 2.441106 0.670897 -2.583601
C 3.171476 0.792214 -3.768006
C 4.529032 1.113567 -3.721000
C 5.151609 1.318364 -2.486775
C 4.421743 1.194575 -1.303530
C 2.790236 1.928717 1.318330
C 2.668365 3.279716 0.951614
C 3.181913 4.283845 1.771339
C 3.814998 3.959208 2.973327
C 3.933598 2.620803 3.349733
C 3.426078 1.610862 2.528767
H -0.453654 5.590890 1.352013
H 0.582766 6.533769 -0.713823
H 0.820595 5.076259 -2.729636
H -0.004661 2.746849 -2.694950
H 1.222046 -1.343758 2.516407
H 2.734446 -3.501256 3.049900
H 4.790431 -3.534305 1.297032
H 4.556015 -1.382050 -0.302922
H 0.112973 -4.570948 1.061320
H 2.341376 -5.637389 -0.012509
H 3.134446 -4.044850 -2.045864
H 1.409089 -1.988110 -2.212372
H -3.551908 -0.593967 -0.891197
H -5.312579 -1.135291 -2.531883
H -5.044674 -3.078485 -4.065438
H -2.996877 -4.483976 -3.925407
H -1.241303 -3.961447 -2.271777
H -1.033637 -0.651697 2.476125
H -1.988358 -1.390945 4.643062
H -3.278353 -3.514738 4.772892
H -3.611725 -4.884132 2.724164
H -2.656626 -4.146597 0.566321
H 1.378159 0.444007 -2.615423
H 2.676998 0.646395 -4.724829
H 5.097978 1.214586 -4.641493
H 6.205739 1.580134 -2.445008
H 4.910761 1.368496 -0.349444
H 2.174507 3.552966 0.025016
H 3.075397 5.322049 1.469080
H 4.211345 4.743938 3.612524
H 4.426793 2.356563 4.281849
H 3.534904 0.575167 2.833051
H -1.256072 3.257730 1.403975
C -3.153218 2.045649 -0.355652
C -3.422700 1.567550 0.883637
C -4.684542 1.883274 1.547533
H -4.779190 1.629199 2.602274
C -5.720566 2.453569 0.899372
C -7.037978 2.760716 1.552715
H -7.042930 2.472982 2.609621
H -7.279791 3.832034 1.492267
H -7.864948 2.231203 1.055146
C -5.586900 2.709237 -0.590242
C -4.136141 2.982942 -1.025059
0 -2.013202 1.831112-1.044661
H -5.966870 1.822532 -1.128823
H -6.229357 3.543218 -0.901112
H -4.038182 2.905816 -2.112841
H -3.846789 4.012513 -0.756785
H -2.676602 0.972449 1.403902
Transition State 27-TS
Pd -1.392063 1.061053 -0.287114
Fe 1.120088 -2.699552 -0.135411
P 2.944002 0.342859 0.072340
P -2.058590 -1.198935 -0.111498
C -2.470659 2.776970 1.914965
C -2.624926 2.937813 3.293601
C -1.550339 2.709732 4.158819
C -0.315674 2.323761 3.630117
C -0.158146 2.147362 2.251497
C -1.245593 2.339547 1.381942
C -0.814514 -2.330609 -0.818522
C 0.147622 -1.910160 -1.800996
C 0.922017 -3.039986 -2.186421
C 0.453773 -4.168714 -1.446917
C -0.611252 -3.737972 -0.603418
C 2.544990-1.361712 0.621787
C 3.148732 -2.623122 0.289372
C 2.525634 -3.642951 1.066674
C 1.523399-3.031272 1.880463
C 1.532729-1.633629 1.604882
C 4.535570 0.662431 0.974877
C 5.247645 1.831902 0.651617
C 6.407634 2.178688 1.341985
C 6.872880 1.371287 2.383981
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C 6.168655 0.216516 2.724143
C 5.010429 -0.136455 2.025371
C 3.545430 0.111475 -1.664500
C 2.727257 0.600319 -2.696052
C 3.106980 0.444768 -4.032717
C 4.309589 -0.186946 -4.353097
C 5.140939 -0.656686 -3.331726
C 4.763541 -0.505050 -1.996916
C -2.472811 -1.924059 1.536184
C -2.071453 -1.246544 2.696354
C -2.346252 -1.780595 3.958098
C -3.032028 -2.990546 4.073562
C -3.452647 -3.663562 2.922788
C -3.179263 -3.132195 1.662118
C -3.582692 -1.571188 -1.095234
C -4.807186 -1.029039 -0.666740
C -5.970673 -1.229928 -1.407086
C -5.929169 -1.965546 -2.595368
C -4.717782 -2.500758 -3.032586
C -3.550868 -2.307551 -2.287561
H -3.587574 3.250879 3.691756
H -1.669323 2.850399 5.229872
H 0.535087 2.165522 4.289356
H 0.809273 1.856640 1.850071
H 0.270519 -0.896728 -2.158504
H 1.752817 -3.028314 -2.879170
H 0.869937 -5.167629 -1.479340
H -1.146035 -4.351938 0.107952
H 3.918905 -2.773101 -0.454724
H 2.738017 -4.703106 1.009208
H 0.843145 -3.540957 2.550057
H 0.869270 -0.895197 2.033417
H 4.893901 2.472774 -0.153097
H 6.947036 3.082394 1.069525
H 7.774689 1.643288 2.926188
H 6.521202 -0.418475 3.533318
H 4.478868 -1.042265 2.299914
H 1.797311 1.112722 -2.458100
H 2.463389 0.828818 -4.819909
H 4.606523 -0.302199 -5.392550
H 6.086449 -1.135276 -3.575272
H 5.425913 -0.852862 -1.208869
H -1.557529 -0.293865 2.612325
H -2.033064 -1.240948 4.847740
H -3.250272 -3.403007 5.055223
H -4.000795 -4.598438 3.007328
H -3.530332 -3.649964 0.773930
H -4.850767 -0.451356 0.253325
H -6.910325 -0.809256 -1.058331
H -6.835548 -2.117699 -3.175304
H -4.675794 -3.074142 -3.955066
H -2.615189 -2.731409 -2.638348
H -3.304874 2.991334 1.252873
C -0.594505 3.259945 -0.355454
C -1.024412 2.858361 -1.729907
0 -0.338457 2.129545 -2.472948
C -2.325479 3.483240 -2.220517
H -2.489198 3.175062 -3.256888
H -3.151791 3.088494-1.613617
C -2.289404 5.015360 -2.074448
C -1.757553 5.453528 -0.726902
C -1.009549 4.634316 0.033486
H 0.465028 3.057795 -0.198392
H -0.632123 4.991088 0.989290
H -1.666338 5.457026 -2.868550
H -3.297435 5.422320 -2.232477
C -2.071197 6.864758 -0.305052
H -1.604542 7.116469 0.652463
H -1.720691 7.588027 -1.055381
H -3.155159 7.019925 -0.207609
Transition State 28-TS
Pd 0.524165 -0.596817 0.174289
Fe -2.478704 2.358874 -0.917110
P -1.964931 -0.886195 0.126570
P 0.856512 1.816122 -0.128132
C 3.650955 -0.794887 0.425953
C 4.695191 -0.598781 1.332059
C 4.514274 -0.845958 2.697232
C 3.277086 -1.313475 3.145996
C 2.232764 -1.534051 2.242403
C 2.392836 -1.231405 0.874261
C -0.436204 2.610259 -1.158011
C -1.008698 1.978244 -2.317426
C -1.978716 2.855449 -2.882402
C -2.024804 4.033791 -2.079438
C -1.079658 3.888269 -1.022378
C -3.013874 0.616672 0.073618
C -4.033160 0.975165 -0.871753
C -4.527399 2.269374 -0.533536
C -3.830102 2.720288 0.627059
C -2.894900 1.711972 0.998671
C -2.669505 -1.799482 1.575402
C -1.945588 -2.896582 2.074255
C -2.434982 -3.626987 3.158547
C -3.640076 -3.268360 3.766627
C -4.360506 -2.175354 3.281819
C -3.880824 -1.445544 2.191600
C -2.610711 -1.850551 -1.319201
C -1.821825 -1.925069 -2.477408
C -2.263798 -2.628959 -3.600135
C -3.499300 -3.277332 -3.574148
C -4.288161 -3.221379 -2.421850
C -3.847468 -2.515127 -1.301940
C 0.824208 2.793995 1.442238
C 0.450533 2.140629 2.626140
C 0.389306 2.836540 3.836485
C 0.710062 4.193887 3.878846
C 1.103928 4.851066 2.709729
C 1.166185 4.155933 1.501550
C 2.405749 2.437466 -0.931812
C 3.593900 2.512932 -0.184325
375
C 4.790460 2.902886 -0.787426
C 4.826677 3.211972 -2.148585
C 3.654904 3.129285 -2.903024
C 2.455136 2.745427 -2.301267
H 5.656238 -0.243234 0.965627
H 5.333451 -0.698672 3.396125
H 3.127272 -1.539083 4.199692
H 1.304031 -1.973716 2.596145
H -0.768296 0.984156 -2.668553
H -2.605100 2.642059 -3.738786
H -2.696279 4.871638 -2.217085
H -0.910194 4.595495 -0.222707
H -4.339269 0.377591 -1.719114
H -5.272674 2.827062 -1.086048
H -3.950593 3.680727 1.111215
H -2.188728 1.773739 1.814935
H -0.999160 -3.192549 1.626256
H -1.863781 -4.474141 3.528570
H -4.014267 -3.834523 4.615807
H -5.298333 -1.887434 3.750463
H -4.450894 -0.597073 1.825472
H -0.850080 -1.437750 -2.490977
H -1.638573 -2.678451 -4.487755
H -3.842908 -3.832111 -4.443216
H -5.246386 -3.733667 -2.392809
H -4.462586 -2.488398 -0.407312
H 0.223419 1.078076 2.595840
H 0.101120 2.313801 4.744601
H 0.666485 4.736054 4.819791
H 1.369841 5.904617 2.740092
H 1.496704 4.670907 0.604054
H 3.585310 2.272470 0.873858
H 5.696312 2.963574 -0.189588
H 5.759309 3.515398 -2.616831
H 3.669455 3.372555 -3.962489
H 1.552080 2.698376 -2.901916
H 3.815333 -0.598697 -0.628507
C 1.537847 -2.679490 -0.452679
C 2.365465 -2.582507 -1.676447
H 2.128763 -1.766078 -2.357871
C 3.340318 -3.447798 -2.009479
C 3.667304 -4.628741 -1.121175
C 3.206594 -4.435371 0.334598
H 3.887810 -3.731119 0.831916
H 3.224924 -5.372976 0.897373
C 1.814540 -3.831169 0.444172
H 3.200100 -5.532003 -1.546597
H 4.748115 -4.825121 -1.138556
C 4.104595 -3.343216 -3.302494
H 5.181825 -3.219620 -3.120521
H 3.995516 -4.257672 -3.903875
H 3.764686 -2.497301 -3.909159
H 0.466382 -2.679265 -0.688571
0 0.990154 -4.257158 1.248309
Transition State 29-TS
Pd -1.205471 1.074595 -0.733187
Fe 1.059444 -2.359960 0.883982
P 3.046911 0.257942 -0.339231
P -2.047212 -0.918445 0.184290
C -2.741315 3.174788 0.967916
C -2.952219 3.710289 2.242298
C -1.882092 3.879504 3.124315
C -0.595877 3.515347 2.716502
C -0.384384 2.995095 1.435893
C -1.455898 2.801030 0.544859
C -0.842151 -2.285172 0.039319
C 0.159967 -2.351643 -0.988694
C 0.903396 -3.554791 -0.820160
C 0.374568 -4.242522 0.313818
C -0.695522 -3.466372 0.846070
C 2.538643 -0.887163 0.998137
C 3.071522 -2.168753 1.370768
C 2.341064 -2.652555 2.495747
C 1.348758 -1.682356 2.831506
C 1.463274-0.602392 1.908685
C 4.331274 1.292743 0.512228
C 4.823029 2.406782 -0.190774
C 5.766361 3.257997 0.383492
C 6.222694 3.021574 1.682913
C 5.732566 1.927838 2.397575
C 4.795965 1.067986 1.817080
C 4.095360 -0.841033 -1.406782
C 3.537440 -1.300705 -2.610352
C 4.259979 -2.139535 -3.461703
C 5.560920 -2.520026 -3.126773
C 6.134948 -2.055233 -1.940804
C 5.408953 -1.221474 -1.088103
C -2.619226 -1.047532 1.939708
C -2.201202 -0.083167 2.867088
C -2.589694 -0.173015 4.206462
C -3.406140 -1.222125 4.631258
C -3.841946 -2.179362 3.710593
C -3.454972 -2.090890 2.372973
C -3.523445 -1.537186 -0.742017
C -4.714270 -0.793193 -0.669879
C -5.842634 -1.187662 -1.386527
C -5.797131 -2.326019 -2.196177
C -4.618501 -3.066585 -2.279119
C -3.487949 -2.677524 -1.555444
H -3.958462 3.989371 2.547122
H -2.046922 4.298483 4.113503
H 0.248472 3.645738 3.390004
H 0.628937 2.744440 1.129829
H 0.324535 -1.589045 -1.737672
H 1.752572 -3.862448 -1.415862
H 0.752891 -5.167415 0.730172
H -1.271852 -3.699344 1.730494
H 3.866139 -2.690430 0.855159
H 2.482064 -3.611321 2.978334
H 0.603668 -1.771362 3.611090
H 0.827294 0.271776 1.870764
376
H 4.462857 2.608928 -1.197515
H 6.138435 4.110473 -0.179005
H 6.951130 3.688878 2.135934
H 6.080301 1.738866 3.410171
H 4.425549 0.219335 2.384215
H 2.532201 -0.991651 -2.886087
H 3.811707 -2.483798 -4.390129
H 6.128834 -3.165915 -3.791231
H 7.151569 -2.339068 -1.680439
H 5.869809 -0.856560 -0.174602
H -1.584968 0.747234 2.539164
H -2.263261 0.587422 4.910722
H -3.712876 -1.288695 5.671909
H -4.489183 -2.991117 4.032673
H -3.812920-2.828553 1.660342
H -4.761188 0.094291 -0.042988
H -6.756829 -0.603951 -1.316753
H -6.674304 -2.629375 -2.761161
H -4.573460 -3.951558 -2.908399
H -2.577727 -3.264212 -1.629267
H -3.593605 3.036970 0.308245
C-1.005221 3.373413 -1.513705
C -0.212271 4.607697 -1.111104
H -0.784461 5.260749 -0.446407
H 0.727114 4.349256 -0.615929
H 0.036275 5.174728 -2.021088
C -0.227409 2.360368 -2.216418
H 0.846857 2.334680 -2.035815
C -0.772359 1.454791 -3.130162
H -0.125188 0.769736 -3.669240
C -2.166860 1.541135 -3.581384
0 -2.610006 0.854782 -4.496441
C -3.071250 2.524014 -2.824269
H -3.590468 1.938618 -2.052424
H -3.839892 2.875141 -3.521197
C -2.330975 3.712610 -2.187227
H -2.080208 4.434144 -2.981892
H -2.987389 4.249372 -1.493760
Transition State 30-TS
Pd 0.436783 -1.128644 -0.284525
Fe -1.030412 2.973597 -0.877706
P-2.210035 -0.192471 0.109309
P 1.615554 0.927679 0.088149
C 2.773738 -2.441992 1.301349
C 3.316471 -2.776526 2.546483
C 2.491150 -3.205581 3.588104
C 1.116605 -3.311440 3.366439
C 0.579381 -2.989909 2.115898
C 1.391713 -2.524057 1.068158
C 0.932433 2.298478 -0.917680
C 0.318435 2.089958 -2.201847
C -0.092026 3.351938 -2.715305
C 0.258142 4.353546 -1.761993
C 0.889193 3.711798 -0.657221
C -2.411990 1.631661 -0.064294
C -3.038200 2.419701 -1.086851
C -2.942379 3.794508 -0.721472
C -2.267628 3.873458 0.532099
C -1.931084 2.549579 0.933873
C -3.262523 -0.442044 1.621546
C -2.733376 -1.158610 2.702752
C -3.476926 -1.339969 3.873641
C -4.758661 -0.801657 3.976291
C -5.295474 -0.077251 2.906607
C -4.553459 0.103394 1.740779
C -3.290227 -0.858267 -1.240321
C -3.037638 -0.498331 -2.577432
C -3.771640 -1.060136 -3.622944
C -4.758775 -2.011992 -3.358332
C -5.003615 -2.395568 -2.039443
C -4.278262 -1.825073 -0.990378
C 1.680905 1.610889 1.804169
C 0.914064 0.984711 2.797177
C 0.902050 1.476814 4.105278
C 1.665480 2.596299 4.438097
C 2.451266 3.215737 3.461943
C 2.463392 2.724437 2.156098
C 3.397927 0.928154 -0.417831
C 4.414431 0.636044 0.508325
C 5.747088 0.555607 0.099699
C 6.085764 0.755998 -1.239903
C 5.081204 1.028506 -2.170365
C 3.747426 1.110989 -1.766865
H 4.390697 -2.696551 2.700035
H 2.914843 -3.466682 4.554345
H 0.459853 -3.659698 4.161244
H -0.485934 -3.124880 1.951721
H 0.206328 1.130186 -2.688615
H -0.613808 3.515701 -3.649299
H 0.037603 5.410798 -1.837527
H 1.224517 4.199178 0.246923
H -3.488662 2.041119 -1.992727
H -3.289847 4.631000 -1.314114
H -2.008102 4.780688 1.062264
H -1.387676 2.280802 1.829299
H -1.730070 -1.566539 2.633106
H -3.050418 -1.898380 4.702932
H -5.338176 -0.939752 4.885345
H -6.292236 0.349484 2.983877
H -4.976505 0.672463 0.917605
H -2.259316 0.223258 -2.804670
H -3.563900 -0.758361 -4.646261
H -5.326614 -2.453272 -4.172837
H -5.766178 -3.138493 -1.819880
H -4.493486 -2.130422 0.028562
H 0.337600 0.101070 2.539770
H 0.302180 0.978814 4.862251
H 1.659493 2.978888 5.455378
H 3.060489 4.078418 3.719189
H 3.098386 3.198148 1.413248
H 4.168158 0.477875 1.553553
377
H 6.520436 0.338339 0.832259
H 7.123583 0.695187 -1.556785
H 5.329680 1.172994 -3.218191
H 2.981833 1.297852 -2.512191
H 3.441111 -2.095858 0.518831
C 0.863997 -3.488143 -0.909014
C 0.374869 -4.784437 -0.290389
H 1.094224-5.199561 0.420191
H -0.583459 -4.658330 0.221358
H 0.224739 -5.521559 -1.094178
C -0. 132125 -2.762382 -1.672891
H -1.179101 -3.018842 -1.519242
C 0.200211 -1.853013 -2.684616
H -0.585241 -1.395204 -3.275307
C 1.571862 -1.596197 -3.097967
0 1.859792 -0.777766 -3.977238
C 2.680880 -2.372199 -2.377185
H 3.173921 -1.661164 -1.704975
H 3.430719 -2.647139 -3.127858
C 2.211357 -3.616162 -1.607063
H 2.082728 -4.444299 -2.324361
H 2.980647 -3.946764 -0.900954
Complex 62
C 1.690068 -3.360044-0.269048
C 1.313120 -4.217252 -1.302272
C -0.041316 -4.453838 -1.546343
C -1.017450 -3.837865 -0.761599
C -0.655268 -2.963718 0.274722
C 0.713994 -2.729473 0.513917
H 2.734597 -3.156125 -0.067825
H 2.071744 -4.697179 -1.913451
H -0.341599 -5.122042 -2.349338
C-1.706303 -2.416502 1.183738
C -2.020075 -1.042826 1.321913
C -2.416187 -3.357742 1.951439
C -3.016452 -0.675398 2.245624
C -3.397731 -2.972171 2.859546
H -2.166507 -4.408870 1.839196
C -3.695922 -1.619035 3.012525
H -3.279488 0.368195 2.360646
H -3.919929 -3.722717 3.446556
H -4.457194 -1.296482 3.717454
P -1.223686 0.253811 0.257748
Pd 0.897422 -0.288255 -0.588189
C 4.971055 0.281598 -0.865356
H 5.181904 0.850362 -1.759073
C 5.797679 0.120770 0.293753
H 6.776902 0.552087 0.460330
C 5.124048 -0.676167 1.170887
C 5.429348 -1.192703 2.532646
H 4.697554 -0.851875 3.279194
H 5.435291 -2.291330 2.567032
H 6.417216 -0.841921 2.847822
0 3.912332 -1.040241 0.621257
C 3.822768 -0.450433 -0.648519
0 2.782254 -0.719025 -1.364661
C 1.156794 1.580176 -1.295243
C 0.533896 2.022655 -2.467564
C 2.045203 2.432001 -0.628552
C 0.783247 3.311428 -2.956600
H -0.132288 1.367698 -3.021133
C 2.283804 3.722441 -1.115442
H 2.578775 2.089645 0.253964
C 1.651350 4.167663 -2.278041
H 0.299919 3.638323 -3.874843
H 2.977939 4.372931 -0.587775
H 1.842391 5.168220 -2.657451
H 1.018562 -2.129793 1.369195
H -2.069857 -4.034773 -0.948185
C -2.482837 0.598320 -1.103136
C -2.336659 -0.438132 -2.241071
C -3.963680 0.691871 -0.679783
H -2.161351 1.576516-1.491300
C -3.225359 -0.077488 -3.443099
H -2.624952 -1.428658 -1.862152
H -1.288909 -0.521796 -2.549883
C -4.856416 1.064410 -1.878723
H -4.285345 -0.278446 -0.280020
H -4.105296 1.422201 0.122130
C -4.698460 0.069216 -3.036614
H -3.117649 -0.841685 -4.223183
H -2.871752 0.867658 -3.881030
H -5.904072 1.110361 -1.554642
H -4.592163 2.074035 -2.226268
H -5.302467 0.386038 -3.896206
H -5.087149 -0.911526 -2.724726
C -1.032383 1.821117 1.293964
C -2.224718 2.769994 1.542402
C -0.280664 1.501696 2.605543
H -0.332658 2.376634 0.657551
C -1.746332 4.054793 2.247015
H -2.992335 2.296559 2.168009
H -2.704827 3.036506 0.594618
C 0.171156 2.790561 3.312717
H -0.929684 0.923974 3.277167
H 0.592161 0.872237 2.390664
C -1.004796 3.746787 3.555423
H -2.606963 4.708665 2.437843
H -1.077387 4.605588 1.570424
H 0.661133 2.537597 4.261427
H 0.926740 3.293014 2.692331
H -0.650218 4.676970 4.016926
H -1.704748 3.289625 4.271122
Complex 63
C -2.651876 -1.594020 2.257299
C -3.872332 -0.940114 2.429188
C -3.891487 0.444228 2.613897
C -2.696859 1.163714 2.617782
C -1.460389 0.521557 2.424716
C -1.455206 -0.872157 2.262928
378
H -2.620577 -2.670722 2.119886
H -4.800140 -1.506279 2.432704
H -4.834247 0.965005 2.760450
H -2.717804 2.240223 2.767821
H -0.518570 -1.405196 2.167991
C -0.208840 1.343598 2.536185
C 0.755077 1.589841 1.515333
C -0.030702 1.968940 3.785427
C 1.819860 2.463755 1.809422
C 1.041656 2.813413 4.056722
H -0.762459 1.767698 4.562168
C 1.972723 3.069148 3.055082
H 2.555248 2.691237 1.048267
H 1.143016 3.265885 5.039368
H 2.815071 3.731886 3.232910
P 0.673270 0.878867 -0.210791
Pd 0.014868 -1.317871 -0.531631
C -1.793542 -1.329260 -2.440252
H -0.986667 -1.058888 -3.107446
C -3.159791 -0.877185 -2.494957
H -3.548760 -0.039428 -3.058349
C -3.895072 -1.724717 -1.726575
C -5.342443 -1.806745 -1.395161
H -5.764088 -2.777845 -1.684403
H -5.513934 -1.682972 -0.317940
H -5.892046 -1.021306 -1.922233
0 -3.085523 -2.693575 -1.169268
C -1.797625 -2.480462 -1.626142
0 -0.833783 -3.188060 -1.183126
C 1.522951 -2.204343 0.529234
C 2.034256 -3.370523 -0.062151
C 2.024954 -1.812553 1.777096
C 3.029844 -4.116570 0.577720
H 1.640240 -3.715189-1.013656
C 3.014106 -2.566516 2.421140
H 1.665330 -0.910531 2.264067
C 3.523817 -3.718150 1.821929
H 3.410756 -5.018305 0.102707
H 3.385941 -2.244441 3.391731
H 4.294213 -4.301814 2.319670
C 2.366952 1.186858 -0.992573
C 3.537334 0.443416 -0.313362
C 2.326472 0.818407 -2.495384
H 2.563719 2.265165 -0.926703
C 4.874447 0.792261 -0.988550
H 3.368127 -0.634890 -0.385103
H 3.586105 0.673557 0.755591
C 3.667554 1.129293 -3.184964
H 2.097190 -0.251763 -2.588313
H 1.527296 1.359521 -3.014496
C 4.849863 0.447545 -2.483873
H 5.686655 0.252244 -0.486237
H 5.086973 1.865241 -0.863225
H 3.614758 0.820257 -4.236708
H 3.825659 2.218293 -3.188222
H 5.793498 0.738792 -2.962484
H 4.760588 -0.642164 -2.599148
C -0.433825 2.092165 -1.161176
C -1.888435 2.087863 -0.653025
C 0.101190 3.538273 -1.233900
H -0.441343 1.668445 -2.174997
C -2.789972 2.970098 -1.532847
H -1.912390 2.471977 0.372970
H -2.280927 1.067373 -0.623229
C -0.808443 4.431160 -2.099202
H 0.159198 3.953050 -0.218229
H 1.115801 3.565031 -1.645851
C -2.264695 4.409123 -1.616699
H -3.812720 2.956989 -1.135395
H -2.842077 2.542126 -2.545051
H -0.418566 5.457210 -2.099621
H -0.766614 4.081543 -3.141425
H -2.894724 5.011551 -2.283470
H -2.324388 4.875543 -0.622135
Complex 64
C 2.037132 -3.260869 -1.601630
C 3.340926 -3.694259 -1.356864
C 4.372889 -2.757356 -1.260077
C 4.098215 -1.396443 -1.398111
C 2.786085 -0.944855 -1.624800
C 1.764711 -1.899271 -1.742626
H 1.224250 -3.977195 -1.673251
H 3.552563 -4.754006 -1.243668
H 5.392827 -3.084978 -1.076345
H 4.904416 -0.671270 -1.321064
H 0.748306 -1.574188 -1.947508
C 2.523450 0.511216 -1.839919
C 1.612153 1.302448 -1.087405
C 3.231816 1.113253 -2.894747
C 1.413829 2.637041 -1.486797
C 3.043091 2.446183 -3.249855
H 3.925555 0.498755 -3.461418
C 2.113613 3.208380 -2.548582
H 0.693286 3.255842 -0.968705
H 3.602552 2.874238 -4.077113
H 1.927174 4.243941 -2.819273
P 0.608229 0.645897 0.339593
Pd -1.151133 -0.818171 -0.325630
C -2.708470 -2.388261 -0.875668
H -2.297600 -2.622539 -1.850988
C -4.127555 -2.282884 -0.587073
H -4.906555 -1.990979 -1.278092
C -4.311162 -2.637903 0.705196
C -5.513540 -2.750182 1.573177
H -5.633402 -3.772244 1.954793
H -5.446347 -2.084804 2.443555
H -6.410079 -2.485239 1.005393
0 -3.100522 -2.968499 1.307803
C -2.113778 -2.860580 0.347410
0 -0.899900 -2.965611 0.639416
C -2.096095 0.654513 -1.339540
379
C -3.297253 1.187687 -0.845860
C -1.611599 1.131831 -2.566298
C -3.984719 2.182148 -1.550567
H -3.718348 0.816595 0.085430
C -2.305606 2.119367 -3.276639
H -0.684560 0.744092 -2.980417
C -3.491375 2.652699 -2.769617
H -4.912902 2.582018 -1.146971
H -1.911575 2.470751 -4.228028
H -4.027998 3.421769 -3.319574
C 1.793868 0.043007 1.695192
C 1.854338 -1.489493 1.860784
C 3.211810 0.649937 1.649771
H 1.298912 0.434641 2.596411
C 2.647821 -1.861094 3.125221
H 2.338086 -1.939488 0.987734
H 0.846946 -1.912999 1.907181
C 4.008340 0.265555 2.910606
H 3.737431 0.273489 0.765548
H 3.171684 1.739868 1.551076
C 4.059172 -1.256514 3.110524
H 2.700952 -2.953274 3.214750
H 2.107771 -1.501915 4.014677
H 5.023501 0.678224 2.842509
H 3.541148 0.732376 3.790910
H 4.591555 -1.498409 4.039563
H 4.634888 -1.708443 2.289827
C -0.178399 2.154754 1.155089
C-1.221770 1.701665 2.203817
C 0.774560 3.192904 1.785969
H -0.746167 2.631185 0.345846
C -2.010821 2.904715 2.748066
H -0.718563 1.193808 3.039265
H -1.905282 0.971758 1.758118
C -0.010426 4.403296 2.324624
H 1.318677 2.727873 2.618543
H 1.530659 3.528391 1.068665
C -1.083519 3.977336 3.337080
H -2.727068 2.562754 3.506015
H -2.602451 3.339630 1.929773
H 0.684456 5.118838 2.782717
H -0.489173 4.926674 1.483759
H -1.666140 4.848462 3.662726
H -0.591711 3.576457 4.235868
Complex 65
C 0.830969 3.755925 1.047148
C 1.378127 4.521213 0.018746
C 0.817276 4.466060 -1.262348
C -0.303967 3.675835 -1.504798
C -0.896659 2.922076 -0.469663
C -0.292309 2.955639 0.804894
H 1.286439 3.753370 2.030868
H 2.245480 5.146799 0.208909
H 1.249877 5.047419 -2.072213
H -0.752877 3.658482 -2.494157
H -0.759534 2.432760 1.632153
C -2.266344 2.350872 -0.672308
C -2.650632 1.004722 -0.458665
C -3.246437 3.277938 -1.078901
C -4.001847 0.657548 -0.651810
C -4.575680 2.911930 -1.263858
H -2.949450 4.311472 -1.230219
C -4.958986 1.590215 -1.043225
H -4.317936 -0.369635 -0.510946
H -5.305134 3.655408 -1.573273
H -5.991713 1.282002 -1.181148
P -1.400725 -0.315854 -0.067776
Pd 0.864603 0.523622 -0.147611
C 2.839672 1.355832 -0.311842
H 2.487443 2.360041 -0.558314
C 3.830546 0.743081 -1.210287
H 3.758347 0.672923 -2.288332
C 4.815611 0.217102 -0.461742
C 6.017045 -0.594370 -0.791346
H 6.928511 -0.139200 -0.384021
H 5.935909 -1.602960 -0.365215
H 6.125564 -0.686115 -1.876243
0 4.624670 0.472563 0.893198
C 3.473128 1.253758 1.029962
0 3.161716 1.702360 2.114382
C 1.731937 -1.276652 0.149587
C 1.810661 -1.784892 1.452735
C 2.232439 -2.047465 -0.908424
C 2.359427 -3.051534 1.690043
H 1.473816 -1.188358 2.296310
C 2.768243 -3.318697 -0.669992
H 2.213789 -1.661450 -1.923228
C 2.831194 -3.826729 0.629828
H 2.425427 -3.423135 2.710332
H 3.141203 -3.908702 -1.504887
H 3.253828 -4.811052 0.814707
C-1.861330-1.041763 1.609083
C -1.519689 -0.065990 2.755235
C -3.293844-1.584419 1.782987
H-1.160361 -1.886212 1.684447
C -1.700023 -0.732841 4.130012
H -2.178306 0.813103 2.690495
H -0.489905 0.294187 2.647988
C -3.464784 -2.265828 3.153208
H -4.007162 -0.753109 1.711607
H -3.547427 -2.292844 0.984715
C -3.110880 -1.312763 4.303604
H -1.483925 -0.006529 4.923450
H -0.959556 -1.539115 4.234600
H -4.495855 -2.627043 3.259130
H -2.816031 -3.152728 3.200005
H -3.192795 -1.832412 5.266545
H -3.841086 -0.490082 4.328788
C -1.863169 -1.647056 -1.319599
C -1.401314 -1.215696 -2.728983
C -1.312559 -3.045226 -0.965474
380
H -2.959432 -1.716005 -1.332413
C -1.780626 -2.259584 -3.793036
H -0.311550 -1.080768 -2.718603
H -1.836245 -0.242462 -2.988557
C -1.703954 -4.079380 -2.036511
H -0.221491 -3.004678 -0.883015
H -1.691371 -3.374591 0.008813
C -1.240644 -3.651842 -3.435691
H -1.401736 -1.940483 -4.772442
H -2.876320 -2.306334 -3.882556
H -1.275825 -5.054904 -1.773849
H -2.797135 -4.207646 -2.040043
H -1.559463 -4.387922 -4.184733
H -0.141541 -3.631780 -3.460793
Complex 66
C -1.493834 -3.314452 1.536317
C -2.500894 -3.122939 2.482199
C -2.353676 -2.133147 3.456769
C -1.203012 -1.346235 3.485230
C -0.179908 -1.522489 2.534093
C -0.345462 -2.519123 1.561959
H -1.588452 -4.071589 0.765376
H -3.393231 -3.742817 2.462125
H -3.132672 -1.973698 4.197965
H -1.092464 -0.579548 4.247765
H 0.441871 -2.712387 0.843977
C 1.089819 -0.751708 2.697725
C 1.739739 0.051639 1.722400
C 1.676675 -0.854676 3.977234
C 2.933875 0.705734 2.095925
C 2.856900 -0.205366 4.316799
H 1.185578 -1.485570 4.711659
C 3.493951 0.585962 3.364093
H 3.442283 1.342937 1.382975
H 3.274226 -0.320624 5.313446
H 4.416211 1.109660 3.600004
P 1.142090 0.370784 -0.020725
Pd -1.018912 -0.177694 -0.916403
C -0.827072 -1.751479 -2.743695
H 0.051269 -1.769314 -3.371676
C -1.928396 -0.855852 -2.831352
H -2.043150 0.000065 -3.483874
C -2.887231 -1.302569 -1.907997
C -4.292019 -0.867807 -1.667445
H -4.986936 -1.514130 -2.220269
H -4.541970 -0.931325 -0.604494
H -4.430277 0.166068 -1.992114
0 -2.549045 -2.553557 -1.445352
C -1.249643 -2.889389 -1.953669
O -0.735860 -3.946150 -1.651282
C -2.130870 1.313551 -0.049659
C -2.537359 1.278996 1.291871
C -2.601181 2.367003 -0.853822
C -3.380753 2.267502 1.814539
H -2.197940 0.479447 1.942088
C -3.439419 3.359433 -0.331169
H -2.316102 2.428063 -1.902684
C -3.832006 3.313691 1.008001
H -3.681746 2.217437 2.859240
H -3.787002 4.165164 -0.975026
H -4.483187 4.082595 1.416243
C 1.523147 2.200515 -0.279135
C 1.172387 2.623644 -1.722508
C 0.831126 3.117039 0.752723
H 2.606251 2.330007 -0.159745
C 1.499563 4.107470 -1.967587
H 0.103336 2.452279 -1.894571
H 1.713465 2.003759 -2.448786
C 1.171083 4.595431 0.491799
H -0.253185 2.978524 0.699197
H 1.137451 2.840597 1.767729
C 0.809794 5.015121 -0.939701
H 1.201498 4.384413 -2.987072
H 2.588649 4.254830 -1.910243
H 0.642186 5.224057 1.219101
H 2.246641 4.760658 0.658356
H 1.086340 6.063119 -1.112521
H -0.279750 4.948070 -1.069022
C 2.420737 -0.502759 -1.131712
C 3.870135 0.026715 -1.088791
C 2.409634 -2.032072 -0.922719
H 2.019555 -0.304961 -2.136094
C 4.755722 -0.687773 -2.126853
H 4.293195 -0.141584 -0.090369
H 3.902779 1.106362 -1.274780
C 3.312780 -2.751974 -1.939813
H 2.760452 -2.257317 0.094557
H 1.394362 -2.428514-1.013144
C 4.746871 -2.208163 -1.924891
H 5.779295 -0.296182 -2.065048
H 4.390923 -0.451621 -3.137491
H 3.304875 -3.828811 -1.732410
H 2.887392 -2.628455 -2.946880
H 5.351077 -2.699350 -2.698174
H 5.217566 -2.447357 -0.959785
Complex 67
C -0.088868 0.331479 4.635685
C -1.368401 -0.181927 4.414316
C -1.572393 -1.115318 3.395095
C -0.501262 -1.532151 2.601199
C 0.792875 -1.031568 2.822605
C 0.983647 -0.095386 3.850271
H 0.079015 1.057795 5.426741
H -2.200636 0.137659 5.035864
H -2.560842 -1.520748 3.205771
H -0.662654 -2.291892 1.840630
H 1.980152 0.298417 4.032586
C 1.966169 -1.575570 2.076056
C 2.153560 -1.478918 0.675218
C 2.923531 -2.265693 2.843352
381
C 3.267143 -2.127477 0.106211
C 4.027205 -2.881659 2.261716
H 2.769554 -2.336573 3.916313
C 4.193654 -2.823788 0.878731
H 3.420508 -2.086176 -0.966174
H 4.741731 -3.415337 2.882517
H 5.038855 -3.312445 0.401730
P 1.058548 -0.448743 -0.425620
Pd -1.213288 0.285119 0.184227
C -4.183286 -0.628793 -1.489813
H -4.565383 -0.865916 -2.473313
C -3.832930 0.574626 -0.980096
H -3.902381 1.540498 -1.467206
C -3.297306 0.422903 0.374453
C-3.853240 1.280849 1.491937
H -4.927843 1.093952 1.632470
H -3.340329 1.078829 2.435749
H -3.710554 2.337674 1.247781
0 -3.430232 -0.982273 0.656267
C -3.902996 -1.652723 -0.483583
O -3.982104 -2.860420 -0.513561
C -1.049209 2.255135 -0.227246
C -0.870168 3.159805 0.831599
C -1.071015 2.754956 -1.538270
C -0.697774 4.526485 0.581476
H -0.859267 2.803991 1.858620
C -0.900999 4.123426 -1.785221
H -1.218673 2.082113 -2.379143
C -0.711026 5.014175 -0.727327
H -0.555105 5.209827 1.416064
H -0.921255 4.489719 -2.809695
H -0.581050 6.076104 -0.919330
C 0.834727 -1.549919 -1.935786
C 0.081502 -2.842807 -1.549713
C 0.086180 -0.806430 -3.063789
H 1.824861 -1.835157 -2.317841
C -0.148891 -3.749140 -2.770740
H -0.894533 -2.582566 -1.113841
H 0.636251 -3.390239 -0.778595
C -0.146445 -1.717858 -4.282112
H -0.883552 -0.461034 -2.678274
H 0.640207 0.089393 -3.371384
C -0.886459 -3.005496 -3.892551
H -0.715813 -4.636587 -2.464577
H 0.821590 -4.107802 -3.145624
H -0.709843 -1.168913 -5.047666
H 0.823123 -1.975706 -4.734247
H - 1.003594 -3.656373 -4.768214
H -1.899944 -2.753622 -3.549029
C 2.164836 0.979846 -0.964291
C 2.618963 1.791675 0.268933
C 3.369068 0.663492 -1.871570
H 1.467617 1.613182 -1.530265
C 3.341081 3.082219 -0.153918
H 3.297038 1.175482 0.876116
H 1.756679 2.039118 0.896584
C 4.083056 1.958986 -2.302354
H 4.084047 0.030125 -1.330682
H 3.055043 0.105467 -2.761986
C 4.523196 2.791749 -1.089523
H 3.685924 3.620479 0.738356
H 2.622745 3.742837 -0.659258
H 4.948143 1.711774 -2.931357
H 3.401960 2.555760 -2.926383
H 4.986586 3.729500 -1.421827
H 5.297004 2.239535 -0.535453
Complex 68
C 0.706046 2.064559 -3.417062
C 1.941855 2.615468 -3.070644
C 2.117673 3.175080 -1.803384
C 1.064996 3.185960 -0.886600
C -0.179285 2.629106 -1.222081
C -0.346890 2.075390 -2.500498
H 0.554135 1.641757 -4.406883
H 2.758699 2.617090 -3.787573
H 3.070090 3.609814 -1.516369
H 1.218523 3.621062 0.096525
H -1.318747 1.686940 -2.790459
C -1.340038 2.766237 -0.290114
C -1.991428 1.689525 0.360028
C -1.818789 4.074370 -0.091699
C -3.124390 1.980166 1.145278
C -2.929574 4.338300 0.703145
H -1.305820 4.890679 -0.591999
C-3.595645 3.278998 1.317529
H -3.650544 1.176945 1.648664
H -3.274801 5.360125 0.834562
H -4.471894 3.458781 1.934471
P -1.341481 -0.060032 0.289915
Pd 1.153005 -0.299061 0.385525
C 4.434301 1.320417 0.048872
H 5.108531 1.840176 -0.617882
C 4.100201 0.013318 0.066906
H 4.475961 -0.771545 -0.579007
C 3.106647 -0.244665 1.114840
C 3.419083 -1.318512 2.142192
H 4.359418 -1.092368 2.665568
H 2.623737 -1.394072 2.889970
H 3.518916 -2.288281 1.646373
0 2.913953 1.032856 1.752430
C 3.662571 2.008874 1.084724
0 3.579597 3.181518 1.377657
C 1.569371 -1.953574 -0.694639
C 1.514503 -3.249142 -0.162906
C 1.905842 -1.796766 -2.049494
C 1.766335 -4.364975 -0.971915
H 1.272830 -3.405854 0.884701
C 2.160293 -2.913503 -2.853440
H 1.958424 -0.804007 -2.487884
C 2.089833 -4.202401 -2.319342
H 1.711151 -5.362284 -0.540341
382
H 2.416294 -2.771284 -3.901420
H 2.288660 -5.068454 -2.945387
C -1.908024 -0.778210 1.946574
C -1.519877 -2.268853 2.069860
C -1.311683 0.003476 3.137985
H -3.005714 -0.717314 1.992324
C -1.993814 -2.861049 3.408498
H -0.427714 -2.353315 2.000440
H -1.929918 -2.859806 1.242544
C -1.766365 -0.581730 4.486413
H -0.214009 -0.043950 3.073285
H -1.579664 1.063341 3.086153
C -1.433409 -2.075404 4.602235
H -1.694141 -3.915086 3.469753
H -3.093443 -2.846454 3.444313
H -1.298642 -0.020818 5.305203
H -2.852663 -0.441800 4.593070
H -1.823156 -2.481977 5.544095
H -0.341067 -2.200464 4.635150
C -2.476390 -0.984131 -0.935770
C -3.774967 -0.241742 -1.309424
C -1.723032 -1.450766 -2.197493
H -2.764667 -1.886595 -0.378998
C -4.667644 -1.102879 -2.220788
H -3.527870 0.696617 -1.824168
H -4.334948 0.042182 -0.411328
C -2.624797 -2.299198 -3.109902
H -1.360809 -0.576603 -2.754161
H -0.834153 -2.020159 -1.915754
C -3.920879 -1.565394 -3.479481
H -5.567339 -0.536117 -2.493294
H -5.012359 -1.984292 -1.659499
H -2.069827 -2.579391 -4.014074
H -2.875165 -3.239691 -2.596314
H -4.567029 -2.210235 -4.088726
H -3.679454 -0.689095 -4.099611
Complex 69
C 5.445440 0.375479 0.682086
C 6.037424 0.897287 -0.469550
C 5.546007 0.527787 -1.723546
C 4.463462 -0.347588 -1.822609
C 3.841276 -0.858896 -0.671382
C 4.360661 -0.498055 0.581706
H 5.834504 0.639032 1.662094
H 6.880813 1.577790 -0.391091
H 6.006843 0.918623 -2.626896
H 4.083679 -0.631842 -2.800230
H 3.927849 -0.921895 1.482280
C 2.715237 -1.835864 -0.804868
C 1.374082 -1.610482 -0.393761
C 3.044588 -3.073562 -1.385419
C 0.453377 -2.663852 -0.552083
C 2.107704 -4.093776 -1.540966
H 4.071689 -3.234382 -1.701826
C 0.799177 -3.893582 -1.109262
H -0.576581 -2.532722 -0.230734
H 2.404089 -5.037421 -1.991056
H 0.037812 -4.660425 -1.211557
P 0.604068 -0.049803 0.280905
Pd -1.836691 -0.316723 0.025364
C -3.783239 -2.308242 -2.110525
H -3.864500 -2.607136 -3.146445
C -4.116045 -1.127075 -1.536903
H -4.567600 -0.267948 -2.019873
C -3.763663 -1.129453 -0.118027
C -4.783466 -0.721890 0.923352
H -5.664002 -1.379391 0.889520
H -4.357108 -0.772959 1.929545
H -5.104732 0.307905 0.743481
O -3.251031 -2.450598 0.124348
C -3.196179 -3.167098 -1.085286
O -2.690928 -4.267073 -1.136367
C -2.517718 1.578508 -0.102283
C -2.831682 2.313671 1.050038
C -2.664231 2.197685 -1.353748
C -3.255922 3.644800 0.953696
H -2.745604 1.857770 2.032418
C -3.088589 3.528977 -1.446700
H -2.444924 1.649648-2.266240
C -3.382680 4.259138 -0.293501
H -3.488865 4.199199 1.860429
H -3.192964 3.990618 -2.426439
H -3.712225 5.292304 -0.366189
C 1.167309 0.074720 2.083503
C 0.189686 0.941782 2.908990
C 1.299494 -1.312958 2.748466
H 2.154684 0.558193 2.080004
C 0.653677 1.077387 4.369240
H -0.800370 0.465524 2.882507
H 0.063040 1.932894 2.463071
C 1.759745 -1.193651 4.211708
H 0.324692 -1.821657 2.714204
H 1.994062 -1.950170 2.191389
C 0.827243 -0.294651 5.035240
H -0.068009 1.685551 4.929468
H 1.609208 1.622188 4.398563
H 1.821391 -2.193528 4.659658
H 2.778413 -0.777630 4.235617
H 1.212858 -0.179316 6.056177
H -0.155853 -0.779737 5.124164
C 1.431279 1.372482 -0.625941
C 1.069946 1.312068 -2.126340
C 1.075718 2.751252 -0.027018
H 2.512892 1.237071 -0.524108
C 1.722573 2.461402 -2.912804
H -0.020461 1.372291 -2.233883
H 1.375556 0.348277 -2.550854
C 1.735238 3.888617 -0.828098
H -0.011840 2.891937 -0.024033
H 1.411894 2.808892 1.014536
C 1.361383 3.828330 -2.314989
383
H 1.413003 2.407994 -3.964645
H 2.814976 2.335051 -2.899012
H 1.440327 4.854177 -0.397922
H 2.828410 3.818542 -0.725513
H 1.865177 4.631877 -2.867524
H 0.280379 3.998295 -2.421731
Transition State 31-TS
C -1.466234 3.472011 0.095919
C -1.361317 4.159589 -1.113813
C -0.116870 4.277659 -1.736471
C 1.017974 3.712354 -1.151487
C 0.926871 3.005068 0.056524
C -0.333127 2.888325 0.674844
H -2.428828 3.367789 0.586392
H -2.243847 4.602419 -1.566927
H -0.026325 4.815414 -2.676603
C 2.166484 2.500040 0.723258
C 2.460396 1.134722 0.971828
C 3.087140 3.481186 1.135207
C 3.653700 0.828656 1.653554
C 4.264406 3.152562 1.800926
H 2.850575 4.523500 0.940630
C 4.546164 1.814582 2.069908
H 3.902292 -0.205900 1.862101
H 4.949157 3.936110 2.114102
H 5.455181 1.534989 2.595714
P 1.368046 -0.249618 0.354550
Pd -0.771443 0.340870 -0.304932
C -5.135995 0.115528-1.116076
H -5.437114 -0.279723 -2.074885
C -5.968681 0.489459 -0.010103
H -7.048412 0.436213 0.038867
C -5.147828 0.928430 0.986029
C -5.382180 1.442544 2.362804
H -4.874827 0.829778 3.119700
H -5.022647 2.473365 2.484199
H -6.454121 1.432145 2.581686
O -3.837643 0.856596 0.563163
C -3.849675 0.369968 -0.727063
O -2.692713 0.252423 -1.357619
C -1.868558 -1.297212 -1.163688
C -1.364155 -1.751853 -2.395433
C -2.489567 -2.192224 -0.277185
C -1.377889 -3.117495 -2.673442
H -0.964875-1.040849 -3.111803
C -2.496039 -3.555749 -0.582320
H -2.938992 -1.829977 0.641708
C -1.935389 -4.031821 -1.770345
H -0.963012 -3.467960 -3.616168
H -2.951468 -4.249353 0.121391
H -1.952677 -5.092864 -2.001475
H -0.410597 2.400213 1.642284
H 1.985816 3.813875 -1.635512
C 2.333597 -0.982931 -1.090041
C 2.412231 0.030148 -2.251718
C 3.726600 -1.567859 -0.789923
H 1.674886 -1.801586 -1.416831
C 3.030455 -0.606736 -3.507793
H 3.024785 0.889282 -1.942334
H 1.410986 0.419783 -2.472489
C 4.341076 -2.209852 -2.047954
H 4.390535 -0.767163 -0.437911
H 3.674013 -2.314509 0.012151
C 4.409645 -1.215691 -3.215803
H 3.105670 0.143304 -4.305698
H 2.357512 -1.393247 -3.879812
H 5.342124 -2.595520 -1.814792
H 3.732892 -3.077353 -2.343838
H 4.806570 -1.709405 -4.112089
H 5.115326 -0.410084 -2.963522
C 1.493314-1.530848 1.725158
C 0.793548 -1.019041 3.003211
C 0.898735 -2.885340 1.285265
H 2.553701 -1.694257 1.961327
C 0.849411 -2.058670 4.135334
H -0.255751 -0.793173 2.765513
H 1.251087 -0.079295 3.336032
C 0.958686 -3.919492 2.422978
H -0.142855 -2.743549 0.975388
H 1.432620 -3.275996 0.411118
C 0.264717 -3.407528 3.693031
H 0.311917 -1.677031 5.012977
H 1.894936 -2.200895 4.447448
H 0.498762 -4.857812 2.087988
H 2.009978 -4.150838 2.652897
H 0.353930 -4.144984 4.501098
H -0.810227 -3.287708 3.493503
Transition State 32-TS
C 2.139560 2.821275 -1.172994
C 2.481305 3.601436 -0.064824
C 1.483641 4.039247 0.807087
C 0.149009 3.703064 0.568785
C -0.208529 2.914241 -0.534071
C 0.805336 2.473729 -1.402835
H 2.905653 2.477877 -1.860517
H 3.518632 3.875474 0.110366
H 1.739389 4.650662 1.668694
H -0.626785 4.053713 1.244383
H 0.543759 1.900533 -2.288243
C -1.653207 2.660172 -0.828478
C -2.279725 1.388113 -0.798881
C -2.422301 3.791067 -1.158971
C -3.645591 1.315717-1.133022
C -3.773122 3.694503 -1.480451
H -1.930911 4.759793 -1.179301
C -4.388385 2.444183 -1.474517
H -4.149554 0.355660 -1.124233
H -4.335585 4.586972 -1.741373
H -5.439980 2.343353 -1.729545
P -1.377720 -0.154961 -0.261897
384
Pd 0.996327 -0.340231 -0.416740
C 3.076962 -1.487191 -0.301908
H 2.901122 -2.557501 -0.366148
C 4.373145 -1.003640 0.217135
H 4.817325 -1.304895 1.155644
C 4.853110 -0.061870 -0.609568
C 6.057190 0.809086 -0.549363
H 6.685415 0.670499 -1.437650
H 5.774705 1.868982 -0.512848
H 6.649177 0.576738 0.340107
0 4.047972 0.115016 -1.727971
C 3.011887 -0.825651 -1.660843
0 2.322396 -1.045586 -2.644572
C 1.878857 -1.239395 1.268016
C 2.293513 -0.279219 2.212182
C 1.381276 -2.468772 1.739524
C 2.138034 -0.514508 3.579899
H 2.735944 0.652533 1.871030
C 1.242901 -2.703724 3.109076
H 1.098516-3.244551 1.032283
C 1.612964 -1.726645 4.038085
H 2.440559 0.251020 4.291078
H 0.850103 -3.659200 3.449954
H 1.513375 -1.915220 5.103554
C -2.020098 -0.455569 1.488842
C -1.614235 0.709622 2.416899
C -3.519733 -0.772169 1.643946
H -1.442252 -1.337202 1.802198
C -1.973864 0.410700 3.882080
H -2.134773 1.623553 2.096808
H -0.539971 0.902740 2.328503
C -3.874833 -1.074792 3.111945
H -4.112059 0.087548 1.302813
H -3.806598 -1.625661 1.017693
C -3.462782 0.073248 4.044117
H -1.708041 1.271382 4.509805
H -1.363487 -0.433010 4.233898
H -4.951537 -1.271266 3.198965
H -3.362217 -1.996952 3.423209
H -3.685497 -0.186259 5.087230
H -4.064697 0.963424 3.807465
C -2.168740 -1.503129 -1.312818
C -1.850728 -1.280941 -2.808185
C -1.681455 -2.898633 -0.865847
H -3.259386 -1.473254 -1.184190
C -2.447697 -2.395728 -3.683903
H -0.759896 -1.259256 -2.940418
H -2.230279 -0.306441 -3.137656
C -2.278316 -4.012610 -1.743374
H -0.585182 -2.924732 -0.933735
H -1.936281 -3.080636 0.185580
C -1.975255 -3.784325 -3.231118
H -2.175231 -2.223966 -4.732922
H -3.546316 -2.350884 -3.634582
H -1.888733 -4.986046 -1.418189
H -3.368250 -4.047549 -1.594845
H -2.447597 -4.566098 -3.839847
H -0.891345 -3.867596 -3.396088
Transition State 33-TS
C -0.018270 -3.572859 1.698175
C -0.982267 -4.456207 1.207547
C -2.301270 -4.026901 1.050637
C -2.654047 -2.718492 1.388435
C -1.692230 -1.816285 1.870945
C -0.369984 -2.260553 2.022419
H 1.011558 -3.892451 1.818822
H -0.705200 -5.476093 0.954201
H -3.059839 -4.710736 0.677885
H -3.686526 -2.391847 1.289824
H 0.380706 -1.582100 2.416409
C -2.124749 -0.458307 2.334575
C -1.891215 0.755005 1.636694
C -2.850082 -0.427580 3.537575
C -2.418257 1.938952 2.185251
C -3.344694 0.759920 4.071325
H -3.017968 -1.365699 4.059363
C -3.129242 1.951484 3.385196
H -2.286824 2.882199 1.670042
H -3.895012 0.749769 5.008253
H -3.513910 2.891263 3.772439
P -0.983110 0.779220 0.000205
Pd 1.123154 -0.318203 -0.298644
C 3.120703 -1.327990 -0.779886
C 3.011045 0.392308 0.248004
C 3.492256 1.496964 -0.479311
C 3.340024 0.267197 1.606999
C 4.214288 2.501242 0.168599
H 3.296179 1.575078 -1.545420
C 4.056995 1.283004 2.245415
H 3.053001 -0.625046 2.153121
C 4.491991 2.405034 1.535787
H 4.565705 3.359085 -0.400639
H 4.284265 1.187017 3.304591
H 5.059380 3.185006 2.036056
C -2.379452 0.140812 -1.116372
C -3.575354 1.096867 -1.291213
C -1.892833 -0.396034 -2.478275
H -2.733227 -0.730711 -0.547925
C -4.721565 0.409992 -2.056301
H -3.261114 1.989294 -1.850422
H -3.934146 1.443313 -0.314729
C -3.042862 -1.082307 -3.236508
H -1.499250 0.423839 -3.093464
H -1.062289 -1.096085 -2.325618
C -4.248419 -0.145436 -3.407928
H -5.548096 1.117581 -2.202252
H -5.118974 -0.412741 -1.443893
H -2.688686 -1.429675 -4.215839
H -3.355032 -1.978447 -2.680192
H -5.070251 -0.670281 -3.911647
H -3.964883 0.692158 -4.062808
385
C -0.788159 2.615442 -0.379993
C 0.212275 3.279819 0.595493
C -0.316855 2.841476 -1.834167
H -1.769895 3.097693 -0.274249
C 0.384558 4.778154 0.295065
H 1.181968 2.778192 0.499011
H -0.101366 3.143807 1.635441
C -0.130397 4.338371 -2.141264
H 0.633134 2.311142 -1.986499
H -1.032727 2.415813 -2.544995
C 0.832660 5.011250 -1.154031
H 1.113096 5.209004 0.993437
H -0.567032 5.302829 0.471474
H 0.230312 4.458485 -3.171195
H -1.108248 4.840982 -2.093761
H 0.906288 6.085625 -1.366463
H 1.840499 4.592399 -1.288242
C 2.878060 -2.587176 0.011333
H 4.179800 -1.085815 -0.813100
0 3.213868 -2.899100 1.130514
0 2.165753 -3.469207 -0.796193
C 2.508721 -1.642685 -2.101599
C 1.982634 -2.881705 -2.045676
H 2.533914 -1.011417 -2.979274
C 1.266045 -3.720921 -3.041568
H 1.186911 -3.192156 -3.995596
H 1.792716 -4.668874 -3.208071
H 0.255350 -3.967064 -2.692307
Transition State 34-TS
C 0.490195 -4.437175 -1.325164
C -0.704900 -4.245394 -2.023233
C -0.967644 -3.005964 -2.611811
C -0.042298 -1.964298 -2.505792
C 1.176155 -2.154848 -1.830271
C 1.425976 -3.404532 -1.240217
H 0.705598 -5.398336 -0.865864
H -1.419466 -5.058939 -2.117807
H -1.888590 -2.851299 -3.168337
H -0.235910 -1.013713 -2.993150
H 2.368992 -3.568914 -0.725783
C 2.273325 -1.138775 -1.937081
C 2.315429 0.121347 -1.291587
C 3.321818 -1.496497 -2.806175
C 3.395226 0.976682 -1.588700
C 4.384513 -0.638938 -3.072672
H 3.277662 -2.465941 -3.294483
C 4.414750 0.614924 -2.466188
H 3.451886 1.952421 -1.120662
H 5.172811 -0.944526 -3.755253
H 5.227080 1.308255 -2.666707
P 1.0737110.637946 0.003934
Pd -0.892163 -0.682625 0.199460
C -1.401244 -2.420103 2.059768
H -0.603098 -3.094090 2.332910
C -2.136646 -2.394200 0.881414
H -2.092377 -3.102722 0.062738
C -3.142833 -1.356817 0.995463
C -4.537380 -1.519263 0.456709
H -5.052211 -2.294349 1.041941
H -5.102770 -0.588236 0.534232
H -4.512232 -1.829793 -0.590584
0 -3.093110 -0.866846 2.285096
C -1.986542 -1.453958 2.977173
0 -1.722673 -1.111875 4.105326
C -2.679647 0.417548 -0.286397
C -3.097037 1.517707 0.477413
C -3.049266 0.362647 -1.640960
C -3.828678 2.555537 -0.108258
H -2.877023 1.547822 1.540442
C -3.763664 1.411594 -2.230405
H -2.778794 -0.498231 -2.247527
C -4.157030 2.512957 -1.466733
H -4.151115 3.395244 0.503774
H -4.021245 1.359799 -3.286305
H -4.728507 3.319012 -1.919333
C 2.052599 0.490806 1.621761
C 2.448037 -0.976376 1.893697
C 3.278679 1.408646 1.797642
H 1.301677 0.772421 2.374485
C 3.065034 -1.140454 3.292928
H 3.175418 -1.299669 1.134827
H 1.571338-1.626428 1.794790
C 3.891636 1.250654 3.202128
H 4.037996 1.151311 1.047351
H 3.011574 2.459691 1.635176
C 4.267780 -0.208171 3.496590
H 3.363610 -2.185907 3.444597
H 2.298159 -0.921212 4.049460
H 4.772480 1.899422 3.293913
H 3.167288 1.598503 3.952917
H 4.655074 -0.301643 4.519128
H 5.082480 -0.514052 2.823086
C 0.922129 2.491680 -0.276837
C 0.256228 2.792081 -1.636926
C 0.154098 3.177308 0.872909
H 1.933188 2.919975 -0.293271
C 0.135416 4.307206 -1.873844
H -0.742219 2.338221 -1.658883
H 0.832991 2.333870 -2.450050
C 0.030145 4.692112 0.628377
H -0.846011 2.737169 0.950202
H 0.654138 3.001426 1.833073
C -0.619089 4.998683 -0.729245
H -0.370967 4.490872 -2.830088
H 1.141996 4.743506 -1.963994
H -0.549983 5.148132 1.440829
H 1.030611 5.149542 0.665071
H -0.654324 6.083042 -0.896547
H -1.658711 4.643545 -0.720733
Transition State 35-TS
386
C 5.445440 0.375479 0.682086
C 6.037424 0.897287 -0.469550
C 5.546007 0.527787 -1.723546
C 4.463462 -0.347588 -1.822609
C 3.841276 -0.858896 -0.671382
C 4.360661 -0.498055 0.581706
H 5.834504 0.639032 1.662094
H 6.880813 1.577790 -0.391091
H 6.006843 0.918623 -2.626896
H 4.083679 -0.631842 -2.800230
H 3.927849 -0.921895 1.482280
C 2.715237 -1.835864 -0.804868
C 1.374082 -1.610482 -0.393761
C 3.044588 -3.073562 -1.385419
C 0.453377 -2.663852 -0.552083
C 2.107704 -4.093776 -1.540966
H 4.071689 -3.234382 -1.701826
C 0.799177 -3.893582 -1.109262
H -0.576581 -2.532722 -0.230734
H 2.404089 -5.037421 -1.991056
H 0.037812 -4.660425 -1.211557
P 0.604068 -0.049803 0.280905
Pd -1.836691 -0.316723 0.025364
C -3.783239 -2.308242 -2.110525
H -3.864500 -2.607136 -3.146445
C -4.116045 -1.127075 -1.536903
H -4.567600 -0.267948 -2.019873
C -3.763663 -1.129453 -0.118027
C -4.783466 -0.721890 0.923352
H -5.664002 -1.379391 0.889520
H -4.357108 -0.772959 1.929545
H -5.104732 0.307905 0.743481
0 -3.251031 -2.450598 0.124348
C -3.196179 -3.167098 -1.085286
O -2.690928 -4.267073 -1.136367
C -2.517718 1.578508 -0.102283
C -2.831682 2.313671 1.050038
C -2.664231 2.197685 -1.353748
C -3.255922 3.644800 0.953696
H -2.745604 1.857770 2.032418
C -3.088589 3.528977 -1.446700
H -2.444924 1.649648 -2.266240
C -3.382680 4.259138 -0.293501
H -3.488865 4.199199 1.860429
H -3.192964 3.990618 -2.426439
H -3.712225 5.292304 -0.366189
C 1.167309 0.074720 2.083503
C 0.189686 0.941782 2.908990
C 1.299494 -1.312958 2.748466
H 2.154684 0.558193 2.080004
C 0.653677 1.077387 4.369240
H -0.800370 0.465524 2.882507
H 0.063040 1.932894 2.463071
C 1.759745 -1.193651 4.211708
H 0.324692 -1.821657 2.714204
H 1.994062 -1.950170 2.191389
C 0.827243 -0.294651 5.035240
H -0.068009 1.685551 4.929468
H 1.609208 1.622188 4.398563
H 1.821391 -2.193528 4.659658
H 2.778413 -0.777630 4.235617
H 1.212858 -0.179316 6.056177
H -0.155853 -0.779737 5.124164
C 1.431279 1.372482 -0.625941
C 1.069946 1.312068 -2.126340
C 1.075718 2.751252 -0.027018
H 2.512892 1.237071 -0.524108
C 1.722573 2.461402 -2.912804
H -0.020461 1.372291 -2.233883
H 1.375556 0.348277 -2.550854
C 1.735238 3.888617 -0.828098
H -0.011840 2.891937 -0.024033
H 1.411894 2.808892 1.014536
C 1.361383 3.828330 -2.314989
H 1.413003 2.407994 -3.964645
H 2.814976 2.335051 -2.899012
H 1.440327 4.854177 -0.397922
H 2.828410 3.818542 -0.725513
H 1.865177 4.631877 -2.867524
H 0.280379 3.998295 -2.421731
Transition State 36-TS
C 1.533180 -3.081417 1.562755
C 1.128463 -4.247639 0.907629
C -0.229535 -4.480513 0.688667
C -1.178102 -3.546140 1.113912
C -0.780371 -2.360961 1.749396
C 0.587788 -2.142682 1.977243
H 2.590167 -2.906241 1.736090
H 1.876308 -4.956770 0.566579
H -0.555364 -5.391165 0.192290
H -2.237229 -3.736973 0.957605
H 0.904059 -1.240850 2.493230
C -1.808990 -1.402142 2.263798
C -2.142907 -0.177758 1.631718
C -2.485662 -1.776338 3.436250
C -3.151887 0.611457 2.214367
C -3.472492 -0.972890 4.002574
H -2.215988 -2.717360 3.907662
C -3.807183 0.229373 3.384722
H -3.447963 1.545367 1.751591
H -3.973332 -1.285307 4.914883
H -4.578019 0.870650 3.803797
P -1.337338 0.323172 0.021927
Pd 1.047076 0.036763 -0.416532
C 3.222546 -0.053778 -1.301237
C 2.327835 -0.786070 -2.220775
H 1.766938 -0.300179 -3.011311
C 2.515726 -2.126935 -2.056123
C 2.593657 1.217512 0.312638
C 2.543205 2.597508 0.048910
C 3.189356 0.775381 1.503432
387
C 3.018117 3.514165 0.990562
H 2.123746 2.963808 -0.883855
C 3.657638 1.698997 2.443297
H 3.304879 -0.287013 1.687847
C 3.572251 3.070155 2.194153
H 2.955156 4.579362 0.778735
H 4.105757 1.339099 3.366542
H 3.948602 3.784867 2.921001
C 4.135178 0.973328 -1.945436
H 3.549339 1.758118 -2.432025
H 4.800685 1.434246 -1.213710
H 4.743068 0.468869 -2.708680
0 3.957986 -1.044534 -0.627488
C 3.539196 -2.321266 -1.034522
H 2.038945 -2.945254 -2.576856
0 4.027110 -3.319131 -0.553296
C -2.448217 -0.648613 -1.176716
C -3.892774 -0.127404 -1.303965
C -1.812830 -0.869166 -2.564920
H -2.490103 -1.633317 -0.689645
C -4.750203 -1.071177 -2.167084
H -3.887824 0.868239 -1.769257
H -4.347385 -0.013894 -0.312776
C -2.676797 -1.809699 -3.423843
H -1.698507 0.090629 -3.086802
H -0.804670 -1.284445 -2.447764
C -4.120645 -1.301645 -3.548701
H -5.762718 -0.660293 -2.271557
H -4.856458 -2.035874 -1.649451
H -2.225217 -1.925207 -4.417588
H -2.683000 -2.809321 -2.964985
H -4.724842 -2.010863 -4.128556
H -4.124619 -0.355395 -4.110236
C -1.811070 2.137205 -0.165445
C -1.149815 2.993842 0.939119
C -1.416728 2.679917 -1.557244
H -2.902632 2.227151 -0.078669
C -1.517149 4.480109 0.795874
H -0.061078 2.880486 0.873139
H -1.436999 2.635995 1.933199
C -1.769558 4.171282 -1.702672
H -0.337009 2.535995 -1.702081
H -1.917135 2.113053 -2.350288
C -1.141591 5.021955 -0.590172
H -1.014935 5.059181 1.581112
H -2.598494 4.608919 0.955728
H -1.446249 4.530110 -2.688477
H -2.863411 4.287085 -1.673414
H -1.453349 6.069422 -0.691176
H -0.047084 5.008037 -0.697005
Transition State 37-TS
P 0.402651 -0.781983 -0.272009
Pd -1.226364 1.011933 -0.088581
C -0.779904 4.188662 -0.096693
H -0.041716 4.856562 0.324676
C -1.797709 3.532018 0.534317
H -2.070589 3.592257 1.581786
C -2.496207 2.685125 -0.412936
C -3.996031 2.564140 -0.470678
H -4.448078 3.511489 -0.796190
H -4.303057 1.782832 -1.171781
H -4.389257 2.304914 0.515935
0 -1.910844 2.965576 -1.679533
C -0.825516 3.857332 -1.516331
0 -0.135993 4.182245 -2.456549
C -2.529353 -0.020798 1.065028
C -3.604754 -0.716932 0.493508
C -2.349568 -0.087137 2.454555
C -4.476028 -1.466930 1.292820
H -3.779157 -0.675322 -0.578683
C -3.226365 -0.831587 3.252288
H -1.520844 0.431392 2.929469
C -4.291334 -1.525743 2.675063
H -5.302580 -2.001463 0.829084
H -3.070327 -0.867918 4.328322
H -4.970330 -2.104704 3.295810
C 0.893575 -1.607093 1.325806
C 0.317286 -2.847719 1.654156
C 1.781047 -1.018567 2.268957
C 0.615171 -3.518010 2.839682
H -0.384607 -3.317533 0.977409
C 2.081741 -1.720241 3.449416
C 1.514385 -2.957522 3.741523
H 0.143723 -4.474394 3.048080
H 2.761281 -1.258869 4.160515
H 1.762908 -3.466396 4.668728
C 2.434367 0.318754 2.122401
C 3.835205 0.419882 2.172858
C 1.683419 1.500012 2.016794
C 4.467761 1.661398 2.091528
H 4.429638 -0.485356 2.264074
C 2.315985 2.741544 1.936087
H 0.598463 1.446598 1.993307
C 3.709125 2.827421 1.968943
H 5.552703 1.716463 2.123628
H 1.714966 3.641940 1.847946
H 4.199260 3.794866 1.903056
C 2.020804 -0.254619 -1.092027
C 3.176204 -1.277374 -1.102048
C 1.796979 0.335203 -2.502327
H 2.334245 0.579569 -0.453227
C 4.467171 -0.624700 -1.629414
H 2.920457 -2.129534 -1.742916
H 3.342256 -1.678588 -0.096490
C 3.090337 0.981548 -3.029311
H 1.490995 -0.460041 -3.194712
H 0.991122 1.080076 -2.493984
C 4.263827 -0.008971 -3.021740
H 5.272858 -1.370045 -1.655192
H 4.784654 0.158388 -0.926079
H 2.919895 1.368162 -4.041500
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H 3.338072 1.849587 -2.402080 C -0.487857 -4.427134 -2.364731
H 5.183181 0.489373 -3.354529 H 1.142345 -3.018061 -2.478224
H 4.064522 -0.812630 -3.746791 H 0.971622 -3.763025 -0.893514
C -0.435722 -2.129718 -1.290195 C -1.302381 -3.870574 -3.542292
C -1.205146 -1.549466 -2.501026 H -2.627823 -2.207362 -4.000047
C 0.405884 -3.344149 -1.732882 H -2.880290 -2.915440 -2.406723
H -1.214319 -2.479270 -0.597217 H 0.131375 -5.271374 -2.694176
C -2.104759 -2.626578 -3.131328 H -1.173413 -4.822562 -1.600327
H -0.502024 -1.182083 -3.257978 H -1.973058 -4.643082 -3.939287
H -1.804953 -0.687428 -2.185931 H -0.616262 -3.602575 -4.359377
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Development of a Method for the Pd-Catalyzed
Bromination of Aryl Triflates
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5.1 Introduction
Functional group interconversions are a cornerstone of modern organic synthesis.
Among the many possibilities, a large portion of these involve converting alcohols to
more reactive functional groups (e.g., halides, sulfonates) for further derivatization. Most
functional group interconversions are typically easier to perform on functional groups
bound to sp3 carbons than those bound to sp 2 carbons. For example, an alkyl alcohol can
readily be converted to an alkyl halide using a variety of reagents (e.g., Br 2/PPh3, PBr 3,
SOC1,/pyridine),1 but the analogous transformation of phenols can only be accomplished
under strenuous conditions. Phenols may be converted to aryl chlorides2a by heating at
160 'C in molten phenylphosphorous tetrachloride or to aryl bromides2b by heating at 200
'C in molten triphenylphosphine dibromide. Noyori's first synthesis of
Scheme 1. Conversion of BINOL to 2,2'-Dibromobinaphthyl in the Synthesis of BINAP.
Noyori (1984)
1 Br lithiation;
OH Ph3 PBr2  CIPPh 2 quench PPh2
OH 200 oC / Br PPh 2
BINOL BINAP
BINAP utilized this bromination reaction for the conversion of BINOL to 1,1'-
dibromobinaphthyl (Scheme 1).3 The above conditions are much too harsh to be generally
applicable and they have seen little use in synthesis.
In order to carry out the halogenation of phenols under more mild conditions,
several multi-step approaches have been devised that accomplish this using aryl triflate
intermediates (Scheme 2). Huffman reported a one-pot protocol in which aryl triflates are
coupled with pinacol borane using a Pd catalyst and then subjected to electrophilic
bromination with CuBr, (eq 1).4a A similar approach was reported by Grunewald for the
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synthesis of phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase inhibitors in which an aryl triflate
was first coupled with hexamethylditin followed by bromination with NBS (eq 2).4bc And
a less elegant, yet effective sequence was reported by Marks, commencing with a Pd-
catalyzed N-arylation of benzophenone imine, followed by hydrolysis and Sandmeyer
displacement to furnish the desired aryl bromide (eq 3).4d
Scheme 2. Multi-Step Routes to Convert Aryl Triflates to Aryl Bromides.
Huffman (2005)
R + oB.. 3 mol% PdCl 2(dppf) R 3 equiv CuBr 2  R
(1) OTf + H-B BO Br( 3 equiv Et 3N MeOH/H 20 (1:1)dioxane reflux
1.5 equiv reflux 33-98% 24-96%
Grunewald (2007)
5 mol% Pd(PPh 3) 4  NBS NH(2) TfO NH re Me 3Sn NH 0 Br NH






3 mol% Pd(OAc) 24.5 mol% BINAP
NH
1.2 equiv Ph Ph
CS2CO 3THF, 65 C
1.5 equiv t-BuNO 21 2 equiv CuBr 2
CH3CN0 oC to 65 oC
Ph






The ability to carry out the direct conversion of an aryl triflate to an aryl halide
would be a welcome addition to the toolbox of available catalytic processes. Although
this transformation has not yet been reported, Kocienski has described a mild Ni-
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catalyzed bromination of vinyl triflates (Scheme 3).5 However, the scope is very limited
and no follow-up papers have appeared.
Scheme 3. Ni-Catalyzed Bromination of Vinyl Triflates.
Kocienski (2002)
R O OTf
10 mol% (PPh 3 )2Ni
12 equiv LiBr
THF
-78 oC to rt
R 0 Br
There has been much progress in metal-mediated carbon-halogen bond formation
and several key results provide encouragement that a Ni- or Pd-catalyzed process for the
conversion of aryl sulfonates to aryl halides may be feasible.6 First, the reductive
elimination of aryl halides from metal centers has been demonstrated from the
decomposition of various Pt(IV)7 and Pd(IV)8 complexes. Second, Hartwig has reported
the promotion of reductive elimination of aryl iodides, bromides, and chlorides by the
addition of a large excess of a P(t-Bu)3 to pre-formed Pd(II) complexes (Scheme 4).9




X = CI, Br, I
70 oC
+ P(t-Bu) 3
C 6 D 6
15 equiv
ArX + Pd[P(t-Bu) 3] 2
A number of copper'o- and nickel"-mediated halide exchange reactions have also
been developed in which carbon-halide reductive elimination processes are proposed to
take place. Notwithstanding these advances in aryl halide bond formation, there has not
been any report of the catalytic conversion of an aryl sulfonate to an aryl halide. This
transformation would find broad application in the context of complex molecule
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synthesis and ligand synthesis, as aryl halides are more versatile intermediates than aryl
sulfonates.
5.2 Results and Discussion
High-Throughput Screening for Lead Generation
We initially set out to find conditions to effect the direct conversion of aryl
triflates to aryl bromides or chlorides using a Pd- or Ni-based catalyst and a halide source
(Scheme 5). The lack of precedent of this reaction made it a good candidate for high-
throughput screening with 96-well plates. Although we did not have a Symyx platform
(see Chapter 3), many of the operations performed by a robotic liquid handler could be
performed by hand using multi-channel or repeater pipettes. With the aid of Dr. Donald
Watson, we assembled the necessary equipment and analytic tools to carry out reactions
on 96-well plates (see Experimental Section for full details).
Scheme 5. Transformations to be Investigated with High Throughput Screening.
R Pd or Ni cat. R&
OTf e X
Br- or CI- salt
X = Br, Cl
For this screening, we decided upon 48 ligands and three solvents (toluene,
dioxane, and DMF) for combination with Pd,(dba)3. We also examined 24 ligands and
two solvents (toluene and DMF) for combination with Ni(cod),. Our ligand choices were
based primarily on having the broadest coverage of ligand space possible including
simple phosphines, bidentate phosphines, NHCs, biaryl monophosphines, diimines,
amino alcohols, as well as other classes (see Experimental Section for the complete list of
ligands used).
A total of four plates with 384 reactions were setup and analyzed in a span of just
three days. The vast majority of these reactions gave no conversion of the starting
material. Therefore, the complete data will not be presented but we will only discuss the
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positive data. Small amounts of aryl bromide products (1-3%) were observed by GC and
confirmed by GC/MS in reaction vials that contained Pd,(dba)3 and very hindered
dialkylbiaryl monophosphine ligands (1-3, Figure 1) in toluene. The failure of all Ni-
based catalysts we tested was surprising given the findings of Kocienski.
Figure 1. Ligands Used in These Studies.
Me
OMe Me Me OMe
MeO PCy 2  P(t-Bu) 2  Me P(t-Bu)2
-Pr/-ri-Pr i-Pr
-Pr -Pr i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr W ii-Pr
i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr
1 2 3 4
BrettPhos t-Bu2 XPhos Me 4t-Bu 2XPhos t-Bu 2 BrettPhos
Focused Screening and Rational Catalyst Development
Following the HTS campaign, our next efforts focused on finding a better
bromide source than Bu 4NBr. We examined a variety of metal, ammonium, and
phosphonium bromide salts, but the results obtained were fairly unimpressive, as KBr
gave the highest yield at 6% (compared to 3% with Bu 4NBr). At this time we also
discovered that the use of t-Bu 2BrettPhos (4) as the supporting ligand provided improved
yields (from 6% to 11%).
One of our concerns about the conditions used was the low solubility of KBr in
toluene. With the goal of improving the solubility, we examined several additives
including crown ethers (i.e., 12-C-5, 15-C-5, 18-C-6, cis-dicyclohexane-18-C-6) and
polyethylene glycols (i.e., PEG 200, 400, 600, 3400). Crown ethers had no effect on the
conversion but all polyethylene glycols tested worked quite well in this capacity,
increasing the yield with ligand 4 from 11% to 30%. Interestingly, the use of triglyme as
the solvent, which has similar polarity to PEG, resulted in no reaction.
With the apparent correlation of yield and steric encumbrance of the ligand, we
prepared several derivatives of 4 in the hopes that a modified ligand would allow for full
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conversion. Scheme 6 shows the ligands that were tested, but unfortunately only marginal
improvements in yield were obtained for ligands that were more hindered than 4. We also
noted that with the improved conditions, t-BuzXPhos (2) was still not an effective ligand
for promoting this reaction. With these results and the more difficult preparation of these
analogs, we decided to continue optimization with ligand 4.
Scheme 6. Variation of Ligand Structure to Increase the Conversion.
1 mol% Pd 2(dba)3/ \_ 3 mol% Ilgand





i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr -Pr i-Pr i-Pr i-Pr
i-Pr i-Pr R R
2
R = t-Bu (4), 37%2% R = Ad, 42% R = t-Bu, 40% R = Me: 39%
R = t-pentyl, 39% R = trltyl, 48% R = OMe: 30%
R = bis-(3,5-CF3)phenyl, 0%
All attempts to increase the conversion of the bromination reaction with more
forcing conditions or higher catalyst loadings failed. We were initially puzzled by this
and wondered if some form of product inhibition was occurring. Therefore, we repeated
the reactions in the presence of KOTf and found complete inhibition of the catalyst. This
was also observed for similar salts such as LiOTf, NaOTf, CsOTf, and Na,SO4 (Table 1).
The non-spectator behavior of the triflate anion is surprising considering its extremely
low nucleophilicity,' 2 but there are isolated cases in which it effectively competes with
halides for the addition to carbocations.13
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Table 1. Inhibition Studies.
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In order to circumvent the observed catalyst poisoning, we investigated several
other sulfonates that might not inhibit the reaction to the same extent. A variety of
substrates containing hindered, electron-withdrawing, and heterocyclic sulfonates were
prepared and tested under the bromination conditions (Scheme 7). To our dismay, none
of these, with the exception of the nonaflate, were reactive under our standard conditions.
And curiously, the nonaflate gave lower yields than the triflate, counter to what is
observed in most cross-coupling reactions. 14 We attribute this to a higher solubility of
potassium nonaflate in toluene, which is detrimental to catalysis. The lack of reactivity of
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Scheme 7. Survey of Aryl Sulfonates as Substrates for Bromination Reaction.
1 mol% Pd2(dba)3
O 3 mol% t-Bu2 BrettPhos
" 0- n-Bu Br




R= -CF 3  I-(CF2)3CF 3
38% 4%
No product formation:
Me e Me i- i-Pr Pr-Me
Me i-Pr
F F
F - NO2  I-N \N-0 Me
F F Me Me
hydrolysis observed
Having thoroughly examined alternative sulfonate groups, we wondered if there
was a way to sequester the triflate anion as it formed. An examination of the literature
provided no clues of how to accomplish this goal. A Lewis acid could only fulfill this
role if it did not preferentially bind the ligand, halide, or PEG. We were encouraged by
the phenomenon of Lewis acid selectivity reported in the literature. 5s And there are
several cross-coupling methodologies that employ Lewis acids to bind coordinating
nitrogen groups without interfering with catalysis. 16 In order to limit the amount of
phosphine binding, we initially used complex 6 as a precatalyst, which rapidly forms an
LPd(O) species in solution. PEG/KBr was also omitted in favor of Bu 4NBr to prevent
competitive binding with the polymer. We then screened a wide variety of Lewis and
Bronsted acids and found several cases in which there was a significant impact on the
yield (Table 2). In comparison to the control without a Lewis acid (entry 1), MgF, (entry
5), Bu 3SnCl (entry 9), CaBr, (entry 11), Et3B (entry 16), AIF 3 (entry 19), and (i-Bu) 3A1
(entry 20) all increased the yield by at least 7%.
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Table 2. Lewis Acid Effect on Bromination Reaction with Bu 4NBr.
n-Bu /OTf f
2 mo0% (cod)Pd TMS/2
3 mol% t-Bu2 BrettPhos





entry additive % yield a  entry additive % yielda
1 none 2 15 BF 3-OEt2  2
2 i-Prl 0 16 Et3B 22
3 Zn Br 2  6 17 (C6F5)3B 0
4 Mg Br2-OEt2  0 18 (i-PrO)3AI 1
5 MgF 2  12 19 AIF 3  13
6 SnF 2  0 20 (i-Bu) 3AI 36b
7 SnF 4  5 21 LaCI3  4
8 SnBr2  0 22 CeCI3 4
9 Bu3SnCI 18 23 In(OTf) 3  0
10 TMSCI 0 24 InCI3  3
11 CaBr2  9 25 Sc(OTf)3  0
12 HBr 0 26 ScF3  3
13 BiCI 3  3 27 SiCI4  1
14 HgBr2  4 28 BaCI2  5
a % Yield determined by GC analysis with an internal standard of dodecane. b ~15% of the isobutyl C-C
coupling product also formed.
Although these results were promising, the yields were still very low and we
wanted to test the KBr/PEG system as well. Therefore, the best Lewis acids plus a few
additional selections were tested under the heterogeneous conditions (Table 3). Not
surprisingly, many of the Lewis acids that had previously enhanced reactivity, now had
either no effect or were detrimental to the reaction. However, both trialkylboranes and
trialkylaluminums still gave improved yields. Furthermore, the use of (i-Bu)3A1 allowed
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for full conversion for the first time, albeit in only 41% yield with 59% of the isobutyl C-
C coupling product formed.









entry additive % yielda entry additive % yielda
1 none 24 6 Et3B 52
2 MgF 2  8 7 Ph3B 5
3 Bu3SnCI 6 8 (s-Bu) 3B 50
4 Bu3SnF 5 9 (i-Bu) 3AI 41
5 Ph 3Si F 23 10 ZnF 2  30
a % Yield determined by GC analysis with an internal standard of dodecane. b The remaining material was
the isobutyl C-C coupling product.
At this point, we conducted further optimization with triethylborane. However,
further development with this Lewis acid did not result in satisfactory yields and was
highly variable from run to run. We next focused on preparing and testing other
trialkylaluminum compounds, including those with nontransferable groups (Table 4). We
also switched to Pd,(dba)3 as the palladium source and found it to work equally well as 6.
With regard to the trialkylaluminums, there seemed to be a good correlation with the size
of the alkyl group and the ratio of alkyl transfer to bromination. The use of (i-Pr)3Al-OEt,
(entry 8) did not result in any C-C coupling product, although the bromination product
was only formed in 25% yield and was accompanied with 75% of the reduced arene.
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Table 4. Further Testing of Aluminum-Based Lewis Acids.
1 mol% Pd 2(dba)3





entry additive % yielda entry additive % yielda
1 none 24 5 Et2AICN 0"
2 AIBr 3  0 6 (i-Bu),AIF 54c
3 Et2AICI Oc 7 [(i-Bu) 2AI]20 17
4 Et2AIBr 12c 8 (i-Pr) 3AI 2 5 d
a % Yield determined by GC analysis with an internal standard of dodecane. b The reaction mixture
immediately formed a gel. c The remaining material was the C-C coupling product. d The remaining
material was the reduction product.
The emergence of the reduction product in conjunction with suppression of the C-
C coupling product was perplexing but we chose to go forward with (i-Pr)3Al-OEt and
test other conditions. Table 5 lists the conditions that were tested and the percentage of
bromination versus reduction product formed. Solvents other than toluene (entries 2-4)
were still ineffective, as was the omission of PEG-demonstrating that i-Pr3AI-OEt2 is
not acting as a phase transfer agent for the bromide (entry 6). Curiously, the addition of
small quantities of MeOH (entry 8) or H20 (entry 9) partially suppresses the formation of
8, but larger quantities result in the formation of a gel. The radical inhibitor BHT (entry
11) also had some effect on preventing reduction but the most effective approach proved
to be the addition of hydride acceptors (entries 12-18). Among those tested, 2-butanone
worked very well, allowing for the formation of product in 95% yield with only 4%
reduction (entry 16). However, a persistent problem under these conditions was the
frequent gelling of the solution, creating problems with reproducibility and product
isolation. The substitution of Me-capped-PEG for PEG solved this problem and more
reproducible results could be obtained (entry 19).
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Table 5. The Effect of Conditions on Reactions Run in the Presence of (i-Pr)3Al-OEt2.
n-Bu -/ OTf
1 mol% Pd2(dba) 33 mol% t-Bu 2BrettPhos
2 equiv KBr






























reaction run in dioxane
reaction run in DMA
reaction run in t-amyl alcohol
reaction run at 80 0C
no PEG
no Pd
add MeOH (1 equiv)
add H20 (1 equiv)
flame-dried KBr and PEG
add BHT (1.5 equiv)
add benzaldehyde (1 equiv)
add 2-tolualdehyde (1 equiv)
add acetophenone (1 equiv)
add DMF (1 equiv)
add 2-butanone (1 equiv)
add 2-butanone (0.5 equiv)
add 2-butanone (1.5 equiv)
add 2-butanone and substitute
Me2-PEG for PEG










































b Gelling no longer
Having found reasonable reaction conditions, we set out to test the method with
other substrates (Table 6). Nearly complete conversion (98%) was obtained for both 4-n-
butylphenyl triflate (entry 1) and 2,4-dimethylphenyl triflate (entry 2). These products
were isolated in good yields but some material was lost due to their volatility. The
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electron-rich 4-methoxyphenyl triflate (entry 3) did not react as efficiently as the previous
two cases and only went to 70 % conversion. Chlorination also works to a certain extent
under these conditions but full conversion has not yet been achieved (not shown).
Table 6. Scope of the Pd-Catalyzed Bromination of Aryl Triflates.
1 mol% Pd2 (dba)33 mol% t-Bu 2 BrettPhos
1.4 equiv KBr
Me 2PEG 2000
2.0 equiv (-Pr) 3AI-OEt 21.2 equiv 2-butanone
toluene
100 oC, 15 h
"Rc Br
entry substrate % conversiona % yield of bromideb % reduction a
1 n-Bu~ / OTf 98 85 6
Me
2 Me OTf 98 62 8
3 MeO- OTf 70 30 ND
a Determined by GC analysis with an internal standard of dodecane. b Isolated yield.
The remarkable effect of trialkylaluminum Lewis acids compared to most other
Lewis acids cannot simply result from their absolute electrophilicity, as the use of
stronger Lewis acids' 7 (e.g., BCl3 , AlBr 3) failed to give any product. In order to study the
binding selectivity we carried out reaction calorimetry experiments. Table 7 shows the
data for several combinations of Lewis acids with either Bu 4NBr or Bu4NOTf. Although
only four Lewis acids were examined here, the results are very informative. None of the
Lewis acids tested reacted with tetrabutylammonium bromide. Thus, boron- and
aluminum-based Lewis acids may be used without worry of competitive binding to
bromide. When the same four Lewis acids were reacted with Bu4NOTf, only (i-Bu) 3Al
reacted significantly, releasing 59.14 kcal/mol of energy. This is clear evidence of both




Table 7. Lewis Acid/Lewis Base Binding Energies by Reaction Calorimetry.
AH (kcal/mol)a
Lewis Acid BuaNBr Bu 4NOTf
(i-Bu)3Al 0 -59.14
(i-PrO) 3AI 0 -0.15
Et3B 0 0
BC13  0 0
a Calorimetry measurements taken at 80 oC in toluene.
5.3 Conclusions
The progress described here for the Pd-catalyzed bromination of aryl triflates
represents a significant step forward in extending the utility of Pd catalysis. Through a
rapid and efficient screening campaign, conditions were identified that gave trace
quantities (1-3%) of the desired product. Further optimization through a more
conventional approach led to the identification of optimal conditions, which called for a
Pd,(dba)3/t-BuzBrettPhos catalyst system and a KBr/PEG bromide source. Even with
these improved conditions, full conversion was not attained and was attributed to
unexpected product inhibition from the triflate salts formed over the course of the
reaction. This was overcome, in part, by the addition of a trialkylaluminum Lewis acid.
These Lewis acids also gave C-C coupled products or reduction products, necessitating
further optimization.
Ultimately a mixture of i-Pr3AlIOEt2 and 2-butanone was identified as capable of
giving nearly full conversion (98%) and mostly preventing reduction (4-8%). Through
calorimetric studies, we characterized the interaction of trialkylaluminums with triflates
as being particularly strong. Further studies are underway in order to identify a Lewis
acid that does not give any reduction products and is more functional group tolerant. The
methodology developed will also be extended to chlorination in the future.
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5.4 Experimental
Creation of a Ligand Library
Prior to the implementation of a high-throughput screening workflow, an
inventoried ligand library was created. The purpose of this library was to facilitate
choosing ligands from a database and allow for easy access to every ligand. Each ligand
was stored in a 1.5 dram vial (Acme Glass, #S910 1 V2) with a polyseal cap (Acme Glass,
#CAP-PS-13) and labeled with a unique number and chemdraw structure. These vials
were organized in Wheaton vial files (VWR, #66011-325) in numerical order. To ensure
the integrity of this library, 1H and 31P (when applicable) NMR spectra were taken for all
entered ligands and the samples were stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. Figure 2 shows
one set of ligands removed from the glovebox.
Figure 2. Ligand Library Format.
t ii i s~! ~~9~4W
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Pre-Plating Arrays of Ligands
Two general strategies for ligand pre-plating were employed for HTS purposes.
The first involved the creation of a master plate with 7x concentration of ligands. This
would then be diluted and transferred to six daughter plates, followed by evaporation of
the solvent. These arrays are intended for the rapid exploration of ligand space common
in the early stages of methodology development (Plates A-C and Ni Plate, see Figures 3-
6). Although powerful, a drawback to this method is the inflexibility of these preplated
arrays. Therefore, a second design was implemented, involving the storage of many
copies of a particular ligand at lx concentration and then moving chosen vials to generate
fully customized ligand arrays.
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Figure 6. "Ni Plate" Ligand Array.
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Design of an HTS Workflow
Our goal was to create a workflow based on 96-well plates without the use of a
robotic liquid handler or proprietary software for data handling. Several specialized
pieces of equipment were assembled from a variety of vendors. First, aluminum 96-well
reaction blocks (#S139832, Rev. B) and GC-vial blocks (#S140491, Rev. A) were
purchased from Symyx. We purchased Teflon reactor seal sheets (#84955K6) and GC
seal sheets (#8569K74) from McMaster and cut them to fit the reaction block and GC
block. Rubber mats for the reactor (#1875T31) and GC (#8608K32) gaskets were also
purchased from McMaster and cut to fit the reaction block and GC block. Glass reaction
vials (1 mL) were purchased from Symyx (#S12916) and glass GC vials (400 EtL) were
purchased from National Scientific (#C4008-741). For the efficient heating of the
reaction block, a custom aluminum block that fit an IKA plate was cut by the MIT
machine shop. The CAD diagram of this is shown in Figure 7.
machine shop. The CAD diagram of this is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. CAD Diagram for the IKA Plate Adapter.
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General Procedure for Reactions with 96-Well Plates:
Reaction Setup
In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a pre-plated ligand array was chosen and carefully
transferred with the use of tweezers from a storage block to an aluminum reaction block
(Figure 8). Parylene-coated tumble stir bars (1.67 mm x 2.01 mm x 4.80 mm, V&P
Scientific #711-1) were then added with the aid of a stir bar dispenser (V&P Scientific,
#711A-IS) (Figure 9). Then Pd2(dba)3 (10.0 mg, 0.1 [tmol/vial) was weighed out into a
scintillation vial and diluted with THF (5.5 mL) using a Pipet Aid (VWR, #53498-103)
and 10 mL disposable glass serological pipette (VWR, #93000-680). This solution was
aliquoted (50 p[L) to each vial with a repeater pipette (Eppendorf, #022260201) and 2.5
mL combitip (Eppendorf, #022266306) (Figure 10). Next, the tetrabutylammonium
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bromide (353 mg, 20 [tmol/vial) and chloride (308 mg, 20 [tmol/vial) were each weighed
out into a scintillation vial, dissolved in THF (11 mL, some heating was necessary to
completely dissolve the ammonium halide salts), and aliquoted (200 [tL) to the
appropriate reaction vials. The solutions were then concentrated with a 96 tube gas
evaporation manifold (V&P, #VP 177) and then placed in the glovebox antechamber and
evacuated for 5 min in order to remove all traces of solvent. The aryl triflate (113.5 [LL,
10 [tmol/vial) and dodecane (57 tL, 10 [tmol/vial) were syringed into each of three
scintillation vials. The reaction solvents (toluene, dioxane, and DMF) were added to these
vials and then aliquoted (200 [tL) with a repeater pipette into the appropriate reaction
vials. At this point, the reaction vials were sealed by screwing down
an aluminum plate affixed with rubber gasket and Teflon seal sheet with a power
screwdriver (Figure 11). The plate was removed from the glovebox and placed in an
aluminum heating block on an IKA plate and heated with stirring (Figure 12).
Figure 8. Transferring Pre-Plated Vials to Reaction Block.
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Figure 9. Use of Stir Bar Dispenser.
Figure 10. Use of Repeater Pipette to Aliquot Solutions.
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Figure 11. Sealing Reaction Block.
Figure 12. Reaction Block in Heating Block
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Workup Procedure
At the end of the reactions, the reaction block was cooled and removed from the
heating block. The seal plate was removed and the reaction mixtures were diluted with
ethyl acetate (400 tL) using a 12-channel pipette and a solvent reservoir (Matrix, #8075).
The reaction block was then placed on a stir-plate and stirred for 5 min to ensure
adequate mixing. A filter block (Arctic White, #AWFP-F20002) was filled with -1 cm of
silica using a 96 well resin loader (Radleys, #Titan 96) (Figure 13). Next, a 200 [tL
aliquot of each reaction mixture was transferred to the filter block resting on a GC block
with 96 GC vials by use of a 12-channel pipette. The reaction mixtures were eluted
through the silica with the use of a Speedisk 96 pressure processor (Krackeler Scientific,
#11-8129-00) (Figures 14 and 15). Another aliquot of ethyl acetate (200 tL) was added
to the filter block and pressurized to ensure complete elution of the samples. The GC
vials containing the filtered samples were then sealed with an aluminum plate affixed
with rubber gasket and seal sheet. Finally, the reactions were analyzed by GC (Figure
15).
Figure 13. Loading Silica onto Filter Block.
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Figure 14. Filter Block and GC Block on the Speedisk.
Figure 15. Eluting Filter Block with the Speedisk.
419
Figure 16. GC Analysis with CTC-PAL Autosampler
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Reagents: Toluene was purchased from J.T. Baker in a CYCLE-TAINER solvent-deliver
keg and vigorously purged with argon for 2 hours. The solvent was further purified by
passing it under argon pressure through two packed columns of basic alumina and
copper(II) oxide. Pd2(dba)3 was purchased from Strem, Me2PEG 2000 was purchased
from Aldrich, KBr (powdered, IR quality) was purchased from Harshaw, 2-butanone was
purchased from Alfa Aesar, and all were used as received. i-Pr3AI-OEt2 was prepared by
the method of Lehmkul'" and t-Bu 2BrettPhos was prepared as reported by Fors et al.' 9
General Procedure for the Bromination of Aryl Triflates: A culture tube (18 x 150
mm, VWR) equipped with a Teflon-coated magnetic stir bar was charged with Pd2(dba)3
(9.1 mg, 0.01 mmol), t-Bu 2BrettPhos (14.5 mg, 0.03 mmol), Me2 PEG 2000 (250 mg), and
KBr (160 mg, 1.4 mmol). The tube was then sealed with an inverted 14/20 rubber septum
and electrical tape. A needle was next inserted and the tube was evacuated and backfilled
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with argon; this process was repeated a total of three times. The aryl triflate (1.0 mmol)
was then added by syringe, followed by 2-butanone (107 [tL, 1.2 mmol), toluene (3 mL),
and 2 mL of a 1 M solution of i-Pr3Al-OEtz (2.0 mmol) in toluene. The reaction was
stirred at 100 'C in an oil bath for 15 h. Following this, the reaction vial was allowed to
cool and diluted with ethyl acetate (- 3 mL). This mixture was then filtered through a pad
of silica gel (eluted with ethyl acetate) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The
crude reaction material was purified by flash chromatography on silica gel using a
Biotage SP-4 system (10 g cartridge).
Procedures for Calorimetry Experiments: In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, Bu 4NBr (32
mg, 0.1 mmol) or Bu 4NOTf (39 mg, 0.1 mmol) were weighed out into 16 mL screw cap
vial and filled with 1 mL of dry toluene. The reaction vial was then capped with a PTFE
septum and taken out of the glovebox. The vial was placed in the sample compartment of
an Omnical CRC reaction calorimeter along with a syringe containing a solution of the
Lewis acid (0.1 mmol) in toluene (100 tL). The calorimeter was equilibrated to 80 'C at
which time the solution was injected into the vial and the heat flow was recorded.
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